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DEDICATION

L. Russell Keene, II, a businessman from Sulphur, Louisiana and
Key West, Florida, suggested the life of Frasch to me as the subject
of a biography In the summer of 1982.

Keene, who grew up near the

old sulphur mines, the Frasch school, and the Frasch park, , has had
a life-long Interest In the man who so changed the economy of south
western Louisiana and, Indeed, the United States.

Over the last

decade, he had gathered together a collection of material on the
scientist, Including Williams Haynes' book on the Frasch sulphur
industry, the articles from The Journal of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry on the Perkin Medal presentation to Frasch, copies of most
of his patents, and articles on Frasch and the sulphur mines from
various sources.

Keene has led efforts to memorialize Frasch's work

in a number of ways, from supporting his inclusion in the United
States Postal Service's great scientist stamp series and the Patent
Office's Inventors Hall of Fame, to the establishment of a Herman
Frasch Memorial Foundation.

When I agreed to attempt the biography,

he made available his private collection of Frasch material, provided
introductions to other interested parties, and financed the further
research and the writing of this work.

This is his project.

Without

his inspiration and encouragement it would not have been completed.
In addition to the other forms of support, he also gave me complete
freedom in telling the story of Frasch's life and work.

Any errors

of omission or commission, therefore, are my responsibility alone.

I

am grateful to him, his wife Susan, and their three children, Russ,
Jennie, and Kris, who have all endured our long discussions'of Frasch
ii
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and this project, for their contributions to this undertaking.

I

hope in this treatment of the life of the scientist of sulphur that
I have merited the trust and confidence they have given me.

It is

dedicated to the Keene Family.

iii
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My major professor has borne

with me patiently and tried to teach me how to write.
has listened to my problems and solved many of them.

The chairman
Professor

Williams, besides serving as an example of the finest type of scholar
and teacher, once did a young graduate student the personal kindness
of looking in late one afternoon and informing me, unofficially, that
I had passed the general exams.

Besides the faculty I owe much to my

many fellow graduate students at LSU who helped to show the way.
A large number of people helped in the preparation of this work
on the life of Frasch.

In the Dedication I have tried to indicate my

debt to Russell Keene.

Early in the project Dwight C. Spates, the
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former postmaster of Sulphur, who grew up on the mine property,
granted me an interview and took me on a tour of the mines.

Mr.

Spates also introduced me to the Brimstone Museum, located in Frasch
Park in Sulphur, which contains many clippings relating to the mines
and a model of the Frasch sulphur process.

Coleen Turner was working

as the curator in the summer of 1982 and she was most helpful in
allowing me to look through their collection.

Frasch's grandson gave

a small collection of his papers to the Chemists' Club in New York
City.

Mildred Hunt, the assistant librarian, searched the premises

of the crowded library until she located them for me.

Mrs. Elsie

Lim, the librarian, Dr. John Mellecker, the historian of the Club,
and Dr. Sidney Tuwiner were also helpful in tracing Frasch's rela
tionship with the Chemists' Club, which incidentally provided a
roaring fire in the club room that was most attractive in the New
York winter.

I owe thanks to the staff of the LSU Library, the

General Libraries of The University of Texas at Austin, the San
Antonio Public Library, the New York Public Library, the Cleveland
Public Library, the Philadelphia Public Library, the National Ar
chives and Records Service Branches at Philadelphia and Fort Worth,
the Library of Congress, and the National Archives.

Milton Mustin of

the Philadelphia City and County Archives, Joseph Ernst of the
Rockefeller Archive, James Casey of the Western Reserve Historical
Society, and Kenneth Lohf of Columbia University generously provided
access to relevant information in their manuscript collections.

A

number of people replied to correspondence from this author requesting
information about Frasch.

As did the people I met in the various

v
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libraries and document rooms, they uniformly expressed interest in
the project and showed me great courtesy.

Professor Bennett Wall took

time to lend me encouragement and give me leads on information.

Mrs.

Muriel Hidy sent me a most gracious letter with suggestions of her
own as to possible sources of information.

Dr. J. Dietze of the

library of the Martin Luther Universitaet Halle-Wittenberg replied
that his records could not confirm Frasch's attendance at a gymnasium
in Halle and referred my letter to the city archive.
replied.

They have not

The cultural attache at the embassy of the German Demo

cratic Republic in Washington had given me the address.

Mrs. Chris

tine Richardson of the German Society of Pennsylvania searched their
records and found nothing on Frasch but invited me to visit the old
club building.

Mrs; Nancy L. Weinstock of the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy and Science found no direct references to Frasch in the
archives she consulted, but did send to me citations of articles on
Frasch from The Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine and the American Jour
nal of Pharmacy.

Mrs. Mary McManman, librarian of the Bay County

Library System in Bay City, Michigan, sent me copies of pages in old
city directories and histories of the area involving Frasch and the
soda project in Bay City.
gracious.

Canadian correspondents were particularly

Mr. Gordon Phillips of the Classification and Search Sys

tems Division of the Patent Office in Hull sent me microfiche copies
of Frasch's Canadian patents from 1877 to 1887.

Mr. A. L. Neely of

the London Public Library and Art Museum checked their files and sent
me several photocopies of newspaper articles and manuscripts.
also referred me to other potential sources.

He

Imperial Oil Limited's

vi
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N. J. Gaspar of theiT information services in Sarnia referred me to
Robert Taylor-Vaisey, the corporate archvist in Toronto, and Mr.
Taylor-Vaisey sent me photocopies of the pages in Ewing's history of
the company relating to Frasch.

John H. Lutman of the D. B. Weldon

Library of the University of Western Ontario indicated that they held
some manuscripts relating to the Canadian oil industry that might
mention Frasch, but I was unable to get up to London to search them.
For Frasch in Cleveland I contacted John R. Sinnema, who is working
on a history of Germans in the area.

He took the trouble of checking

through his files and at the Cleveland Public Library, before my
visit there, and sending me photocopies of portions of the memorial
book on Frasch issued after his death, which included a portion of
the Chandler address and the Witt obituary.

Professor Sinnema of

Baldwin-Wallace College is active in the Gesellschaft fuer Deutschamerikanische Kulturforschung in Gross-Cleveland (the Society for
German-American Cultural Research in Greater Cleveland).

Although

they had no information directly relating to Frasch,both D. W. Bixby
of the Sulphur Institute and Lois Schuermann of the American Petroleum
Institute replied to my inquiries and gave me leads to information.
Professor Terry S. Reynolds of the University of Wisconsin-Madison
sent me information on Frasch's membership in the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers.

Eileen Reilley of the American Chemical

Society found Frasch's membership records in the ACS.

Ruth B. Frey

of Exxon had nothing on Frasch, but she suggested other sources.
Jeanne Roberts of The Historical Society of Pennsylvania searched
their files, found nothing on Frasch, but did send two xeroxed pages

vii
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from the Dictionary of American Biography containing their short
biography of Frasch.

Wallace Henderson of Sulphur, then a member of

the staff of Congressman Billy Tauzin, discussed the project with me
personally and on the telephone and referred me to Jay Handelman
of FreeportMcMoRan.

Mr. Handelman and Mr. Ned Read of Freeport

searched their files and found nothing on Frasch but did offer to
make available material from the old files, including photographs.
When I was in New York City I talked briefly to Mrs. Herman F. Whiton,
the widow of Frasch's grandson.
Club and Herman F. Whiton, Jr.

She referred me to the Chemists'
Mr. Whiton shared reminiscences from

his father about Frasch with me and also wrote with further informa
tion.

I am most grateful to everyone who helped to put this story

together and who expressed interest in seeing it done.

1 have else

where expressed my profound thanks for the opportunity to try to do it.
Naturally, none of the above should be held responsible for the
quality of the effort.
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ABSTRACT

Herman Frasch (1851-1914) Invented the hot-water process for
mining sulphur that permitted the exploitation of the rich deposits
beneath the coastal plain of the Gulf of Mexico.

The Frasch process

enabled the United States to become self-sufficient in the production
of this important industrial mineral and the major supplier to the
world.

Frasch's new idea was to inject steam into the underground

deposit to melt the sulphur and then pump the liquid to the surface.
He patented the process in 1891 and first demonstrated its technical
success at Sulphur, Louisiana in 1894.

Initially plagued with prob

lems due to the high cost of coal to fire the boilers which produced
the super-heated water, the process became a commercially successful
operation after the discovery of plentiful supplies of cheap fuel in
the nearby Beaumont oil field after the turn of the century.

From

then until shortly before Frasch1s death, his Union Sulphur Company
had an effective monopoly of United States production of sulphur.

The

plentiful supply of domestic sulphur produced by the Frasch process
allowed the tremendous expansion of American chemical production, es
pecially in fertilizers, paper milling, and sulphuric acid, the prin
cipal industrial acid used in the chemical industry.
Born in Germany, Frasch came to the United States in 1868.

His

early career was as a pharmacist, but an interest in the then new
process of petroleum refining brought him to Cleveland in 1877 where
he began a long career in the refineries of the Standard Oil Company.
Before starting the sulphur project in Louisiana, Frasch had achieved
a major success in developing a process for making the sulphur-laden
x
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crude oils of Ohio, the second major American oil field, into market
able products, particularly a clean-burning, odor-free kerosene.

For

his contributions to the development of American industrial chemistry,
he was awarded the Perkin Medal in 1912.

The young Immigrant became

a successful chemist, inventor, and entrepreneur.
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INTRODUCTION

A mile west of Sulphur, Louisiana on a large tract of land now
owned by the Allied Chemical Company a German-born chemist, Herman
Frasch, drew sulphur from beneath the earth by a process he had in
vented.

The Frasch process of producing sulphur enabled the United

States to become self-sufficient in this important mineral, one of
the basic raw materials of a modern, industrialized economy.
a revolutionary development in mining technology:

It was

first he liquefied

the sulphur underground and then pumped the mineral to the surface.
The basic technology is still in use, and American companies have
produced "Frasch sulphur" from places the inventor never saw.

The

Sulphur mine site itself is still in use, but it no longer produces
sulphur.

After Frasch, others came to take oil, gas, and brine from

the salt dome structure beneath the coastal plain.
The combination of Frasch's ideas with the rich land produced a
union that proved to be of enormous benefit to the area, the region,
the nation, and, in the best tradition of American free enterprise,
to the inventor himself, and his financial supporters.

The success

of Herman Frasch, not without setbacks and disappointments, repre
sents an example of an enduring American reality.

A gifted and dedi

cated man, living and working in a land rich in freedom and natural
resources, could rise from penniless immigrant to personal wealth and
influence, not at the expense of others, but to the advantage of the
society as a whole.
Before he went to Louisiana Frasch had already made important
contributions to the economic growth and development of the nation.
1
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2

There was a Frasch process in oil and a Frasch process in soda, before
sulphur.

Frasch was a man of many interests.

He considered himself

above all a chemist, but he was also an engineer, c. technician, and
an entrepreneur.

From his youth he was always interested in the tech

nological frontiers.

He retained a deep and abiding affection for

his homeland, but he was also unashamedly devoted to building American
industry and American commerce.

This work is an attempt to tell the

story of Herman Frasch.
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CHAPTER I
EARLY LIFE

Herman Frasch was born on Christmas Day, 1951 in Oberrot bei
Gaildorf in the German kingdom of Wuerttemberg.

His father was a

career civil servant in the kingdom, serving as Schultheiss, or
mayor, of Oberrot.

Shortly after his son's birth he was promoted to

the position of Stadtschultheiss of the town of Gaildorf,* five miles
south and east of the little village, near where the Rot, the moun
tain stream that gives its name to the village, flows into the Kocher.
Gaildorf was a town of only about 1600 people when Frasch was a boy.
It is located in the narrow valley of the Kocher between the Limpurger mountains and the Murrhardt forest, only a few miles downstream
from the river's source in the Swabian Alps.

Below Gaildorf, at Hall,

about ten miles north, the Kocher flows out into a wider valley be
fore joining the Neckar, which in turn joins the Rhine west of
Heidelberg.

The small kingdom's capital, Stuttgart, lies forty miles

Charles F. Chandler, "Presentation Address," The Journal of Indus
trial and Engineering Chemistry, February, 1912, p. 132; Hermann
Strenger, "Hermann Frasch," Lebensbilder aus Achwaben und Franken
(Stuttgart, 1951), p. 386; Neue Deutsche Biographie, V, Falck-Fyner
(Berlin, i960), p. 379; Adolf Reitz, Per Schwaebische Werktag: Von
Schoepferischem Mut und Gluckhafter Fahrt (Stuttgart, 1939), p. 200.
The basic facts about Frasch's early life are included in Chandler's
introduction of the inventor at the Perkin Medal presentation re
corded in The Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, al
though he lists the birth year as 1852, and most other sources, in
cluding the obituaries listed below, give the year as 1851. Frasch
was present at the ceremony, but the preponderance of evidence
suggests 1851 as the correct date. All of the German sources agree
on that year.

3
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4

to the west of Gaildorf, past the Mainhardt and the Lowenstein hills,
in the valley of the Neckar.

When the inventor was a boy there was

no railroad connection in Gaildorf, the nearest line passing through
Hall.

At Hall the line went west and south through Heilbronn to

Stuttgart and north and east through northern Bavaria to the states
of middle and north Germany.

2

Gaildorf was an ancient settlement,

although it had never been a prominent city.

It was settled in the

eighth century, or possibly earlier, by Germans belonging to the
Swabian tribes and is located on the northeast frontier of Swabia.
To the east are the descendants of the Bavarian tribes and to the
north, the Franks, the tribe of Charlemagne.
trated to the Kocher valley.

Roman rule never pene-

3

The German tribes, divided into petty principalities, secular
and ecclesiastical, had been loosely united in the Holy Roman Empire
for almost a thousand years, but lost that unity in 1806 when Na
poleon Bonaparte changed the map of Germany.

He made the duchy of

Wuerttemberg a kingdom and added to it several formerly semi-indepen
dent principalities and imperial cities.

Gaildorf's rulers, the

dukes of Limpurg, lost their sovereignty, and the town became a part
4
of New-Wuerttemberg along with the former free imperial city of Hall.

2
A Handbook for Travellers in Southern Germany; Being a Guide to
Wuerttemberg, Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Switzerland, Styria, etc.,
The Austrian and Bavarian Alps, and the Danube from Ulm to the
Black Sea (London, 1864), p. 34.
O
Friederich Metz, Laendergrenzen im Suedwesten (Remagen, 1951), pp.
255-257.
^Ernst Marquardt, Geschichte Wuerttembergs (Stuttgart, 1961), pp.
168-169.
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5

King Frederick I's alliance with Napoleon began to become a disad
vantage to the new kingdom with the French defeat in Russia and their
westward retreat across Europe.

Frederick's son and successor had

opposed his father's pro-French policy, and the small kingdom emerged
in post-Napoleonic
the victors.

Europe with its boundaries intact, unpunished by

The new king, William I, reigned from 1816 until 1864.

Frederick had allied himself politically with the French against his
fellow German rulers in Prussia and Austria, but his ideal France was
that of the despotism of Louis XIV, "enlightened" by the ideas of the
rational philosophers .a
of the age.

He tried to emulate the "enlightened despots"

His ally, Napoleon, however was the product of the fer

ment of the French Revolution.

His armies carried, however imper

fectly, the ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity across Europe. "*
Wuerttemberg's second king, William, opposed the political alliance
with France, but he had to come to terms with the ideas of the Revo
lution and their impact on his people.
a constitution.
its terms.

In 1819 he granted his people

For the rest of his reign he lived faithfully with

Under his direction Wuerttemberg tried to promote a true

national unity of the various German states, avoiding taking sides in
the battle being waged between Austria and Prussia for dominance with
in the country.**
The kingdom's political institutions provided relatively free

^"Friederich I (Wuerttemberg)," Biographisches Woerterbuch zur
Deutschen Geschichte (Munich, 1975), pp. 820-?823.
**"Wilhelm I (Wuerttemberg)," Biographisches Woerterbuch zur
Deutschen Geschichte (Munich, 1975), p. 3171.
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representation in the state parliament, within the old monarchical
forms.

Representatives freely debated many of the most important

issues facing the kingdom, including the position of the various con
fessions, the forms of local government, and the development of the
state's economy.^

It was not a country marked by great nobles and a

landless peasantry, but rather a land of small farmers and artisans,
wit h only the bare beginnings of industry.

Stuttgart was still years
g

away from its position as a leading German industrial city.

The

attempts by King William and his ministers to maintain the indepen
dence of the kingdom from the dynastic rivalries of the largest
states, Austria and Prussia, who competed for leadership of the German
Confederation,were widely supported.
admire in either power.

The Swabians found little to

In religiously divided Wuerttemberg, where

the Protestant majority and the Catholic minority both received sup
port from the state, Catholic Austria with its large non-German popu
lations was viewed with some suspicion.

Protestant Prussia they

considered militaristic and its people they saw as slavishly devoted
to the state.

German national sentiment was strong in Wuerttemberg

and its neighboring southern German states, but there was also a
particular attachment to what was considered their own regional

^Abbott Lawrence Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental
Europe, Volume I (Boston, New York, Chicago, and Cambridge, 1896),
pp. 340-344.
Q
K. L. Mehmke, Schwaebische Bahnbrecher:in Technik und Wirtschaft
(Esslingen, 1937), pp. 1-15; Reitz, Per Schaebische Werktag, pp.
53-132.
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heritage.

9

To this day Swabians retain a pride in their distinctive

ness among Germans, and differentiate themselves from Prussians,
Austrians, Bavarians, and other Germans.

Even among Germans they

have a reputation for a devotion to hard work and financial prudence.
In the inflationary 1970's it was the representatives of BadenWuerttemberg in the German Federal Republic who steadfastly resisted
the abolition of the one and two pfennig coins, in spite of their
declining value in commerce.^
The Swabian dialect of German has two words for hobby.

One word

describes merely recreational activity, when work is done; the other
describes creative, manual activity.

It is one thing to collect

dolls or stamps, it is another to carve or to till a garden.
Frasch must have heard the old Swabian admonition —
HHusle baue."

Young

"Schaffe, spare,

(Make something, save something, build a little house.)

The attitude described in the English language term, the "work ethic,"
was very much a part of the upbringing of a child in Gaildorf.^
In 1851 Johannes Frasch was 40 years old and Katherine Baur
Frasch was 32.

12

The father could barely remember the days of politi

cal upheaval and the terrible famines of the winter of 1816/1817 that

g
William H. Dawson, Germany and the Germans (London, 1894), pp. 306308.
^ G e o r g e Bailey, Germans;
1972), p. 365.

The Biography of An Obsession (New York,

^ R u d o l f W. Leonhardt, X-Mal Deutschland (Munich, undated), p. 208.
12
Neue Deutsche Biographie, V, p. 379.
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came after the establishment of peace.
the routine of the civil service.

13

Their life was settled in

The village administrator would

be rewarded by promotion to a similar position in Gaildorf .

In

Wuerttemberg's centralized system of local administration, the king's
ministers appointed the mayors who in turn worked with the local councilors.

14

As in most of Germany, the civil service was an honored

profession, rigidly honest and governed by periodic examinations for
merit.

Along with the priest and the schoolteacher, the civil servant

was the symbol of authority and order.

If the Swabians valued work,

they were somewhat suspicious of enterprise.

As in small towns every

where, there existed an assumption of predictability about life.
Everyone knew everyone else and they all could think they knew what
to expect from each other.
Frasch's father seems to have been an outwardly stern, discipli
narian figure.

His mother was a quiet, domestic woman who complemen

ted the paternal rigidity with her sympathy for her sons, of whom
Herman was the older.

Young Herman, before he started school, once

nearly drowned in the Kocher.

Chasing an otter along the bank, he

fell into the water of the swift-flowing stream and hit his head on a
rock.

According to the apocryphal story, he awoke at home and immedi

ately his father upbraided him for his carelessness in the water.

A

few weeks later, however, the boy returned to the hunt for the otter.

"13
:
Biographisches Woerterbuch zur Deutschen Geschichte, p. 803.
^Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, I , p. 341.
^Dawson, Germany and the Germans, pp. 161-163.
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This time he caught the slippery creature and brought it to his father,
who was at work in the council chamber at city hall.
Frasch treated the interruption with quiet dignity.
and the otter, home with a bright new silver coin.

The senior
He sent the boy,
The Stadtschul-

theiss must have felt that nature had cautioned the boy about the
dangers of the rocks and the swiftly flowing water of the river, and
he rewarded the tenacity and persistence of young Herman in catching
his prey.
All his life Frasch retained a deep affection for his hometown
and kept in contact with his boyhood friends.
normal childish pranks,
boy.

16

He was capable of

but was generally a thoughtful and studious

He attended the local elementary Latin s c h o o l ^

German educa

tion of the era was heavily weighted toward the classics, and a
reading knowledge of Latin was essential to secondary and higher
education.

18

tant church.

The local school was administered by the state Protes
Elementary education was state-supported but run by the

three recognized confessions of the kingdom, Catholic, Protestant,
and Jewish.

19

He also began an apprenticeship in a local pharmacy.

Young Frasch was drawn to that profession through his interest in

^ L i s a Heiss, DerSchwefelkoenig von Louisiana:
Ein Deutscher Erkaempft ein Weltmonopol (Reutlingen, 1942), pp. 14-15.
^ N e u e Deutsche Biographie, V, p. 379.

..........
Dawson, Germany and the Germans, p . 173.

iq
Paul Monroe, ed., A Cyclopedia of Education, Volume III (New York,
1918), p. 69.
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science, particularly chemistry.

20

Each small apothecary shop was

essentially also a small laboratory.

The pharmacist then had to pre

pare many of his medicines from raw materials obtained locally.
There was a large national and international trade in certain medici
nal substances, but no drug industry in the modern sense.

Each

pharmacist had to know how to mix the various herbs, oils, essences,
and minerals in accordance with the prescriptions of the doctors.
Pharmacy was a strictly regulated profession in Germany; each state
had lengthy educational and practical requirements for licensing.
Frasch did not continue long in that apprenticeship.

21

His father de

cided to send the boy to SchwSbisch-Hall, about ten miles down the
Kocher, to apprentice in a book shop.
Herman apparently did not resist his father's decision.

He may

have preferred the opportunities in the local pharmacy but working in
a bookstore offered its own advantages.

22

He would have access to

what amounted to a large private library in Hall,

23

and that city,

compared to Gaildorf, was a near metropolis.
In the 1860's SchwSbisch-Hall had a population of almost 7000
people, three times that of Gaildorf.

It was about a three-hour trip

by foot, less in a horse-drawn cart or carriage, north on the road

■20

:

Lebehsbilder aus Schwaben und Ftahken, p . 386.

........................

21

Charles H. LaWall,■Fou r ■Thousand:Years of Pharmacy: An Outline Histoty of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences (Philadelphia and London,
1927), pp. 516-518.

2 2 ....................

Neue Deutsche Biographie, V, p. 379.

23
Heiss, Per Schwefelkoenig von Louisiana, p. 15.
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that hugged the bank of the river.

The valley widened at Hall, and

the Kocher flowed around low islands.

The city itself was situated

on the right bank, on a gradually sloping hillside, crowned not with
a castle, but with an ancient monastery, used in the middle of the
last century as a hospital.

Hall had been, until the Napoleonic con

quest, a free imperial city, ruled by its own burghers, independent
of the neighboring princes and nobles, with representatives in the
imperial diet along with those princes and the other free cities
like Hamburg, Lubeck, and Frankfurt.

It had reached its greatest

population, twice what it was in Frasch's time, in the Middle Ages.
Its industry, salt production, had made it a prosperous and indepen
dent city.

The city's name, Hall, was an old word for salt; it was

called SchwHbisch to differentiate it from other similarly named
cities outside Swabia.

The old salt-works had become much less im

portant by the middle of the nineteenth century, but they were still
being worked, and visitors were invited to view the salt caverns in
the hills above the city and the works along the river where the brine
was evaporated.

Miners dug the salt out of the caverns, some of it

already in the form of brine, and sent the liquid mass as much asthree miles away to the works along the banks and on the islands in
the Kocher where the pure salt was extracted.

One island contained

an old salt bath where visitors could enjoy the benefits of soaking
in the mineral waters.

For hundreds of years people had gathered to

float on the salty water and gain the supposed benefits from the
stinging pain of the brine.

f

24

■ . 1 1...............

A Handbook for Travellers in Southern Germany p. 34.
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According to stories years later, young Frasch found little time
in Hall to do anything besides work, eat, and sleep at the bookstore.

25

In what little free time he had he may have wandered through the old
city; he could not have missed noticing the important role the saltmakers' guilds still played in the life of the town.

Garbed in their

traditional costumes the saltmakers appeared at all the local festi
vals.

Most of the older wealthy families were still engaged in the

salt industry, either mining, processing, or marketing the staple.

26

The young red-headed boy managed to find some time to amuse him
self on his own, even if he did not necessarily amuse his elders and
especially his master at the bookstore.

According to another story

from an admiring biography of Frasch in German, the slightly bored
young boy sought stimulation late at night.

Sneaking out of his

master's house after all others had gone to sleep, he would climb to
the roof of the city hall and, on occasion, make his way into the
narrow space behind the face of the great town clock.

Below the

clock face there was an opening from which elaborately carved figures
emerged to perform at the appointed hours.
cal of many such clocks in German cities.
clock.

Hall's cityclock was typi
It was like a giant cuckoo

The burghers relied on its accuracy as a timepiece; many

glanced up to enjoy the predictable daylight celebrations of the hours.
At night it chimed the passage of time in appropriately hushed tones.
The workings of the clock machinery apparently fascinated the boy,

25

~ ’ ~
■
Heiss, Per Schwefelkoenig von Louisiana, p. 16.

2g
A Handbook for Travellers in Southern Germany, p. 34.
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and he studied how the pieces worked to keep the time* to sound the
chimes, and to move the carved figures out the door, with the appro
priate fanfare.

He conceived a prank.

One night, after midnight, Frasch sneaked into the machinery of
the clock.

By tinkering with the machinery he managed to set the

clock for noon.

With a loud crash the doors opened, the clock chimed

noon awakening the townspeople with the sound of the giant cuckoo.
Many were frightened.
had happened.

They gathered at open windows to see what

The boy waited for the excitement to subside and then

climbed down and returned to his master's house.

The next day the

slightly sleepy Frasch enjoyed the talk about the strange events of
the night.

He so enjoyed the attention his little mechanical experi

ment received that he resolved to perform it again.

The second night

he again laid his ladder against the rear of the building, but just
as he climbed on the roof, it slipped and fell.

That time it was

the sound of the fallen ladder that woke up the neighbors.
was discovered, his prank unmasked.

The boy

The bookseller, with little sense

of humor, sent Frasch the next morning back to Gaildorf.
If the boy was worried that his parents would be angry, he was
pleasantly surprised.

Johannes Frasch wanted more for his older son

than a job in a bookstore.
education.
service,

97

28

27

He wanted the boy to continue his formal

In order for him to assume a position in the civil

or in pharmacy if the son insisted, education in a

~
: 7-1 ~ .....................
Heiss, Per Schwefelkoenig von Louisiana, pp. 16-17.

2Q
Dawson, Germany and the Germans, p. 176.
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Gymnasium was necessary.

29

All the German states required primary education.

In Wuerttem-

berg school attendance was compulsory for children seven through
fourteen.

Secondary education was optional,

two types of high schools.

30

and there were generally

Most young people took advantage of nei

ther type, but entered the workforce or prepared for marriage.
newer type high schools were called Realschulen.
modern curriculum of history, some

The

The provided a

science, languages, and mathe

matics for youth who expected positions in business or the skilled
trades.

The Gymnasia were classical university preparatory schools.

Like the universities they emphasized Greek and Latin with less attenion to science and modern studies.

Defenders of the system praised

the humanistic young classical scholars the Gymnasia produced, mostly
men, ready for more Latin and Greek in the universities.

Critics, who

urged the acceptance of an alternative route to higher education, if
not the complete abolition of the Gymnasia, claimed that students
learned too little modern history, and were not exposed to enough
modern science.

Technical institutes were set up in many German

states, but they were outside the academic system on which progress
into the professions was based.
twentieth century.

:

~

The debate

When Herman Frasch was

faced with little choice.

"tq

31

“

If he wanted to

continued well into the

an adolescent, he was
go to university,

.............................................

LaWall, Four Thousand Years of Pharmacy,

p. 516.

'30
Monroe, ed., A Cyclopedia of Education, III, pp. 69-73.
Dawson, Germany and the Germans, pp. 170-177.
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was required to become a master pharmacist or to follow his father
into the higher grades of the civil service, he needed to go to a
Gymnasium.

The course of study there lasted from six to nine years,

depending on previous education, and resulted after passage of a
final examination with the Abitur, the final requirement for admission
to one of the German universities.

32

There is some indication that following the experience in Hall
young Frasch first raised the possibility of being allowed to go to
America, to stay with an uncle there.
see him leave.

33

His family were unwilling to

Instead, his father made the necessary arrangements

for the boy to attend the Gymnasium in Halle, in Prussian Saxony.

34

However reluctantly, Frasch put off thoughts of going to America and
returned to SchwHbisch-Hall to take the train into Prussia.
The train crossed from Hall into northern Bavaria, through Nurem
berg,- through the Thuringian duchies onto the Saxon plain, to Halle,
located northwest of Dresden, on the Saale River.

35

The city was the

site of the Royal Frederick University, founded by a Prussian king a
little more than a century and a half before.

36

The boy might more

logically have been sent to a Gymnasium in Wuerttemberg in preparation
for the University at Ttibingen, the kingdom's chief educational

”32

1 ~

:

.....

LaWall, Four Thousand Years of Pharmacy, p. 518.

33
Heiss, Per Schwefelkoenig von Louisiana, p. 15.
*3 /

Williams Haynes, "Herman Frasch," in Edward Father, ed., Great
Chemists (New York and London, 1961), p. 925.

35

.........................................

...................................................................

A Handbook for Travellers in Southern Germany, pp. 34-35.
gg
•
.... Monroe, ed., A Cyclopedia of Education, III, p. 210.
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institution.

There could have been many reasons the Frasch family

decided to send Herman to Halle, one perhaps based on religious
principles.

The university at Halle had a reputation as an institu

tion dominated by "Pietism," a school of Lutheran thought that empha
sized individual commitment and social fervor.

The really creative

days of the Pietist movement were in the past century, but strong
differences of emphasis remained within the state Protestant churches.
The course of the Reformation in Germany left each state's Lutheran
or Reformed church apart from the others, dependent on the local
prince for protection.

Catholicism and Judaism, even if state-sup

ported, were much less dependent on the state for their support.

In

many places the local Protestant clergy presided over a formalistic
orthodoxy, approved by the secular authorities, that seemed lifeless
to many believers.

The same human impulses that tended to lead to

revivalism in English-speaking countries were at the heart of Pietism
in Germany.

The state church in Wuerttemberg had been strongly in-

fluenced by the movement, among the hierarchy as well as the laity.

37

At the state university, however, the theological faculty was domi
nated by rationalists, who raised questions about the basic tenets of
Christianity, including the virgin birth and the divinity of Christ,
that shocked both Pietists and Orthodox Lutherans.

38

Frasch's parents

may have been reluctant to see their son exposed to such teachers at
TUbingen.

The fees for secondary and higher education were within the

"........................
07------------Kerr D. Macmillan, Protestantism in' Germany (London, 1917), pp. 231—
270.

QO

...

Dawson, Germany and the Germans, p . 33.
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abilities of middle class families like that of Frasch.

His parents

chose to send the boy to Halle at only a small extra expense

39

to be

educated at an institution that promised to provide a more religious
atmosphere than the local ones.

The journey to Prussian Saxony would

also give the boy a taste of life a long way from home.
The Saxon dialect of Germany must have sounded strange to young
Frasch* but there was much about Halle that would remind him of
SchwHbisch-Hall, if not Gaildorf.

It was a much larger city and was

beginning to grow even more rapidly with the beginnings of industri
alization based on the nearby coal deposits.

As its name indicated,

the city historically was a center of salt production.
dated only from 1694.

The university

As in Hall the salt works were located on

islands in the river and the city stretched along the hills along the
right bank.

In Halle the salt came from deep \plls which penetrated

into underground brine deposits.

Most of the brine pumped to the

surface was evaporated in the salt works to produce the basic staple,
but as in the Swabian salt city some brine was diverted into salt
baths located in parks along the river.
The Gymnasium and the buildings of the university were five and
six blocks east of the meandering Saale River.

Closer to the river

was the old town square with the fourteenth century city hall, the
St. Mary's church, the 276-feet tall Red Tower, built in 1506, and a
statue of Halle's most famous son, the composer George Frederick
Handel.

Behind St. Mary's church and on the banks of the old river

39Ibid., p. 180.
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channel was the church of St. Moritz, the guild church of the salt
makers.

Further south was the Protestant cathedral.

To the east of

the university the city extended into the hills, with homes and ath
letic fields covering the heights.
along the river.

To the north were the city parks

Across the river to the west was forest.

The

southern part of the city was dominated by the buildings of the
Francke Institut, a group of buildings housing charitable and educa
tional institutions founded more than a century before by one of the
leaders of the early Pietist movement.

The university occupied sev

eral buildings near the center of town, many of them fairly new.

The

Prussian king had united Halle's university with the much older
Wittenberg in 1817 and had directed new construction for the enlarged
institution.

(The university is now named the Martin Luther Univer

sity, in honor of Wittenberg University's greatest faculty member.)
The Gymnasium was in an old building across the street from the city
theater, only two blocks from the university library.

The univer

sity's new chemical laboratories were down by the river, across from
the guild church of St. Moritz.

40

Frasch must have been able to take time from the tedium of his
studies to wander around the city and become acquainted with its
economic and social, as well as academic, life.

The Halloren, the

guild of saltmakers, were a colorful part of all the city's festivi
ties.

They remained a group apart from the city, however; membership

in the guild was hereditary.
stuff of local legend.

The origins of the salt industry were

Atleast since the! Middle Ages the guild and

4Q_r
1
1 ~ ~ .................
Germany: A Handbook
forRailway Travellers and Motorists Karl Baedecker (Leipzig, 1936), p. 164.
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and an organized salt business had existed in Halle.

According to

some stories the Halloren were not Germans but Celts and had emi
grated to the Saxon plains bringing their knowledge of mining from
the west.

The salt deposits had been known since ancient days, when

settlers in the Saale valley first noticed brine seeping to the sur
face.

The reorganized university and the newer industries were be

coming more and more important to the economic life of the city, but
when young Frasch lived there it was still a city based on salt
mining.
The course of study in the Gymnasium was rigorous.

The students

could enter as young as ten, and graduation, after completion of the
final examination, was normally at nineteen.

Students, Frasch among

them, could also enter later, but had to exhibit an ability to read
and write German, do arithmetic, and have a basic knowledge of geog
raphy, the Bible, and grammar.

Classes in the school began with

physical exercise and continued with drills in written and spoken
Latin and Greek, often another foreign language, and German. The young
gentlemen's education —

Prussian Gymnasia were not coeducational —

included also music, especially singing; drawing, including callig
raphy; and a basic review of European history, natural history,
philosophy, formal logic, anthropology, psychology, mathematics, and
simple physics.

By design the school avoided any emphasis on practical

scientific education in favor of the traditional humanistic courses.

41

~

~

“

42

....................

Baedeker *s Northern Germany (Leipzig, 1893), p. 326.
^ H e n r y Barnard, German.Educational:Refbfmefs: :Memoirs of Eminent
Teachers■'a n d 'Educators w i t h 'Contributions to the History of Education
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At the university, however, the faculty of natural philosophy included
distinguished research chemists, and the king had just recently es
tablished an agricultural research center in the city.

Academics

at the university were even beginning to take a scientific interest
in the principles of mining engineering as the practical men were
exploiting the mineral resources of the Saale valley.

43

It was such practical things that interested Frasch.

He was

fascinated by the practical chemical operations in the pharmacy.

He

enjoyed music and reading, but he was drawn to the work in labora
tories.^

A fellow Swabe had said, "Work is the soul of life."^

The boy was anxious to get about work, at performing a job.

When he

was just sixteen he left the school in Halle to return to Gaildorf, to
talk to his parents about life in America.

46

His life at Halle might also have become uncomfortable because
of a change in the political situation in the German confederation.
In 1866 Prussia provoked a war with Austria to settle the question of
which state would lead Germany.

The Prussian king and his chief

minister Otto von Bismarck, wanted a strong, united Germany under

in Germany (Hartford, 1878), pp. 656-657. Unlike those in Prussia,
gymnasia in Wuerttemberg were co-educational.
f

Monroe, ed., A Cyclopedia Of Education, III, p. 210.
^ J o h n S. Ewing, "The History of Imperial Oil Limited" (Unpublished
manuscript, Boston, 1951), p. 52.
^ R e i t z , Per Schwaebische Werktag, title page.
Robert Ley.

The quote is from

^ H e i s s , Per Schwefelkoenig von Louisiana, p. 16.
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Prussian leadership, with or without Austria as a part of the state.
Wuerttemberg's new king, Charles I, continued the policy of King
William, which had been to oppose Prussian hegemony and support
Austrian partnership in a loosely united Germany.

Prussia won the

war quickly, but not before Wuerttemberg had declared war on Prussia
in support of Austria.

There was no hostile military action between

Wuerttemberg and Prussia, but for a time Frasch was an enemy alien at
Halle.

Within five years, during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-

1871, Wuerttemberg joined a new, united German Empire under the Prus
sian king, but those intervening years were times of great debate
among the citizens of the southern German states about their future
status as parts of a greater German whole.

47

Wuerttembergers were deeply divided about the unification of
their nation under the Prussian king.

The great republic across the

sea had just settled its war of unification.

America and the oppor

tunities there represented a dream to millions in the old world.
Herman Frasch had an uncle in America, someone to help him adjust to
the new world.

His mother particularly was reluctant to see him go.

He won them both over, however, and gathered the cost of his passage.
His parents, although middle-class, were unable to send him on his
way with capital to spare.

^Marquardt, Geschichte Wuerttembergs, pp. 13-14; Edwin Emerson, Jr.,
A History of the Nineteenth Century Year by Year (New York, 1901),
pp. 1436-1446.
Some Wuerttemberg troops-were part of the army of
. the German Confederation that encountered Prussian troops near
Frankfurt am M a i n . They were defeated by the Prussians in a minor
action. The major theatre of war was in Bohemia.
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At Bremen he boarded a ship to New York.

48

delayed by summer storms in the north Atlantic.

The journey was long,
He had to spend more

than he expected on food and lodging on the ship and when he landed
in New York, he was virtually penniless.

He had to borrow the two

dollars for a train ride to Philadelphia from a fellow passenger.
Years later he found the kindly passenger and paid back the loan.
She had returned to Germany when he located her and gave her a check
for $2,000.

By then he had made a fortune.

In August, 1868 Frasch

arrived at his uncle’s home in the city of brotherly love with little
more than a few clothes and an eagerness to get down to work.
His uncle gave him a place to stay and helped him find a position
as an apprentice in a pharmacy on Chesnut Street.

49

There were about

360 pharmacies in the city and Philadelphia was the center of the
American medicinal drug industry with several producers and whole
salers serving the city's population of approximately 750,000 people
as well as other markets in the c o u n t r y . C o m p a r e d to Germany the
drug trade was virtually unregulated.

Pennsylvania did not require

the years of schooling and apprenticeship that were standard in the

48
Neue Deutsche Biographie, V, p. 379.

49

Heiss, Per Schwefelkoenig von Louisiana, p. 17.

^ G Q p s i l l 1s ;Philadelphia City:and Business'Directory:for 1868-1869.
Being; a Complete•and Accurate -Index to the Residents of the Entire
City: ■Their•Names,•Businesses,- a n d •Location.:A Full:and Accurately
Classified.B u s i n e ssDirectory,•Ah" Appendix, o f ;Actually:Useful •In-^
formation:of:t h e :Banks; Insurance Companies, Churches; City,:State
and Miscellaneous Records Carefully:Selected and Arranged Together
with a Valuable Street Index or Guide (Philadelphia, 1868).
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German states.'**'

In addition to the apothecary shops that maintained

high technical and ethical standards there were then as now the
various purveyors of nostrums and panaceas.

The readers of any of

Philadelphia's seventeen newspapers could see daily advertisements
for concoctions which claimed almost magic powers.

52

As in the field

of medicine the city, however, was also the center of a movement to
professionalize the practice of pharmacy.

This country's first

pharmacy college, now the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Sci
ence,had been founded in 1820.

Soon after, the ethical pharmacists

in cooperation with medical doctors had created the American Pharma
ceutical Society.

They hoped through self-regulation to maintain the

highest standards in preparation and dispensing of drugs.

Each

pharmacy was still a little laboratory where the raw materials of the
drug trade were mixed into prescribed medicines, but the business was
becoming more standardized and Philadelphia's drug manufacturers were
helping to transform the industry.

Frasch was fortunate to find em

ployment with pharmacists in an environment where the practice was
taken seriously and members of the profession made efforts to keep
themselves informed about the changes in materials and methods.

53

Philadelphia was much larger than any other city Frasch had lived
in, and the crowded streets, packed horse-drawn streetcars, and the

^ L aW a l l , Four Thousand Years of Pharmacy, pp. 516-518.
52

53

...........
(Philadelphia) Saturday Night, August 29, 1868., p. 7; Ibid., August
20,. 1870, p. 7.
..............................................

LaWall,'Four Thousand Years of Pharmacy, p p . 494-497, 516-518; Tom
Mahoney, •The•:Merchants of Life: An Account of the American Pharma
ceutical Industry (New York, 1959), pp. 30-32.
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noise and smell of the port city may have intimidated him.
also a city in which German was frequently heard.

54

It was

The first German

settlers arrived long before'the American Revolution.^

The old

Lutheran church at 5th and Race, near Frasch1s first job, was a cen
ter for the community.

When it was demolished in 1871 a new church

was erected across the street.

56

The older German families had

tended to look down on the second wave of immigrants, those of the
1840*s.

Frasch came over in the third great wave of immigration, that

following the War between the States.

Many of these later arrivals

were slow to adopt English and part with their own language and culture.

57

There were Germans living all over the metropolitan area,

engaged in a wide variety of jobs and enterprises, but the young
Frasch moved into a predominantly German neighborhood near the Dela
ware River, in the oldest part of the city, north of Independence
Hall.

58

For years a German society had been active in the city to

help the immigrants with job, housing, and legal problems and the

■^(Philadelphia) Saturday Night, July 9, 1870, p. 7. In 1869, 688
streetcars reportedly carried a total of 55,000,000 passengers over
179 miles of track within the city. Accidents on the tracks killed
9 people and injured 12 that year.
■*^The year 1983 marked the 300th anniversary of the arrival in the
North American colonies of the first German settlers.
Eg •
............................
GOpsill1s Philadelphia City Directory: . .1872, p. 498.
"^Alberr B. Faust, :The ■German"Element in t h e :United'
•States; ■'With
Special Reference:to Its Political, Moral, Social; and Educational
Influence, Volume I (Boston and New York, 1909), pp. 582-589.
^ G o p s i l l ’s Philadelphia City Directory. . .1871.
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general problems of acculturation associated with changing from one
society to another.

59

The German community was large and for many new

arrivals it offered a refuge from change.

Many worked in German-owned

businesses, like the numerous b r e w e r i e s a n d

lived in the community

without ever coming into contact with the larger society, holding on
to their language and c u s t o m s . F r a s c h took advantage of the oppor
tunity to make the gradual transition and learned to move easily from
one community into the other.
His first job after the apprenticeship was at William Taylor's
pharmacy at Race and 9th.
duties as clerk there.

62

He was nineteen when he assumed his

The next year he took a position as assistant

in the pharmacy of Johannes Maisch, a long-time professor in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

63

Maisch was a leading figure in the

profession, had been the chief pharmacist for the Union armies during
the war, was a founder and long-time officer of the American Pharmaceutical Association, and for many years operated his own pharmacy.

64

59

Harry W. Pfund, A History of the German Society of Pennsylvania
Founded 1764 (Philadelphia, 1944), passim.

^ W i l l i a m L. Downard, Dictionary of the History of the American Brew
ing Industry (Westport, Connecticut and London, 1980), p. 145.
^ P f u n d , A History of the German Society of Pennsylvania, passim.
^ G o p sill's Philadelphia City Directory. . .1871. This edition, pub
lished in 1871, contains the first entry listing the address of
Herman Frasch.
^ G O psill's Philadelphia City:Directory. .:.1872; Chandler, "Presenta
tion Address," The Journal~ of Industrial'and Engineering Chemistry,
1912, p. 132.
LaWall,■Four Thousand Y ears•of Pharmacy, p . 497; Pfund, History of
the German Society of Pennsylvania, p. 32.
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Through Maisch the young Frasch had the opportunity to meet other
distinguished leaders in the profession and to keep in touch with the
latest developments in his f i e l d . ^

Maisch1s duties at the college

meant that Frasch was often left in charge of the pharmacy.

He left

the professor in 1873, briefly worked at a pharmacy on Germantown
Road,^^ and later that year opened his own drug store back on Race
Street,

67

around the corner from St. Michael's Lutheran Church.

68

He was not yet twenty-two years old.
He made a living at his profession, eventually enough to support
a wife and children, but he also used the store as an experimental
laboratory —

he at last had his own —

where he could work on experi

ments unrelated to the dispensing of medicines.^

In 1874 he and John

Ruegenberg, who had his own pharmacy across town, established what
they called the Philadelphia Technical Laboratory.

At first they ad

vertised a specialty in working with brewing materials and wines but

^ M a i s c h was among a large group of prominent chemists, most from the
academic world, who presented papers at a meeting at the former home
of Joseph B. Priestly in 1874. At that time he was acting as editor
of the Journal of Pharmacy. Frasch was not listed as among those
present for the festivities. Proceedings at the Centennial of Chem
istry Held August 1, 1874 at Northumberland Pennsylvania Reprinted
from the August-September and December Numbers of The American
Chemist (Philadelphia, 1875), pp. 37-38, 41, 113.
^Gopsill's Philadelphia City Directory.

. .1873.

^ A . H . Alexander, "He Got the Sulphur Out,” The Philadelphia Inquirer
Magazines October 28, 1951, ho page number.
^ G o p s i l l 's .Philadelphia'City Directory. : .1874 ■
69
Alexander, op. cit.
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Frasch also took on other projects as they came in from the business
men and small manufacturers of the area.7*^
One project which he began that year came to him from a local
machinist who was interested in profiting from the sale of his tin
scrap.

Frasch started work on a process to produce commercial quan

tities of malleable iron from the scrap.

He established a partner

ship with the machinist and others to exploit the new process, but
the patent application was soon abandoned and the partnership broke
u p .71

He continued working on the tin scrap, and in 1875 received

his first patent from the United States Patent Office in Washington.
He applied on July 24, 1875, and on December 21st of the same year
the patent was issued on his improved process for removing the tin
plate from iron, producing usable products from what had been scrap.

72

Before making the formal application Frasch assigned the rights to the
process to a concern composed of himself, Charles B. Sprogell, a busi
nessman with many interests and a brother who was a machinist and

7®Haynes, "Herman Frasch," Great Chemists, p. 926.
7 *VolumeF-4, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office, Scientific
Branch, Central Archives Division, National Archives, Washington,
D.C.
Frasch assigned rights in the patent to a C. S. Patterson.
The application was apparently abandoned.
72

United States Patent Number 171,276 "Improvement in Processes for
Utilizing Tin-Scrap." Application was filed July 24, 1875 and the
patent was issued on December 21, 1875. Patent Applications,
General Branch, Central Archives Division, National Archives,
Washington, D.C.. Hereafter reference will be made only to the
patent number, name, date of application, and date of issuance.
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Henry Thomas, part-owner of an iron foundry.

73

Essentially Frasch's

patent described an improved method of separating the tin plate from
the iron.

First he produced an acid (S^^) to dissolve the tin from

the iron.

The resulting solution he dried and roasted down to tin

oxide, which in turn could be reduced to the basic metal by'mixing it
with coal in a furnace.

After removal of the tin by the "hydrothio-

nous acid," the iron had to be treated with a lime solution to remove
the sulphur coating from the acid.

By the relatively simply series

of processes both the tin and iron were made available for re-use from
the scrap.

74

Frasch seems to have left the application of the pro

cesses to his partners.

Besides his normal duties at his drug store

he was becoming interested in a new product just beginning to be de
veloped on a large scale:

petroleum.

What might have led to his interest in petroleum is a matter of
conjecture.
Philadelphia.

Oil was only starting to be a part of the economy of
Since the drilling of Colonel Drake's first well in

western Pennsylvania in 1859 various promoters had begun refining and
marketing petroleum products.

One of the earliest uses of the "rock

oil" had been for medicinal purposes.

Physicians and pharmacists re

sisted the claims of "rock oil" as an all-purpose n o s t r u m , b u t some

■73
Volume F-<-4, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office; Gopsill's
Philadelphia City Directory. . .1874; Ibid., 1875; Ibid., 1876.
74

U . S . Patent Number 171,276. Virtually all tinplate in this country
was being imported from Wales in the United Kingdom. Only three
small domestic companies had manufactured it, and t h e y were out of
business by 1875. A native tinplate, industry in the United States
only emerged..after-the McKinley. Tariff of 1890. W. E. Haare and E.
S. Hedges, Tinplate (London, 1945), p. 3.

75S. F. Peckham,:Report on the Production, Technology, and Use of
Petroleum and its Products (Washington, 1888), pp. 10-11.
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of the refined products of the oil had obvious beneficial uses in med
icine.

The pharmacy and medical trade journals in 1874-1875 carried

several articles on "vaseline" and its competing brand-name product,
"cosmoline."

Both were essentially the same product.

The American

Journal of Pharmacy, other scientific journals, and the popular press
carried articles examining the competing claims of the two products
and the battle by the makers of vaseline against cosmoline over an
alleged patent infringement.

Makers of both products urged pharma

cists to use the thick, viscous material for a variety of medicinal
purposes, but most drug stores stocked the product for use as an oint
ment.

Vaseline was made from the heavier fractions of crude oil, and

it was relatively simple to extract it from petroleum.

The makers

of the patented products made claims for their filtration processes,
but essentially any refiner could make a similar product from the
crude oil.

Such an ointment, either alone or in combination with

other medications, was adopted for use by many pharmacists.^
The petroleum industry and its refined products were also a
featured attraction at the Centennial Exhibition held in Philadelphia
in 1876.

The six-month long celebration of the nation’s first

hundred years attracted millions of visitors to Fairmont Park.

There

^ R o b e r t Chesebrough patented vaseline on June 4, 1872. Cosmoline was
also first-produced.in that year, -Harold .F. .Williamson.and-Arnold
R. Daum,•The American Petroleum Industry, Volume I : The Age of
Illumination 1859-1899. (Evanston, Illinois, 1959)., pp. 250-251.
Articles on the controversy appeared in T h e .American■Journal of ,.
Pharmacy, October,■1872 and-January, 1874? T h e :American:Pharmaceuti
cal Journal and Transactionsj .January , 1874; ■The -Medical -.Union,
February, 1872; Proceedings'of-American Pharmaceutical Association,
1875. T h e •generic product, unguentum paraffini, w a s •first listed
in the US Pharmacopeia in 1880. Peckham, Report oh. . .Petroleum,
pp. 254-255.
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they saw exhibits of the latest development in industrial science.
The machinery* processes, and products of modern industry from around
the industrialized world were on view, from great steam engines to
Alexander Graham Bell's ingenious little device for long-distance
communication.

The French exhibits included a display from the Sol-

vay company of their new process for making soda.
exhibit and samples of the sulphur mined in Sicily.

Italy sent an
Both North Ameri

can oil industries, Pennsylvanian and Canadian, were represented with
large exhibits and samples of their products.

Refiners were producing

a wide range of products from petroleum, including lubricating greases,
illuminating oil, paraffin wax, and v aseline.^
Paraffin wax was another product of use to pharmacists.
used as a sealing and coating agent with other medicines.

It was

The major

sources of paraffin wax had been from Scottish shale, but American
petroleum, which was being produced in huge quantities, was quickly
becoming the standard source.

Refiners were anxious to find uses,

and markets, for those fractions of crude that were left after the
primary product, kerosene, was extracted.

78

The young German-American

pharmacist and part-time experimental chemist examined oil'-refining,
particularly the processes used to yield the heavier fractions, in
cluding wax, from the crude oil.

By December, 1876 he had prepared

^ U n i t e d States Centennial Commission, International Exhibition 1876
Reports and Awards Groups■1.a n d .2 Volume I (Philadelphia, 1878),
p p ..7, -436j Ibid., .Groups e :a n d ■4 '•Volume■II , pp. 12.1-174, 182-rl91;
Vis it of fs .Guide to the -.Centennial'Exhibition'and Philadelphia May
'10 to November'10th, 1876 (Philadelphia, 1876), passim.
*7Q
...............
Williamson and Daum, The Age of Illumination, pp. 248-250.
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a patent application for an improvement in oil refining methods.

79

Philadelphia had for several years had a number of small paraffin manufacturers,
material.

80

who had used coal oil as their basic source

With the expansion of the oil industry, that source re

placed coal oil, or imported shale products, as a raw material for
making the wax.

The refining processes were similar.

Refining, of

petroleum or coal oil, is fundamentally a procedure for separating
the crude liquid into its several constituent hydrocarbons based on
their reaction to heat and pressure.
heated in a still.

Typically the crude liquid is

The lighter hydrocarbons and the gaseous material

boil off at low temperatures.

At successively higher temperatures

other hydrocarbons vaporize, eventually leaving a semi-solid residue
of nearly pure carbon.

Kerosene, the primary illuminating oil, is a

product of the condensation of some of the lighter fractions of the
crude.

Many early manufacturers kept only this easily marketable oil

and disposed of the rest of the crude.

Other refiners continued the

refining process to separate out the heavier fractions, the lubri
cating oils and the paraffin.
then cooling the paraffin oil.

They made wax by further refining,
The solid, colorless wax was then sold

in commerce, most of it to candle manufacturers.

81

79
U. S. Patent Number 190,483 "Apparatus and Process for Refining Oil."
Application date: December 13, 1876, Date issued: May 8, 1877.
gQ

Lorin Blodgett, Census of Manufacturers ~of Philadelphia (Philadel
phia, 1883), pp. 24-25, 124.
g J ........... ..........................

Peckham, Report on. . .Petroleum, pp..164-165,.173-176; Frederick
Field, "On the Paraffin Industry,"‘Journal of the Society of-Arts,
March.13, 1874, pp. 433-437; F. Sherwood Taylor, A History o f .In
dustrial ■:Chemistry.(New Y o r k , 1957), p p . 207-208; Virgil B . Guthrie,
ed., Petroleum Products Handbook (New York and London, 1960), pp.

, 12.

10
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Frasch patented an apparatus and process for refining oil which
could be used as a supplement to. or a replacement for the standard
process of simply heating the liquid in a still over fire.

In his

process the oil was dropped onto, a series of heated coils arranged
in a column equipped with a draft from below and an exhaust on the
top.

As the dripping oil came into contact with the hot coils, it

would partially vaporize, and the lighter fractions were carried off.
The heavier, unvaporized fractions would fall to the bottom of the
column.

The refiner could adjust the heat in the coils to precise

points for the desired products.

Frasch's patent was particularly

useful in refining pure keosene, because it could avoid the mixture
of liquids with different boiling points in the finished product.
The dripping column provided greater temperature control than the
process of boiling the oil over direct heat.

82

Such control was also

important in the production of wax, and it was the application of his
idea to wax making that brought Frasch to the attention of Joseph B.
Meriam, of the Meriam and Morgan Paraffine Company, of Cleveland.

83

That company was one of the largest wax manufacturers in the
United States.

84

Formed as Morehouse and Morgan in 1863, the company

was reorganized when Edward P. Morgan's son-in-law, Meriam, joined in
1865.

The company specialized in making paraffin wax for candles, ,

Q2
U«. S, Patent Number 190,483,

83

.............................
Chandler,.'.'Presentation Address,V'.The Journal of Industrial and En
gineering Chemistry, 1912, p. 132.

84

’ '' --- '"----‘ ‘...
Peqkham,~ Report, .■iPetr61eum,;:p . 186.
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but it also refined some axle grease and other heavy lubricants.

85

In 1873 the concern had been partially purchased by Standard Oil
interests and after that became an important part of the combination
founded by John D. Rockefeller.

86

Standard's main Cleveland refinery,

Cleveland #1, produced kerosene; the heavier hydrocarbons and other
residue from the first refining went to the Meriam and Morgan plant.

87

One of the chief characteristics of the Rockefeller concern was its
insistence on efficiency in operations, particularly in avoiding waste
of the raw material, petroleum.

88

Frasch1s work fit into that Stan

dard practice.
Based on the contents of his patent application, Meriam and Mor
gan offered Frasch a position as chemist for the company.

Recognizing

the possibilities for growth in the new industry, Frasch accepted the
job and moved to Cleveland in 1877,

89

but the liquidation of his

Johnson, Crisfield, History of Cuyahoga County, Ohio. . ..(Cleveland,
1879), pp. 303-308; Cleveland, Past and Present. . . (Cleveland,
1969), pp. 90-91; James H. Kennedy, A History of the City of Cleve
land: Its Settlement, Rise and Progress, 1796-1896 (Cleveland,
1896), p. 250.

86

W. F. Taylor, "History of the Standard Oil Company," partial copy of
unpublished manuscript of 1908 in Box 126, Allan Nevins Collection,
The Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University.
Standard
Oil purchased a controlling interest in Meriam and Morgan for
$16,200.

g7
Johnson, History of Cuyahoga County, p. 308.
OO

.................
Ralph W. H i d y a n d Muriel-E . Hidy,.History of Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey) i ■Pioneering .in •Big Business 1882-.191I (New York,
1955), p p v 433-438 and passim.

go

.................. -......
Chandler;•"Prensentation Address;" The Journal of Industrial and En
gineering 'Chemistry, 1912, p. 133V Frasch is not listed in the.Phil
adelphia city directory for 1877. His first listing in the Cleveland
city directory is in the year 1879.
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interests in Philadelphia brought him back to that city often over
the next year.

On one such visit, in April, 1878, he received his

final United States citizenship papers.

90

Ten years after arriving

in this country he had become a citizen, established himself in one
career, and was beginning to embark bn a new one.
He was also a family man.

Only a year after coming to Philadel

phia he had met and married Romalda Berkin.

She was the daughter of

an emigrant from Hesse-Darmstadt and a woman of old Pennsylvania
Dutch stock, and had been brought up in then rural Berks County, outside Philadelphia.

91

She and Herman established their first real

home above the drug store on Race Street he had opened after living
in apartments and with family.
parents of a son.

92

In October, 1873 they became

They named him George Berkin Frasch, after Frasch1s

uncle who had taken him and his wife in during those first difficult
years, and after Mrs. Frasch's maiden name.

93

second son, Herman, Jr.; he died in infancy.

94

In 1875 they had a
Frasch had a home in

IhPNaturalization

Certificate, Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, in
the Herman Frasch Collection, The Chemists' Club, New York City.

9 1 ....................................................................

Neue Deutsche Biographie, V, p. 379; 1880 Census of the United
States, Cuyahoga County, Ohio. Western Reserve Hiistorical Society,
Cleveland.
92

.........................................................................................................................

Gopsill's Philadelphia City Directory.

. .1874.

93

Birth Records, 1873, Philadelphia City and County Archives.
94

Birth Records, 1875, Philadelphia City and County Archives; 1880 .
Census of the United States, Cuyahoga County,; Ohio, Western Reserve
Historical Society.
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Philadelphia and an ongoing business.

His work supported his family

and he was in a position to build his pharmacy and do extra chemical
work in a place where he knew many of the leaders of his profession.
His old mentor, Dr. Maisch, was one of the founders of the American
Chemical Society, which had its first organizational meeting in 1876.

95

Nevertheless he chose to accept the position in the oil industry and
move his family west.

The offer was attractive financially.

Probably

more importantly the new job offered him the opportunity to join an
industry that was younger than he was, with problems to solve and
frontiers to cross.

95

.........................................................................................................................

"Notes,” The American Chemist; A Monthly Journal of Theoretical,
Analytical and Technical Chemistry, Volume VI, No. 11 (May, 1876),
p. 402. Maisch was among the organizers who held the first formal
meeting of the American Chemical Society on April 6 , 1876.
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CHAPTER II
BUILDING A CAREER IN OIL AND CHEMICALS

By 1878 Frasch had settled his family in Cleveland* in a com
fortable residential district on the fashionable east side of down
town.*-

On his new salary at Meriam and Morgan's refinerylhe could

afford two live-in servants for his family.

2

Cleveland was a fast

growing city in the years after the War between the States.
1870 and 1880 the population grew by two thirds.

Between

Many of the newer

arrivals were immigrants; like Frasch a large number were Germans.
Founded by Moses Cleaveland as one of the earliest settlements in
Connecticut's Western Reserve, the city was dominated by the second
and third generations of the old New England settlers.

The Germans,

Bohemians, Poles, and Hungarians tended to fill the ranks of employees

3
in the growing industrial enterprises of the "Yankee" entrepreneurs.
The large, heterogeneous German population, as in Philadelphia, sup
ported a full range of social and cultural activities, including music
4
associations, clubs, and two newspapers.

Frasch enjoyed good music

^T h e •Cleveland:Directory for-the.Year:Ending:June,:1879, Comprising
'Ah Alphabetical L i s t ■of All Business Firms a n d .Private Citizens;■A
Classified Business. Directory of the Public Institutions; Together
with, a Map from the Latest Surveys and Complete Street Guide
(Cleveland, 1880).
2

1880 Census of the United States, Cuyahoga County, Western Reserve
Historical Society.

3
■ ■■•■........... ■ ...............
William G. Rose, Cleveland: ~The- Making of a City (Cleveland and
New York, 1950), pp. 361-368, 427-432,.

4 '■ •:

........ ... ....... .... ..................

Ibid.4 Kennedy, A History of the City 'of ■
’Cleveland, pp. 425-426.
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and good beer but had long since established a pattern of long hours
at work, with little time to enjoy "leisure" times.^

The bright, in

dustrious, Swabian Frasch was very much at home working with the
shrewd Yankee businessmen at Meriam and Morgan and Standard Oil.*’ The
city was full of creative businessmen, participants in the great in
dustrial expansion that was transforming this from an agrarian to an
industrial nation.

Cleveland was a major steel producer,

making elevators there.

Otis was

Glidden and Sherwin-Williams were beginning

to make Cleveland a center of paint production.^

Grasselli Chemical

Company, later a part of Dupont, was the largest of several companies
that supplied chemicals for the area's industries —

in Grasselli's
g

case primarily sulphuric acid for the oil industry.

Along with

steel, oil was the most important,, and most visible, enterprise in
Cleveland.

A dozen refineries lined the Cuyahoga River in the area

called "the Flats."
was higher.

To the east and west of the river valley the land

The Flats were fehe industrial heart of the city, but the

^Ewing, "History of Imperial Oil Limited," p. 52.
g

E. P. Morgan was born in Ohio. Cleveland, Past and Present, p. 90;
Meriam was born in Ohio, the son of a Congregational minister. A
large proportion of the men listed in the biographical sketches in
these and other Cleveland histories were descended from families
that had settled in upper New York or New England and had.moved
from there to. Connecticut1s .Western Reserve, in which Cleveland was
located.
^Rose, Cleveland, pp. 362-363.
g

Helen M. Focke, "Cleveland's ;Chemical.Pioneers of the Nineteenth
Century," .Chemical ~and Engineering News, Vol. 22, No. 4 (February
25, 1944), pp. 244— 247,
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area also bisected the city.

Downtown and the desirable residential

districts were to the east; to the west was the mainly working class
part of the city.

The largest of the refineries, Standard #1, was

nearest Lake Erie, on Kingsbury Run, an arm of the river formed by
an ancient bend right before the river joined the lake.

On a thou

sand acres the Standard Oil Company had built an oil refinery that
employed hundreds of men and processed thousands of barrels of oil,
making Cleveland the leading refining center west of the oil regions
of Pennsylvania.

The city's proximity to the oil regions, the water

and rail transportation available to and from the city, and the
leadership of the men at the top of Standard Oil made the city the
center of the oil business.

9

Standard was run by committees, and

several men were involved at the heart of the corporation, but the
primary figure, the man who embodied the organization, was John D.
Rockefeller.

As a young man he had seen possibilities for growth in

the industry and had surrounded himself with people who knew how to
hasten and take advantage of that growth.

From a small partnership

formed in 1863 to arrange the sale of oil products, the Rockefeller
concern had grown to be the largest refining and marketing operation
in the world.

Henry M. Flagler joined Rockefeller and Samuel Andrews

in 1866, and he brought his expertise in arranging transportation of
the oil from the producing regions of western Pennsylvania to re
fineries in Cleveland and from there to consumers, particularly in the
East.

~~§

The three partners, later joined by John D . ls.brother William

“ ~

•• •

...

Kennedy, A History of the'City.ofClev e l a n d , p. 462.
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and some wealthy Cleveland businessmen, Incorporated theccompany as .the
Standard Oil Company in 1870..

The company exploited its favorable

transportation arrangements to. control more and more oil.

Rockefeller

attempted to form, in the South Improvement Company of 1871, one as
sociation to control production, refining, and marketing of the oil
from Pennsylvania, but objections from the producers who feared such
monopoly control of their product prevented the realization of the
project.

This defeat did not keep Standard from continuing to in

crease its share of the markets for crude oil and its control over
refining and distribution.

The company leadership was bold; it did

not hesitate to expand, on credit if necessary, but it also con
stantly looked for greater efficiencies and economies in their oper
ations.

At the urging of Rockefeller the partners put back most of

their early profits into the company to enable it to take advantage
of growth possibilities.

In 1872 Standard took over eighteen re

fineries, all but onet'in Cleveland, in an action called by critics
the "Cleveland massacre."

Standard offered in exchange either cash

or stock in the company; many later regretted taking cash.

In the

next three years Standard took advantage of the impact of the Panic
of 1873, a business depression that had left even some of the largest
refiners and distributors short of cash.

Standard's policy was to

integrate the new companies into a rational system, if they survived
at all.

The subsidiary companies were allowed considerable indepen

dence, particularly in introducing hew, more efficient technologies.
In many cases the Standard takeover was kept private, and the old
brand names and customer loyalties of the newly acquired companies
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were retained.

Executives who had attempted to compete with Rocke

feller joined his board of directors and continued to run their old
companies, but in the interest of the whole corporation.

Some com

petitors still remained, and not all of the Standard takeovers were
friendly.

Meriam and Morgan, for instance, grew from its. association

with Standard.

The volume of paraffin wax produced increased; they

sold their "Paragon" brand heavy lubricants throughout the country,
and they built and maintained offices in Chicago and Boston.

Like

others who did business with Standard, however, they evidenced some
bitterness about their loss of independence.

Many businessmen en

joyed the freedom of action that competition gave them, even if they
could achieve greater financial rewards from combination.
of Standard Oil believed firmly that combination —
monopoly —

was in the best interests of all.

The leaders

what others called

If the refining busi

ness could be made more efficient by eliminating the kind of compe
tition that caused destructive cost-cutting and waste of resources,
if transportation costs could be controlled, then producers as well
as refiners could be guaranteed stable prices for their products and
consumers could be assured of high quality and standardized products.
Standard did not move into production, actually owning oil wells, but
organized refining, distribution, and marketing of oil products, both
domestically and abroad.

From 1877 Frasch had the opportunity to view

from the inside the operation of Standard Oil, as it combined smaller
refineries, allocated resources and markets, improved technical pro
cesses, built pipelines, and negotiated rail transportation contracts.
By these means and by a strict insistence on quality, Standard in-
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creased the general consumer acceptance of its products.

All this

the company did in the interest of efficiency, economy, and profit.
Those who felt injured by the operation of Standard did not hesitate
to seek redress at the hands of government.
tigated by state and federal governments.

The company was inves
Publicity, some of it un

fair, about the company's actions and ambitions caused politicians
to debate how far government should go in restraining corporations.
Standard was the first and the best-known example of the growth of
"big business" in the country.
vice to its defenders.

It was a model of efficiency and ser

To its detractors it was the most dangerous

example of the misuse of private economic power.

For many people the

name Rockefeller, and Standard Oil, evoked suspicion, fear, and
hatred.^

This summary of the history of Standard.Oil is based largely on the
Hidy's Pioneering in Big Business, op. cit, especially Chapters 1
and 2, "From Chaos to Combination," and "The Standard Oil Team and
Its Early Policies," pp. 3-39. The literature on Standard and
Rockefeller, much of it tendentious, is extensive. For the founder
of Standard the 1953 edition •of ■Allan.Nevihs' ■Study in Power: John
D . Rockefeller Industrialist and Philanthropist, in two volumes
(New York and.London), is-still.a standard.. David F..Hawke's shorter
work, John D : : The Founding Father of the Rockefellers (New York,
Cambridge, Hagerstown, Philadelphia, San Francisco, London> Mexico
City, Sao Paulo, and Sydney, 1980) is also useful. All three of
these works mention Frasch, the Hidys in some detail, especially at
Chapter 6, "Conquering Lima Crude." The information on Meriam and
Morgan brand names is based on advertisements, e.g., Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter, Volume XXV, No. 5 (January 30, 1884), p. 55; Ibid.,
Volume XXXV, No. 4 (January 23, 1889), p.-24; Ibid.,. Volume XXXIV,
No. 3 (January 21, 1891), p. 22. The lingering sense of resentment
at their loss of independent ownership by the.Meriam and Morgan
families is suggested in "Conversation [by Nevihs?] with Younger
Artei:, Cleveland, April 24, 1939.11 Box 127, Nevihs Collection.
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The company headquarters of Meriam and Morgan were downtown, not
far from the Standard offices, but Frasch worked mostly at the re
finery, which was located near the railroad tracks in the Flats.^
Some production took place downtown —
cooling the wax were there

12

—

the company ice houses for

but the property in the Flats was where

distilling operations took place.

13

There the company received the

heavy oil left over from a first distilling for kerosene.

This

product had to be distilled again to separate the paraffin oil from
the lubricating oils and the dense residues.

Further processing

yielded wax from the paraffin oil; the heavy lubricating oil fractions
were distilled into commercial axle grease and other lubricants.

The

heavy residue, the waste product of refining, was either sold for
boiler fuel or burned beneath the company's own stills.

14

Frasch1s duties as chemist involved the routine work of inspec
ting the crude products as they arrived and checking the manufactured
waxes and oils the company s o l d . ^

All of the Pennsylvania oil (and

Pennsylvania was then by far the most productive American field) was

^Johnson, History of Cuyahoga County, pp. 308-309. According to John
son, the officers of the company in 1879 were E. P. Morgan, presi
dent; J. B. Meriam, vice-president and treasurer; William Morgan,
superintendent; and Herman Frasch, chemist.
12

Works Progress Administration, Professional and Services Division,
District•Four*:Annals•of Cleveland Court Records Series of Cuyahoga
County, Ohio Volume X .1875-1877 (Cleveland, 1939), p. 174.

13

.....................................................................

Johnson, History o f 'Cuyahoga'County, pp. 308-309.

14

" ...............................

Peckham, Report o h . .. .Petroleum, pp^ 173-176.
^ H i d y and Hidy, Pioheering in Big Business, p. 438.
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of the type described as paraffin-based.

Petroleum content can vary

even from well to well within the same field, thus requiring refiners
to check each shipment of crude or raw products.

Differences might

require modifications of equipment and processes in the plant.

Re

finers were fortunate that the Pennsylvania oil was very low in sul
phur content and was easily washed of impurities by the application
of caustic soda and sulphuric a c i d . ^

Refiners had to produce a parti

cularly pure distillate for the colorless wax desired for the candle
trade.^

Frasch, however, had not been hired from Philadelphia to

spend all his time in routine work.

As the only staff chemist he used

the refinery and its facilities as his personal laboratory.

Working

closely with Meriam, the company vice-president and general manager,
Frasch continued experimental work on improving refining processes —
processes which were presumably shared with the other refining units
of Standard, in particular the large kerosene refinery downriver from
the paraffin works.

He had to be involved both in the laboratory and

at the work of engineering equipment and plans.
In August, 1877, Frasch applied for his second oil-related patent,
an improvement in the process and apparatus he had described in the
previous year.

Although designed for distilling oil, the process

could be adapted for use in separating other similar liquids into
their constituent parts based on the specific gravity and volatility
of each.

He mentioned ammonia as an example of a liquid that could be

^Vladimir-A. Kalichevsky and Bert A. Stagner, Chemical'Refining of
Petroleum (New York, 1942), p. 225.
^Guthrie, Petroleum' Products Handbook, p. 102..
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treated in such an apparatus to separate the more volatile from the
more stable fractions.
earlier patent.

The general design was the same as in the

18

The conventional still was an enclosed bowl in which at higher
and higher temperatures the more, then the less, volatile constitu
ents were in effect boiled off through a pipe and valve, which
carried the vapors to another chamber or group of chambers to con
dense.

There was a tendency for some of the vapors to condense in

the still and fall back into the liquid.

The incomplete removal of

these volatile fractions affected the purity and fire test of the
lower boiling point fractions.

Incomplete separation required a pro

cess of re-distilling to assure that the products met standards, but
each heating tended to affect the product adversely.

19

Frasch’s

apparatus was a narrow, tall, rectangular chamber surrounding a
heating coil over which oil was dripped or sprayed from above.

Tem

perature of the coils was maintained at the desired level by regu
lating the steam passing through.

As the oil dripped down, over the

coils, the lighter fractions vaporized.

The unvaporized fractions

fell into a trough beneath the coils, to be carried away.

The

vapors

were condensed on the walls of the chamber, which were cooled from
outside, and gathered in troughs along the bottom of the walls,

IQ.

U. S. Patent Number 205,792 "Apparatus for Distillation of Oil."
Date o.f Application: August 3, 1877, Date issued: July 9, 1878,
19.....
' -........ ; .................
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering.in.Big Business, pp. 45-58£ Williamson and
Daiim, .The Age of Illumination, p p . 202-231 ^ The latter is especially
good on the technical development of refining processes, including
Frasch*s.
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separate from the receptacle:..for the heavier fractions.

Several

such chambers could be fitted together, and even greater refinement
could be accomplished by regulating different levels of heat in the
coils.

The Patent Office formally approved the application and is

sued the patent on July 9, 1878.
patents were not unusual.

Such delays in approving new

Patent examiners were meticulous in

examining the claims to novelty in invention.
a specialty in the legal profession.

Patent law had become

Since arriving in Cleveland

Frasch had engaged the services of the city’s leading firm of patent
lawyers, Leggett and Leggett.

20

The senior partner in the firm, Major

William 0. Leggett, was a Civil War veteran and a prominent figure in
local politics and society.

21

Earlier in 1877 Frasch had applied for his first Canadian patent,
for the apparatus and process patented in the United States in 1876.

22

He always made it a point to apply for protection of his inventions
in Canada.

Although various national patent offices noted the pro

gress of invention, one nation's patent did not necessarily protect
an idea from exploitation by others elsewhere.
from country to country.

23

Patent law varied

The petroleum industry was new and at the

20

~

U. S, Patent Number 205,792.

21

22

Johnson, History of Cuyahoga County, p. 347.
Canadian Patent Number 7691 "Apparatus and Process for the Separa
tion and Treatment of Oil.” .Date of application: June 28, 1877.
Date, issued: July 31, 1877. Commissioner of Patents, Office of .In
tellectual Property, Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs,
Canada, Hull,. Ontario.

23
C. J. Hedrick to Herman Frasch, August 6 , 1896, Herman Frasch Collec
tion, The Chemists’- Club.
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time was restricted to very few areas.

Russia was the major European

producer and Canada had a small, but growing, industry.

24

Frasch

took care to protect his potential interests, and those of his employers, in that country.

25

In December, 1879 he applied for another oil distilling patent,
an apparatus for fractionally condensing oil vapors.

The design gen

erally applied to an improved method of condensing oil vapors and was
specifically invented to refine the high-boiling point oils, the heavy

24

...................................................
Boverton Redwood, Petroleum; A Treatise on the Geographical Distri
bution and Geological Occurrence of Petroleum and Natural G a s T h e
Physical and Chemical Properties, Production, and Refining O f :Petros
leum and Ozokerite; The Characters and Uses, Testing, Transport, and
Storage of Petroleum Products; And the Legislative Enactments Re
lating Thereto; Together with a Description of the Shale Oil and
Allied Industries. Volume I (London and Philadelphia, 1896), pp.
363-367.

25

The Canadian Commissioner of Patents provided copies of the follow
ing patents issued to Frasch.
It may not be a comprehensive list
of all those issued to him.
Canadian Patent Number 9438 "Distillation of Oils." Issued: Decem
ber 3, 1878.
Canadian Patent Number 12,641 "Apparatus for Distilling Petroleum."
Issued: April 18, 1881.
Canadian Patent
Number 15,110 and 15,111. Extensions of Number 7691.
Canadian Patent
Number 15,959 "Improvementfor Process for Distilla
tion of Hydrocarbons." Issued: December 15, 1882.
Canadian Patent
Number 19,189 "Process and Apparatus for the Frac
tional Distillation of Hydrocarbons." Issued: November 20, 1883.
Assigned to Imperial Oil .Companyi ,.
Canadian Patent Number 22,663 "Waxed Paper." Issue: October 12,
1885. Assigned to J. H. McNairn, Toronto.
Canadian Patent Number. 24,034 "Oil Hydrocarbon Distillation,"
Issued: April 20, 1886.
Canadian Patent Number 27,033 "Apparatus for and Process of Refining
Petroleum." Issued: August 24,. 1880..
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lubricating oils.

These oils do not vaporize' below 212 degrees, the

boiling point of water.

The use of water, or steam, therefore, as

the medium of cooling the condenser, is inefficient for separating
them in the vapor stage.

Oils which might condense at varying tem

peratures above water's boiling point would condense together at the
lower temperature.

It was extremely difficult to maintain steam at

the high levels required.

The oil in the still could be heated to

temperatures of 500 degrees F, vaporizing some of the heaviest hydro
carbons, but unless a condensing temperature above that of boiling
water could be maintained, all the vapors would condense together at
the lower level.

To solve the problem Frasch proposed using another

medium, molten metal, super-heated salts, or even oil itself, for the
condensing "bath."

His design included a conventional still with a

valve and pipe to carry the oil vapors to a condenser.

With the oil

in the still heated to a point at which the desired fractions vapor
ize and the vapors passing from the still to a condenser, a series of
coiled pipes carrying the condensing medium would be "cooling" the
vapors to the desired temperatures to effect their return to a liquid
state.

Passing the vapors through successively cooler condensers

would achieve the desired separation before they all became liquid at
a temperature above 212 degrees.

26

Although Frasch's position was in a refinery dealing mainly with
the heavier fractions, the primary product of petroleum was kerosene.

•U.S. Patent Number 231,420 ."Apparatus for Fractionally. Condensing
Oil. Vapors" Date of application: December 6 , 1879, Date issued:
August 24, 1880.
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Skillful marketing and attention to. standardizing the product had
created a large consuming public for this illuminating oil.

Refiners

were interested in extracting the maximum amount of kerosene from the
crude petroleum.

Most were much less interested in the other sixty

to seventy percent of the crude.

Oil Creek, the Allegheny, Mononga-

hela, and Ohio Rivers carried heavy loads of the "waste" of early
refiners.

27

The Cuyahoga in Cleveland too carried a film of waste,

residue oils from the refineries in the Flats.
cated to avoiding such waste.
purpose.

28

Standard was dedi

Frasch1s work fit in well with that

He was interested in gaining a maximum yield of kerosene,

but his primary interest was in devising processes to create usable
products from what was left over.

Working in the paraffin wax and

lubricating oil company, his interests were naturally in increasing
the use of the heavier hydrocarbons.

In 1880 he began working on

ideas to manufacture pure carbon from the heaviest oil residues.
They were not put into the form of patent applications for a few more
years as he continued working on various other projects.

29

In 1881

he was working on a process to change the density of certain hydro-

97

■

1

~

• ' ..............................................................

Victor Ross, The Evolution of the Oil Industry (Garden City and New
York, 1920), p. 95j, Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business p . 8 .
oQ
Kennedy, A History of the City of Cleveland, p. 467.
29
. Volume F-6, Digest of Assignments,. U. S. Patent Office. Frasch
assigned rights.to Meriam for. a "Process and Mechanism for Manufac
ture of Carbons.," specifications, for which were signed and pending.
This application was apparently abandoned, but a similar patent was
obtained in 1883. See notes 79 and 81 below.
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carbon vapors* but apparently abandoned the project.

30

In April, 1882 he applied for a patent, granted July 10, 1883,
for a substantial series of improvements to his almost three year old
fractional distillation-condensation process.
changes.

There were two major

One involved the configuration of the condenser; the other

was the addition to the vapor of an agent to prevent mass-attraction
of different weight fractions.

In the newer process Frasch had the

vapors pass from the still into the condenser in pipes surrounded by
the cooling medium.

After the oil in the still was heated to 800

degrees, the vapors first entered a condenser heated to 600 degrees.
Some became liquid at that temperature and were captured in a trough.
The rest continued to flow into other condensers at successively
cooler temperatures, 400 degrees, then 200 degrees.

As before, he used

something other than water, usually oil, as the condensing bath, but
also equipped the system with steam pipes through the oil to help
regulate its temperature.

The oil vapors and this steam did not come

into contact with the bath, but were piped through it.

The second

change was more novel than the modified configuration of the conden
sing equipment.

Frasch was still striving for as pure a separation of

the fractions as he could obtain.

In his earlier designs he had

achieved better separation, but in the process of condensation at
these elevated temperatures a certain amount of the vapor would at
tract and capture different fractions by adhesion, a process he called

30

Volume Ft6, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. The digest
indicates that, signed specifications for a "Process and Mechanism
for Changing the density of. Hydro-carbon vapors" were on file and
Frasch assigned rights to the proposed patent to J. B. Meriam on
October 3, .1881.
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"mass attraction."

To prevent this, he proposed adding a gaseous

mixture to the vapors —
denser.

superheated steam would work —

in the con

He added it at the lower end of the condensing pipe.

As it

rose in the condenser it came into contact with the descending vapors
and they mixed, but did not adhere.

Carefully regulated so as not to

lower the condensing temperature, this addition to the condensing
atmosphere helped to keep the hydrocarbons separate, allowing for a
cleaner distillation of the oil into fractions based on their specific
^
31
gravity.
Frasch was working at a time when petroleum was just beginning
to be studied.

By the end of the nineteenth century oil chemists built

up an imposing body of knowledge on the origins and composition of
petroleum as it was discovered in different places across the earth.

32

Frasch had to keep up with the new discoveries and the work of research
chemists, but his primary job was to produce usable products for his
employers.

His work in solving practical problems was gaining him a

reputation in the industry.

His school was his laboratory.

His lab

oratory was a refinery that was in business to sell oil products,
31

32

es

U.. S. Patent Number 281,045 "Process of :and Apparatus for the Frac
tional Distillation of Hydrocarbon Oils." Date of application:
April 26, 1882. Date issued: July 10, 1883.
......... ...........
Redwood, Petroleum. ■■. ., passim; In the spring of 1868, perhaps while
Frasch was at the Gymnasium,there, a Professor Grotowski at the uni
versity in Halle, was examining, the effects of sunlight on kerosene.
Peckham, Report bn. . ^Petroleum, p. 59, August Kekule at Heidelberg
established the basic chemical composition of the hydrocarbon bond
and began describing the molecular structure of the. hydrocarbon
"rings,1"'doing much of his basic research in the 1860 ts. Also in
that, decade Dmitri Mendeleev began-work in the Russian fields at
Baku, combining as did Frasch,-research on petroleum' and designs for
refining the material. The work-of these and other research chemists
is. outlined in'Farber, e d ., Great Chemists.
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pecially paraffin wax and lubricating oils.

It was a growing and

profitable part of the Standard Oil group because he and the company
worked at it.
His contemporaries noted that Frasch characteristically spent
33
long hours in the laboratory;;

fourteen hours a day were typical.

From his youth he had exhibited a lively curiosity, and in Cleveland
his interests were aroused by problems involving products other than
those flowing into the city from the oil regions of western Pennsyl
vania.

As in Philadelphia, where he had been attracted from his - •-

pharmacy by the problem of creating usable products from tin scrap,
in Cleveland he briefly turned his attention to a product used exten
sively in paint making, one of the other important industries of the
c ity.34
Commercial paint production was almost as young an industry in
the 1880's as the oil business.

For centuries artists and decorators

had been making their own paints, buying or making the ingredients
and mixing them themselves.
or minerals.

The dyes came from nature, from plants

Depending on the desired result, they were mixed with

water or vegetable oils.

Varnishes and stains had been produced simi-

larly, on a small scale for use on particular jobs.

35

The "chemical

revolution" in Germany was basing itself on the production of

33Ewing> "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," pp. 51-52.

-

. . . . . . . S ' *

Focke, "Cleveland rs .Chemical Pioneers,"' Chemical and Engineering
N e w s , 1944, pp. 244-247.

35

■

’

-

•

. . . . . . . . . . . . ................ ....

J o h n .S .- Glover.and Rudolph-L.-Lagai,■The'Development 'of American
Industrie A: ’Their Economic'Significance (New York, 1950), p. 463.
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artificial dyes from coal tar, and later from petroleum.

36

Part of

the market for those dyes was a growing commercial production of
paint as well as the textile industry.

Commercial paint production

had begun as recently as just before the Civil War.

37

Cleveland had

become the leader of the American industry, and paint making was an
important employer in the city.

38

There were certain economies of

scale, but the basic method of making paint was that used in the
artisan's workshop.

Of course, much larger quantities of the basic

materials were required, and manufacturers looked for improvements in
acquiring or producing those ingredients.

39

Despite his position in

the oil industry, Frasch never showed any interest in dyes from
petroleum, an area of chemistry that attracted many leading chemists.
Instead, in 1883 he turned his attention to a practical problem of
the Cleveland paint manufacturers involving one of the oldest-known
natural coloring agents, white lead, or lead carbonate.
Lead carbonate, the pigment in white paint, is a naturallyoccurring mineral, but it can be expensive because of its relative
scarcity.

Galena, a lead sulphide, on the other hand, is a fairly

common American lead ore and was available from mines in the Middle
36' 7^
’ •■■ ■ *
.......... ........
W. H, G Armytage, A Social History of Engineering (Cambridge, 1961),
pp. 185-194.
37.................... .......................................
Glover and Lagai, The Development of American Industries, p . 463.
OQ

.

........................

Focke, "Cleveland's.Chemical Pioneers," Chemicaliand Engineering ..
News., .1944, .pp.. 244-247; William.Haynes, The American Chemical Indus
try,'Volume vi (New Yoijk, London, Toronto, '1954), pp. 385-386:,
39 .
■
.........--- .- .- -•
Glover and Lagai, The Development o f ‘'American Industries, pp. 464467.
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West, near the paint companies.

Frasch's invention was an improved

process for converting the galena into white lead.

Some manufacturers

were using an older procedure for simply combining the lead sulphide
with sodium carbonate and heating them under pressure.

Some of the

galena is converted to white lead, but some is also converted to lead
sulphate, which is a waste product of the chemical process.

In the

Frasch procedure the galena was first heated and steamed to convert
it into lead sulphate.
a carbonate —

Then the new lead compound was combined with

Frasch used ammonium carbonate —

bonate and ammonia sulphate.
sulphate compound and re-used.

producing lead car

The ammonia could be removed from the
He could establish a continuous pro

cess of converting the galena into white lead, exhausting only the
lead, fuel, and limestone, which was used as the source of the carbo
nate.

He produced a pure, usable product with no waste, as in the

older process.
The white lead patent was the result of Frasch1s experiments with
a new process, or series of processes, for creating a domestic source
of industrial alkali.

Since at least 1879 his employers had been

planning on using Frasch's talents not only in petroleum refining but
in developing a technically and commercially fejasible process for

^ I b i d . , p 464.
^ 1U.. S, Patent Numbaer 281,047 "Process of and Apparatus for Making
White, lead," Date of application: April 21, 1882, Date issued:
July 10, 1883.
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making alkali.

42

Lead carbonate is too valuable for its other pur

poses to use as an industrial alkali, but it reacts similarly to
other carbonates and hydroxides, particularly in its reaction to
ammonia.

43

Useful in itself the white lead work was also an early

product of the knowledge and experience Frasch was gaining about
some fundamental chemical principles and their application to pro
ducing industrial products.
In 1879 Meriam and Morgan had set up a new partnership in Cleve
land to try to develop an American alkali industry based on a prospective adaptation of the Solvay process,

44

then being used in Europe,

which was the chief source of manufactured alkali.

45

The Europeans

had captured the alkali market because they had been the first to in
vent a process for the large-scale production of chemically pure alka
lis.

The LeBlanc process, invented by the Frenchman, Nicolas LeBlanc

in 1791, and developed commercially in England, created the first
international synthetic chemical industry.

42

There was an increasing

..........
.................
History of Bay County Michigan with Illustrations and Biographical
Sketches of Some of Its Prominent Men and Pioneers (Chicago, 1883),
No page number. Photocopy of page in author's possession from the
Bay Country Library.

43

White lead exhibits, some marked differences from other metal carbon
ates and Is not as active'chemically, as soda. Lead carbonate, for
instance, is not soluble in water, although it is soluble in.ammoni-.
ated.water. Wilhelm Segerbloom, Tables of Properties of Over Fifteen
Hundred Common Inorganic Substances (Exeter, N . H . , 1909), pp. 45,
72,

44'

:..................

-....

..

History of Bay County Michigan, op . cit.
45

••*•—

TePang Hou, Manufacture of Soda With Special Reference to the-' Am
monia Process (New York, 1942) ,'pp v 31-35 .
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demand for alkali as other industries began to grow and specialized
manufacturing increased.
quantities of alkali.
sumers of alkali.

Paper, soap, and glass all required large

The oil industry was one of the major con

Caustic soda was used in conjunction with sulphuric

acid to "wash" the crude oil before distilling.

46

A sulphuric acid

manufacturer had set up business in Cleveland to serve the needs of
the oil industry.

47

There was no similar domestic source of alkali.

Meriam and Morgan knew there was a market.

Standard Oil could be a

principal customer.
American alkali production was still a home-based industry.
Many people made alkalis in their, own homes, for their own use in
making soap, for instance.

Potash was still being made in many rural

homes by the ancient process of leaching wood ash gathered from
stoves and fireplaces.

America's then infant industries could pur

chase the cheap alkali imported from England for less than the rela
tively crude local products.^®
Ernest Solvay had opened his plant to make caustic soda and other
alkalis in 1865, in Couillet, Belgium.

The Solvay process almost im

mediately was a commercial success, and the new method began dis
placing LeBlanc soda in the world market.

Protected by patents, Sol

vay licensed companies in France, Great Britain, and the United States
to make alkali.

49

He had exhibited the process at Philadelphia's

Williamson and Daurn, The'A g e 'o f 'Illumination, pp. 203—205.
^ F o c k e , .'"Clevelandrs .Chemical Pioneers,
'News:, 1944, p, 245.

A«

'........ .

Chemical and Engineering

. .

Hou, Manufacture o f :Soda, pp. 32-33.’
^ I b i d ., pp. 33-34.
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Centennial Exhibition in 1 8 7 6 . Not until 1884 was the American
Solvay company ready to open its plant at Syracuse, New York."**'
Meriam, Morgan, and Frasch had hoped to be in the market before the
Syracuse operation could begin.
All three processes —

LeBlanc, Solvay, and Frasch —

converted

salt, a relatively cheap and plentiful mineral, into one of the major
alkalis, sodium carbonate, soda ash, or sodium hydroxide, caustic
soda.

52

Frasch and his partners needed a steady source of pure salt;

it fortunately has intrinsic value as well as a value as a raw mater
ial.

As Frasch worked on an operational, and patentable, process for

making alkali, the partners went ahead and obtained land in West Bay
City, Michigan and began constructing a plant, in May, 1880.

53

The Saginaw River valley lies atop an underground lake of brine.
Since 1859 there had been commercial production from wells drilled
into the brine.

In 1869 the state of Michigan established a state

agency to regulate salt manufacturing as production increased.
brine was only 600-1000 feet underground.

After it was

The

pumped to the

surface the water was evaporated, leaving salt and other mineral

"^U. S. Centennial Commission, International Exhibition 1876, II, p.
182.
"**Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation, NaCo^ (Wyandotte, Michigan, 1955),
p. 13. The Wyandottels.predecessor*company,; the Michigan Alkali
Company, was founded in 1890,
..................................
52
Hou, Manufacture of Soda, p p . 10-15.
•53 ................................ ......

........*
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Hi&tory of Bay County Michigan^;o p «■'c ± t .
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residues.
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Salt evaporation is older than recorded history; it was

described by Agricola in De Re Metallica, ^ a copy of which Frasch
owned.“***

Since

at least the Middle Ages the guild of salt-boilers

in Halle had heated brine in long, shallow troughs over wood fires
to separate out the salt.

59

Besides salt Bay City also had large

amounts of scrap lumber for fuel.

Sawmills lined the river, pro

ducing lumber from Michigan's, and Canada's, forests.

They provided

plenty of cheap material to produce the artificial heat used in saltevaporation.

58

The particular technique generally used in Michigan

is called the "grainer" process.

When the brine was heated to a

temperature just below the boiling point of the solution, the salt
would crystallize on the surface.
as more brine was introduced.

59

The crust could then be raked off
Frasch and his partners would need

large quantities of salt as the basic raw material.

The plan was to

produce salt and convert it to alkali on the same premises, in a
combined operation.**®

54

Dale W. Kaufman, ed., Sodium Chloride; The Production and Properties
of Salt and Brine (New York and London, 1960), pp. 639-643.

55Ibid., p. 205.
56

Presently in the Herman Frasch Collection, The Chemists' Club.

^K a u f m a n , Sodium Chloride:, p. 205.
CO
Waiters' Program, Work Projects Administration, Michigan (Detroit,
1941), pp., 200-201.
. . . . . . . . . .

Kaufman, Sodium Chloride, p p . 262-^265.
**® B a y •City Directory -f o r -1883-Embracing'a Complete-Alphabetical-List of
Bus ine s s 'Firms -and Private '■Citizens,■A Directory'of the -Cjfcy'and - •
County Officers, Churches and'Public Schools;'Benevolent, Literary
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The American Chemical Company was organized on December 1, 1881,
with $400,000 in capital stock.

The wells and plant area totaled

seventy acres on the west side of the Saginaw River.
into production .
making ammonia.
1882.

63

^

62

The company was

By January 1881 Frasch had designed a process for
His salt-making patent was submitted in August,

In October he filed the application for his variation of the

64
Solvay ammonia process for making sodium carbonate (soda ash).

In

January, 1883 he submitted an improved process for manufacturing
salt.

65

By then the plant was in full operation* producing ninety^

five pounds of salt per day, with most of it being processed into,
bicarbonate of soda, sal soda, and some byproducts from the brine
including magnesium carbonate.

At its busiest the operation employed

aftd Other Associations, And a Complete Business Directory of Bay
City and Essexville.
To Which Is Added a Complete Directory of West
Bay City (Detroit, 1883), p. 395.
^ C a t h e r i n e C. Baker, "Vanished Industries of Bay County, Michigan
Volume I," unpublished manuscript in the Bay County Library, p. 6 8.
62

Volume F-5, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. The digest
indicates that Frasch assigned rights to a pending patent for a
"Process and Mechanism for the manufacture of ammonia" on. January 3,
1881 to Meriam. There is no record that the patent was ever granted,
and the application may have been abandoned.

63

64

U. S. Patent Numbaer 277,418 "Graining or Crystallizing Salt &c.,
and Apparatus Therefor." Date of application: August 29, 1882.
Date issued: May 8 , 1883.
U, S. Patent Number 363,952 "Process of and Apparatus for Making
Sodium Carbonate by Ammonia." Date of application: October 19, 1882.
Date issued: May 31, 1887.

^ U . S. .Patent Number 277,419"Manufacture of Salt and Apparatus for
Use Therein and for Other Purposes." Date of application: January
12, 1883. Date issued: May 8 , 1883.
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from forty to fifty men in a four story establishment with, wells,
evaporators, furnaces, and vats for the chemical manufacturing.

66

Frasch arranged the layout, in such a way as to provide for maximum
efficiency in making the commercial product.
were engaged in a major venturie —
industry .

^

He and his partners

the creation of a new American

They had problems to solve.

The first problem to be

solved was the technical feasibility of Frasch's methods.

The second

was the financial viability of the project.
Little is n ow known of Frasch's ammonia manufacturing method.
He apparently abandoned his patent application

68

and may eventually

have had to rely on purchasing ammonia from conventional sources.
Most commercial ammonia then came from meat-packers, where the nitrogen-hydrogen compound was produced by the decay of animal substances,
particularly bones, hooves, and horns.

In the laboratory, ammonia

could be produced by combining pure hydrogen and nitrogen under pres
sure and high heat in the presence of a catalyst.

Frasch was rea

sonably familiar with the compound because it was used as a refrig
erant.

Meriam and Morgan's.Cleveland operations included ice-houses

^ History of Bay County Michigan, op.' cit.
g*y

’

...........

John E, Land, Historical•and Descriptive Review of the -Industries
of Bay Ci t y ■and West-Bay.City, 1883. Trade, Commerce:and Manufac-^
tures. Manufacturing-Advantages,.Business and Transportation:Facil
ities^. Together -with Sketches o f 'the'Principal Business ^Houses and
Manufacturing Concerns i n ’Bay C i t y a n d West- Bay City. (Bay City,
1883.),• pp. 112-113. According to: Land, "This enterprise, which is I
the only one of the kind in the. country j:was established three years
ago, b.ecked by. ample capital,, experience, 'energy and-skill, to make
it a permanent success."
gg

Volume F-5, Digest, of Assignments, op. cit.
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and cooling chambers for making paraffin wax.

Ammonia is a gas at

room temperature, but it can be liquified under pressure.

It is used

as a refrigerant because it absorbs heat when the pressure is lowered
and it is allowed to change from a liquid to a gas.^^
purposes pure ammonia was necessary.

For Frasch1s

70

Salt was the major raw material.

Frasch devised a system for

manufacturing it based on the ancient evaporation method.
for his first salt-making patent in August, 1882.
proved design in the following January.
1883.

He applied

He submitted an im

Both were approved in May,

To get the maximum possible production of salt, he installed a

series of evaporating pans, heated either directly or with steam pipes
running through the brine, with a continuous flow of the brine.

As the

heated brine was agitated and passed from pan to pan, the salt was
gathered by cloths above them.
stream of new brine.

The series of pans was kept fed by a

By arranging the introduction and outlet flows,

he also managed to avoid the encrustation of the heating pipes with
impurities from the brine.

The second patent application made some

changes in the configuration of the pans, mainly to increase efficien
cy in production, and added further steps to deal with the encrustataion problem.

.Whenever the pipes had to be cleaned,the whole

Sybil P . Parker, e d ., McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Chemistry (New
York, Saint Louis, San Francisco, Auckland, Bogota, Guatemala, Ham
burg, Johannesburg, Lisbon, London, Madrid, Mexico, Montreal, New
Delhi, Panama, Paris, San Juan, Sao Paulo, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo,
and Toronto, 1982), p. 49.
^ U . S. Patent Number 363,952, op. cit.. Frasch proposed re-using
the ammonia over and over again in the process, recapturing it in a
series of reactions.
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production process was forced to shut down, causing expensive dei
71
lays.
In October, 1882 he applied for a patent on his new process for
making soda ash, his version of the ammonia process.

72

The chemical

reactions involved are fairly simple and direct, but even modern man
ufacturers have to contend with the complexities of simultaneous and
sequential operations.

The laboratory experiments are difficult to

translate into practical large-scale operations.

Essentially ammonia,

mixed with water and carbon dioxide, reacts with salt to produce
sodium bicarbonate and ammonia chloride.

The sodium bicarbonate is

then heated to drive off water and carbon dioxide, leaving sodium
carbonate, the soda ash of commerce.

The other materials used in the

process, besides salt and ammonia, include limestone.

It and the salt

are used up along with a small amount of calcium chloride produced in
the operation.
over and over.

The ammonia, water, and carbon dioxide were re-used
73

Frasch1s patent was not officially accepted until

May 31, 1887, although the equipment had been installed in Bay City
in 1882, about the time of the

patent application.

Essentially Frasch

followed the same steps as the modern manufacturers.
fied his brine.

First hepuri

Some of the impurities, like magnesium carbonate,

were important by-products; others were merely discarded.

Then am

monia and carbon dioxide in solution were added to the brine.

^U.

S. Patent Numbers 277,418 and 277,419, o p . cit.

^U.

S. Patent Number 363,952, op. cit.

73

Wyandotte, NaCog, pp. 18-19.
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he saturated the solution with ammonia, added dry salt and then more
dilute brine, and agitated the mixtures and added more carbon dioxide,
calcium hydroxide was introduced.
duced by burning limestone.

This milk of lime had been pro

In a separate operation the limestone

had been converted into quick lime (calcium oxide) and carbon dioxide.
In water the quick lime converts into the calcium hydroxide.

The mix

ture of the ammoniated brine and the milk of lime produces a solution
from which sodium bicarbonate can be precipitated.

One further step

was required to convert the sodium bicarbonate to soda ash, the prin
cipal commercial alkali.

The fundamental chemical reactions involved

in each step were well-known to laboratory chemists and to Solvay.
Frasch's invention consisted of the design of a workable, efficient,
and large-scale system of evaporators, columns, stills, furnaces,
and boilers to perform each of the steps, providing for re-use of the
ammonia and carbon dioxide and using up only the salt, limestone,
water and fuel.74
Frasch devoted a large part of his time in the years 1881-1883 to
the alkali project.

He visited the works in West Bay City frequently7^

76
and in November, 1882 took up residence there with his family. The
Frasch household by then consisted of the chemist and his wife, nine
year old George, and a three year old daughter, Frieda, born in 1879

74U. S. Patent Number 363,952, op. cit.
7^Frasch was listed in the Cleveland city directory through 1882. He
was listed in the Bay City directory the next year. As late as
October, 1882 he signed the patent application for #363,952 as a
resident of Cleveland, although the plant had opened the previous
spring.
7^Bay City Directory for 1883. . .; Canadian Patent Number 15,960
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A frequent visitor, and sometime resident, was

Frasch's brother, Hans A. Frasch, recently arrived from Louisiana.
The younger brother had followed Herman Frasch to this country in
1876.

Instead of settling on the East Coast or joining his brother

in Cleveland, however, he had gone first to Louisiana.

Like his

brother he was interested in practical scientific processes.

Prior

to joining the Frasch family in Bay City he had worked in the sugar
refining business in Louisiana.

Herman Frasch found a position at the

Bay City works for his brother.

For the rest of his life the older

brother maintained an almost paternal relationship with the younger
man.

He helped Hans through periodic financial difficulties and gave

« him the opportunity to establish himself as a professional chemist.
Hans Frasch went on to a career in industrial chemistry, like his
brother specializing in petroleum.

Hans did much of his early work

in association with the senior brother, but he later did some impor
tant work in petroleum research on his own.

He received several dil-

related patents himself, concentrating on dye-making, a subject which
was attracting so much attention in Germany.

The position in Michigan

was important to him, working as an assistant to his brother and
learning on a practical basis both industrial chemistry and the busi
ness world.

In fact he stayed with the American Chemical Company

"Improvements in Petroleum Stills." Date of application: November
22, 1882. Date issued: December 15, 1882. Frasch identified him
self on the application as a resident of Bay City.
^ 1 8 8 0 Census of the United States, Cuyahoga County, Western Reserve
Hisorical Society.
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longer than did Herman Frasch.

78

The older brother was lured away

from the Standard Oil group by a better offer, and the promise of
different challenges.
Since accepting the job with Meriam and Morgan Frasch had made
several important contributions to the development of oil refining
technology and had been encouraged to turn his inventive capacities
toward creating a new American alkali industry.

From time to time he

also took on smaller projects, as for instance the white lead manu
facturing process for the paint industry.

Similarly he had taken an

interest in the needs of the then infant electrical industry for
carbon.

In January, 1883, he submitted applications to the patent

office for designs of a furnace and associated processes for making
carbon from residual waste oil and forming that carbon into electrical
rods or sticks.

Carbon had been produced from waste oil before, but

Frasch's method proved more efficient.

To make pure carbon from the

petroleum hydrocarbons he added sulphuric or nitric acid to the resi
due before placing the mixture into a furnace especially designed for
the process.

At great heat the hydrogen constituents of the oil, along

with the acid, would be burned off, leaving a solid mass of carbon
that was still sufficiently malleable to form into rods or sticks before completely drying.

79

Frasch's livelihood was based on the

78
The Mineral Industry, Its Statistics, Technology and Trade 1899
(New York, 1900), p. xxii; Ibid., 1902 (New York, 1905), p. 232;
Herman Frasch to Hans Frasch, July 18, 1907, Herman Frasch Collec
tion, The Chemists' Club; Chemical Abstracts, Volume 14, p. 3907.
79

U. S. Patent Number 281,046 "Furnace for the Manufacture of Carbon."
Date of application: January 12, 1883; U. S. Patent Number 281,048
"Electric Carbon." Date of application: January 12, 1883. Both
patents issued:
July 10, 1883.
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industry that supplied the nation with illuminating oil, but he and
the Meriam and Morgan company were sufficiently farsighted to see
some of the possibilities of the new electrical industry.

Cleveland

was the scene of important experiments in electric light development.
Charles F. Brush was making plans in 1883 to demonstrate street and
home illumination by electricity.
Square and city streets.

His lamps were soon lighting Public

It was to be a long time, however, before

electricity replaced kerosene in most of the city's homes.

80

Frasch

and his employers did not view the new developments as competition,
but rather as a market for the products of oil.

Throughout his

career in the oil industry Frasch was dedicated to the idea of using
virtually every single drop of the petroleum that emerged from the
ground to make a practical, usable, and marketable product.

He did

the work on carbon as part of his job at Meriam and Morgan, and he
assigned the patent rights to that company as he had for his refining
and salt-soda patents.

81

The year 1883 was an important year for Frasch.

His association

with Meriam and Morgan had been productive for them all.

He was

making a good living and developing a reputation in industry while
continuing to advance in his knowledge and experience.

He was more

QQ
Rose, Cleveland, pp. 413, 441-442.
81

Volume F-6 , Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. An assign
ment to Meriam for a "Process and Mechanism for Manufacturing Car
bons" was signed October 19, 1881 for the application then pending.
Apparently this original application was abandoned and new ones for
warded to the Patent Office.
See note 29 above. Patent #281,048
carries the legend on its face that it was assigned to Meriam.
Patent #281,046, for the furnace, carries no such legend.
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than just an employee of the partnership.

In the short span of the

years since he had arrived from Philadelphia he had assumed an impor
tant position in the oil industry and, with the backing of the partner
ship, had been given the opportunity to create a new industry.

During

this year, however, strains in his relationship as well as new oppor
tunities began to make themselves felt.
to be away from Cleveland.

It was a good year for Frasch

In February of that year a natural disas

ter caused extensive damage to the paraffin works.

Unseasonably

heavy rains swelled the Cuyahoga River beyond its banks, flooding
the Flats.

The big Standard complex on Kingsbury Run was saved from

flood waters only by hastily constructed dikes that kept the water
away.

The real damage, though, was caused by fire.

The high water

toppled tanks of oil at the unprotected upriver refineries.

The oil

spread over the flood waters and accidentally caught fire as it
surged through the industrial buildings along the river banks.

Resi

dents of the city were both awed and horrified at the sight of the
burning river.

While the main Standard works were saved, Meriam and

Morgan's paraffin refinery was almost completely destroyed by the
fire and water.

It had to be completely rebuilt.

82

That year the politics of Cleveland were also convulsed by a ref
erendum on the prohibition of alcoholic beverages.

Some of Frasch's

business associates, including J. B. Meriam and John D. Rockefeller,
were leaders of the "dry" forces, and the campaign was vigorous on
both sides.

g2

Like most of his fellow German-Americans, Herman Frasch

: ~ ..................
Kennedy, A ’History of the City of Cleveland, p . 467.
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enjoyed the occasional beer and, when he permitted himself the time
away from his work, the music and camaraderie that accompanied it.
From his youth Frasch had been a religious man of steady and temper
ate habits —

work was his only vice —

but his cultural background

put him at odds with the forces of prohibition.

The referendum went

down to defeat, in spite of the best efforts of the organized antialcohol forces, supported by the abstemious Rockefeller.
The year was one of decision for Frasch.

83

In the end the deter

mining factor in Frasch's decision was neither the strained relation
ship with his preoccupied employers or a disagreement over the wisdom
of legislative prohibition, but an offer from Canada.

In the fall of

1882 Frasch was contacted by representatives of Canada's Imperial Oil
Company.

They were interested in obtaining the Canadian rights to

come of his refining patents.
carefully.

Typically, he considered his decision

He did not make his decision to leave Meriam and Morgan

all at once.

For a time he was involved with both the Cleveland-Bay

City partners and the Canadians.
a change.

By 1884 he had committed himself to

He moved to London, Ontario that year and began work on a

project that would engage most of his attention for the next decade.
At thirty-two he was a veteran of the United States oil industry.
became a pioneer in the industry of Canada.

He

84

QO
J. B. Meriam and John D. Rockefeller were both on the advisory com
mittee to the Woman's Christian Temperance Union in the campaign.
Edward S. Mayer, who was interested in sulphur in Utah, was also on
the committee.
Ibid., pp. 465-466; Meriam, as befit the son of a
minister, was active in the Cleveland YMCA movement and an active
Presbyterian layman, who helped to organize three new churches in
the city. Johnson, History of Cleveland, p. 250.
^ E w i n g , "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," pp. 42-45.
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CHAPTER III
FRASCH IN CANADA

The Canadian oil producing industry is the oldest in North Amer
ica.

Two years before Colonel Drake drilled his well at Titusville,

Pennsylvania, James Hiller Williams drilled a commercially successful
well at Black Creek in southwestern Ontario.

The area, in present

day Lambton County, had long been known to the Indians as a source of
a thick, black, evil-smelling liquid that oozed from the ground.

They

considered the stuff to be a nuisance, as it made the ground water
with which it mixed undrinkable.

The Canadian industry grew much as

did the much larger one to the south.

It was characterized by many

small-scale drillers and refiners, but from the first there were prob
lems with the oil.

It was naturally high in sulphur.

The major mar

ket for oil was as an illuminating oil, but because of its high sul
phur content, Canadian oil was distinctly inferior to the low-sulphur
Pennsylvania oil.^

The Canadian oil did, however, yield superior

lubricating oils, in which the high sulphur content was not harm-

B. S. Scott, "Oil Refining in London" (Unpublished manuscript, Lon
don, Ontario, undated), p. 1; Peckham, Report on. . .Petroleum, p.
14. There are other claimants to the distinction of having sunk the
"first" well in the field. Both Scott and Peckham mentioned a James
Shaw; the former gives a date of 1853, the latter, 1857. Apparently
the first formal reports on activity in the new field were made by
Thomas S. Hunt of the Geological Survey of Canada, who visited the
field in 1861. His report is in "Oil and Gas Fields of Ontario and
Quebec," No. 67, Geological Series, 1915. I have not located a
copy of this report. The most important thing, at least for Can
adians, is that the Ontario field came into commercial production
before the Pennsylvania field.

68
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ful.

Within seven years of Williams' well, there were seven refiner

ies at Petrolia and twenty down the road at Oil Springs.

Many were

extremely primitive, and competition was sharp.

Often the products

of the small refiners were distinctly inferior.

Some producers, how

ever, concentrated on quality and strove for efficiency, but the pro
duction, refining, and marketing of oil were as disorganized as the
early Pennsylvania industry.

In spite of its problems the industry

continued to grow, and by 1880 Canada was producing one million bar
rels of oil per year.

Protected against American competition by a

tariff, much of the Canadian production was exported, especially to

3
Great Britain and its possessions.

Canadian kerosene, even with its

price advantage, continued to suffer from American competition in its
home market.

Consumers did not like the strong odor of the kerosene

or the fact that it left a crust on the wick.

Canadian producers

were well-aware of the problems the sulphur presented, but they had
4
not been able to do much about it.
Several Canadian refiners had attempted to solve the problem.

~~2
U. S. Patent Number 649,047 "Art of Purifying Petroleum, and in
Products Therefrom." Date of application: November 1, 1888. Date
issued: May 8, 1900. Untreated lubricants were odorous, but as
they were not burned, they did not emit the corrosive ftimes, as did
the burning oils. The presence of the sulphur in the oil also aided
the lubricating qualities of the oil according to Frasch.
^Scott, "Oil Refining in London," pp. 39-41; "History of the County
of Middlesex" (London, Ontario, undated), pp. 381-382.
^Maurice Giles. "He took the 'skunk' out of oil," Imperial Oil Re
view, June, 1956, p. 8; The [London, Ontario] Free Press, January 1,
1944, p. 47.
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Among those who achieved partial success was Edward M. Hodgins, a
barrel maker by trade who had become interested in oil refining.
patented a litharge (lead oxide) process in 1879.

He

Treating the oil

with litharge, after the baths in sulphuric acid and caustic soda,
did not remove the sulphur but it at least covered up some of the
odor.

Because it seemed to help with the problem, Hodgins induced

his partners to adopt the method in their newly-organized corporation,
the Imperial Oil Company, Limited.^
The Imperial Oil Company was formed on September 8, 1880, by the
seven leading refiners of London and Petrolia, Ontario.

Its organi

zers hoped to establish the Canadian equivalent of the Standard Oil
corporation.

They wanted to be parts of one large, dominant company

that would provide the same kind of efficiency, organization, and
profit as Standard had brought to the United States industry.

Stan

dard had made a couple of attempts to establish Canadian refining
subsidiaries, but they had failed.

Imperial hoped, with the help of

the tariff, to become strong enough to resist competition from Stan
dard, and it hoped to be able to dominate the remaining small refiners.
Like Standard it was a combination of refiners and marketing people;
production stayed in the hands of small, local operators and land-

6

owners.

The founders of Imperial were all veterans of the young industry.

^Ewing, "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," pp. 38-39.
£
Victor Lauriston, Lambton's Hundred Years 1849-1949 (Sarnia, On
tario, 1949), p. 295.
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Thomas H. Smallman had not been directly engaged in the oil business,
but as a leading sulphuric acid manufacturer he recognized the
growing industry as the most valuable customer of the acid.

William

Spencer and his sons., William, Jr. and Melville, had tried to put to
gether a combination similar to Imperial a few years before, based on
their own London, Ontario, refineries.

F. A. Fitzgerald, another

veteran refiner, was the first president of the group and remained in
that position for nineteen years.

The chief organizer of Imperial

had worked for a time for the Spencers.

The man who essentially put

together Imperial was a 43 year old American, Jacob L. Englehart.^
Englehart was born into a German-American family in Cleveland in
1847, but he early decided to seek his fortune across Lake Erie, in
Canada.

In 1864 he bought his first refinery, a small one in London.

By 1880 he owned the largest refinery in Canada, near the center of
the oil region, at Petrolia.

Englehart was one of the major refiners

in the industry, and he kept in close contact with events below the
g

border as he worked to build the Canadian industry.

Apparently he

had heard of Frasch through his Cleveland friends, and he approached
the younger man and his employers to interest them in the Canadian
business.
and Frasch.

By the fall of 1882 he was negotiating with Meriam, Morgan,
Specifically he was interested in gaining the Canadian.y

rights to Frasch's fractional distillation patents.

As the lubri-

G. A. Purdy, Petroleum, Prehistoric to Petrochemicals (Vancouver,
Toronto, and Montreal, 1957), pp. 30-31.
g

.......................

Lauriston, Lambton's Hundred Years, pp. 151-152.
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eating oils seemed to be the most successful products of the Canadian
crude, it was logical for Englehart and his associates to approach
Frasch, who had worked so extensively with the heavier hydrocarbons.

9

The lake steamer from Bay City to Cleveland passed up Saginaw
Bay, into Lake Huron, then southward to Port Huron, Michigan, just
across the St. Clair River from Sarnia, since 1871 the site of its
own oil refinery.

From there it passed to Detroit and then into Lake

Erie to Cleveland.*^

Frasch travelled back and forth between Bay City

and Cleveland much of that year and the following one.

He must have

heard talk about developments in the Canadian oil industry on his
trips through the lakes separating southwestern Ontario from Michigan
and Ohio, as well as from his friends and associates in Cleveland.
Much of his attention had necessarily been devoted to the soda project,
but Frasch continually exhibited an ability to engage in more than one
venture at a time.
His oil refining patents had been assigned to his employers, and
Imperial Oil wanted his expertise.

Accordingly, under the terms

agreed to in the fall of 1882, Frasch, Meriam and Morgan shared a
payment of $10,000 in January, 1883.

In the following March, Imperial

issued 500 shares of its stock, with a par value of $50,000, to
Joseph B. Meriam.

Another 500 shares with the same value were issued

to Meriam in trust for the three of them, Meriam, Morgan, and Frasch.
At the same time Meriam and Frasch were elected to the board of

^Ewing, "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," p. 43.
^ T h e Cleveland Leader, January 22, 1882, p. 4.
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directors of Imperial Oil Company.

In exchange the company received

the Canadian rights to the patents as well as the part-time services
of Frasch as a consultant.

Imperial had no intention of opening the

Canadian market to competition from Standard Oil and had no desire to
introduce representatives of that firm into their board of directors.
If they were aware of Frasch's relationship to the American giant,
they chose to ignore it.

They wanted to purchase Frasch's process

and his consultancy services.

To get him, they had to purchase his

services, and his patents, from the Cleveland concern.

The sum ex

pended was a large one for the time, and Frasch continued to spend
most of his time at Bay City or Cleveland.
both sides.

It was a good bargain for

Imperial only converted one third of its crude into

kerosene, and that was a marginal product.

The purchase of Frasch's

patents enable them to get much more out of the other two thirds of
the crude, both in quantity and quality.

Over the next decade the

company could report to its stockholders that the purchase of the
Frasch patents had placed "our products far in the advance of all com
petitors and to establish the reputation of our goods as the leading
lines on the market.
During 1883 Frasch gradually moved out of his relationship with
Meriam and Morgan.

In August he assigned them the rights to the

other oil refining patents he had worked on during his employment with

^ E w i n g , "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," pp. 39-45.
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the firm.

12

In November he applied for a Canadian patent on his im

proved fractional distillation process, essentially the same as his
United States patent #281,045, approved in July.

The U. S. patent was

among those he turned over to his former employers; the Canadian patent was assigned directly to Imperial Oil.

13

While Frasch seems to

have been disassociating himself from Cleveland operations, he was
still heavily involved in the soda works at Bay City and thus unable
to devote more than part-time to the Canadian company.
Frasch's role at the American Chemical Company was central to
operations there.
of the plant.

He was both the inventor and the design engineer

Salt and soda production went on according to plans

he had worked out experimentally, and he had moved to Bay City to
supervise installation and operations of his plans.
guiding the production of a range of alkali products.

12

He succeeded in
The ammonia

Volume F-6 , Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. On August
28, 1883 Frasch assigned the rights in four patents to J. B. Meri
am for a consideration of $1.00 each. This may have been merely a
nominal sum. With these assignments Meriam acquired rights to all
of Frasch's patents and applications up through April, 1883, ex
cept the earliest tin patent and the one dealing with white lead.
The four transferred on August 28, 1883 (recorded at the Patent Of
fice on September 12, 1883) were: #190,483 "Apparatus and Process
for the Separation and Treatment of Oils," patented May 8 , 1877;
#205.792 "Apparatus for Distillation of Oil," patented July 9,
1878; #281,045 "Process of and Apparatus for the Fractional Distil
lation of Hydrocarbon Oils," patented July 10, 1883; and #281,046
"Furnace for the Manufacture of Carbon," patented July 10, 1883.

13

Canadian Patent Numbaer 19,189 "Process and Apparatus for the Frac
tional Distillation of Hydrocarbon Oils." Date of application:
November 20,. 1883. Date issued: illegible.
Frasch listed his res
idence address as Bay City, Michigan in November, 1883. The Can
adian patent indicates the assignment to Imperial Oil of London,
Ontario.
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process to this day is more technically difficult than the simple
laboratory chemical reactions involved.
fair amount of bicarbonate of soda.

The plant made and sold a

Only a small part of the bicar

bonate was treated to produce soda ash, although it was the more
valuable product.

Salt was sold as well as used in production, and

some of the impurities in the brine, magnesium especially, were re
covered and marketed.

The plant was never equipped to produce caustic

soda, the strongest commerical alkali.

14

Frasch left the company in the spring of 1884 to pursue his work
with Imperial full-time.^

That same year the American license-

holders of the European Solvay Process Company opened their plant in
Syracuse, New York.

The Solvay operation had the benefit of several

years' experience in production and a reputation among users and im
porters of alkalis.

The Syracuse area, like the Saginaw valley, had

extensive brine deposits underground and was located in a place con
venient to potential customers of an American p roduct.^

Frasch's

soda process was a technical success,^ but in the face of the compe
tition became a commercial failure.

In spite of his withdrawal from

the activities at Bay City, Frasch retained a personal interest in
_

History of Bay County, Michigan, o p . cit.; Bay City Directory for
1883. The city directory lists Herman Frasch as superintendent of
the American Chemical Company and J. D. Ketchum as treasurer and
general manager.
^ E w i n g , "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," p. 46.
^ T h e Minetal Industry 1899 (New York, 1900), pp. 522-525.
*^Land, Historical and Descriptive Review of the Industries of Bay
City and West Bay City, pp. 112-113.
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creating a domestic soda business and continued to work on ideas for
making alkali production more efficient, and hence profitable.

18

Frasch was deeply involved again in the oil business when the American
Chemical Company closed its doors in 1887.

Unable to compete with the

Syracuse operation, Meriam and Morgan closed the plant.
interests welcomed the loss of the competition.

19

The Solvay

The next year they

paid Meriam and Morgan $1,000 for the rights to the Frasch soda process patents.

20

They made sure that the field would remain at least

temporarily closed, and they may incidentally have found some of the
Frasch methods of use in their own plants.

The Syracuse operation

became the first commercially successful manufacturer in the United
States of soda by the ammonia process.

21

For Frasch the failure of

the Bay City project must have been a disappointment.

He did not

abandon the project of making a purely American soda process company,
but the press of his business in the Canadian oil industry made him

18

See Chapter VI below.

19

The Mineral Industry, 1899, p. 522. According to the Bay City Di
rectory for 1884-5 (Detroit, 1884), the officers of the company in
1884 included E. P. Morgan, president; J. B. Merciem (sic), vicepresident; W. H. Morgan, secretary; and J. D. Ketchum, treasurer and
general manager.

20

Volume F-8 , Digest of Assignment, U. S. Patent Office. The American
Chemical Company sold rights to Frasch's U. S. patent #363,952
"Process of and Apparatus for Making Sodium Carbonate by Ammonia"
to the Solvay Process Company of Syracuse on August 17, 1888. That
company was later acquired by Allied Chemical Company, ironically
enough the same company that acquired Frasch's Union Sulphur Com
pany, both transactions taking place years after his death.

^ The Mineral Industry 1899, p. 522.
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put off active work on alkali until another day.
Before taking up his duties with Imperial Frasch had to finish
one more project in Cleveland.

He submitted an application to the

patent office for a process for making wax paper in May, 1884, the
month he began work in London.

The wax paper invention was a process

of adhering paraffin wax to specially prepared paper, making the
paper waterproof.
paper with wax.

Frasch's was not the first process for coating
It represented an improvement on the then current

way of affixing the paraffin.

He arranged rollers and absorbent

material to draw the wax from a reservoir into the paper as it was
pulled over the wax, achieving a continuous manufacturing action.
Wax paper has all sorts of household and commercial uses, and Frasch
spent part of his time over the next few years arranging with paper
manufacturers for the use of his process.

22

In Canada he established

a partnership with Melville Spencer, one of the partners in the Im
perial group, to exploit the invention, which he had also patented
in Canada.

Spencer, Frasch and Company was short-lived,

23

and Frasch

eventually sold the Canadian rights to J. H. McNairn of Toronto,

24

22

U. S. Patent Number 304,309 "Manufacture of Waxed Paper." Date of
application: May 17, 1884. Date issued:
September 2, 1884. Para
ffin-based wax paper dates from about 1866.
James P. Casey, Pulp
and Paper: Chemistry a n d :Technology (Second Edition Revised and En
larged) Volume III: Paper Testing and Converting (New York, 1961),
p. 1191.

23
Giles, "He took the 'skunk' out of oil," Imperial Oil Review, 1956,
p. 9
24

Canadian Patent Number 22,663 "Waxed Paper." Date of application:
August 28, 1885. Date issued: October 12, 1885. Frasch indicated
Cleveland as his place of residence on the application.
Patent as
signed on its face to J. H. McNairn of Toronto.
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who went on to manufacture and market the product in Canada.

25

It

took longer to find an American company interested in the patent.

The

patent office approved the application in September, 1884, after
26
Frasch had moved to London.

J. B. Meriam was assigned one third

rights in the patent, presumably in return for Frasch1s use of the
paraffin company's facilities in developing the patent.

Another third

was sold, and the final third Frasch assigned to his wife.

In a

series of transactions the Lewis S. Judd family of Massachusetts pur
chased all the rights to the patent.

They, in turn, sold the rights

to the process in November, 1887, to the Hammerschlag Manufacturing
Company of New York.

27

Shortly after signing the application for the wax paper patent in
Cleveland, Frasch took up his duties as chief chemist for the Imperial

25

.....

..............

Ontario Gazeteer and Business Directory,.1886-1887 (Toronto, no date
legible). James H. McNairn listed as having a wax paper business on
Pearl Street in Toronto.

26
U. S. Patent Number 304,309, op . cit.
27

Volume F-7, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. On Septem
ber 9, 1884 Frasch assigned one third of #304,309 to Nancy Judd of
Fair Haven, Massachusetts. On September 6 , 1884 he had assigned one
third to Meriam. On December 23, 1884 he assigned the final one
third to his wife, Romalda B. Frasch. On September 1, 1885 Meriam
sold his interest to David A. Andrews of Boston. On September 5,
1885 Andrews sold one half of his one third to Charles M. Hussey of
New Bedford, Massachusetts. On April 3, 1886 Andrews sold his other
half of a third to Lewis S. Judd. On April 6 , 1886 Hussey also sold
his half of the original third to Judd. Two days later Mrs. Frasch
sold her one third interest to Mr. Judd. Two days after the transac
tion, Judd sold all of his interest, by then two thirds of the total
rights to the patent, to J. 6 . Nickerson of Boston.
In the next
year, on November 1, 1887 Nancy Judd sold her third interest to Ham
merschlag Manufacturing Company of New York. On the 24th of the
same month Nickerson sold his interest, the other two thirds, to the
same company, Hammerschlag. The digest lists all of the transactions
as being for the nominal sum of "one dollar plus other considera
tions." I have been unable to trace the Hammerschlag company.
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company in London, Ontario.
for their refining processes.

In effect he was also the design engineer
His annual salary was the same as that

of the president of the company.

Imperial began moving their main

refining activities from London to Petrolia, to get nearer to the main
producing areas, and Frasch's main duties involved supervising the in
stallation of the new equipment and processes required to convert
their older refining processes to the plans outlined in the patents
they had purchased.
He settled his family in London and became an active participant
in community and church life there, at least as much as his commitment
to his job would permit.

He briefly took up teaching Sunday school

and the family occasionally entertained friends at their home.

His

duties, however, frequently kept him away, in Petrolia for much of his
first year in Canada.

28

If his work kept him in the laboratory or at

the refinery for long hours, he was still a devoted family man.
brother Hans was working in the United States,
touch with each other.

29

His

but they kept in

As the senior brother Herman Frasch was always

ready to lend a helping hand to his younger brother.

30

His aging

parents in Gaildorf. followed the development of his career with inter
est, and he made plans to visit them, when he could get away from his

^^Ewing, "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," pp. 40-52.
2 9 ....................................................................

The Mineral Industry 1899, p. xxii.
30

Herman Frasch to Hans Frasch, July 18, 1907, Herman Frasch Collec
tion, The Chemists1 Club.
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work.

31

To his daughter Frieda, Frasch was an always doting parent.

She In turn adored her father; they remained close all his life.

32

To his only remaining son George, Frasch may have seemed more of a
disciplinarian.

The boy was also Interested in chemistry,

33

but that

common interest was not enough to make father and son really close.
The strains in the family were still minor, but the seeds were laid
for an eventual break between the two of them, father and son, that
would last past the death of the inventor.

34

The family did not lose

contact with their friends in Cleveland and Frasch stayed in touch
with developments in the oil industry there.
Frasch had taken the position with Imperial primarily to super
vise personally the installation of his refining methods at the com
pany.

The salary and stock he received from Imperial enabled him to

consider seriously the possibility of going into the refining business
on his own.

When he completed his work on the new refinery at Pe

trolia in February, 1885, he resigned from the job with the Canadian
concern and, in partnership with one of the Imperial directors, John
R. Minhinnick, purchased an idle refinery in London to reopen as a
producing oil refinery.

Owning his own plant also made it possible

for him to direct his own laboratory for the experimentation he

3*The Cleveland Leader, June 18, 1890, p. 6 .
32

Undated note, Frieda Frasch Whiton to Elizabeth B. Frasch, The Brim
stone Museum, Sulphur, Louiisiana,

’
oo ........
The Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1896. . .
3^New York Times, October 2,. 1916, p. 2; Herman Frasch Whiton* Jr.
to the author, February 24, 1983.
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wanted to begin on improving the products of the Canadian crude.

35

Frasch's Empire Oil Company was a ten-year old, 1200 barrel capacity
refinery located in London.

The refinery soon began producing high-

quality lubricating oils and greases, as Frasch continued to exhibit
his special expertise in handling the heavier hydrocarbon fractions.

36

To help finance the operations there he began exercising his option,
in June, 1885, of selling back to Imperial the company stock he had
been granted in return for his patents and services.

His old em

ployer, Meriam, continued his association with Imperial for two more
years.

The parting was amicable —

Frasch's joint ventures with

Spencer and Minhinnick testified to his continuing closeness to the
Imperial group.

Frasch, however,

was

anxious to be

in a position

where he could devote the bulk of

his

time to experimental work.The

routine work of supervising the small refinery's production of lubri
cating oils took little of his time.

Frasch had decided to tty to

solve the biggest problem facing the producers and marketers of
Canadian oil, the high sulphur content of that oil.

37

Beginning in

cidentally also in 1885, high sulphur oil had been discovered in the
United States, in the Lima, Ohio field, stretching from that area into
neighboring areas of Indiana.

American producers had been fortunate

that the Pennsylvania oil had not

had

Ewing, "The History of Imperial

Oil

a significant

Limited," pp.

38
sulphur content.

40-48.

"History of the County of Middlesex," p. 382.
37

Ewing, op. cit., pp. 47-51.
OO

Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 155-168.
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Frasch had been aware of the problems associated with the high
sulphur content of Canadian crude at least since the first days the
soda process project had taken him past Canadian ports on his way
back and forth from Cleveland to Bay City.

Sulphur has a distinctive

odor5 and the noxious fumes from the sulphur in the oil hung over the
producing fields, refineries, and ports from which the oil was
shipped.

Canadians called the domestic product "skunk oil."

Mer

chants and shippers were reluctant to store their cargoes near the
crude and refined tanks.
surrounding areas.

The strong odor pervaded the air in the

At least one shipper gained cash damages from a

Canadian oil company in one of that country's courts when he claimed
successfully that the value of his cargo had been ruined by the intrusion of the odor of the oil.from neighboring storage facilities.

39

The litharge and other "desulphurizing" processes worked only to
mask the odor of some of the refined products but did not solve the
problem.

When Canadian kerosene was burned in lamps in homes and

offices the odor again became offensive, and the burning sulphur in
the kerosene encrusted the wicks of the lamps, irritating the eyes with
the smoke and the resulting flickering of the flame.

The irritation

to eyes and nose and the expense of replacing the ruined wicks made
the kerosene difficult to market overseas and even in Canada, where it
was protected by a high tariff.

The high sulphur content was less of

a problem with some of the other refined products.

The lubricating

qualities of the heavier hydrocarbons were in fact enhanced by the

^Giles, "He took the 'skunk' out of oil," Imperial Oil Review, 1956,
p. 8 .
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mineral content of the crude, as long as the odor was satisfactorily
masked from consumers.^
In large part because he had always worked primarily with the
heavier hydrocarbons, Frasch had largely ignored the sulphur problem.
He accepted the standard, if mainly ineffective, processes then in use
for "desulphurization,"

Typically (Imperial used the general process)

refiners first "washed" the crude with caustic soda.

Then they added

lead oxide, or litharge, and, perhaps, finely powdered sulphur to the
oil.

Next they washed the crude with sulphuric acid, and hoped that

the acid would help precipitate out most of the sulphur.

41

Even with the application of more sophisticated refining pro
cesses like Frasch's that increased the yield of other refined prod
ucts from crude oil, kerosene remained the single most important
product of oil.

In spite of the higher cost of imported oil, many

Canadians chose to pay about thirty five percent more for the Pennsyl
vania illuminating oil, because of its higher quality.

Canadian oil

men tried to hold and expand their share of the market by improving
the quality of their oil.

Frasch began working seriously on the sul-

phur problem at his Empire Oil Company.

42

He also began working on

the sulphur problem from a different direction, not just at a way to
remove the offensive mineral from the refined products.
Refiners had succeeded in producing kerosene that was inoffensive

40

...............................
Raymond F. Bacon and William A. Hamon, The American Petroleum Indus
try Volume II (New York, 1916), pp. 609^611.

41

..........................
Lauriston, Lainbton's Hundred Years, p. 175.
Bacon and Hamon, The American Petroleum Industry, II, p. 609
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in storage, but the problems of smell, smoke, and encrustation ap
peared again when the illuminating oil was burned in household stoves
and lamps.

Some Canadian consumers used the cheap, local kerosene

only in stoves.

The enclosed heating area of stoves tended to mini

mize the effects of the burning oil and the sulphuric acid it produced
in the home or office.

43

There were still problems, particularly with

the odor, and less apparent to many, the acid emissions.

The use of

kerosene as a heating oil, rather than as an illuminating oil, was
also a relatively inefficient way to use the refined product.
ported Pennsylvanian dominated the market for illuminating oil.

Im
Their

successes in selling their product for use in stoves encouraged some
Canadian producers to look at improving the equipment in which their
product was burned as a complementary way of dealing with the funda
mental problems of the high sulphur oil.

They were trying to solve

the problem at its source, by desulphurizing or "sweetening" the crude
and refined product.

At the same time they searched for a way to

solve the problem in the home by selling lamps designed to burn the
oil in such a way as to reduce the objectionable odor and the other
problems.

Imperial Oil had found a kerosene lamp designed in Germany

that they energetically marketed in Canada to b u m the local product.
Because it was designed to provide a continual draft of air along the
wick, the German-made lamp tended to dissipate the odorous, and cor
rosive, fumes and slowed the encrustations on the wick.

The lamps

helped sell illuminating oil, but not in sufficiently large quantities

i ij

Victor Lauriston, "Coal Oil for Lamps Became Headache to London Re
finers," ojK_cit^, p. 47.
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to compete successfully with the Pennsylvania product which burned
cleanly in the new as well as the old lamps.

44

The idea of making a better lamp was appealing to Frasch, who
hoped to attack the problem from both directions, in the production
and the use of the oil.

At least one other American interested him

self in the lamp solution.

A Detroit man satisfied himself that he

had designed a kerosene lamp that would burn the Canadian oil cleanly.
He demonstrated the lamp to several Canadian oilmen, and they raised
almost $80,000 to advance to him to begin production.

Unfortunately,

in independent tests, the same results were not obtained.

The Detroit

man, it seems, had been using Pennsylvania oil in his demonstrations.
In their eagerness to find a solution to their problems, the Canadian
producers were natural targets for such a fraud.

Host producers

typically set higher standards for tests and demonstrations, but vir
tually any improvement in quality, whether apparent or real, would
lead to claims by some that the "skunk oil" had been rendered the
equal of the highest quality Pennsylvania oil.

In that climate of

inflated claims and aggressive marketing, Canadian producers and con
sumers had to be particularly careful.

Nevertheless, the idea of

trying to solve the problem in the lamp, as well as in the refinery,
made sense.
Frasch's first patent application at Empire was submitted in Oc
tober, 1885, for an improved oil lamp.

Frasch's.design included the

44Ewing, op. cit., pp. 48-50.
^ Lauriston, "Coal Oil for Lamps Became Headache to London Refiners,"
o p . cit., p. 47.
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central-draft feature of the lamps Imported by Imperial as well as
improved arrangements for both getting fuel into the wick and for
removing the wick and its holder.
States patent in April, 1886,
facturer for it.

46

Frasch's lamp received a United

but he did not attempt to find a manu

Instead he transferred his patent to his brother

Hans, for a nominal fee.

Hans Frasch had also applied the previous

winter for a patent on an oil lamp, and by July, 1886 had entered a
partnership with several people in Pittsburgh to manufacture kerosene
lamps based on his own design.
together on the lamp project.

47

Hans and Herman may have been working
Hans had left the soda works at Bay

City, and did not take up duties at a plant in Saint Louis until the
following year.

48

to an Iowa firm.

49

with Canadian oil.

At any rate it was Hans who licensed the designs
The Frasch lamp did not solve the sulphur problem
He seems to have lost interest in it almost im

mediately and did not attempt to secure a Canadian manufacturer for
it.

As usual, Frasch was working on several projects at the same time.

He was continuing his experiments on desulphurization; he was again
turning his attention to the soda project; and he was working out
another, improved process for the fractional distillation of oil,
trying once again to devise an even more efficient method of

U. S. Patent Nuinbaer 340,711 "Oil Lamp." Date of application:
October 14, 1885. Date issued: April 27, 1886.
^ V o l u m e F-7, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office.
4 8 .......
The Mineral Industry 1899, p . x x i i .
49 ■
Volume F-7, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office.
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separating crude into usable products.
The second patent he received based on his work at the Empire
works was the improved process and apparatus for distilling oil.

He

sent the application to Washington on November 11, 1885, and received
notice of approval the following April.

He made no claims in this

patent application for any process for desulphurization.
the treatment of the oil by the traditional processes.

He assumed
Primarily he

was still trying to design a refining system that would achieve the
most efficient possible separation of the different boiling point
fractions of the crude.

Even the best refineries produced, for in

stance, kerosenes containing small amounts of heavier, lubricatingtype hydrocarbons and lubricating oils that contained suspended kero
sene or gasoline fractions.

In either case the impurities affected

the finished products adversely.

Kerosenes containing the heavier

hydrocarbons in suspension tended to burn less well.
situation in lubricating oils —
—

The opposite

having traces of gasoline or kerosene

made them more likely to ignite and burn when they were supposed

to be resistant to heat and flame.

Frasch and others had been working

on methods to achieve purer fractions of kerosene, lubricating oils,
and waxes for years.

Frasch's previous work in fractional distilla

tion over the previous nine years had made important contributions to
increasing the yield of relatively pure hydrocarbons for the market.
The April, 1886 patent described the mechanical improvements in the
condensing chambers where the vapors were liquified at carefully

■^Seebelow, patent numbers 340,499; 361,355; 361,622; 418,315; and
378,246.
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regulated temperatures, according to their boiling points.

Frasch

added a filter system directly above the still to trap particles of
liquid suspended in the vapor before the vapors passed into the con
densing columns.

Other refiners had installed metal baffles in the

pipe leading from the still.

Frasch found them both ineffective and

potentially dangerous to the extent that they tended to block the
vapors, and instead placed a dome containing loose limestone gravel
above the still.

As the vapors rose the impurities tended to adhere

to the loose stone and eventually dropped back into the still.

Be

cause it was directly above the still, the filter was kept at approxi
mately the same temperature as the still and did not act either to im
pede the passage of the vapors or prematurely to condense it.

Frasch

may also have seen the filtration system as a mechanical means to re
move sulphur held suspended in the oil in both its liquid and vapor
s t a g e s I t

may have worked at Empire, if he ever installed the

system completely, to remove impurities in oil, including perhaps
some sulphur, but the inventor was well aware that effective desul
phurization would require a chemical rather than just a mechanical
process.

Basing his work on the attempts of other refiners before

him, he continued working with metallic oxides, carbonates, and
various types of acids to find a chemical means to remove the nuisance
mineral.^

^ U . S. Patent Number 340,999 "Process of and Apparatus for Distilling
Hydrocarbon Oil." Date of application: November 11, 1885. Date
issued: April 20, 1886.
52

See below patent number 378,246.
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Frasch's brother was free to pursue the lamp project, because
Meriam and Morgan had closed the Bay City alkali operation.

53

In

spite of the fact that he had severed his business relationship with
the operation, Frasch had continued experimental work on the manufac
ture of commercial alkalis.

He must have maintained his personal re

lationships in Cleveland, for it seems apparent that he hoped to set
up an alkali plant there, if he could create a manufacturing process
that promised not only good quality products, but also commercial
success.
In three patent applications forwarded to the patent office in
May, 1886 Frasch worked out what he expected would be significant
improvements in the processes he had installed at Bay City.

Patent

office examiners did not approve the two more important patents un
til April, 1887, and the apparatus for converting sodium bicarbonate
into the industrially more useful sodium carbonate was not approved
until 1889.

54

Frasch could be a stubborn man, and he was convinced

that he would be able to create a technically and economically viable
plant for making alkali, in spite of the appearance of the Solvay
interests on the American scene.

The ultimate failure of the Bay

City project, even if it did occur after his departure for Canada,

53

:

1

~

~

'

The Mineral Industry 1899, p. xxii.
"^U. S. Patent Number: 361,355 "Manufacture of Soda by the Ammonia
Process.” Date of application: May 5, 1886. Date issued: April
19, 1887; U . S . Patent Number 361,622 "Process of and Apparatus for
the Manufacture of Soda by Ammonia." Date of application: May 5,
1886. Date; issued: April-19, 1887; U. S. Patent Number 418,315
"Drying and Roasting Apparatus." Date of application: May 10, 1886.
Date issued: December 31, 1889.
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must have represented a major disappointment to him.

His work on de

sulphurization was clearly his highest priority for the next few
years.

The experimental working out of the proper materials, their

proportions, the equipment modifications necessary, as well as the
time he had to devote to the more-or-less routine matters of
managing the Walker Street refinery in London kept him from actively
promoting his ideas on soda manufacturing and encouraging investors
in it.'*"’

It was, however, clearly a project to which he would return,

when he could turn his attention away from Canadian o l l . ^
When Frasch began working on desulphurization, he was attempting
to solve a Canadian problem.

He had retained his recently gained

United States citizenship, but had chosen to work, at least temporarily, in that country.

London had become his family's home,

57

and

yet he was not far from the circle of friends and business associates
he and his family had in Cleveland.

Canada had offered him an oppor

tunity for independent work in the oil business, at his own refinery.
Since involving himself in that industry less than ten years before,
he had achieved a reputation for the quality of his work in both
countries.

In each he had worked for the largest and most important

oil refining companies, Standard Oil, through Meriam and Morgan, and
Imperial.

In London, in the partnership with Minhinnick, he was able

to work for himself, to be an independent businessman as well as a

'’■’"History of County of Middlesex," p. 382,
"’^’See below, Chapter VI.
■’^Ontario Gazeteer and Business Directory 1886— 1887.
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conscientious and inventive chemist.

He must have expected to use

that independence to make a real and significant contribution to
the Canadian oil industry, and thus to the nation.

Many years later

he looked back on his career and remembered with pride that the first
well-known Frasch process was developed in Canada, to solve a Canadian
problem.

58

When he began his work- the sulphur problem was strictly

a Canadian one.

Producers there could only envy the luck of geology

that made the Pennsylvania product so relatively trouble-free.

As

oil exploration extended throughout the world and particularly west
ward across the United States it became apparent that the Canadian
experience might more likely be typical of petroleum.

Early American

producers could not be aware of how fortunate they had been to find
in Pennsylvania a paraffin-based, sulphur-free oil.

59

As Frasch was

preparing his refinery to use as a laboratory to discover a means of
solving the Canadian problem, oil explorers in Ohio and Indiana were
encountering a crude oil that was more like Canadian than Pennsyl
vanian oil.

It too had a high sulphur content and with it all the

same problems.

What had started as a Canadian project began to have

important ramifications south of Lake Erie as well.

60

To protect

his proprietary interests Frasch kept the details of his experimen-

CO
Herman Frasch, "Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry, February, 1912, p. 134.

59
Kalichevsky and Stagner, Chemical Refining of Petroleum, p . 2 2 5
Vladimir.A. Kalichevsky and Kenneth A. Kobe, Petroleum Refining
With .Chemicals (Amsterdam, London, and New York, 1956), p. 25.
^ R e d w o o d ,' Petroleum, I, p . 359.
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tation confidential.

He did not, for instance, share the results of

his work with his former employers at Imperial.

That he was engaged

on the project, however, did not escape the notice of oilmen inter
ested in desulphurization.

Frasch's record of successful innovation

in the industry was well-known.^

The owners and potential refiners

of the Ohio oil naturally took an interest in his project.

If anyone

then engaged in refining could solve the problem, it was Frasch.

He

was still almost a year away from announcing his proposed solution
when he was contacted by representatives of Standard Oil.

They

anticipated that any improvement in Canadian oil could also be ap
plied to the new Ohio oil, and the new field was large and potenti
ally of enormous value.

The details of the negotiations are now

lost, but the terms of the agreement provided for Frasch a consider
able financial reward, if he proved to be successful.

Frasch and

Standard Oil agreed on terms and from July 1, 1886 he was under con
tract to the Rockefeller company.

His work remained the same, the

desulphurizing of Canadian oil, but clearly the project after July,
1886 had greater implications beyond that country.

He had sold his

process, still far from proven, still not ready for a patent applica
tion, to Standard Oil.
different focus.

His project thereafter had for that company a

Frasch was working to desulphurize American oil as

well. 62
Sulphur existed in the Canadian and Ohio oils in several forms —
as hydrogen sulphide, carbon sulphide, sulphur compounds, and as

^^Ewing;~ o p ; cit., p . 50.
go

....

Hidy and Hidy,’Pioneering'in Big Business, p. 160.
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elemental, uncombined sulphur.

Previous treatments had not accomp

lished desulphurization, because they had not effectively worked on
all of the different kinds of sulphur in the oil.

Part of one usual

method of treating the oil involved actually adding powdered sulphur
to the oil to help "sulphur down" the element already present in the
crude.

Unless they were extremely careful, refiners could end up with

a product that was insufficiently cleansed of the natural sulphur com
pounds, and that still contained the added powdered sulphur.

The

previous work had, however, shown that lead oxide, dissolved in the
oil, would ionize and re-combine with the sulphur as lead sulphide.
That sulphide was solid and precipitated out of the oil relatively
easily, if the procedure were properly managed and monitored.

Other

metallic oxides had similar qualities, and Frasch had to set out to
examine the reactions of several metallic oxides to determine which
was most effective in forming sulphides which in turn could be pre
cipitated easily.

He eliminated the extra step of adding the elemen

tal sulphur and the "sulphuring down."
He tried out the oxides of lead, copper, bismuth, cadmium, mer
cury, silver, palladium, and rhodium and found they were particularly
"sensitive" to the sulphur.
as appropriate.

Several other metallic oxides were not

He also found that the carbonates of some of the

metals, as well as their oxides, were capable of producing similar
results.

The key to achieving the desulphurization was to saturate

the. oil with the purifying agents in such a solution as to allow for
a virtually complete change of the sulphur compounds into metallic
sulphides heavy enough to precipitate out of the oil.

Frasch found

that adding a small amount of different kinds of organic acids along
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with the purifying agent could help in the precipitation process.
This he considered an option, depending on the oil to be treated.
The purifying oxides were most effective when added in a fine powder
along with some lighter, inert mineral to help attract the sulphides
in mass.

All these materials had to be mixed thoroughly with the oil

to he treated in the still.

To make the process economical, Frasch

also worked to recover the precipitated metallic sulphides.

By

"roasting" them in a furnace, he could re-oxidize the metals and con
vert the sulphides into oxides, which would then be available for
re-use with another batch of oil.

Frasch submitted his patent appli

cation for the purification of "Canadian and Other Similar Oils" in
February, 1887.

Some months later he made some minor changes in the

details of the specifications, some at the request of the patent of
fice.

They gave their final approval in February, 1888.
This first desulphurization patent contained the basic principles

on which Frasch's later work rested.

It accomplished the ends he

sought, even if it was by his later standards a little crude.

He was

able to remove the source of the offensive odor and poor burning
quality, and also eliminate some steps in the older, much less effec
tive process, and recover the purifying agent for re-use.

He des

cribed a typical, small operation of his new system for the patent
office.

The operation he described was small; he suggested no expan

sive operation that could dominate an industry.
point he did not outline a large refinery.

To illustrate his

Essentially he described

the operation he had been able to observe, the desulphurization pro
cess: the: way it worked in his laboratory, the Empire refinery in
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London.
The process could be applied to crude oil, but Frasch suggested
that treating only the refined kerosene made better economic sense.
The presence of sulphur in the lubricating oils was not so offensive
and treating crude involved removing sulphur from parts of the oil
that not only did not require it but also involved cleaning even un
usable residues.

Therefore he treated kerosene that had already been

refined by the normal process, any adequate fractional distillation
process.

Then he mixed the oil to be treated with some much heavier

fractions of crude, up to 15 percent of the total of the oil in the
still.

The 300 barrel still was then fired, and simultaneously the

purifying material was added —

1600 pounds of lead oxide, 3000

pounds of cupric oxide, and 3000 pounds of plaster of Paris, all
finely powdered.

To mix the materials he introduced jets of steam

from pipes along the bottom of the still.

This agitated the puri

fying agent in the oil, to effect the chemical combinations desired.
The vapors escaping as re-distilled kerosene would be cleansed of the
sulphur compounds and pass into condensers.

When the kerosene was

distilled off, the fire was put out and the still cooled.

By filter

ing the residue he could recover the metallic sulphides, heat them in
a furnace, and re-use the resulting oxides.
also be used over and over again.

The heavier oil could

Frasch clearly pointed out that

the sulphur content of crude oils, even those from wells in the same
field, could vary considerably.

He recognized that refineries would

have to carry on extensive testing procedures to assure the correct
proportions of materials and the length of the distilling process.
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The proportion^ in his example would have to be adjusted for each
batch of oil as it arrived at the refinery.

63

The February, 1887, patent was a landmark in the history of the
oil industry.

It was an enormous contribution to the growth and de-

velopment of the North American petroleum business.

64

represented an environmentally beneficial step forward.

It incidentally
The burning

of high sulphur oil released sulphur dioxide into the atmosphere that
quickly became sulphuric acid.

Burning high sulphur oil causes the

same environmental degradation that burning high sulphur coal does.
It was also a Canadian invention, prompted by that nation's problems
and designed to solve one.

It is ironic that the Frasch process was

not used on a commercial basis in Canada, except briefly by Frasch's
own refinery, until 1898, and then in a Standard Oil refinery at
Sarnia.

Frasch after all had been under contract to Rockefeller.

With the success exhibited in the laboratory in London and the patent
application underway, Frasch prepared to move back to Cleveland.

Stan

dard wanted him there to work full-time on the application of his
ideas to the refining of Lima oil.

He and his family were returning

home, to Cleveland.

go
U. S. Patent Number 378,246 "Refining Canadian and Similar Oils."
Date of application: February 21, 1887. Date issued: February 21,
1888.
64
..........
Redwood, Petroleum,-I, pp. 359-360; Bacon and Manon, The American
Petroleum Industry, II, pp. -609-612.
^ E w i n g , op.- cit., pp. 50-51.
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CHAPTER IV
MAKING KEROSENE FROM LIMA CRUDE

The United States oil industry to which Frasch returned in 18861887 had boomed in the decade since he had first started working in
it, and Standard Oil had grown with the industry.

The internal com

bustion engine was still an experimental plaything, and gasoline was
a relatively minor product of the refiners.

The corner gas station

was still in the undreamed of, though not too distant, future.

The

1880's were still the days of petroleum's "age of illumination."
Kerosene, the lamp oil, was cheap and plentiful.

It was the leading

product of the refiner's art and skill, and the sale of kerosene was
changing the way people lived.

In the decade 1874 to 1884 the popu

lation of the United States rose from 44 million to 55 million people.
The best estimates suggest that the increasing population on the aver
age was also getting to be better off economically.

Real per capita

income may have risen in that decade by as much as 50 percent.

Ameri

ca was still, a predominantly agricultural nation, but the nation's
industrial revolution was underway, especially in the cities and towns
of the Northeast and Middle West.

In that decade the nation construc

ted over 50,000 miles or railroads to add to the 72,000 miles laid
down before 1874.

Much of the new mileage was in the South and West,

helping to tie together the vast stretches of the American landscape.
The movement of products, however, tended to follow old patterns.
Agricultural products moved east and north.

Manufactured, and refined,

products moved in smaller quantities from the northeast quadrant of
the country, with its great population centers, to the West and South.
97
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Petroleum lubricants greased the wheels of this expanding commerce
and kept smooth the movements of the mechanical Implements that were
increasing the soil's yield of food and fiber.

Second in importance

in the oil industry only to illuminating oil, the lubricating oils
found ready customers among the owners of factories, steam engines,
and spindles.

In the same decade, 1874-1884, the use of refined pe

troleum products grew threefold.

The oil fields of western Pennsyl

vania supplied the growing domestic demand and provided oil for ex
port to Europe, the Middle East, South America and Asia.

Refineries

got larger to meet the demands for the products of petroleum.
a still with a 2000 barrel capacity was a rarity.

In 1873

A decade later re

fineries produced kerosene in continuous processes adding up to 5000
to 6000 barrels per day.

Railroads initially resisted the idea of

tank cars, but more and more petroleum products were being shipped in
bulk.

Oilmen had also laid pipelines from fields to refineries to

complement and compete with the rails.

Over the decade the price of

kerosene came down by about 40 percent, continuing the decline in its
price since the end of the War between the States.

Farmers and small

town residents of the South and West still in most cases had to con
sider the new product as almost a luxury item.

In the urban centers

of the Northeast kerosene had to fight a reputation as the poor man's
illumination, in competition with natural gas as a home and office
illuminant.

Oil marketers had elaborate kerosene lamps designed to

appeal to the wealthy, and their product competed successfully with
the candlemakers for the masses less well off.

All of the consumers

of petroleum goods were getting steadily better products from the
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nation's refiners.

Manufacturers, large and small, sometimes prodded

by state legislatures or foreign restraints on their export product,
but also moved by their desire to convince customers of the high
quality and reliability of their products, improved their refining
techniques and made better, more standardized, refined products.
Tests and inspections for specific gravity, color, and susceptibility
to premature firing in storage were adopted industry-wide.

The pub

lic was being educated as to what constituted quality and what were
to be the "standard" products.

Brand names were important to con

sumers and manufacturers were careful to protect their trademarks and
patents.
Refining could also be a dangerous industry.
other light fractions are highly flammable.

Gasoline and the

Explosions and fires

were all too common, in refineries, transportation, and when care
lessly used by consumers.

Depending on the employer, pay in the in

dustry could be comparatively good, but the hours of refinery workers
were almost always long.

Stoking the fires under the stills was un

pleasant work, but refineries also had jobs for mechanics and "stillmen" who watched the refining process, checked temperatures, and in
spected the yield from the worm that carried the vapors from the still
to the condenser.

Their pay was higher.

In spite of the steady de

cline in the price of kerosene over the decade, the oil industry was
an extremely profitable investment for its owners.

Oil fortunes

graced Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and New York, as well as
vacation resorts in the South, with impressive edifices for work and
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fashionable homes.*
The Standard Oil Company was far and away the leader of the in
dustry.

Standard and its subsidiaries did not always make the best

individual products, but they did work to make sure that the products
they sold were the standard in the field.

Their definitions of

"water white" and "standard white" grades of kerosene were recognized
by consumers and competitors alike.

Standard was often accused of

monopolistic practices and sharp business dealings.

Rockefeller de

fended his firm, claiming that the company wanted to bring rational
and efficient practices to an industry that had begun as a fragmented,
even chaotic, arena of small and wasteful operations.

When Standard

took over companies, it took over the best men in those companies and
gave them considerable independence.

The trust encouraged competi

tion among its subsidiaries, but all were expected to work for the
common good.

The "trust" had been formed in 1882, when the various

subsidiaries of the Standard were brought together into the new cor
porate entity.

John D. Rockefeller, Henry M. Flagler, John D. Arch

bold, and the other stockholders in the operating companies received
certificates of the new trust in proportion to their holdings of com
pany stock.

The Standard Trust continued to set up new subsidiaries

in what appeared from the outside to be a tangle of several companies,
some not even carrying the Standard name.

To many people, in and out

side the industry, the Trust became the symbol of all that was wrong
with the almost unrestrained economic growth of the country since the

^Williamson and Daum, The Age of Illumination, pp. 521-529 and
passim, Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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War between the States.
vironment.
1879.

Standard undoubtedly did profit in that en

It established a subsidiary in California as early as

Wherever there seemed to be the possibility of growth in re

fining Standard was there.

It controlled, directly or indirectly,

most of its own transportation.

Its marketing affiliates, with direc

tion from the Trust, encouraged the development of a consumer market
for its products and delivered them efficiently and profitably to
that public.

The company had large refineries on the east coast at

Bayonne, New Jersey and Philadelphia and the big works at Cleveland.
Its subsidiary, the Pacific Coast Oil Company had works on the West
Coast.

In addition to these large plants the Trust had smaller re

fineries in other cities and a network of pipelines in the Northeast
and Middle West.
York.

By 1884 the headquarters of the Trust were in New

There the principal committees met to discuss and coordinate

plans for the company.

The committees on manufacturing, cooperage,

cases and cans, and lubricating oil included besides advisory head
quarters personnel the operating heads of the various subsidiaries.
The involvement of operating executives at the central headquarters
assured that the decisions of the committees, even if only officially
advisory, would be implemented quickly in the field.
By its control of so much of the refining capacity of the coun
try, Standard exercised a considerable influence on the production
and price of crude oil.

The Trust, however, stayed out of an active

ownership role in the oil fields.

That policy changed after the dis

covery of the Lima field in Ohio.

There, Rockefeller, against the ad

vice of many of his partners, made a calculated gamble.

Standard
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started to buy oil fields, not just crude petroleum.

The purchase of

these large reserves of oil represented a considerable risk to the
company because there was no sure market for the oil.

Standard might

have had to wait some time before gaining a profit from the oil, if
at all.

Rockefeller did not mind taking risks; he had made such risks

work out before, and he had suffered the setbacks caused by bad judg
ment, such as the South Improvement Company scheme.
gambles had paid off.

Most of his

From the earliest days of the company, in the

Cleveland of the 1860's, he had proven himself to be unintimidated by
debt.

And the risk involved in the Lima field was a calculated one.

It would cost money, but he could store much of the production, and
some he could hold in reserve.
market, at least for a while.

He could afford to wait to find a
If he could find a market, he would

have added an immense sum to the assets of the Trust and increased
the already almost overwhelming influence of Standard in the oil in
dustry.^
A man drilling for natural gas had discovered the first oil well
in the Lima field, on the edge of what the Indians had called the
Black Swamp of western Ohio, in 1885.

Like the oil regions of south

western Ontario, the Black Swamp was long known among the Indians for
the strange smells that rose up from its waters, the odor of sulphur.
When white settlers first arrived, the swamp stretched for over 100
miles from east to west, covering the greater parts of present day
Henry and Allen counties.

The frontier farmers cleared and drained

Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 158-168.
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the low lying land between the limestone ridges that rose above the
spongy land.

The soil proved rich and productive.

Not far beneath

the ground was a geological formation later called the Trenton lime
stone .
By 1885 Lima, a town in Allen County, had become a small manu
facturing center in addition to the market center for the surrounding
agricultural area.

The largest factory in town, with 150 workers,

made locomotives and railroad cars.
worked at two railroad repair yards.

An even larger number of men
B. C. Faurot had established a

paper mill to supply straw board to local farmers for packaging and
was steadily enlarging his business.

Downtown Lima's Faurot Block in

cluded an opera house as well as offices for his paper business.

In

the spring of 1885, Faurot had a well dug, hoping to find natural gas
to fuel his expanding works.
started a boom.
in production.

He struck oil.

The initial discovery

By August, 1885 a second field south of the town was
Within a year drillers were exploring the limits of

the field to the north, south, and west, into neighboring Indiana.
Some wells yielded up to 600 barrels of oil a day.

Speculators and

inhabitants began moving in to exploit the fields, the largest domes
tic discovery since the original strikes in western Pennsylvania.
Some people suggested that the Lima field might be larger than the
3
Russian fields then being developed by the Nobel brothers.
_

Standard

_

Henry Howe, Historical Collections of Ohio in Two Volumes An Ency
clopedia of the State's Story Both General and Local, Geography
with Description of Its Counties, Cities and Villages, Its Agricul
tural , Mining:a n d :Business.Development.Sketches of Eminent Men and
Interesting Characters,•Et c ., With Notes of a Tour over It in 1886
(Norwalk, Ohio, 1898), Volume I , pp. 244-246,.903-904; Writers' Pro
gram, Work Projects Administration, Ohio (Cleveland, 1940), p. 183.
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fairly quickly took notice of the major new discovery.
cials even began to speculate in land in the area.

4

A few offi-

Vithin a year a

small company had established a refinery in Lima to try to make a com
mercial product of the oil."*
The realization that virtually all of the Lima field production
was high in sulphur content subdued the initial enthusiasm of many.
It was the same problem encountered in Canada.

There was no current

refining process that could make out of the oil the high quality pro
ducts that consumers had come to expect.

The relative overproduction

in terms of demand caused the price paid to producers to drop, but re
finers could convert only a very small percentage of the cheap crude
into marketable products.

It seemed that Faurot had succeeded in

finding a cheap boiler fuel.

Local manufacturers purchased some quan

tities of the crude to burn in their boilers, but that was hardly the
most efficient use of crude petroleum.
Rockefeller was convinced that a way could be found to refine
Lima oil and that the future of Standard Oil would be jeopardized if
the company did not move swiftly and aggressively into the huge new
field, in spite of its problems.
tegy.

Standard adopted a two-track stra

It hired Frasch on July 1, 1886 and began building a refinery

where he could work out a method of refining the sulphur out of the
oil.

It also began to look for markets, on at least an interim basis,

for the oil as it was.

The principal market for the oil would be as

—4
Taylor, "History of the Standard Oil Company," no page number. Ac
cording to Tayloi; Squire purchased land near Lima and urged Frasch
to do the same. Box 126, Nevins Collection.
^Howe, Historical Collections of Ohio, p. 246.
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boiler fuel, where the presence of the sulphur would be least objec
tionable in use.

The environmental impact of releasing the products

of the combustion of high sulphur oil into the atmosphere was essen
tially overlooked.

At least in factories the odor was localized and

did not invade and permeate the home as it did when high sulphur
kerosene made from the crude was burned in lamps.

Standard set out

to develop a market for the crude oil and at the same time began
buying and leasing land on the producing areas and storing large
quantities of the crude being produced.

Drilling in the area had al

so resulted in the discovery of natural gas and Standard moved quickly
to assume a leading position in the gathering and distribution of that
resource as well.
Late in 1885, the year of the first discovery in the Lima field,
the pipeline subsidiary of the Trust organized a new company to pur
chase existing pipelines in the area and build new ones to supplement
the railroads as carriers of Lima crude.

The first results of
g
Frasch's experiments came the following year.
Overnight, on July 4-5, 1886 he demonstrated his process, still
not yet patented, for Standard executives in Cleveland.

It worked to

remove the sulphur, but the process was far from economical.

Frasch

demonstrated that it worked, but it would be some time before the
process could be installed for commercial production.

He continued to

work on the process, spending most of his time back in London, where
his own laboratory and refinery were.

Standard went ahead with plans

g
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 155-160.
^Taylor, "History of Standard Oil," no page number; F. B. Squire to
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for a refinery in the Lima field.

In December, 1886 the Solar Re

fining Company was organized and work began on the new refinery in
Lima.

The officers of the new subsidiary of Standard were all experi

enced men, most with long experience with the trust.

Frank Rockefel

ler, brother of John D. Rockefeller, was president; he also served
as vice-president of Standard Oil of Ohio, the original company in
g

the trust.

The supervision of the refinery was in the hands of two

men of contrasting talents and habits of work.

The vice-president

of Solar, with responsibility for operations at Lima, was George F.
Southard, a methodical administrator from the Standard plant at Buf
falo.

The refinery superintendent was John W. Van Dyke, a thirty-six

year old veteran of the oil business who had started out in the oil
fields of Pennsylvania as a youth before the Civil War and had risen
from mechanic to driller and, in 1879, to the position of manager of
the Brooklyn, New York refinery owned by the trust.

Feargus B.

Squire, an officer of the Ohio Standard company in Cleveland, moni
tored operations and kept both John D. Rockefeller and the Manufac
turing Committee in New York informed of activities associated with
9
the Frasch project.
When Frasch finally freed himself from his duties in Canada, he
set up his own laboratory-refinery in Cleveland, at the little-used

John D. Rockefeller, July 8 , 1886.
lection.

Boxes 126 and 131, Nevins Col

O
Taylor, "History of Standard Oil Company," no page number, Box 131,
Nevins Collection.
Q
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, p. 166.
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Clark works* on Kinsman Street, near the old Meriam and Morgan re
finery. ^

He kept in touch with the operations at Lima, working par

ticularly closely with Van Dyke and the resident chemist there, Clar
ence I. Robinson.

Robinson had moved to Lima from Olean, New York,

where the young, Cornell trained chemist had served as inspector at
the Standard refinery.

As Frasch continued his experimentation in

Cleveland, the Lima refinery attempted to produce kerosene by a vari
ation on the old litharge process.

Robinson was primarily responsible

for testing the products that Solar was trying to hurry to the market.
The results were almost uniformly disappointing, although as the sul
phur content of oil from the various parts of the field varied, the
Lima refinery was able to produce small amounts of marketable kero
sene.

The hopes of the trust, however, were placed in what came to be

called the "Herman experiment."

As the year 1887 came and went, with

only experimental results from Frasch, Standard had stepped up its
efforts to sell some of its crude.
down.

The price of oil continued to go

As a refiner Standard might have been pleased, but Rockefel

ler's decision to go into production meant that the trust suffered
from the low prices along with smaller producers.

Their leasing sub

sidiary, the Ohio Oil Company, was having to store more and more oil.
Prices plunged from *£prty cents per barrel in 1885 to twenty three
cents per barrel in 1887.

The next year producers received on the

average only fifteen cents per barrel and the price was still going
down.

Increased production only acted to lower the price further as

^ C h a r l e s Pratt to John D. Rockefeller, September 24, 1888, Copy in
Box 115, Nevins Collection; Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending
July 1 8 8 7 .
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supply exceeded the demand for the American "skunk oil."
Standard subsidiaries in 1886 and 1887 had had some successes in
marketing gas from the Lima field.

The Northwestern Ohio Natural Gas

Company, founded in 1886 by the trust's National Transit, began
moving large quantities of gas to nearby cities for use in homes,
factories, and streetlights.
Lima gas by April, 1887.
the local gas.

Toledo was lighting its streets with

Three months later Lima itself began using

Important as these marketing successes were, they in

volved only a small fraction of the production from the fields.

Gas

was only a secondary product.
Standard employed its most vigorous marketing efforts to attempt :
to sell the crude as fuel, primarily as boiler oil.

In 1887 Standard

agents, called the "Fuel Oil brigade," visited cities and towns
throughout the Middle West to extoll the virtues of fuel oil over
coal.

Even with the costs of transportation, they could sell fuel oil

cheaper than coal.

Railroad freight was an important element in the

cost of coal to consumers.

Standard moved much of the oil by railroad,

but also developed a network of pipelines to move its product over
company-owned and controlled lines.
able success.

Their salesmen met with consider

Factories were sold on the efficiency and economy of

burning the Lima oil.

The Standard men quoted cheap prices, gave away

large amounts as "samples," and helped companies to modify their fur
naces to use oil in place of coal.

The company-owned Buckeye Pipeline

Company, constructed an eight inch line from Lima to Chicago to meet
the demand for fuel oil the salesmen had created.

By 1888 Chicago was

the nation's leading user of oil as fuel; Milwaukee was second.
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Standard could boast that it supplied fuel oil to 217 cities, mostly
in the Middle West, and to twenty states.

The very success of Stan

dard threatened to cause problems for the company.

Oil was moving

out of the Lima fields, over three million barrels in 1888, but at
prices that had to be kept below the price of coal, and prices that
were nowhere near what producers elsewhere could get for oil that was
being refined into kerosene and other manufactured products.

Some

small amounts of refined products were being made by Standard and its
small competitors, but most of Standard's production was being sold
at the low fuel oil prices.

There was considerable debate among the

executives of the trust as to the wisdom of the company's investment
in Lima oil.

Time and a sizeable amount of money had been invested

in marketing the crude and in Frasch's work.

As the months passed

with no appreciable return on that investment many in the company felt
that their initial doubts had been justified.^
The general principle of Frasch's 1887 patent needed to be
translated into practical operations.

Frasch had to work out in his

laboratory in Cleveland and on a much larger scale in the commercial
refineries the answers to several practical questions.

He had asser

ted in the patent application that any one of several metallic oxides
alone or in combination would accomplish the necessary removal of the
sulphur.

He needed to establish which would work best and at the

**Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 155-168; John D. Arch
bold to John D. Rockefeller, June 30,. 1888. Archbold urged caution
in further purchases of producing property. John D. Archbold to
John D. Rockefeller, September 22, 1890. As late as this date Arch
bold told Rockefeller on behalf of himself, Pratt, and Henry A.
Rogers that they all believed '.'we.are aggregating an unwise invest
ment in Ohio." Box 51, Rockefeller Family Archives, Tarrytown, New
York.
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lowest cost.

Of the various compounds he chose, copper oxide was the

most efficient agent.

12

The problem then was to devise a way to get

the most use out of the compound and to design a refining system In
which the desulphurizing process could be fit Into the normal flow of
oil In the refinery, from crude to manufactured product.

In Frasch's

process the copper oxide, as it attracts the sulphur compounds in the
oil, is converted into a copper-sulphur compound, and it therefore
eventually loses its ability to effect desulphurization.

He recog

nized that it would be ruinously expensive to purchase new batches of
copper oxide compound for each run of oil.

Any economical working of

the system would require the reconversion of the spent compound to its
active form.

In deciding how to fit the desulphurization step into

the flow of the refining process Frasch had to work out whether it
would be most efficient to accomplish the cleansing while the oil was
still in the liquid state or in the vapor phase after it had flowed
from the still.

In either case he had to design equipment to mix the

treating compound thoroughly with the oil to effect the removal of the
sulphur.

The experimental work was tedious and time-consuming as

Frasch tried the various combinations of compound and equipment and
tested the finished products.

The first year with Standard in Cleve

land he worked almost alone at the Clark works, keeping in touch with
Robinson and the others at Lima.
small team to assist him.

Gradually he began to assemble a

He recruited a small group of professional

ly-trained chemists who relieved him of routine duties and contributed

~12~

Frasch, '.’Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry, 1912, p. 136.
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their own ideas and suggestions.

He also conferred with experienced

refiners like Van Dyke who was responsible for building and operating
the equipment on a commercial scale.

It was typical of Frasch and

the projects that he chose to undertake that he was not only capable
of highly original ideas; he followed up those ideas with the often
painstaking, detailed work of putting them into practical operation.

13

Some of his subordinates and fellow-workers found him difficult, even
at times disagreeable.

14

Squire, who sent detailed reports on the

progress of the experiments to company headquarters in New York, was
cautious not to appear to be interfering in Frasch's w o r k . ^

They

all respected his intelligence, his drive, and his independence.

He

expected no more from them than he gave of his own efforts.
From 1887 he developed a series of patents for improvements to
and amplifications of his original ideas.

He did not completely

sever his ties to the Canadian industry until May, 1888.^

The

focus of his attention for almost two years had been on Lima oil and
his work was beginning to show the results of his experimentation.
Not all of Frasch's patent applications were implemented on a commer
cial scale by Standard, but they illustrate the development of his
13
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 160-168.
^ P a u l H. Giddens, Standard Oil Company (Indiana); Oil Pioneer of the
Middle West (New York, 1955), pp. 21-22; Memorandum of conversation
between William M. Burton and Allan Nevins, June 3, 1939. Dr. Bur
ton described Frasch as "headlong, imperious, driving, temperamental
— a most uncomfortable critter to work with." Box 131, Nevins
Collection.
^ F . B. Squire to John D. Rockefeller, April 12, 1890.
feller Family Archive.

Box 51, Rocke

^Ewing, "The History of Imperial Oil Limited," p. 50.
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ideas and his practical solutions to the problems he encountered.
Standard was anxious to translate the designs of the patents to
commercial production.

Frasch was in a hurry to design a workable

and efficient plant, but he was not content to settle on just one
plan.

He continued to try to come up with even more efficient sys

tems to effect the cleansing of the oil, even if the new plans might
require extensive equipment modifications.^
In February, 1888 he applied for his first patents to accomplish
the sulphur removal in the vapor phase, rather than in the still where
the oil was still in its liquid state.

The application described a

process that was still essentially experimental.

After an initial

distillation of the crude to separate out the kerosene, this product,
with some heavy oil added to it, was distilled again.

As the vapors

left the still they passed through a column containing the copper
oxide compound and then into the condensers for collection and a final
washing.

He was still working on the best possible compound to use

in the columns, suggesting copper oxide as the most effective, especi
ally when it was partially dissolved and partially held in suspension
by a liquid composed of resinous acids and oil.

To mix the compound

and the kerosene vapors he suggested creating a flow of the compound
in its liquid state down the column over a series of trays or baffles.
The vapors flowing up the column from the still at a strictly regu
lated temperature would come in contact with the descending active
agents and remove the sulphur.

The desulphurized vapors would

^ S e e below and Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 160-.
168.
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continue to flow out of the column to the condensers.

When the spent

compound collected at the bottom of the column in such quantities as
to interfere with the process it would have to be removed and taken
to a furnace for revivification.

Heating the spent compound would

burn off the oil and convert the solid material back into the oxide
compound.

This material could then be mixed again with the liquid

material and reintroduced into the top of the treatment column for
re-use.

He anticipated the possibility of mechanical problems in

working with the vapors in the column and tried to minimize them.
Frasch was convinced that treating the vapors promised a more complete
desulphurization of the oil than treating the liquid, but he was con
tinuing to work with both methods, concentrating in each on finding
the best way to mix the oil and the compound to achieve the best re
sults.

This involved work on the form and substance of the compound,

the method of its introduction and the mechanical mixing, as well as
the design and construction of a system that would assure a continu
ous flow of batches of oil with the fewest possible steps in the process or interruptions to it.

18

By the fall of 1888 critics of the

whole Lima venture

within the

trust were pointing to the lack of progress at Cleveland as evidence
that Standard ought to consider cutting its losses on the whole pro
ject.

From March to September of that year Frasch had succeeded in

To
U. S. Patent Number 487,119 "Refining Canadian or Similar Petroleum
Oils." Date of application: February 15, 1888. Date issued: No
vember 29, 1892;! U. S. Patent Number 543,619 "Refining Canadian or
Similar Petroleum." Date of application: February 15, 1888 (di
vided from 487,119 above and laterre-filed, January
23, 1891).
Date issued: July 30, 1895.
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producing only 2071 barrels of treated and acceptable kerosene.

Be

cause of its extensive purchases of crude over the past two years
Standard had almost ten million barrels of oil in storage.

Charles

W. Pratt, who had early been one of Standard's chief competitors but
by then had become one of its most important stockholders, wrote to
the trust's president in September, 1888 that after all of the ex
periments Lima oil was still an "unsolved problem."

He was extremely

disappointed that the Frasch process had produced so little-; two thou
sand barrels per week, he wrote, would be a more reasonable return on
the investment.

Pratt was not alone in his misgivings about the pro-

•
ject.

Frasch was finding the problem more "refractory" than he had
originally thought.
technology.

Chemical refining was an almost entirely new

The scientific literature on the chemistry of petroleum

was still scanty and the far from exhaustive analyses of Pennsylvania
and Russian crudes was little help to one engaged in working with the
Canadian and Lima oils.

Half a century and more later oil industry

chemists were still investigating exactly how sulphur compounds were
distributed among the hydrocarbons and how best to remove them or
neutralize their offensive effects.

20

Frasch was faced with the

"19
Charles W. Pratt to John D. Rockefeller, September 24, 1888.
Copy in Box 133, Nevins Collection.
^kalichevsky and Stagner, pp. 232-234.
In their Chapter 5, pp. 179238, Kalichevsky and Stagner describe 41 different types of sweet
ening and desulphurizing processes that have yielded some success
with.different oils. The Frasch copper oxide treatment was the
first to be successful in treating a large quantity of crude to make
usable products.
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problems of producing a marketable commodity while simultaneously
doing basic research on what in effect were several different types
of oils produced from the Trenton limestone.

In spite of the prob

lems Frasch in fact was making significant progress.
Three weeks after Pratt's letter, Squire telegraphed New York
and on the same day sent a letter to Rockefeller that "we have suc
ceeded in producing a merchantable oil."

Frasch, in collaboration

with refinery technicians, Southard and Van Dyke, and the chemist,
Robinson, had agreed to concentrate on trying to desulphurize the oil
in the still.

The men at the refinery were convinced that this ap

proach would be the easiest to implement with the minimum amount of
equipment construction and modifications.

Frasch clearly felt that

the vapor process would ultimately prove superior but agreed to con
centrate on adapting his original ideas to the fewest possible modi
fications of the equipment already in place at Solar's refinery.
Using similar equipment at the Clark works he demonstrated a commerci
ally feasible process.
dard still.

He first distilled out the kerosene in a stan

The so-called cheesebox still was a metal container over

a furnace enclosed in fire-resistant brick.

When the container was

"charged" with liquid, fires underneath were lit.

The oil vapors es

caped from the chamber and were condensed into liquids according to
their respective weights and boiling points.

For desulphurization

purposes he made only one major modification to the standard cheese
box still.

He put inside the metal container an agitator, whose

blades swept the floor of the still and kept the compound mixed into
the oil to be treated.

After the initial distillation the kerosene
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was charged into the modified still.

To the charge of 1200 barrels

of kerosene he added 1000 pounds of the finely powdered compound.
For the September demonstration he used a compound composed of two
parts copper oxide* one part lead oxide* and two parts iron oxide.
Copper was the most active agent, but he found the other metallic
oxides particularly useful essentially as collecting agents for the
offensive sulphur compounds.

Squire proudly reported that Frasch had

significantly reduced the amounts of compound he was using.
original patent had called for three times that amount.

Frasch's

The kerosene

and compound were thoroughly mixed and heated, the vapors escaping
through a valve to the condensers.

The treated kerosene was then

washed in the usual way w ith sulphuric acid and caustic soda to remove
any remaining impurities and to get the right color of the product,
the "water white" kerosene.

Frasch also found that the mixing method

in the still operated efficiently enough to reduce by half the amount
of acid generally used in a wash.

When the kerosene had all dis

tilled over, the fires were put out and workers removed the sludge.
They pressed the compound-bearing sludge through filters to save as
much of the oil as possible and

placed the more solid material

into the furnace for revivification and reuse with another batch of
kerosene.

Squire reported that the only extra cost involved in

treating the Lima crude over that for Pennsylvania oil was that of

21

the compound and the necessary redistillation.

New York wanted more

precise figures on costs, but the commercial success of the Frasch

21

”

F. B. Squire to John D. Rockefeller, October 13, 1888. Copy in Box
115, Nevins Collections; U. S. Patents 378,246; 487,119; and
543,619.
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process seemed assured.

Frasch continued his experimentation, expec

ting to design a system that would enable the refining process to be
continuous* eliminating the necessity of stopping operations to re
move the spent oxide and achieving even better sulphur removal.
Standard officials were satisfied with the results so far.

They

moved to install the necessary equipment modifications in the Lima
refinery* and shortly thereafter* in some of the stills at the large
Cleveland refinery.

Standard wanted to be selling kerosene from Lima

oil as soon as possible.

That fall the cheesebox stills at Lima be

gan receiving the agitators and the compound mixtures to run the
local crude.

22

Frasch submitted applications for ten more patents from September
through December, 1888.
compound itself.

The first, dated September 7, was for the

The patent office examiners had several questions

about his application to patent a combination of various simple com
pounds in indeterminate proportions and changing combinations* but he
finally did receive a patent on the treatment compound on June 27,
1893.

The major change from the earlier descriptions of the compound

in previous patent applications was that he had decided that iron ox
ide, in the form of a finely powdered mineral, while not an active

F. B. Squire to John D. Rockefeller, October 13, 1888. In a second
letter on this date to New York, Squire reported that he was ar
ranging for oil to be sent to Lima, to be processed according to
the successful Frasch experiment at Cleveland in comparable equip
ment, for the purpose of "putting the experiment into practical
operation." The correspondence files indicate a continuing series
of reports on Frasch*s continuing "runs" at Cleveland and their re
sults; F. B. Squire to John: D. Rockefeller, March 27, 1890.
Squire
reported that Cleveland.#1 was about to renew production using the
Frasch process, following a shut-down of operations due to a fire
at the refinery. Box 51, Rockefeller Family Archive.
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agent like copper or lead oxide, worked better than plaster of paris
as a distributive agent for the active ingredients.

As late as the

date of this patent Erasch was still describing the process as re
quiring considerably larger quantities of the compound than he actually used in the October demonstration.

23

Also in September he applied for a patent for the mechanical
agitator to stir the mixture in the still.

The central agitator

column had drag frames attached to it like blades to scrape the bot
tom of the still.

It was important to get the oil and the compound

thoroughly mixed in order for the active compounds to react with the
offensive sulphur compounds.

It was also important to keep material

from adhering to the floor of the still and interfering with the
^
heating process. 24
He followed these patent applications with another one describing
in greater detail the agitator assembly itself, in December.

He es

sentially described in this patent the equipment and procedures used
at Cleveland, with minor improvements, that were being installed at
Lima.

Under certain circumstances he found that heating the oil

under pressure, preventing for a time the release of the vapors,
would effect a more complete cleansing of the distillate in the still.
The added pressure could be potentially dangerous, but Frasch felt
that the results warranted the minimal risks involved.

When the

23

U. S. Patent Number 500,252 "Composition for Purifying Canadian or
Similar Petroleum and Process of Making Such Composition." Date of
application: September 7, 1888. Date issued: June 27, 1893.

^ U . S. Patent Number 553,191 "Agitator for Stills." Date of applica
tion:
September 7, 1888. Date issued:
January 14, 1896.
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vapors were vented, after the agitation ceased, the remaining liquid
residue could be reused on another batch of oil before it would have
to be revivified.

25

In the other December application Frasch sugges

ted a somewhat different compound that could be used in the still.
Instead of the combination of metallic oxides, a combination of cer
tain metallic salts, such as manganates, chromates, borates, sul
phates, and carbonates would constitute the active compound.

He had

found that at least experimentally these salts would react chemically
with the offensive sulphur in the oil and the resultant acids and
solid residues could be easily removed mechanically.

Neither of these

methods seems to have been attempted on a commercial scale.

26

Oqe patent, dated November 1, 1888, but not finally issued until
May 8 , 1900 dealt specifically with the problem of sulphur in heavy
oil, the lubricants particularly.

Frasch had touched on the problem

in some of the earlier patents, but had given little attention to
deodorizing the lubricants.

As mentioned above lubricants made from

Canadian or Lima oil did have an offensive odor, but because of the
way they were used, the problem for consumers was not nearly so severe
as it was for kerosene.

They were not normally burned and therefore

did not emit the corrosive substances that were so offensive to the
eyes and the nose.

They did, however, emit an obnoxious odor and,

given a choice, consumers would naturally prefer the Pennsylvania oils.

25

26

U. S. Patent Number 649,048 "Art of Purifying Petroleum." Date of
application: December 10, 1888. Date issued: November 29, 1892.
—

U. S. Patent Number 487,216 '"Purifying Petroleum." Date of applica
tion: December 10, 1888. Date issued: November 29, 1892.
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Standard was determined to produce refined products from the Lima
fields that would be in every way as good as the products from the
older fields on which the company had built its reputation.

Frasch

had earlier exhibited a special expertise in his work with the
heavier hydrocarbons* from paraffin wax to the axle greases, and the
heaviest residual hydrocarbons.

The process Frasch invented for

dealing with the sulphur problem in the heavier oils is today des
cribed as a "sweetening" process as contrasted to a "desulphurizing"
process.

The Frasch process for treating kerosene was a method of

attempting to remove sulphur from the oil.

A "sweetening" process

does not attempt to remove the sulphur, but only to change the sulphur
compounds in such a way as to deodorize the resulting products.
Frasch suggested, after the initial distillation of the crude to
separate out the kerosene and other light hydrocarbons, that the re
maining fractions be heated to about 400 degrees in an enclosed still
to retain the vapors that would begin to be produced at that tempera
ture.

Using his patented agitator he would mix in the metallic oxide

compound, in a resinous acid to help dissolve the compound in the
oil.

The Stillman would have to take care to avoid over-heating the

mixture as higher temperatures in the still would cause the oil to
break down, injuring its lubricating qualities.

The chemical changes

in the oil would render the sulphur compounds inodorous.

It was im

portant not to proceed to the precipitation of the sulphides by a
washing process, because that would also injure the lubricating quali
ties of the oil.

The presence of the added compounds in the oil not

only deodorized the oil but actually tended to improve its lubricating
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qualities.

The resulting axle greases and machine oils were not

identical with the sulphur-free Pennsylvania oils, but Frasch claimed
that they were in every way capable of serving the same purposes.

Al

though the process required careful supervision and inspection it was
not nearly so complex as the treatment for the illuminating oil.

The

lead or copper oxide, the metallic carbonates, or the other salts
used to sweeten the oil could not of course be re-used, but the treat
ment of the reduced oils did not require so much of them, and Frasch
found that the least expensive compounds worked just as well as the
more expensive ones.-^
The other five patent applications Frasch submitted between
October and December, 1888 all described methods and equipment for
the vapor phase treatment of kerosene.

Experimentally Frasch was

having success with these methods and the various improvements he
made were designed to overcome some of the economic as well as tech
nical problems the system seemed to present.

He felt that ultimately

the vapor phase system would offer savings in part by eliminating the
need to stop the system to remove the spent compound.

By placing

several compound bearing columns adjacent to the still, he could send
the vapors through one containing the active agents while the others
were being revived.

In the first of this series of patents, filed on

October 27, 1888 and approved August 8 , 1899, Frasch described a
column attached to the still, containing metallic borings of iron or

"27

U. S. Patent Number 649,047 "Art of Purifying Petroleum and in Pro
ducts Therefrom." Date of application: November 1,•1888.• Date
issued:. May.8 , 1900. Kalichevsky and Kobe, Petroleum Refining
w i t h 'Chemicals, p. 252.
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other metals, through which the vapors passed before condensation.
At the time Frasch was experimenting with iron in particular as a
treatment compound because it had a particular affinity for oxygen,
forming iron-oxide, or rust, easily.

Several columns containing

this or other metals could be set up around the still, each one in
turn, or some simultaneously, receiving the vapors.

When the com

pound in one was saturated with sulphides and thus no longer capable
of desulphurizing the vapors, the vapors would be diverted to one or
more of the other columns.

Without removing the material from the

column, Frasch simply poured sulphuric or mixed sulphuric and nitric
acid into the column to revive the active agents.

The acid reacted

with the compound to dissolve the sulphides from the metal. The metals
would be retained in the column and the dissolved sulphide coating
would be drained off from the bottom.

One byproduct of this process

was the deadly hydrogen sulphide gas, which had to be vented from the
top of the column.

Workers near the columns would have to exercise

great caution working around the deadly gas.

If, however, safety pre

cautions were taken and the acid was properly conducted, the process
achieved the revival of the active agents in the columns without the
necessity of stopping operations while workers removed the spent
material to a furnace.

By diverting the vapors to other columns with

the active agents, the material could be removed from one for cleaning
without interrupting the other refining process.

OQ

28

.
U. S. Patent Number 630,946 "Cleansing Purifying Agent Employed in
Purifying Petroleum." Date of application: October 27, 1888.
Date issued: August 8 , 1889.'
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The second of this series described this and an alternative
method of cleaning the spent metals in the column.

Instead of using

the compound in a finely ground form, he would prepare it in larger
particles.

By using an agitation system in the column, throwing the

small particles around at each other, he could accomplish a partial
cleansing of the metals by the abrasive action of the particles
against each other.

Eventually, however, the compound would either

29
have to be revived in the column or removed from the furnace.
The third and fourth applications (separate ones, according to
patent office policy for the apparatus and process) described the
vapor phase method in greater detail with a configuration of several
columns.

He described a variable draft system of valves to assure a

smooth flow of the vapors through the several columns.

He also sug

gested enclosing the treatment columns in water to assure a better
control of the temperature within them to prevent premature condensa
tion.

The last application involving variations of the vapor phase

process described alternative ways of mixing the compound with the
vapors in the columns.

Once again forming the predominantly copper

oxide compound into finely powdered granules he would either spray it
down into the column to meet the ascending vapors or arrange an ele
vator system of trays or baffles to carry the compound down through
the ascending vapors.

He was trying to perfect a system that would

achieve two purposes in the column, the desulphurization and the

29~
U. S. Patent Number 622,799 "Process of and Apparatus for Purifying
Petroleum." Date of application: November 7, 1888. Date issued:
April 11, 1899.
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revival of the used compound.

He was finding, generally, that the

predominantly iron-based compound was relatively easier to reactivate,
but relatively less efficient in desulphurizing the oil than the
copper-based mixture.

In the above variation, using the copper com

pound he still had to remove the spent material at the bottom of the
,
30
column.
While Frasch continued to work on improvements on the vapor pro
cess Standard went ahead with the conversion of the Lima and other
refineries to his cheesebox method, as well as with plans for a large
new refinery to be built to the west of the field, at Whiting, Indi
ana.

The trust organized a new operating entity, Standard Oil of

Indiana, and began construction in the spring of 1889.

Standard be

gan preparations at the site in some secrecy; its name was nowhere to
be seen as the first buildings went up on the recently purchased
sandy plains, near Chicago and Lake Michigan, on the route of the
pipeline from the Lima field.

The market for oil products was grow

ing in the South and West and Standard intended to make the new re
finery the center of production of refined Lima oil for that vast
area, with outlets for transportation to all parts of the country and
overseas.

31

Also in the spring of 1889 Frank Rockefeller hired a

college-trained chemist to. assist Frasch at the Clark works in

on

U. S. Patent Number 564,921 "Art of Purifying Petroleum." Date, of
application: October 30, 1888'. Date issued: July 28, 1896; U. S.
Patent Number 490,144 "Apparatus.for Refining Petroleum." Date of
application: November 1, 1888-. Date issued: January 17, 1893.

31
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Giddens,'Standard Oil Company:(Indiana), pp. • 18-25.
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Cleveland.

William M. Burton was from Cleveland, had attended col

lege there before going to Baltimore to get a Ph.D. in chemistry from
Johns Hopkins.

The young scientist had worked on the problem of

Lima oil on his own, taking a sample back to the laboratory in Baltimore to try out his own ideas.

32

Burton, like so many involved in

the "Herman experiment," went on to a long career with Standard,
eventually becoming president of Indiana Standard and winning a Perkin Medal for his own contributions to chemical refining.

33

Burton

was a welcome addition to Frasch*s small staff, although the younger
man had some difficulty adapting to the pace and style of the hard
working, impatient Frasch.

Some of his associates called Frasch the

"Flying Dutchman.
In 1889 Frasch submitted three more patent applications for his
employers.

One, in September, 1889, was for an entirely different

desulphurizing compound.

Frasch had been spending some time experi

menting again on his alkali project, his variant of the ammonia pro
cess, and apparently decided to try a different approach to the re
moval of sulphur from the oil based on his developing knowledge of
these compounds.

He managed to produce an acceptable kerosene in his

laboratory by treating kerosene with a mixture of saltpeter and the

32

:
United States v. Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), Volume XVI, pp.
2632-2633.
Testimony of William M. Burton.
Burton's general de
scription of the Frasch process and the early years at Cleveland,
Lima, and Whiting is at pages 2632-2655. Bound volumes of the
transcript in the Library^ of..The: University of Texas.

'33

........................

New Y o r k 'Times, December 30,. 1954, p. 17.

34

:
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Giddens, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), p. 20.
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sulphuric acid containing sludge obtained from the washing of refined
oils.

The new treatment compound was effective in desulphurizing the

first vapors of the redistilled kerosene, but it seemed to lose its
effectiveness quickly.

Frasch did not pursue this alternative in any

further patent applications.

Both he and Standard were committed to

the proven effectiveness of the copper oxide compound.

He may have

submitted this patent application simply to protect his and Stan
dard's interests if any competitors happened to pursue the use of
such compounds in attempting to remove sulphur from Lima oil.

35

The second 1889 application was for another variation of the
vapor process.

The so-called brush method attracted the interest of

Standard officials because it exhibited several improvements over
Frasch's previous designs.

Although it still required the physical

removal of the spent compound from the desulphurizing chamber, it
also did away with the need for a preliminary distillation.

36

Lima

had installed some vapor process equipment according to Frasch's
earlier designs, but with mixed results.

The iron oxide compound

used in the cylinders had not done as well as the copper mixture and
the venting of gases into the atmosphere caused both danger to the
workers and local complaints about the noxious odors.

37

Frasch1s

*35
U. S. Patent Number.542,849 "Process of Refining Petroleum." Date
of application: November 29, 1889. Date issued: July 16, 1895.
Frasch signed the application in September, but it was not forwarded
to Washington until November.
36

U. S . .Patent Number 448,480 "Process of and Apparatus for Refining
and Purifying Petroleum." Date: of application: October 21, 1889.
Date issued: March 17, 189l:.
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Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering i n 1Big Business, pp. 164-165.
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brush method would eliminate that problem and still offer the advan
tages that he felt the vapor treatment had over the liquid treatment.
Construction was well under way at Whiting and Standard officials
wanted to equip the plant with the latest and most efficient results
of Frasch's.inventions.

Frasch urged the installation of equipment

that would accommodate his improved system.
eluded in the construction at Whiting.

38

Brush stills were in-

First the oil was heated

in the regular stills and the vapors passed to a second chamber.

The

treatment chamber was again a cylinder , but this time placed horizon
tally.

The cylinder was half-filled with a mixture of the copper ox

ide compound dissolved in oil.

The length of the cylinder was a ro

tating rod with brush-like attachments that lifted the compound and
the oil into the enclosed atmosphere and dropped it again into the
liquid.

As the vapors passed along the cylinder they came in repeated

contact with the compound and emerged desulphurized.

There was no

need for a first distillation, but the process did require that the
spent compound be removed from the cylinder for revival.

39

To inte

grate this step into the process Frasch designed, and submitted for
patenting in October, 1889, a new furnace apparatus.

When the oil-

compound mixture was saturated with sulphides from the oil, the vapors
were diverted to another cylinder containing active agents.

The spent

mixture was then pumped to a furnace that combined both a filter for
separating the; liquid from the solid materials and a chamber to

o o

• *

• ■ r "r

................................

Giddens, Standard Oil (Indiana) y'.p p . 25-26.
39

U. S. Patent Number 448,480.
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reoxidize the metal.

Another set of pumps and pipes then carried the

cleaned oil and revived copper oxide back to the desulphurizing
chamber.^®
Before Burton left in June, 1890 to set up his own laboratory at
Whiting,

41

Frasch prepared two more patent applications.

an improved compound.

One was for

He did not change the content of the copper-

based treatment compound but modified the method of reconversion in
the furnace to increase the exposure of the surface of the active
agents to the oil to be treated, whether in the vapor or liquid
phases.

42

The other patent was for a special treatment of the kero-

sene produced by the process then known as "cracking."

43

The term

today refers to a method of breaking down the hydrocarbon compounds
in towers to increase the yield of gasoline from oil.

Burton is

credited with inventing the process, but that was several years after
the work on desulphurization. In 1890 gasoline was a minor product of
the refiner's art.

44

Cracking then referred to a method of increasing

the yield, of kerosene from crude.

40

After the lighter kerosene fractions

U. S. Patent Number 492,551 "Furnace for Roasting, Calcining, and
Oxidizing Metals and Their Compounds." Date of application: October
22, 1889. Date issued: February 28, 1893.

^ U n i t e d States v. Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), XVI, p. 2633.
^ U . S. Patent Number 572,676 "Treatment of Petroleum for Refining Sul
phur Compounds." Date of application: July 14, 1890. Date issued:
December 8 , 1896.
^ U . S. Patent Number 561,216 "Distillation of Petroleum." Date of
application: July 14> 1890,. Date issued: June 2*. 1896.
^ K a lichevsky and Stagner, Chemical Refining of Petroleum, p. 38.
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were run to. be washed into "water white?' kerosene, the remaining
liquid in the still was heated slowly at increased temperature and
pressure to "crack" the remaining hydrocarbons and produce a second
run of so-called "standard white" kerosene, slightly heavier and
darker than the water white, but generally serving the same purposes
as an illuminating oil.

Regardless of the content of sulphur in the

crude and whether or not the standard white kerosene had been desul
phurized, the oil had a tendency to pick up sulphur in the washing
process, when it came into contact with the sulphuric acid.

Frasch

solved the problem of the gain of sulphur from the acid by adding
lime to the kerosene in the still.

The sulphur in the sulphuric acid

had a greater affinity for the alkali than the hydrocarbons.

The

calcium compounds could be precipitated out in the wash of caustic
soda and acid, producing an acceptable and inodorous standard grade
of illuminating oil.

45

In the summer of 1890 Frasch could turn his attention away from
sulphur in oil for a few months.

His wife had died in 1889

46

and he

^U.' S. Patent Number 561,216.
46

.......................................................
The National■Cyclopedia:of American Biography Being the History o f •
the"United States A s ■Illustrated in t h e :Lives of the Fbunders, Buil
ders , and Defenders of the Republic, And of the Men and Women Who
Are Doing the Work and Moulding the Thought of the Present Time,
Volume 19 (New York, 1926), p. 348. The Dictionary of American Bi
ography entry for Frasch says that his first wife died in 1869, but
that is clearly wrong, as their three children were all born after
that year. This date of 1889 is more likely correct. A search of
the Cleveland.death records for the years 1884 through 1890 in the
Western Reserve Historical.Society did not yield any notice of her
death.. Mrs. Frasch may have died in Canada, or for some reason her
death may not have been recorded in the newspapers of Cleveland, the
source of the death records, in the.SocietyTs collection. The offi
cial records in Cuyahoga County have not been searched.
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had been left with a son entering adolescence and a daughter only 8
years old.

He had domestic help at home,

missed his wife deeply.

47

but Frasch must have

He had been married all his adult life, with

a home and family to serve as a quiet refuge from the demands of work.
He and Romalda Frasch had shared the struggles of the demands of his
developing career, the moves to Cleveland, Bay City, and Canada, and
the death of their second son and his namesake.
Cleveland, he immersed himself in his work.

When he returned to

As the plans and ideas

became closer to reality, he apparently found some time to accept in
vitations to the homes of friends and to some of the clubs of Cleve
land.

At one such occasion he met and began to court one of the

daughters of Cleveland society.
Blee.

On June 16, 1890 he married Elizabeth

She was the daughter of a couple from upper New York state who

had moved to Cleveland and achieved a certain social standing in the
growing city.

Hfer uncle, Robert Blee, served a term as the Democratic

mayor of Cleveland, and it was at his home that the couple were mar
ried in a Baptist ceremony, before seventy-five invited guests.

That

night the newlyweds boarded a train for New York to meet a ship to
48
take them to Europe for an extended honeymoon visit.

For Frasch it

would mean the first visit home to Gaildorf since he had left there
for America more than twenty years before.

It was a sentimental mo-

ment when he could introduce his wife; to his aged parents.
47

49

Census of the United States, 1890, Cuyahoga County.

48
Marriage Records, Cuyahoga County, Ohio. Western Reserve Historical
Society;- The Cleveland Leader, June 17, 1890, p. 6 .
49

•• •/

Neue.Deutsche.Biographie, V, p. 379.
in 1891.

Both of Frasch s .parents died
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On their return home the family settled into a large new home on
Euclid A v e n u e . ^

Frasch's growing success assured his wife and

daughter membership in Cleveland society, with its round of teas and
evening parties.

Frieda and her step-mother grew close, but for the

son the new family life seemed to prove less happy.
self the return home meant a return to his work.

For Frasch him

By the time the

first batch of kerosene came from the stills at Whiting, in November,
1890, Frasch had earned the reputation as the leading oil chemist in
the United States.

The success of the large new plant and the in

stallation of Frasch process equipment at other Standard refineries
meant a much greater exploitation of the possibilities of Lima oil
and a considerable appreciation of the stock he and others held in
the Standard Oil t r u s t . ^

There was continuing work with Standard to

make further improvements in the desulphurizing process and equipment,
and Frasch was working again on the soda process venture.
portantly, by October he had begun a whole new project.

Most im
He and a

small town in southwestern Louisiana were about to make the "Frasch
Process" mean sulphur.

"^Census of the United States, 1890, Cuyahoga County; [Cleveland State
University] Heritage (Cleveland, no date), no page number. Includes
a drawing of Euclid Avenue, c a . 1890, showing the Frasch home,.for
merly the Wins low h o m e ; Ella Grant •Wilson, Famous ■Old Euclid Avenue
of Cleveland At One Time Called The Most Beautiful Street in the
World (Cleveland, 1932), pp. 139-140.. Frasch purchased the home
from a former sheriff and owner of a fleet of lake steamers. He
completely remodeled the home with 18 rooms and 5 baths. The home
has since been torn down and replaced, with a high-rise apartment
building, near the grounds of .the-Cleveland State University.
"^Redwood,'Petroleum, p. 364;Giddensj Standard Oil Company (Indiana),
pp. 28-29; Hidy and Hidy, 'Pioneering-: in Big Business^ p p . 168-169.
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CHAPTER V
LOUISIANA’S SULPHUR

By 1890 Frasch had been working on the desulphurization project
for almost five years.

Mixed in oil, sulphur and its various hydrogen

and hydrocarbon compounds were a nuisance.

Sulphur, itself, however,

is one of the oldest known and most important chemicals used by man.
Since ancient days this "stone that burns" has excited the interest
of the curious and found uses among people.

The noxious ftimes of

burning sulphur were one of the oldest disinfectants, and the uses
of brimstone against one's enemies were not overlooked.

In religion

and mythology brimstone was associated with the darker regions of
devils and punishment.

The ancestors of modern men had found the

mineral in its free form in various places around the Mediterranean
Sea and had mined it for centuries for uses ranging from medicine to
warfare.

In its combined state with various metals, sulphur is one of

the most common elements on the planet.
are all sulphur compounds.

Gypsum, galena, and cinnabar

It is found in all living organisms, an

important building block in animal and plant cells.
combined form it is relatively rarer.

In its free, un

When free sulphur is burned it

combines with oxygen to produce sulphur dioxide gas.

In nature a

portion of this gas will combine with water to produce sulphuric acid,
the highly corrosive liquid which can burn the eyes and skin of those
who come in contact with it.

The alchemists of the middle ages were

able to manufacture sulphuric acid in their laboratories and gave it
the name oil of vitriol, a name which even today conveys the picture
of a substance not easily contained and likely to change or destroy
132
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materials, particularly organic ones.

The first commercial production

of sulphuric acid in England in the late eighteenth century repre
sented an important step forward in the development of the chemical
industry.

Doctor John Roebuck of Birmingham, England duplicated the

process used for centuries by the alchemists, but on a much larger
scale.

While they had burned brimstone or pyrites in small, enclosed

chambers in the presence of niter and water, to produce sulphuric
aid, Roebuck constructed lead boxes ten feet square to make large
quantities of the acid.

By the time of his death in 1794 he and his

partners had opened a second plant, and others quickly followed.

The

availability of a manufactured acid changed the nature of industry,
which had previously depended on natural acids like vinegar and sour
milk, or the occasional vial of acid from an alchemist.

Manufactured

acid slowly replaced those sources for use by dyers, bleachers, soap
and glass makers, tanners, and apothecaries.

The availability of

large amounts of sulphuric acid also made the LeBlanc process of
making soda economically feasible.

Those two chemicals, acid and

alkali, were the twin foundations of all chemical manufacturing.

The

petroleum industry itself consumed vast quantities of the acid and
caustic soda in the treatment of refined products.

It was quite

natural for Frasch to turn his attention to sulphur, not as a nuisance,
but as a basic raw material of refining.

He did not try to improve

on the processes of making sulphuric acid, as he did work on a better
way to make industrial alkalis; he became interested in exploiting an
American supply of the mineral itself.

The United States was then de

pendent almost totally on foreign sources of sulphur.

It was an age
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when many Americans were self-conscious of the nation's dependence on
International supplies of materials that were basic to national eco
nomic growth.

Public opinion, at least in the centers of population,

believed in the building up of American industries.
producing its own petroleum, iron, and coal.

The country was

Manufacturers were

using American raw products to make American manufactured goods.
Frasch had not abandoned his hope to establish an American alkali
industry.

Surveyors, geologists, and prospectors had not found much

sulphur in the United States, and what they had found they had been
unable to exploit.
Sicily had historically been the source of sulphur for Europe
and the western world.

For centuries thousands of workers had des

cended into pits to dig out the rock sulphur.

The growing demand for

sulphuric acid and the sometimes short-sighted efforts of the mar
keters of Sicilian sulphur had created another source to supplement
the free sulphur from the Sicilian mines.

First acid manufacturers

in Europe and later in America began turning to pyrites as a raw
material for acid production.

Miners in the United States began ex

ploiting natural supplies of these ores for conversion to acid in the
lead chambers of manufacturers, but the major source of these ores
was also a foreign one.

Spanish pyrites supplied many of the Euro

pean and American acid plants.

Pure brimstone has other uses, but

Sicily was already losing, in the late nineteenth century, a major
share of its market to the pyrite miners.

Still, in the United States

in 1890, Sicilian sulphur supplied the raw material for eighty-five
percent of American sulphuric acid.

Sulphuric acid was the chief,
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but by no means the only, growing product made from sulphur.

The

growth In the demand for fertilizers and the increasing use of sul
phur in paper making as well as the hundreds of other uses of the
mineral in medicines, insecticides, fumigants, and rubber assured a
continued demand for large quantities of sulphur, from brimstone as
well as pyrites.*
The United States produced only a tiny fraction of the sulphur
it used.

The mineral had been found in the Great Basin of the west

and a large deposit in Louisiana had been known since 1869.

Little

sulphur had come from Utah and Nevada; none had been produced in
Louisiana.

Production from the small western mines had grown from

only 600 tons in 1880 to a little over 1000 tons a decade later.
By then the largest mining venture was at Cove Creek, in southwestern
Utah, the Dickert and Myers Mining Company.

Ferdinand Dickert was

the operating head, supervising the digging at Cove Creek.

The com

pany president was Daniel Myers, who had his offices in Cleveland.
The isolation of the mining site made the costs of operation high.

It

was difficult to hire workers and transportation was expensive and
not always reliable.

The company was in constant difficulties.

2

^Williams Haynes, The Stone That Burns (Princeton, New York, Toronto,
and London, 1942); Williams Haynes, Brimstone The Stone That Burns:
The Story of the Frasch Sulphur Industry (Princeton, New York, Tor
onto, and London, 1959), passim, especially Chapters 1-9, pp. 1-98.
The 1959 edition is an enlarged and updated version of the 1942 work.

2

The Mineral Industry 1892 (New York, 1893), pp. 425-426; The Mineral
Industry 1893 (New York, 1894), pp. 595-596; U. S. Department of the
Interior, Mineral Resources of the United States Calendar Year 1885
(Washington, D.C., 1886), pp. 494-496; U. S. Department of the In
terior, Mineral Resources of the United States Calendar Year 1887
(Washington, D.C., 1888), p. 604; U. S. Department of the Interior,
Mineral Resources of the United States Calendar Years 1889 and 1890
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Frasch may have been aware that the principals in the company had ap
proached John D. Rockefeller to help finance the project.

Standard's

president, of course, received many such offers, most of which he

3
turned down, including this one.

He preferred investing in the

mining of metals, like copper at the Anaconda mines and lead in Colo4
rado.

Dickert and Myers were paying upwards of forty miners over

three dollars a day to dig sulphur out of the rock veins, and were
selling the product for around thirty dollars per ton.

Their only

hope for success was to increase their productivity to offset their
high costs.

The price of imported sulphur and pyrites set the outer

limits to what they could charge for their product and they still
faced the problems of transportation.

For over a decade the company

survived reorganizations, selling most of its product to local sheep
ranchers for use as a disinfectant dip.

It shipped a small quantity

to California, but its impact on the American market was negligible.
Dickert was a fairly inventive man and worked hard to reduce
costs and improve his production methods.

He patented a process to

melt the mineral with superheated water to refine it on the site,
hoping to save on the costs of transportation of the bulky ore, but

(Washington, D.C., 1892), p. 515.
3
Otis B. Benton to John D. Rockefeller, March 5, 1881. On stationery
with the letterhead of Benton, Myers and Company, Benton asked for
Rockefeller's backing for the mining project. No reply was found
in the correspondence files. Box 52, Rockefeller Family Archives,
Tarrytown.
Sfew York Times, May 2, 1914. On the day of Frasch's death there
were reports of strikes and violence at the Rockefeller-owned mines
in Colorado. Agitators met Rockefeller at church to protest his
handling of the striking workers.
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the system of reservoirs needed to catch and hold water in the arid
area, the boilers, and the refining chambers were too expensive to
build.

Refining on site made good sense, but before the sulphur could

be refined miners had to dig it out and bring it to the surface.^
As Frasch's interest in sulphur was piqued and he began infor
mally surveying the domestic supplies of sulphur, he became convinced
that the Louisiana deposit looked most promising.

There,' a succession

of mining companies had never succeeded in bringing anything but
samples of sulphur to the surface.

In 1890, as a possible sulphur

mining project began to occur to him, in the time he had free from
his duties at Standard, Frasch began collecting and reading the glow
ing reports of the companies that sought funds from investors to ex
ploit the Louisiana deposit.

He admitted many years later that he

had allowed himself to be misled by the prospectuses, some of which
contained little basis for their claims.
area were scanty.

Geological data for the

Drilling cores showed the presence of a thick bed

of pure sulphur at one site, but no one could be sure of its extent.
As Frasch began investigating the claims, two matters were clear.
There was sulphur under the ground near the little railroad stop
called Sulphur, and no mining company had been successful in getting
any of it out of the ground.^
Drillers first encountered sulphur beneath a low rise in the
swamps west of Lake Charles in 1869, while they were looking for oil.

^See note 2 above.
^Frasch, ’.'Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry, 1912, p. 136.
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As was so often the case in the early oil industry the drillers had
sunk a well at a site where oil had long been known to seep to the
surface.^

The Louisiana Petroleum and Coal Company drilled an explor

atory well more than six hundred feet deep.

Eugene W. Hilgard, then

a geology professor at the University of Mississippi engaged in as
sisting the state of Louisiana in a survey of the state's geology,
was called upon to examine the cores from the exploratory well.

The

Louisiana deposit came to national attention in September, 1869, when
Hilgard's report was published in the Engineering and Mining Journal.
The report described a bed of pure sulphur about a hundred feet thick
located under an intervening stratum of limestone and lying only
about 450 feet beneath the surface of the ground.

He suggested that

getting to the sulphur would be difficult, but "in the hands of a
skillful, practical mining engineer with sufficient means at command,
the problems can readily be overcome."

The Louisiana company had to

halt operations when the landowners took them to court, claiming that
the terms of the lease were for oil, not sulphur, extraction.

In 1871

the Calcasieu Sulphur & Mining Company took over the lease on the
land.
That company, based in New Orleans, hired Antoine Granet as
chief engineer.

The French b o m , experienced Granet studied the re

sults of the original exploratory well and further drilling samples
and recommended digging a shaft down to the sulphur bed to recover the

^[Lake Charles] Weekly American, September 14, 1901, p. 5. According
to this story, the first white men to explore the present mine prop
erty had killed a bear in the area and noticed that it was covered
with oil. They followed its tracts to a mound in the woods Where oil
oozed from the ground.
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mineral by traditional pick and shovel extraction.

His core samples

showed that beneath the soft and muddy topsoil were layers of quick
sand, gravel, and clay.

Just above the sulphur there was a stratum

about sixty feet thick of calcareous material.

The top part of this

rock was water laden and interspersed with small quantities of sulphur.
This stratum was the source of the sulphurous water that flowed freely
from the uncapped exploratory wells that had been drilled into the
deposit.

His samples indicated that the sulphur bed itself was below

this water laden stratum and protected from it by intervening layers
of hard, dry rock material.

The essential problem, then, was to sink

a shift through the soft earth and the quicksand and the water laden
rock down to the dry sulphur bed.

Once a shaft was sunk, miners could

then approach the sulphur as they would coal or other minerals.
Granet's proposed solution to the problem of access to the deposit was
a shaft lined with iron rings to keep out the mud and water.

The

Calcasieu company went to the considerable expense of ordering cast
iron rings from a Belgian company and having them shipped to the mine
site.

The expense of the equipment and the difficulties of working

in the swampy area discouraged many of the original investors.

By

1879 the company sold out all of its interests to another concern,
the Louisiana Sulphur Company, headed by Duncan Kenner.

Kenner's com

pany obtained title to the land and began trying to sink the shaft
down to the sulphur.

After making desultory attempts that failed to

force the iron rings down more than a few feet, the company had to
abandon operations due to financial losses.

Several other companies

were formed with the purpose of exploiting the deposit, but no pro-
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gress was made in r#C0V6ring any of the sulphur.
After the record of almost twenty years of failure at the site
the American Sulphur Company acquired control of the land.

This new

company was backed by the extensive resources of the New York-based
iron mining concern of Abram S. Hewitt, his brother-in-law Edward S.
Cooper, and Hamilton McKay Twombly, a son-in-law of William Vander
bilt.

They decided to try once again to implement the recommendations

of Granet.

In 1890 they sent Richard P. Rothwell, a successful mining

engineer and editor of the Engineering and Mining Journal, to look
over the property and supervise the works.

His 1890 report to the

company confirmed once again that a rich bed of sulphur existed, and
he began to organize a work force of experienced miners and laborers
to start again on the excavation of the shaft.

The iron rings and

the old French engine to push the shaft lining into the earth were
made ready for use.

Rothwell thought he could deal with the quicksand

and water by making his pumps more efficient and by using hydraulic
pumps to force the iron rings down more quickly.

Work proceeded

slowly on the project, and the investors decided to have other explor
atory wells sunk before committing more funds.
of May, 1893 was discouraging.

J. M. Schmitz' report

It suggested that, contrary to the

reports prepared by Hilgard, Granet, and Rothwell, the sulphur bed
itself was not free of water.

The earlier reports had suggested that

once the shaft reached below the overlying layers of waterladen soil
and rock, miners could work in a dry rock to extract the sulphur.
The Schmitz report suggested that even if the shaft could be forced
down inside the protective iron rings the presence of water in the
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sulphur bed would make traditional mining difficult if not impossible.
The geological evidence was mixed* but not encouraging.
company sank its last drill hole in November, 1893.
teenth exploratory well on the property.
it hit water and it gushed up from below.
the shaft were even more disappointing.

The American

It was the thir

At between 690 and 700 feet
Attempts to excavate for
The French company had begun

two shafts, one about 110 feet deep; the other was dug to about 90
feet.

The American company had made little progress in further ex

cavations in the three years it had been on the site.

Both the

shafts were about eighteen feet in diameter with wooden planks down
to the bottom where the heavy iron rings rested on another ring, or
shield, which was supposed to form the cutting edge of the shaft as
the laborers dug into the ground.

The first shaft had to be abandoned

when several men were almost drowned by a sudden rush of water that
quickly filled the large hole almost to ground level.
Another accident was.more serious.

8

A drill had broken on well

number 6 , one of the several old exploratory wells on the property.
A team of laborers dug down about twenty-five feet to get to the cause
of the problem.

They found that the well had been sealed with a

wooden plug by one of the previous drilling teams.

To force their

pipe down farther they pulled the plug out of the drill hole.
—

"Brief for Union Sulphur Company and Reply to Defendant’s Brief on
Validity and Infringement," Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport
Texas Company, et. a l . , U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit (Nos. 2391 and 2392), pp. 21-31. Philadelphia
Branch, National Archives and Records Service. This brief is a
summary of the history of the mine as well as argumentative ma
terial for the patent infringement suit against Freeport Texas.
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Immediately water gushed forth.

Along with the water, hydrogen sul

phide gas also escaped from the well.

The two workmen below were

suffocated almost immediately by the gas.

One of the men above,

thinking that the workmen were drowning, jumped in to save them,but
he too died from the fumes.
headquarters.

The tragedy shocked the people at company

Industrial accidents, particularly mining accidents,

were unfortunately not rare.

Men recognized that work around "sulphur

gas" was dangerous, but the deaths were nonetheless an unexpected
shock.

The loss of life, followed by the discouraging news from
9

Schmitz, caused Cooper and Hewitt to reconsider the whole project.
Herman Frasch had been in contact with the leaders of the Ameri
can Sulphur Company before their latest attempts to make the Granet
scheme work.

They had chosen to go ahead with the experts in the

field who supported the feasibility of the shaft plans.

With the

tragedy at the mine and the prospects for successfully sinking a
shaft to the deposit discouraged by the latest geological evidence,
Cooper and Hewitt, the active partners in the venture, began to look
at another possibility for recovering sulphur.
When Frasch was preparing the patents he submitted in October
and December, 1890 outlining his new ideas on how tomitte sulphur, he
clearly had the Sulphur, Louisiana deposit in mind.

He relied on the

reports then available on the deposit, most of them from the claims
_

"Testimony of Jacques Toniette," Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport
Texas Company, pp. 366-367, 372.
^ " B r i e f for Union Sulphur Company," Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport
Texas Company, p. 31.
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of promoters of stock in potential mining companies and the few
articles, including Hilgard's, in the scientific l i t e r a t u r e . H e
could discount some of the more outlandish claims of promoters, for
instance, that a vast bed of sulphur stretched underneath the land
from Canada to Louisiana, but neither he nor most geologists knew
much about the type of formation in which the sulphur was found.

12

The low rise of land at Sulphur was in fact a salt dome formation,
one of many that dotted the coastal landscape around the Gulf of
Mexico.

In the coastal grasslands the typical mound of the salt dome

is often a marked feature of the landscape.
the edge of a thickly wooded area.

The Louisiana dome is on

Just to the north of the Sulphur-

Lake Charles area are extensive commercial forests.

Sawmills along

the Houston and Calcasieu Rivers were then, as they still are, a
major industry in the area, shipping the products of the forest
across the nation.

The surface outlines of the dome were worn down

and obscured by the overlying vegetation.

Many of the salt domes had

been exploited for years for the rock salt they contained.

13

Frasch1s

brother had found one of his first jobs in this country at a Louisiana
salt mine.

14

The early drillers seem to have been unaware of the

type structure they were exploring.

From the published reports

^Fras c h , "Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry, 1912, p. 136.
Allan Nevins interview with M. G. Vilas, November 7, 1936, Box 129
Nevins Collection.
13
..............................
Haynes, Brimstone The Stone That Burns, pp. 28-29.

14

-....................................................................

The Mineral Industry 1899, p. xxii.
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Frasch could only be sure that several test holes had confirmed sul
phur in the locality of the community of Sulphur and that the layers
of soft earth, quicksand, and water had defeated traditional efforts
to get to the mineral.

Some time before October, 1890, when he sub

mitted the patent application, he put together his own ingenious
ideas of how to extract the sulphur.

Remembering what he had seen as

a boy in the old salt towns of Germany, taking what he had learned
about drilling for oil, and adding to that his knowledge of sulphur,
particularly that the element has a relatively low boiling point, he
conjured the idea of either dissolving the sulphur, like salt, or
melting it, underground, then pumping the liquid to the surface.

No

shafts, no large gang of men with picks and shovels going down into
the earth to dig and carry, no smelters above ground to refine the
mineral would be necessary.

He could use the technology of the oil

well, based on the ancient technology of water and brine wells, and
adapt it to the particular requirements of handling the hot, corrosive
mineral.

When the idea formed in his mind, he must have been struck,

in spite of the undoubted technical and mechanical problems he would
have to face, with the idea's almost breathtaking simplicity.

Every

one else had been trying to work out a way to get the solid sulphur
mass through the intervening layers of earth and water.

Frasch pro

posed the completely novel notion of liquefying the mineral, then
pumping it out like water, or brine, or oil.
he could make the idea work.

From the start, he knew

To the extent that his unfinished work

on oil and soda in Cleveland permitted, he began trying to convince
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others that he could bring sulphur out of the swamp.^
He submitted three patent applications.

One was for the appara

tus. essentially drilling equipment, and the particular configuration
of pipes for sending a liquid into the well and pumping the liquefied
sulphur to the surface.

The melting medium would be superheated

steam, and he showed how boilers and heaters would be set up to pro
vide the melting fluid to the well.^®

The second application was for

a never-used alternative process for sending a solvent down to the
deposit to liquefy the sulphur.^

The third patent application rep

resented the most complete statement of his plans for what was to be
come known as the "Frasch process."

Using the apparatus largely des

cribed in the other application, he described in detail how he pro
posed to heat the water to a temperature just above the melting point
of sulphur and introduce it down a pipe to the deposit.

The tempera

ture of the melting steam should not be too hot, as sulphur after
melting becomes pasty and hard to handle at higher temperatures.
When the sulphur below had received enough steam to melt the deposit
around the bottom of the well, the pump assembly would be engaged to
draw the molten mineral up a separate pipe enclosed inside of the
water delivery pipe.

The Patent Office routinely questioned his

^ U . S. Patent Number 461,429 "Mining Sulphur." Date of application:
October 23, 1890. Date issued: October 20, 1891.
16

U. S. Patent Number 461,430 "Apparatus for Mining Sulphur." Date
of application: December 26, 1890. Date issued: October 20, 1891.

^ U . S. Patent Nuinbaer 461,431. "Mining Sulphur." Date of application:
December 26, 1890. Date issued: October 20, 1891.
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claims and suggested he modify the applications to conform to their
minor objections, helpfully pointing out to him that his process and
apparatus could apply to mining substances other than sulphur, salt,
for instance, and referring him to patents previously granted for well
and drill equipment.

He made some minor changes in the wording of the

application, but no changes of substance in the idea or the apparatus.
The patents were issued within a year.

18

In November, 1890 Frasch had already undertaken to convince some
of his associates of the potential value of his idea and arranged to
gain their financial support to put the patents to work.

While the

patent applications were still pending, Frasch made an agreement with
Frank Rockefeller and Feargus B. Squire to share in the rights to the
patent in the proportion of forty per cent to the inventor and thirty
per cent to each of the other men.

Squire and Rockefeller on their

part agreed to help finance a Frasch attempt to test the idea in
Louisiana as soon as possible.

19

In the next year Frasch attempted

to contact the organizers of the American Sulphur Company, by then
the owners of the mine site.

He met personally with Edward Cooper

on one of his visits to New York to the Standard headquarters there,
early in 1892, and followed up the meeting with a more detailed des
cription of his plans and the requirements in terms of equipment for
implementing them.

Frasch had not been much encouraged at the

U. S. Patent Number 461,429.
19
Volume F-10, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. Agreement
reached among Frasch, Squire, and Rockefeller on November 12, 1890
and registered with the Patent Office on December 20, 1894.
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meeting in New York, but at Frank Rockefeller's urging he put together
figures outlining in detail some of the requirements of the plan, in
cluding the amounts of hot water he would need to generate per pound
of sulphur to be melted.

Cooper expressed some interest in the idea,

but his company was committed to Rothwell's effort to sink the shaft.

20

Frasch found almost no support for his idea among mining engineers.
Some might consider it ingenious, but it represented such a sharp
break with anything they knew about minerals mining that most simply
rejected it out of hand.

21

Disappointed by the lack of a positive reaction from Cooper,
Frasch decided to try his process on unproven land near the American
company's mine site.

Still apparently unaware of the fact that the

sulphur had been found in a salt dome structure and not in a vein
that extended for a large area under the coastal marsh and woodland,
he obtained two tracts of land southwest of the American property.
He purchased the two tracts in April and November, 1892

22

and hired

drillers to put down two exploratory wells on the land near Bayou
Choupique.

Neither found any sulphur.

Frasch's investigations on

the geology of the area after the failure on the Bayou Choupique land

20

Herman Frasch to Edward Cooper, February 16, 1892. Box 77, CooperHewitt Business Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress.

21

Frasch, "Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry, 1912,. p. 136.

22

"Report of the Special.Master," p. 3; Union Sulphur v. Charles M.
Richard, Assessor, et. al., United States Circuit Court, Fifth
Circuit, Western District of.Louisiana, Nos. 375 and 448. Fort
Worth Branch, National Archives and Records Service.
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convinced him that the American property was unique.

There was no

large expanse of sulphur in the area; it was all in the dome structure
controlled by Hewitt and Cooper.

23

Following the disaster at the mines and while Schmitz was pre
paring his report on the latest core samples in 1893, the American
Sulphur Company commissioned Rossiter W. Raymond, another leading
mining engineer, to evaluate and report to them on the Frasch process.
They had shut down operations at the site, leaving only a caretaker
there to watch over the land and equipment.

Hewitt and Cooper would

reconsider the Frasch process, but naturally they wanted an expert
opinion.

Raymond's report was cautiously optimistic.

proposal was "radical," but it might work.

24

Frasch's

They decided to con

sider proposals from Frasch and his group for a partnership.

The

Cleveland group gave their terms to the Hewitt-Cooper-Twombly com
pany.

Frasch and his partners wanted equal participation in a new

company.

The New Yorkers were initially reluctant to yield half of

the potential profits from the sulphur deposit.

They had made a

large investment in men and equipment and were still paying off a
large mortgage on the land.

Cooper consulted with a committee of

mining engineers and contractors.

Without a method of extracting

the sulphur, their land was virtually worthless; they could see no
profit in continuing to pursue the failed attempts to sink a shaft.
On the other hand Frasch was offering them a process that they and

23

See below for other attempts to find sulphur in the area.

^ "Testimony of Rossiter W. Raymond," pp. 471-473.
Freeport Texas Company.

Union Sulphur v.
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their advisors hoped might offer a solution.

For his part, Frasch

had a process he was convinced would work, but which was worthless
without a sulphur deposit to exploit.

Early in 1894 the two groups

would allow Frasch to experiment, with their support at the mine.
If his well showed success, the equal partnership between the two
groups would be formalized in a new company.

25

In the spring of 1894

Frasch took part of his annual two months vacation from Standard and
again went down to Louisiana.

He wanted to be there to supervise

the beginning of the drilling of the new well, number fourteen on
the site.
Frasch had prospered in the oil industry and the appreciation
of his stock in the Standard trust as the result of the success of
his desulphurization process was making him a wealthy man.

Under

the terms of his contract with Standard Oil he had two months each
year to devote to his own projects.

The sulphur project, however,

was more than he could afford to finance on his own.

27

The two men

in Cleveland who joined him were quite different men, but they both
had worked closely with him on the Lima venture and had faith in his
ability.

Frank Rockefeller was the younger of the three brothers,

all of whom were active in Standard Oil.

An outgoing, engaging man,

he was more like their father, a sometime snake-oil salesman, than
the somewhat taciturn older brothers, John and William.

*25

26

27

"Testimony of C l m e l i u s Tiers," pp. 478-480.
v. Freeport Texas Company.

Frank was

Union Sulphur Company

"Toniette Testimony," p. 373; Testimony of Jacob C. Hoffman," p.
487. Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport Texas Company.
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, p. 166-168.
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also temperamental.
for.

Many* Including Squire, found him hard to work

He had stayed in Cleveland when the two older brothers had

moved to New York.
Ohio operations.

He was* at least nominally, in charge of the
Relations were often cool among the brothers.

Frank later broke publicly with them over what he perceived to be a
slight from John D.

When the older brother called in a loan Frank

had made to a friend on behalf of the company, the younger man broke
publicly with his brother and left active participation in the com
pany.

His part-owner ship in the trust had made him a wealthy man

before he broke relations with his brothers and he made several inde
pendent investments.

As he grew older his great passion became a

large ranch he owned in Kansas, where he spent more than half of each
year.

28

Frasch had private financial dealings with John D. Rockefel-

ler in his soda project;

29

it was only natural for him to approach

Frank Rockefeller whom he saw often in his capacity as president of
Standard of Ohio.

The other Cleveland partner was Feargus Squire,

who like Frasch had risen from humble beginnings as a youthful immi
grant to this country.

He was born in England.

He had joined Stan

dard shortly after arriving in Ohio as a youth and had risen steadily
in its employ.

As secretary of Ohio Standard he had been the man

through whom Frasch had reported almost daily on the results of his
experiments on desulphurization.
well.

They came to know each other quite

Squire also owned a small quantity of Standard trust stock and

^ N e w York Times, April 16, 1917, p. 13; Ibid., April 18, 1917, p. 13.
29

George R. Rogers to Herman Frasch, November 2, 1896.
Rockefeller Family Archive.

"Letterbooks,1
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had made some very profitable private investments in Lima field oil
lands.

Apart from his interest as a stockholder in Standard Oil he

had realized a quite substantial increase in his private wealth from
Frasch's success in creating a marketable kerosene from the Ohio oil.

30

The principals in New York were even more established men of
means and influence.

Abram S. Hewitt combined an entrepreneurial

ability with an interest in politics.

His most active business in

terests were in iron, beginning in New Jersey, but with major holdings
elsewhere.

An active "reform" Democrat in New York's turbulent post

war politics, he had battled the corrupt Tweed machine in the city
in the 1870's and later served as a United States congressman from
New York.

In 1883 he was elected mayor of New York City.

ponent was the young Republican Theodore Roosevelt.

His op

His wife was the

daughter of Peter Cooper, the father of the American railroad system
and a man who had devoted the last years of his life to a career of
philanthropic and community activities.
in the city is the Cooper Union.

31

His most enduring monument

Peter Cooper's son Edward, be

sides being his brother-in-law»was engaged in several business part
nerships with Hewitt.

Cooper was a trained mining engineer and took

an active interest in their joint mining enterprises, principally the
iron business.

Edward Cooper also combined politics with business.

He also won election as mayor of New York City running as a "reform"

30

31

Cleveland Plain Dealer, July 21, 1932, no page number.
"Newspaper Clipping File," Cleveland Public Library.

Clipping in

Allan Nevins, Abram S. Hewitt; With An Account of Peter Cooper
(New York and London, 1935), passim and especially, pp. 592-595.
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Democrat.

32

The third member of the New York group of owners of the

American Sulphur Company was much less active in its affairs.

Hamil

ton McK. Twombly came from an old New England family, but his fortune
was made when he married a daughter of William Vanderbilt, the heir
to the wealth of the great railroad and shipping magnate "Commodore"
Cornelius Vanderbilt.

Twombly held various positions in his father-

in-law's New York Central railroad and made a number of private investments.

33

The New York group also included two brothers, Alexan

der H. and Cornelius Tiers.

They had both been long-time employees

of Cooper and Hewitt and held small amounts of stock in the American
company.

A. H. Tiers was a director of the company; Cornelius served

sometime as the secretary and at other times as the president of the
34
company.
In the spring of 1894 Frasch ordered the necessary equipment and
hired a driller, E. W. Wurth, to begin the new well.

Frasch needed

only a small crew of men to set up the boiler equipment and do the
actual setting up of the derrick and the drilling.

35

Only one of the

employees previously associated with the Rothwell work was still
there and his familiarity with the mine was a great help to Frasch

32
:
New York Times, February 26, 1906, p. 1.
^ N e w York Times, November 22, 1877, p. 8 ; Ibid., March 4, 1917, p.

21.
q

;

"Cornelius Tiers Testimony," p. 474; "Certificate of Incorporation
of The Union Sulphur Company." Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport
Texas Company.
^ " H o f f m a n Testimony," p. 489; "Toniette Testimony," pp. 358-359.
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and the drillers.

Jacques Toniette, a Franch-born machinist, had

come down to Louisiana from Canada in 1890 at Rothwell's request to
handle the mine's local metal working, including pipe cutting and
fitting of the iron rings.

He had worked for Rothwell in Canada and

the engineer had been happy with his work.
dry set up on the property.

He soon had a small foun

When the operations were shut down, both

Rothwell and Cornelius Tiers asked him to stay as a caretaker of the
property and equipment.
ations.

Toniette was a keen observer of the oper

As Frasch came to know the immigrant craftsman, who never

lost a heavy French accent, he came to rely heavily on his ability
and experience.

When the mine was reopened under Frasch, his respon

sibilities included all the metal work done at the mine.

He worked

on the pipes and valves and on the construction of the boiler assem
blies, as well as the general repair and machine work.
his general supervisory responsibilities also increased.

Over the years
Alone among

the veterans of the early attempts he stayed at the mine through
Frasch's early disappointments to the later years of commercial suc
cess.

He settled his family near the mine and lived in the Sulphur

area from 1890 until his death in 1924.

36

Calcasieu parish, which then included most of the southwest cor
ner of Louisiana, had only recently emerged from the relative isola
tion of the frontier.

In part due to its natural environment and in

part due to the heritage of its past as a "disputed territory," the
territory had been only sparsely populated before the Civil War.

Og

-

Lake Charles American-Press, August 23, 1924.
stone Museum, Sulphur.

Clipping in Brim
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was on the border between populations concentrated around New Orleans
to the east and the Texas settlements to the west.

Far from being a

part of the old plantation South or even the Acadian French settled
areas of south-central Louisiana to the east, it had long been con
sidered a refuge for outlaws and a few independent settlers.
pers came to the area and then small farmers.

Trap

Some men had started

the extensive lumber industry in the area, and Lake Charles began to
grow as a market and port for the region.

The opening of the rail

road west from New Orleans, through Lake Charles, and on to Beaumont,
Houston, and the west and the construction of a line connecting Lake
Charles north to the Middle West had helped stimulate the growth of
the area.

37

The line west from Lake Charles passed through the

southern edge of the mine property and a switch track extended into
the American company's holdings.

38

centered on Perkins' general store.

The little community of Sulphur
39

Lake Charles, located on the

east bank of the lake formed by the Calcasieu River, boasted in 1894
__
Writers' Program, Work Projects Administration, Louisiana;
to the State (New York, 1941), pp. 281-283 and 407-410.
38

A Guide

C. W. Hole to Herman Frasch, November 25, 1895, Frasch Collection,
The Chemists' Club.
In connection with offering Frasch better ser
vice for coal deliveries on the Kansas City, Watkins & Gulf Railway,
Hole mentions the track of the Southern Pacific. For the extent of
the mine property, see Union Sulphur Company v. Charles M. Richard,
Assessor, "Report of Special Master," p. 20.

39

The Southwest
Perkins owned
city was laid
house was not

Builder News, October 26, 1960, Section 6, p. 7. Eli
the first store on the site of the town in 1876. The
out by Thomas K. Kleinpeter in 1878, but the first
built until 1885, by John T. Henning.
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a three man police force.

40

The town, the parish seat of Calcasieu

parish, was enjoying a steady growth based on its position as a trans
portation center for the lumber industry and the rich and developing
farmlands in the area, particularly the rice lands to the east.

41

To

the north of the mine property the lumber men had drained much of the
land, and a new waterway, the Houston River canal had been dug, connecting with the Calcasieu before it entered Lake Charles.

42

By the

standards of the time the mine had excellent transportation facilities
and a good supply of water.

The nature of the work at the mine,

though, the use of the technology of oil well drilling, was new to
the area.

Frasch had to bring in much of his skilled labor.

Wurth, for intance, had worked previously in the Pennsylvania
oil fields.

The drilling in the soft, shifting, quicksand-laden

ground was new to him.

Under the best of circumstances, forcing the

drill bit into the earth was a slow and laborious process.
day takes days then took weeks and months.

What to

The drilling crew had to

take care that the drill bit went straight into the formation through
the overlying layers and had to be on guard against sudden eruptions
of water and poisonous fumes.

The work proceeded without accidents,

but at a painfully slow pace.

Frasch was unable to stay long; he had

to get back to his duties in Cleveland.

To coordinate activities in

^ T h e [Lake Charles] Daily American, September 20, 1897, p. 2. By
1897 Lake Charles had four foot patrolmen and one mounted officer.
41

The [Lake Charles] Daily American, August 20, 1897, p. 2.

^ [ L a k e Charles! Weekly American, November 16, 1901, p. 6. In the
early years of operation the company relied on water from ponds on
the property from draining the swamp areas.

■
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his absence and to keep him informed of developments he decided to
hire a supervisor of mine operations.
When he returned to Cleveland, he asked Jacob C. Hoffman, a
freight clerk in the Standard Oil company, to go down to Louisiana.
Frasch had known the younger man for six years.

Hoffman's office in

the Standard Block building was near the one Frasch maintained in
the building.

He had no technical training although he was broadly

familiar with drilling techniques used in the oil and salt operations
in Ohio.

Frasch felt he did not really need a highly trained or ex

perienced man in the position.

Wurth had hired two experienced

drillers to head up the day and night shifts, and Frasch himself in
tended to deal with the technical problems as they arose.

He needed

a coordinator and observer on the scene to keep him informed about
activities and to serve as a conduit for his instruction and guidance
from Cleveland.

Hoffman was a capable man and a quick learner.

expected the job would be only on an interim basis.

He

Frasch arranged

with Louis H. Severance, Standard's treasurer, for Hoffman to take a
leave of absence to manage the mine operations.
Sulphur in September, 1894.

Hoffman went down to

Wurth left when he arrived. Hoffman re

ported that the drillers had forced the drill down two hundred feet.
Hoffman set to work to organize the drill teams, to manage local fi
nances, and to keep Frasch informed about what was going on.

His

"vacation" in Louisiana would last for four years.
By December the drillers had gotten down through the sulphur bed
and into the underlying gypsum rock.

Frasch had planned on being

there when they first encountered the sulphur, to study the formation
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as the drilling proceeded into it.

He had been unable to get down

then, but arrived as soon as he could, hoping to try the experiment
before Christmas, which, incidentally, would be his forty-third
birthday.

According to his instructions, the necessary equipment was

at the mine, but the workmen had not yet connected all the pipes'when
he arrived.

The four one hundred horsepower boilers were set up and

the casings were ready to go into the well.

The heater, the chamber

where the water for melting the sulphur was to be heated by steam
from the boilers, had not been set up.

Frasch, Hoffman later re

ported, "seemed provoked at this apparent oversight."

He had expec

ted to be able to proceed with the steaming of the well when he ar
rived.

For his part, the inexperienced Hoffman had taken care not to

exceed his instructions from Frasch in regard to setting up the con
nections.

Frasch, typically, was trying to direct operations in de

tail from Cleveland and had not specifically ordered that the above
ground equipment be in place.

He had, apparently, made it clear to

Hoffman that he wanted to be there when the drill crew set the casings
in the well for the steaming process.
one.

Frasch made the trip a short

He inspected the drilling results and the core samples and con

ferred with Hoffman, the drillers, and Toniette.

He directed that

the outer casing for the well, the ten inch pipe, be raised from out
of the underlying gypsum to the top of the sulphur bed and that the
first of the inner casings, the six inch pipe, be hung inside at
about 550 feet, just inside the bed.

He also directed the workmen to

set up the heater and test all of the lines.

While this work was

going on, he returned to the North to spend Christmas with his family.
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The work did not take long, and Frasch was back at Sulphur in a few
days.

Everything was in readiness to steam the well.
Hoffman had purchased a supply of wooden slabs from local saw

mills to serve as a fuel for the steam boilers.
ponds dug:
boilers.

in the surrounding swamp.

He drew water from

The workmen lit fires under the

Steam from the boilers passed through pipes to the heater,

a chamber twenty feet high and thirty inches in diameter, raised
above the ground and insulated with used cable and concrete.

Gauges

at the boiler house and on the heater measured the temperature and
the pressure, and both were equipped with escape valves to prevent
explosions from the build up of heat and pressure.

A steady stream

of water was pumped from the ponds into the heater.

The pressurized

steam raised the temperature of the water to 330 degrees Fahrenheit.;. .
Frasch had calculated that that would be high enough to melt the
underground sulphur, even with the expected dissipation of heat
caused by contact with the cooler water underground, but not so high
as to raise the temperature of the sulphur to a degree that it became
pasty and impossible to pump.

The pipes carrying the superheated

water to the well had been insulated to prevent heat loss.
provised insulation, using moss from the local trees.

They im

Frasch person

ally turned on the valves that sent the hot water down the six inch
pipe beneath the derrick floor into the sulphur.

There was no gauge

to determine the precise temperature of the water as it entered the
well.

A laborer put a piece of sulphur, one of several chunks brought

up in the drilling, against the pipe just above the ground.

As the

superheated water coursed through the pipe, the sulphur melted against
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it.

They "steamed" the well for approximately twenty-four hours,

keeping the valves on the other pipes closed to prevent the escape
of the melting fluid.

Before the steaming, the drill crew had inser

ted a third casing, three inches in diameter, inside the six inch
pipe and also extending down into the sulphur bed.

After the day and

night of steaming, Frasch opened the valve on the three inch casing.
No steam was escaping; the well was "sealed."

Beneath the pipe the

sulphur must have melted, preventing the escape of steam.

Inside

that interior casing was the sucker rod assembly to pump out the mel
ted sulphur.
Frasch and the small group of drillers and laborers, along with
Toniette, who had seen so much failure at the site, watched expec
tantly as the pump was turned on.

The sucker rod move up and down in

the pipe.

A few empty barrels stood beside the derrick to receive

the flow.

No one had really made preparations to receive the mineral

from the discharge pipe.

It was early afternoon.

Suddenly a stream

of melted sulphur burst out of the pipe, a steady stream of hot,
brown liquid.
the ground.

It quickly overflowed the barrels and spilled onto
Laborers rushed to contain the mineral; they gathered

boards to form a large wooden bin.

The flow continued for a few

hours, but then the pump began to fail.
finally the walking beam stopped.

It sputtered and jerked, and

It was beginning to get dark, and

Frasch decided to put off any repair work until the next day.

He and

Hoffman agreed that the hot sulphur had probably corroded the metal
sucker rod, but it was too late to pull it out and check.

Frasch

ordered the night crew to continue the steaming of the well, to pre-
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vent the melted sulphur underground from cooling and getting hard in
the pipes.

43

As the men drifted away Frasch stayed behind, looking

over the pile of cooling sulphur and listening to the sounds of night
fall.

Almost twenty years later he described the aftermath of that

eventful day:

When everything had been finished, the sulphur
all piled up in one heap, and the men had de
parted, I enjoyed all by myself this demonstra
tion of success.
I mounted the sulphur pile
and seated myself on the very top.
It pleased
me to hear the slight noise caused by the con
traction of the warm sulphur, which was like a
greeting from below — proof that my object had
been accomplished. Many days and many years
intervened before financial success was assured,
but the first step towards the ultimate goal
had been achieved. We had melted the mineral
in the ground and brought it to the surface as
a liquid. We had demonstrated that it could be
done.
This was especially gratifying as the criti
cisms I had received from technical papers and
people who had heard of what I was attempting to
do had been very adverse. Every one who expressed
an opinion seemed to be convinced that this thing
could.not be done, one prominent man offering to
eat every ounce of sulphur I ever pumped. A fair
illustration of public opinion is the remark of
the mail boy who drove me to the railroad the
morning after our first pumping. He said: 'Well,
you pumped sulphur sure, but nobody believed it
but the old carpenter, and they say he's half
crazy.'
This severe criticism, yrtiile not agreeable,
did not carry much weight with me.
I felt that
I had given the subject more thought than my
critics, and I went about my work as best I could,
thoroughly convinced that he who laughs last,
laughs b e s t . ^
43

"Hoffman Testimony," pp. 487-498 and 514-529.
pany v v . Freeport Texas Company.

Union Sulphur Com

^ F r a s c h , "Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, 1912, p. 138.
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The next morning the workmen extracted the sucker rod and found
that the hot sulphur had in fact corroded it away.
back in Cleveland as soon as possible.

Frasch was due

He promised Hoffman that as

soon as he got back to Ohio he would send down a new assembly made
of aluminum by railroad express.

Aluminum is much more resistant to

corrosion than the iron they had been using.

In the meantime he or

dered that the well be kept steamed so that pumping could be resumed
when the new equipment arrived.

Frasch, elated with the success of

the operation, rode off to catch the train.

He knew that commercial

scale production was still some time away, but the principle of the
process had been proved, in the field.

He could look forward to his

next meeting with Cooper and Hewitt with confidence.
Frasch had just started on the long train ride back north when
another technical setback hit the mine.
began to give trouble.

Frasch*s second-hand boilers

One of the workers noticed a warping of the

dome on one of the boilers.

Hoffman, fearing an explosion, ordered

the pressure in them turned off.
could no longer be kept hot.

The water going down into the well

Hoffman tried to flush out the pipes

with cool water, but it was no use.

When the hot water had ceased

to flow down, the sulphur in the pipes had cooled and hardened.
There was nothing to do but pull all the pipe and begin the laborious
process of chipping the solid sulphur o u t .

Hoffman ordered a new

cast iron cover in Lake Charles for the boilers.

Chipping away at

the hardened sulphur in the well, extracting the pipes, and cleaning
them required almost six months of labor.

Frasch was busy at Stan

dard and could not get away until the summer of 1895.

At any rate
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there was little he could do until the cleaning had been completed.
While waiting for the work to go forward at Sulphur he did make some
design changes in the valves and the strainer at the bottom of the
sulphur pipe.

Otherwise he expected the new aluminum equipment to

allow a continuous pumping of the well until the sulphur beneath it
was exhausted.
With all the delay and Frasch’s schedule at Standard it was Sep
tember, 1895, before the pipes had again been inserted into well #14
and Frasch could get down to Louisiana to supervise the second steam
ing.

Again Frasch turned the valves to force the steam from the

heater into the mine casing.

This time workmen had prepared bins at

the side of the derrick to receive the sulphur.

The newly equipped

pumps and sucker rod at first seemed to work well when the underground
sulphur was melted and the pumps turned on.
into the bins for several hours.

Sulphur flowed freely

Several times the discharge valve

had to be closed when the well started to "blow."

This occurred when

there was insufficient sulphur at the bottom of the well and the hot
water would come up the three inch pipe.

By closing the valve the

steam was kept below to continue the melting of the sulphur.

After

about 500 tons of sulphur had come out, the stream stopped completely,
although the pump seemed to be working normally.

Examination of the

pump assembly, however, revealed that the aluminum valves had broken
under the weight of the sulphur the pump had been lifting.

To remove

the valves and repair them they again had to turn off the steam and
again the sulphur cooled and hardened in the pipes.

Frasch returned

to Cleveland determined to work out a more reliable system for pimping
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the sulphur out of the veil.

The steaming process to melt the sulphur

had worked well* although there had been minor problems with the
boilers.

Even the presence of cold water In the sulphur formation

had not prevented him from accomplishing his purpose underground.

It

had been problems with the pump that raised the sulphur that had
forced the men to suspend operations twice.

He knew that he had to

use some metal that was resistant to corrosion, and he had to create
a pumping system that would not collapse in the well under the weight
of the column of molten material.

While workmen once again went

about the business of chipping out the hardened sulphur, Frasch set
about the solution of these problems.

45

The partners of the American Sulphur Company were aware of the
problems Frasch had encountered in Louisiana, but he had proved his
point with the success so far.
of the underground deposit.
arrangement formal.

He had been able to get sulphur out

They consequently agreed to make their

The two groups organized the aptly-named Union

Sulphur Company effective in January, 1896.

They chartered it in New

Jersey; it had its principal office in New York City.
was the first president.

45

46

Alexander Tiers

Frasch continued to spend most of his time

"Hoffman Testimony," pp. 498-500.
Texas Company.

Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport

^"Certificate of Incorporation of The Union Sulphur Company," Union
Sulphur Company v. Freeport Texas Company; Frasch, Squire, and
Rockefeller assigned their rights in the sulphur patents to the new
company in an instrument registered at the patent office effective
May 18, 1896. The consideration indicated was for $100,000, pre
sumably in lieu of a capital contribution to the net worth of the
company. Volume F-10, Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office.
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at his office and laboratory in Cleveland with the title superintendent.

47

Hoffman was assistant superintendent at the mine.

To help

defray costs already incurred and to raise cash for current expenses
the stockholders in the new company subscribed another $200,000 in
stock.

48

Hoffman had been instructed to keep costs to a minimum, but

the men had to be paid and he had to pay for fuel and equipment when
it arrived.

49

The third pumping of #14 started on April 20, 1896.

This time

Frasch tried his new method of raising the sulphur from the bottom of
the well.

He dispensed with the sucker rod assembly altogether and

had an air compressor installed, attached to a new casing into the
well.

The air compressor forced air through this new one inch casing

into the bottom of the well and the air provided a lift to the melted
sulphur that gathered at the bottom of the well.

To provide a

steadier supply of hot water to the mine Frasch had also sent down
four more boilers of 150 horsepower each and two new heaters.

He al

so had made arrangements to get a reliable source of water by having
the men dig a ditch the few miles north to the Houston River canal.
This operation required that a small team of men be set up to watch
a small portable boiler and pump to draw the water from the canal,
but it assured the flow of water to the well.

^^Clarence A. Snider Testimony," p. 342.
Freeport Texas Company.

Hoffman had had prob-

Union Sulphur Company v.

^"Certificate of Incorporation of The Unio Sulphur Company.
Sulphur Company v. Freeport Texas Company.
49

Union

"Hoffman Testimony," pp. 511-512.
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lems with assuring a continuous flow for the boilers and heaters from
the local swamp water.

As the spring and summer of 1896 proved to be

unusually hot and dry, the supply of water from the canal, in spite
of its expense, proved crucial to operations.

Frasch also directed a

change in the derrick structure to allow the men to pull up the six
inch pipe and the other inner casings if for any reason they had to
shut off the hot water again.

Twice operations had been delayed for

several months because sulphur had hardened in the well and pipes.
As before, Frasch came down to direct the steaming operation.
The new air pump worked well.
tained flow of sulphur.

For the first time they achieved a sus

For over a month, with only minor interrup

tions, #14 produced sulphur.

When production finally ceased on May

26, the bins were full of over 2000 tons of sulphur.

Immediately

Hoffman set the drillers to work on new wells.
Frasch had anticipated the steady production from #14 and had
made arrangements for a new fuel for the boilers.

The local supply

of slabs from the lumber mills was not adequate for the needs of the
boiler operation at the mine.

The operation switched to coal.

ing the boilers consumed up to fifty tons of it a day.

Heat

The cost of

the coal was soon the largest single expense of operations.

The

price of the coal itself was fairly moderate, ranging around thirty
cents per ton, but the cost of freighting it from the nearest coal
suppliers in Alabama raised the price at the mine to over $3.50 per
ton.

Hoffman made several inquiries about lower prices, but the mine

"Hoffman Testimony," pp. 402-407; Jacob J. Hoffman to Herman Frasch,
June 19, 1896, Frasch Collection.
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was essentially dependent on the Southern Pacific railroad for trans
portation.

Frasch began investigating possible solutions to the prob

lem of the high price of fuel as well as the costs the company would
have to absorb transporting the sulphur to markets, which were mostly
in the E a s t H e

and Tiers in New York also began making arrange

ments for the regular sale of the mine's production.

Because of its

purity the sulphur found a market, but all sales had to be for spe
cific amounts and were necessarily small in amount, as the mine was
still not producing steadily.

52

As the summer of 1896 wore on Hoff

man's men were still engaged in drilling and had not placed any new
wells in production.
hand.

53

The company made sales from the stocks on

The company sent bags of sulphur by rail to a fertilizer fac-

tory in Meridian and a paper manufacturer in Wisconsin.

54

Most went

to Petit & Parsons in New York for resale to industrial users.

That

company was also the main American agent for Sicilian sulphur.^

The

C. W. Hole to Frasch, November 25, 1895. .Trying to get business
for the Watkins Line, Hole had put Hoffman in touch with a coal
supplier, at Frasch's request and quoted prices, including transpor
tation; Hoffman to Frasch, July 2, 1896. Hoffman reports that he
has placed an order for coal;"Hoffman Testimony," p. 512. Corres
pondence in the Frasch Collection. Testimony in Union Sulphur Com
pany v. Freeport Texas Company.
52

A. H. Tiers to Hoffman, June 8 , 1896; A. H. Tiers to Hoffman, June
16, 1896; A. H. Tiers to Hoffman, June 17, 1896. Frasch Collection.

53

54

"Hoffman Testimony," p. 512.
Texas Company.

Union Sulphur Company v. Freeport

A. H. Tiers to Hoffman, June 16, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, July 4,
1896. Frasch Collection.

^ A . H. Tiers to Hoffman, June 8 , 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, June 12,
1896. Frasch Collection.
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small and uncertain Louisiana production still amounted to less than
one percent of American consumption, but by the fall of 1896 the Amer
ican consul in Sicily was reporting back to the State Department in
Washington that the Sicilians were beginning to worry about the
American sulphur.

56

Frasch stopped by the mines in July on his way to a vacation in
the mountains of M o n t a n a . W o r k was underway on several possible
wells.

Drillers had tried to clean out the old pipe in #13, one of

the American company’s exploratory wells.

Frasch suggested pouring

concrete into the old drill holes to seal the flow of water from
them.

When Hoffman had arrived in 1894 all of the old wells leaked

water from the underground deposit.

One he had tapped as a bath well.

During the pumping of #14 in the spring he had noticed that the tem
perature of the bath water had risen appreciably, apparently from the
underground dispersion of the melting water.

58

All of the false starts and problems with the loss of tools and
breaks in pipe in the drilling operations delayed completion of anoother producing well until December, 1896.

59

Hoffman had two shifts

of drillers most of the time, but the series of minor problems, most

■^U. S. Geological Survey, Mineral Resources for 1895. Seventeenth
Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey. Part III - Non-Metallic Resources, Except Coal (Washington, D.C., 1896), pp. 958-969.
"^Hoffman to Frasch, August 31, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, September 2,
1896; Hoffman to Frasch, September 14, 1896. Frasch Collection.
58

Hoffman to Frasch, June 2, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, October 10,
1896. Frasch Collection.

59

"Hoffman Testimony," p. 508.
pany.

Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas Com
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caused by cave-ins of wells during drilling, kept production at a
virtual stand-still.

One driller, sent down by Frasch's friend Van

Dyke, could not get along with Hoffman's day-shift driller.^
were lengthy delays in getting necessary equipment.

There

There were prob

lems with the arrival of coal shipments and problems, reported to
Hoffman from New York, with the bags, some of which were badly cor
roded and broke in shipment.^
man's health.

The summer heat also affected Hoff

Several times he asked Frasch for time off to return

to Ohio, but the press of the continuing minor problems kept him at
the m i n e .^
From Cleveland and on his trips to Louisiana Frasch kept in touch
gq
with the details of operations.
solve the problem with the bags;
sites.

He gave suggestions on how to
64

he indicated his choice for well

He toyed with the idea of using brine instead of pure water

to heat the sulphur, and soon rejected the notion.

He tried to deal

with the problem of the dispersion of the hot water underground.^

^ H o f f m a n to Frasch, October 17, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, October 26,
1896.

61

Hoffman to Frasch, August 15, 1896.

62
63

64

Frasch Collection.

Hoffman to Frasch, June 2, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, October 20, 1896.
Hoffman to Frasch, June 19, 1896; Hoffman notes Frasch's request
for daily reports.
Frasch Collection.
Hoffman to Frasch, August 15, 1896. Hoffman reports on washing the
sulphur to prevent corrosion of the bags as Frasch suggested.

^ H o f f m a n to Frasch, May 28, 1896. Hoffman reported on the suggested
mine sites and asked Frasch about the water problem. He also noted
that he would await a shipment of salt for putting brine into the
well.
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He passed Hoffman's requests for funds on to Tiers in New York or to
Severance, who acted as treasurer of the company, in Cleveland .

^

He passed on Hoffman's choice of personnel and he made constant sug
gestions for economies in operations.^

Looking toward the day when

continued commercial production became a reality, he made inquiries
on alternate means of transportation that might he made available to
the mine.

The primary transportation route available was by rail to

Algiers (the port of New Orleans) and then via schooner to the east
coast.

He also investigated a route westward by rail, to Sabine Pass

in Texas, and then to the north by ship.

He also received other pro

posals from the Kansas City Southern line that went north from Lake
Charles and from shipping lines that moved out of Lake Charles.
Above all Frasch had to keep up with the costs of the operation.

68

Union Sulphur had little to show on the balance sheet for its
operations by the fall of 1 8 9 6 . ^
the problem with Cooper and Hewitt.

Frasch went to New York to discuss
According to one story it was

■gg
Hoffman to Frasch, June 13, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, October 29,
1896. Frasch Collection.
^ H o f f m a n to Frasch, June 19, 1896. Hoffman even checked with Frasch
before hiring a telegrapher at $50 per month.

68

Hoffman to Frasch, June 13, 1896; Hoffman to Frasch, June 19, 1896.
In this letter Hoffman reported to Frasch on a trip he had taken to
Sabine Pass and Port Arthur to see the dock facilities. Hoffman to
Frasch, July 3, 1896. Frasch Collection.

69

Total sales for 1896 were $23,923.24. "Testimony of Clarence A.
Snider," p. 352. The Company started out the year 1897 with a cash
balance of $446.83.
"Testimony of Snider," p. 339. Union Sulphur
v. Freeport Texas.
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Mrs. Hewitt who helped Frasch encourage the other investors.

She was

a woman of keen Intelligence and she was convinced Frasch could make
the operation profitable.^

Apparently she convinced her husband,

because he made a personal loan to Union Sulphur of over $50,000.
As collateral Frasch put up the rights to the patents.
term of the loan was until November 1, 1896.

The original

With the prospect of

well #15 entering production, Hewitt and his partner in the loan,
Thomas L. Manson, agreed to extend i t .^
Unfortunately that well did not product a lot.

In two separate

pumpings, in November, 1896 and February, 1897, it produced only
about 150 tons.

The number sixteen well was destroyed by a cave-in.

Number 17 was the biggest success so far.

From February 8 , 1897, to

March 29, 1897 it produced over 1115 tons, and in a second pumping in
the next year it produced a further 1343 tons.
other disappointment.
duced only 41 tons.

The next well was an

In two pumpings, January and May, 1898 it pro
The company was able to retain control of Frasch1s

patents, but expenses continued to grow.

The sale of sulphur did not

bring in enough to finance the number of wells required to bring the
mine into full operations.

Much of the income was eaten up by the

cost of fuel.
By the spring of 1898 even Frasch was getting discouraged.
was just not a paying proposition.

It

In spite of the technical succes

ses at the mine, some of Frasch's old critics in the mining profession

^ N e v i n s , Abram S. Hewitt, p p . 594-595•
^ V o l u m e F-10,; Digest of Assignments, U. S. Patent Office. Union
Sulphur put up’ the Frasch patents for the loan collateral.
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were almost gloating.

He began to consider the possibility of trying

his process at an entirely different site, one that might not be so
expensive to run.

The Sulphur site might yet be a paying operation,

in spite of the high cost of fuel, but he needed to show some return
on his and

his partner's investments.

sailed for

Europe, to look

In the summer of 1898 he

over sites

in southern Italy and in Sicily.

As the summer began Hoffman was having serious problems at the
mine.

The

to pay the

ten inch casing at well #18 had broken.
workers and buy

He needed funds

more pipe.When he wired Cleveland for

the money Frasch had already left for Italy and Louis Severance was
unable to send him any money.

To raise some cash he sold off some

of the old iron rings to Captain Anthony F. Lucas for $1000.

Lucas

was then involved in salt mining south of Sulphur and had been an
interested observer of operations at the mine.
about what to do next.
Severance in person.
in Italy.

Hoffman was undecided

He took the train to Cleveland to talk to
Frasch meanwhile had located some likely sites

Waiting for Hoffman in Cleveland was a wire from him re

questing that Hoffman purchase some equipment and join him at Naples.
Before leaving for Europe, Hoffman was also to return to Louisiana to
shut down operations.

Once again Toniette assumed caretaker duties.

The men stacked and greased the equipment, then were released.
September, 1898 Hoffman sailed for Europe.

In

72

Even the determined Frasch must have wondered if the swamp had
won again.

His work in Cleveland had kept him away for most of the

"Hoffman Testimony," pp. 507-513, 515.
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time, but even if he had been on the site constantly he could not have
lowered the price of fuel or prevented the drilling difficulties.
The high hopes of December, 1894 had not been realized.
faced the possibility of failure.

Union Sulphur

He had to be discouraged with the

progress of events so far, but he was not ready to accept defeat.
He had shown he could produce sulphur in Louisiana and he intended to
do just that.

He would produce sulphur in quantity and at a profit.

The setbacks were only temporary.
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CHAPTER VI
OIL, SALT, AND SODA

Frasch returned from his honeymoon trip to Europe in 1890 eager
to immerse himself again in work.

He had several projects at hand.

There was the continuing desulphurization project as Standard opened
the big new refinery at Whiting and began equipping other refineries
to handle the Lima oil.^

There was the beginning of the sulphur pro

ject, the patent applications and the organization of his initial
partnership with Frank Rockefeller and F. B. Squire.

Frasch also

turned his attention again to the soda project.
In October, 1890 he incorporated the Frasch Process Soda Company.

2

As he would do for the sulphur venture, he looked to his

friends and associates in the Standard Oil trust for financial hack
ing.

Despite the earlier failure at Bay City, several were eager to

join in the new Cleveland project.

Frank Rockefeller invested in the

soda concern and the head of the family, John D. Rockefeller, also
purchased a large block of stock in the new company.

Ever the cau

tious businessman, the older Rockefeller financed part of his pur
chase of stock by forgiving a loan to his brother in the amount of

^F. B. Squire to F. Q. Barstow, September 16, 1890. The Cleveland
refinery was getting a new, larger still and a new furnace for re
storing the compound.
Squire wanted to have everything ready when
Frasch returned, by October, from Europe. As indicated in Chapter
IV the Whiting plant ran its first crude according to the Frasch
process in November, 1890. Box 51, Rockefeller Family Archive.

2

The

[Akron] Beacon Journal, October 4, 1890, p. 1.
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3

the shares in the company turned over to him by Frank.

Frasch had

obtained three new patents on his version of the ammonia process in
4
1886, while still in London,

and the new plant, on the shore of Lake

Erie at Cleveland,^ was built to those specifications.

He was con

vinced that with sufficient backing and enough time he could manufac
ture commercial quantities of soda ash (sodium carbonate) using the
ideas he had tried at Bay City as improved by the later patents.

Once

again he enlisted the help of his brother Hans to work in the plant
which was able to begin production in 1892.

Hans had been working at

the Grasselli Chemical Company, the major supplier of sulphuric acid
to the Cleveland oil refiners.**

He had been living with his older

brother and his family since they had moved back to Cleveland from
Canada.^
Frasch was president of the soda company and his Standard, and
sulphur company, associate F. B. Squire was secretary and treasurer.
To supply salt to the alkali enterprise, the same group of investors

~~

3

J. D. Rockefeller to Frank Rockefeller, February 11, 1891, Box 126,
Nevins Collection.

4
U. S. Patent Number 361,355 "Manufacture of Soda by the Ammonia Pro
cess." Date of application: May 5, 1886. Date issued: April 19,
1887; U. S. Patent Number 361,622 "Process of and Apparatus for the
Manufacture of Soda by Ammonia." Date of application: May 5, 1886.
Date issued: April 19, 1887; U. S. Patent Number 418,315 "Drying
and Roasting Apparatus." Date of application: May 10, 1886. Date
issued: December 31, 1889.
^The Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1892. . .
**The Mineral Industry,

1899, p. xxii.

^The Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1890; Ibid., 1892.
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formed the United Salt Company in 1892.

F. B. Squire served as pres

ident of the salt company and Frank Rockefeller was vice-president.
Frasch took the official position of secretary of the company,

8

al

though he was much more involved in operations than in administration.
L. H. Severance, Standard's treasurer and a major figure in local
banking circles was treasurer of the new concern.

The United Salt

Company works were located right next to the soda plant on the Cleve
land lake front.^

The company had its own wells at the site, and

later others, to tap the large underground brine deposits found in
several places in eastern O h i o . ^

Over the next decade Frasch had to

divide his time among these two plants, his work with Standard Oil,
and the Louisiana project.

He maintained an office at the Standard

Block building; corporate headquarters for the salt company were
across the downtown Public Square in the Arcade Building; and the
salt and soda works were about a mile away.

The refinery district

was also fairly near, a mile or so to the west.

12

Even a man of

Frasch's undoubted talents must have felt taxed in combining so many

8Ibid.
Q
See patents on salt making below.
^8The Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1892.
^Apparently the company's first salt well was located at Newberg
[sic], a well that had originally been put down to produce gas.
The first well United Salt put down was at the Cleveland site.
John A. •Bownocker,. '.'Salt •Deposits.a n d .the Salt.Industry.in Ohio,"
Bulletin No. 8 , 4th Series, Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio
(Columbus, 1906), p. 34.

12

:.......

Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1893.
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different activities.

After 1894 he was keeping up on almost a daily

basis with reports from Sulphur, the press of the businesses in Cleve
land, and his laboratory work.

The long, if infrequent, train rides

to the South, must have represented a kind of vacation from daily
duties, a time to think amid all the work.
on work.

Frasch seemed to thrive

His mind was always active; his range of interests and in

ventiveness ranged beyond even these projects.
As the patents on the soda process used at Bay City had been as
signed to Meriam and Morgan, and ultimately to the Solvay Process
Company of Syracuse,

13

Frasch had designed a somewhat different sys

tem and had outlined it in the three patents granted in 1887.

His

design was another variation of the ammonia process for converting
common salt, sodium chloride, into the industrial alkali, sodium
carbonate.

The chemical reactions Involved were relatively simple to

create in the laboratory.

To achieve an economical commercial pro

duction is much more difficult,

as thedesign must provide

tinuous and simultaneous series

of reactionsand the recapture

catalysts and waste products for re-use.

for acon
of the

As the patent office re

quired, one patent described the complex series of chambers and connecting valves, the apparatus.
self.

15

14

Another described the process it-

One of the most difficult parts of the process, but one of

the most crucial to success, was the recycling of the ammonia after

13

Volume F-8, Digest of Assignments.

^U.

S. Patent Number 361,622.

*"*U. S. Patent Number 361,355.
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it had reacted with the salt and lime.

The result of this series of

chemical reactions was sodium bi-carbonate.*^

Frasch*s third patent

described the conversion of this compound into the more industrial
useful compound, sodium carbonate.

Essentially he accomplished this

conversion in a specially designed roasting furnace.^

Frasch super

vised the installation of the equipment at the soda factory according
to his designs.
For the first few years the soda works seemed to promise finan
cial success.
men.

18

The large works at the waterfront employed up to 200

The market for the alkali was growing and Frasch*s company

had many of the same advantages and an apparently equally workable
process as the Solvay works in Syracuse.

His own salt works supplied

a plentiful amount of that raw material.

Limestone was available in

the area.

Fuel was inexpensive.

He did not require much ammonia as

he re-used that in the plant operations.

The general increase in

industrial activity in the United States was creating a demand for
a larger and larger amount and variety of chemicals.

Many of the

companies that still exist today, like Dow and Wyandotte, were also
getting started.

Like Frasch and Solvay they located near raw mater-

ials and close to transportation centers.

19

^ T h e Mineral Industry 1899, pp. 523-525.
^U.

S. Patent Number 418,315.

I Q .........

The Cleveland Press, August 14, 1894.
1 9 ............ ............
The Mineral Industry 1901. According to the editors of that annual
the Frasch Process Soda Company was the smallest of the six produc
ing American soda plants in 1900, behind the two Solvay plants,
Michigan Alkali at Wyandotte, the Columbia Chemical Company of Bar
berton, Ohio, and a Saltville, Virginia company, Matthieson Alkali.
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Salt Is one of the most plentiful minerals mined by man.

It

exists In several forms, and although It Is found In many parts of
the United States, the cost of mining it varies widely.

Variable

mining costs, local scarcities, and the cost of transportation of the
bulky commodity can cause wild fluctuations in its price, even with
out artificial controls by producers and marketers.

A large indus

trial user like Frasch was particularly sensitive to such price
fluctuations.

It was extremely important to assure to the soda works

a reliable and inexpensive supply of salt.
was plentiful in the area.
worked for years.

Fortunately the mineral

The brine deposits of Ohio had been

The mining techniques and the evaporation methods

used were not much different from the ones Frasch had seen as a boy
in Germany.

They had changed little over the centuries.

20

For the

United Salt works at Cleveland and the company's second well site
and plant in nearby Newburgh, Frasch devised a series of improvements
on the old methods.

His processes for obtaining pure salt from the

brine are still used today, with some improved techniques and modern
ized machinery.

The salt making patents and the soda patents were,

unlike the sulphur inventions, not really a sharp break with older
ways.

They were basically improved means of working with established

principles.

Frasch was designing equipment and systems to achieve

more efficient and more productive applications of the older ways.
The process he installed at the Cleveland and Newburgh plants was a

on

~ “ “...........
Kaufmann, Sodium Chloride, pp. 71-75, 146-147, 205, 262, 635-643.
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type of what today is called the "grainer" or "Michigan" process.

21

It received the latter name, because it became the most wide-spread
method used to produce salt in that state, which for many years was
the nation's primary salt producing state.

Frasch integrated the

mining of salt with this production, improving the process for moving
brine from the well to the plant and moving water from the plant back
into the well.

Frasch was, of course, developing a growing expertise

in drilling technology.
Frasch received a total of five patents for salt making from
1892 to 1899.

Each patent application represented an attempt to im

prove the efficiency of the salt making process from the mining stage
through the whole cleansing and separation process.

Frasch was able

to achieve a continuous flow of the brine from the well into the salt
works and back into the mine.

He experimented with using pure water

in the well to dissolve the pockets of solid salt, but decided that
using the partially de-salted water from the salt works actually pro
duced more salt.

The brine brought up from the well passed through

several chambers where it was purified of other ingredients besides
the water and salt.

It then passed through a series of evaporating

chambers where the salt was gathered in grainers according to the fit
ness of its crystalline structure.

The dilute brine left was then

injected back into the well to bring up more salt water for the pro
cess.

In one continuous process Frasch could produce both the

industrial grade salt he needed in the soda works and finer grades

"21

Bownocker, '.'Salt Deposits and the Salt Industry in Ohio," Report of
the Geological Survey of Ohio, p. 36.
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for other purposes, for salt to food processors, for Instance.

22

Some of the later equipment modifications in this basic process seem
to have been too complex to build commercially.

He equipped the

first plants with his equipment and produced salt.

Some of the later

improvements, when they were installed in a newer plant, did not work
as well as he had hoped.

23

By that time, however, Frasch was no

longer in active association with the operation.

After the last

group of patent applications in 1899, Frasch and the other original
owners sold out.

24

The salt works had provided a source of salt for

the soda operation, but they had been plagued with problems from the
start.

22

U. S. Patent Number 1,125,998 "Apparatus for the Manufacture of
Salt." Date of application: April 18, 1892.. Date issued:
Janu
ary 26, 1915; U. S. Patent Number 874,906 "Mining Salt." Date of
application: February 16, 1899. Date issued: December 24, 1907;
U. S. Patent Number 874,907 "Mining Salt." Date of application:
November 13, 1899. Date issued: December 24, 1907; U. S. Patent
Number 1,006,196 "Salt-Making." Date of application: November 13,
1899. Date issued: October 17, 1911; U. S. Patent Number 1,006,
195 "Salt-Making." Date of application: December 13, 1899. Date
issued: October 17, 1911.

23

24

Bownocker, "Salt Deposits and the Salt Industry in Ohio," Report of
the Geological Survey of Ohio, pp. 35-36.
The National Salt Company arranged to purchase the stock of United
Salt Company for a combination of shares in the National Company
and cash in September, 1899. The (Akron) Beacon Journal, April 10,
1091, p. 6 ; Frasch,last appears as an officer of.the United Salt
Company in the Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1899.
In December of that year Frasch still owned 1375 shares of common
and 1375 shares of preferred stock in the National Company plus a
note from that company for $116,875, presumably in payment for his
last patents. He pledged those instruments as collateral for a
loan from John D. Rockefeller that was outstanding.
See below.
George D. Rogers to Herman Frasch, December 21, 1899. Letterbooks,
Rockefeller Family Archive.
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The evaporation chambers consumed great quantities of fuel and
the work areas near them were almost unbearably hot.

The plant at its

high point of operation in Cleveland employed about 200 men to keep
the fires stoked and the vats and chambers at the proper temperatures,
to monitor the valves and pipes, to man the drill sites, and, finally,
to pack and load the finished product.

25

Late in 1893 a workman was

killed when he fell into one of the boiling vats.

26

In August, 1894

a fire broke out, quickly getting out of the control of the plant's
own fire-fighting equipment.

The city fire department was called to

fight the blaze, but the ten acre complex was almost destroyed.

News

papers estimated that 10,000 people gathered along the railroad
tracks to watch the fire as it burned into the night.

Only a shift

of the wind toward the lake kept it from engulfing the neighboring
soda works or spreading into the city.

The entire city fire depart

ment fought to keep the fire contained on the lake side of the
tracks.^
The original works were rebuilt; the second site at Newburgh
came into production; and another Cleveland plant, farther east and
also on the lakefront, opened.

28

By 1897, however, Frasch had to ob

tain a personal loan from John D. Rockefeller to cover the current in
debtedness of the soda and salt operations.
—

Frasch already owed

—
.. . . —
rThe Cleveland Press, August 14, 1894, p. 5.

26
The [Akron] Beacon Journal, December 8 , 1893, p. 3.
2 7 ......
The Cleveland Press, Aujgust 14* 1894, p. 5.
2Q
Bownocker, o p . cit., pp. 35-36.
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Rockefeller $17,000 and the amount of the second loan was $50,000.
To obtain the loan Frasch had had to pledge a considerable amount of
his personal stock holdings as collateral.

He not only put up his

holdings in the soda and salt companies, but also some of his shares
in Standard Oil and a part of his stock in Union Sulphur.

29

His per

sonal finances were considerably strained by the simultaneous demands
imposed by the Cleveland projects and the Louisiana venture.
Earlier, management attempts to hold down costs at the salt
plants had resulted in a strike in June, 1895, while Frasch was away
in Louisiana.

The company had reduced wages at the plants in 1894,

as plants across the nation had done as a result of the economic de
pression that had begun in 1893.

The workers in 1895 demanded a

restoration of the old wages at the Cleveland plant, or at least a
twenty percent increase in the then current wages of $1.55 per day
for the skilled workers.

When management refused, the most militant

workers, mostly men who worked in the production areas, where temper
atures reached 143 degrees, struck the plant.

They gathered outside

the plant, some of them armed with clubs to prevent non-strikers from
entering.

The manager called the police, and they succeeded in keep

ing the strikers on one side of the railroad track, away from the
plant.

Some workers chose to cross into the plant, and the potential

for violence among the strikers, non-strikers and police increased.

~29~

Rockefeller to Frasch, November 28., 1882; George D. Rogers to Frasch,
December 27, 1897; G. D. Rogers to. Frasch, May 11, 1900. This last
letter from Rockefeller’s .secretary indicates receipt of final pay
ment of the loans by Frasch,: Letterbooks, Rockefeller Family Ar
chive .
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The directors of the company present in Cleveland met hurriedly and
decided to close the plant.

The unrest spread to the Newburgh plant,

where the workers had not followed their fellows at Cleveland on
strike.
wages.

They stayed at work but demanded restoration of the old :/
If the company did not meet their demands they declared

their willingness to join the Cleveland men on strike.

The directors

met again and offered all the employees a raise of ten cents a day.
Within ten days all the men returned to work and the Cleveland plant
reopened.

The strikers did not get all they wanted, but the situ-

ation was defused and operations returned to normal.
finaneit 1 situation continued to worsen.

30

The company's

The relative overproduction

of salt in the area continued to depress the price of salt.

By July,

1897 the average price of a barrel of salt was only twenty-two cents,
less than the price of the barrel itself.

The cheapness of salt was

to the advantage of the soda plant, but the salt company was facing
real p r o b l e m s . ^
Frasch and his partners sold out in late 1899 to a new entity,
the National Salt Company.

32

The new ownership laid plans for an am

bitious program to raise the price of salt.

The new company organized

a so-called "salt trust," and by late 1900 the price per barrel had

—

:

—

—

•

: ~

The Cleveland Press, June 17, 1895, p. 1; Ibid., June 18, 1895, p.
3; Ibid., June 26, 1895, p. 8 .
31

Bownocker, op. cit., p. 18.
32 " '
.............
The [Akron] B e a c o n 'Journal, April 10.,. 1901., p. 6 . The National Salt
Company tried to have its purchase.of United Salt voided, because
of its own problems. A state judge appointed a receiver for the
former United Salt. 'Ibid., April 15, p. 6 .
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risen to over a dollar.

Their success was short-lived.

The "trust"

never controlled more than a small part of national salt production.
In Ohio some of the major producers stayed aloof from the combination.
The price could not hold and the National Company went into receivership.

33

By then Frasch was out of the salt business, except as a

consumer.

He had made a contribution to the technical improvement of

salt drilling and manufacturing, but he chose to cut short his in
volvement with the volatile industry.

He might well have tried to

create a closer corporate ownership of the salt and soda operations,
but he never had more than a minority interest.

His financial posi

tion in 1899 was somewhat precarious, and he had been unable to de
vote the time it probably required to make the company a success in
the unstable salt market.
The situation at the soda Works was not much better.

Price

fluctuations in the salt market worked to the disadvantage of the
plant.

As was the case in the salt operation, Frasch did not have

the time to devote to it as the other ventures took increasing amounts
of time.

The turn around in the prospects in Louisiana softened the

blow in 1905 when the Frasch Process Soda Company closed.

34

It had

"33

Bownocker, o p . cit., pp. 18, 34-36. The former United Salt was re
organized as Union Salt and continued doing business as late as 1905.

34
Cleveland Directory for t h e 'Year Ending'July, 1904. This was the
last year the Frasch Process Soda Company was listed in the Cleve
land city directory.
There is an almost illegible note in the
Frasch Collection that patent rights to the soda process were trans
ferred on December 29, 1905.. The Digest of Assignments for that
year was not available in the National Archives and was not consul
ted at the Patent Office records section at their building in Vir
ginia.
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been unable to compete with the Solvay operation with its long estab
lished and world-wide reputation.

The failure of the soda venture

must have been a deep personal disappointment to Frasch.

It was an

operation and a project that had engaged his attention for twenty
years.

He could take some pride in the contributions he had made to

the advance of an American chemical industry, but the closing of the
company must still have been a bitter moment for the strong-willed
and determined man.

By 1905, however, he could take comfort in the

knowledge that the time and money he had not put into the salt and
soda operations, the commitment of his energies that might have made
them succeed, had been better spent on the Louisiana project.
"hobby" at Sulphur was what made his success.

36

35

His

He was able to pay

off his loans from Rockefeller and establish his personal fortune not
because of salt, or soda, but because of Sulphur.
Those projects had not taken all of his professional time.

There

was still oil, and in 1894 Frasch undertook a brief project for the
Cleveland Linseed Company.

As a result of that work he submitted a

patent, assigned to that company, for a method of purifying linseed
oil.

He signed the application in November, just a few weeks before

going down to the mine for the first test of the sulphur process.

He

had worked out a method for purifying the linseed oil produced by the

35

See below, Chapter VII.
Og
....................................
Frasch,."Address.of Acceptance," .The Journal of Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry, 1914, p. 138.'•
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solvent extraction method.
of two traditional ways.

37

Linseed oil was made from flax In one

The older method was simply to crush the

seeds and filter the oil out of the resulting "cake."

The newer

method, the use of which was greatly increased by the availability of
light petroleum oils like naphtha, involved dissolving the crushed
material with a volatile solvent.

When the solution was exposed to

the air and heat, the naphtha, or similar material, evaporated,
leaving linseed oil and the precipitated solid materials.

38

As then

used the solvent method had a tendency to affect the qualities of
linseed oil most desired by paint manufacturers, its ability to hold
pigments and dry evenly.

Frasch’s purification process achieved the

desired separation of the oil from the seed and the solvent without
injuring its utility for the paint industry, which was the largest in
dustrial user of linseed oil.

The

effect of Frasch's work was to en

able the Cleveland company to take advantage of the greater efficiency
in producing quantities of the oil without sacrificing any of its
quality.

39

The product found a ready market in the city's paint and

and varnish industry.

40

The Cleveland Linseed Oil Company was another of those companies

37
U. S. Patent Number 550,716 "Purifying Solvent-Extracted Oils."
Date of application: November 27, 1894. Date issued: December 3,
1895.
................. ........................

og

Daniel Swern, e d ., Bailey's .Industrial'Oil and Fat Products (New
York, London, Sydney,; 1964),. pp. 398-400.,.
^U.

S. Patent Number 550,716.

40
............... ................
Haynes, American Chemical Industry, VI, pp. 385-386.
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in which Standard men invested heavily.

Frasch seems not to have been

involved beyond the work he did for the company.

It was headed by

John Seve r a n c e , ^ the son of Frasch's associate, L. H. Severance.^
The company continued to exist, with some reorganizations, until 1928.
By then the linseed oil industry had gone through several stages of
development.

Flax production in the country had moved westward and

local plants had arisen to produce the oil.

A brief attempt to emu

late similar systems in salt, oil, sugar, tobacco, and other commodities by forming a "linseed oil trust" had failed.
part in any of this.

Frasch had had no

Some years before he had invented a new process

for making white lead, an important pigment in the paint industry.

44

It was a measure of his abilities that friends and associates called
upon him to take up such projects.

Those who knew him, and he never

sought a wider audience, relied on his judgment and deferred to his
skills.
41

42

Cleveland Directory for the Year Ending July, 1892; Ibid., 1893.
Severance joined the firm in the latter year. The company had been
organized in 1887. Whitney Eastman, The History of the Linseed Oil
Industry in the United States (Minneapolis, 1968), p. 31.
C. S. Van Tassel, The Ohio Blue Book or W h o 's Who in the Buckeye
State (Toledo, Ohio, 1917), p. 329.

43
Eastman, The History of the Linseed Oil Industry, pp. 28-34. Ac
cording to Eastman, "Rockefeller interests" took over the company
in 1901, after it had been reorganized as the American Linseed Com
pany in 1898.
He indicates that the company almost from the first
was intent on forming a "trust." According to another source the
National Linseed Company attempted to merge with the National Lead
Company in 1893, apparently.t o .control t w o .o f .t h e .raw materials for
paint.
Victor S. Clark, History of~Manufacturers in the United
States., Volume II (New York and London, 1929), p. 524.
44

U. S. Patent Number 281,047.
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Even when the financial situation seemed most difficult, Frasch
seems never to have invited John D. Rockefeller to join the sulphur
enterprise.

45

He initially relied on the small group at Cleveland

for hacking, but with the formation of Union Sulphur he had addition
al resources.

Rockefeller was a major stockholder in the soda and

salt companies; he was also one of their main creditors.^

Frasch

had been a stockholder in Standard since they had induced him to work
on desulphurization to the benefit of the company.

The stock issu

ance was part of the benefits they offered him to continue the project
in this country rather than Canada.

47

Between Rockefeller and Frasch

there existed a mutual respect, if not a real personal closeness.
45

48

Frasch was able to issue an affidavit for publication in newspapers
on February 21, 1907, to set to rest a recurrent rumor that Stan
dard Oil controlled Union Sulphur. The affidavit did not mention
individuals, but stated that Standard Oil had never nor did it then
have any "interest of any kind, fora, or manner, direct or indirect,
in the Union Sulphur company, or in the mine located at Calcasieu
parish, Louisiana." Signed before a notary in New York City, Feb
ruary 21, 1907. Presumably Frasch would have had great difficulty
in.making such an affidavit if John D. Rockefeller had been an in
dividual stockholder, although the disclaimer of ownership refers
only to the Standard company. The Lake Charles American, March 22,
1907, p. 4. The major stockholders, holders of over 90 percent of
the stock, in 1912 were Frasch, the estates of Twombly, Hewitt, and
Cooper, and L. H. Severance. Chandler, "Presentation Address," The
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 1912, p. 134.

46

G. D. Rogers to Frasch, March 6 , 1900; J. D. Rockefeller to Frasch
Process Soda Company, December 3, 1903. Letterbooks, Rockefeller
Family Archives.

^ C h a n d l e r , "Presentation Address, " op. cit., p. 133.
48

J. D. Rockefeller to Frasch, July 3, 1908. In this letter Rocke
feller asked Frasch to meet with an old friend of his who had inter
ests in pyrite mines; Charles D . H e y d t to Frasch, January 19, 1909.
Rockefeller’s .secretary informed the inventor that Rockefeller
wanted him to send thanks for his letter of January 16 enclosing a
book of recent photographs of the mines. Letterbooks, Rockefeller
Family Archives.
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Henry M. Flagler had once told Rockefeller that her preferred a
friendship based on business to a business based on friendship.

Years

later, in a book of reminiscences, Rockefeller quoted his old business partner and friend approvingly.

49

Frasch1s work had been enor

mously important to the Standard, but that was not reason enough for
Rockefeller to invest in a Frasch idea.

The "richest man in America"

received many requests for Investment capital.^
fully studied before putting up his money.

He had them care

It would have eventually

been to his benefit if Rockefeller had been invited into the sulphur
company.

Frasch seems to have been reluctant to approach the Stan

dard chief.

Rockefeller had joined the Cleveland investors in the

soda and salt projects in the early 1890's, but he refused when the
scientist proposed a gold mining scheme to him in 1894."^

He had

extensive mining interests, and even part interest in a gold mine.

52

He expressed some interest in Frasch's idea an4 invited him to New

AQ

John D. Rockefeller, Random Reminiscences of Men and Events (Garden
City, New York, 1937), p. 12.
^ F o r example, Otis Benton to J. D. Rockefeller, March 5, 1881, sug
gesting investment in.the Utah sulphur mine and E. A. Edwards to
J. D. Rockefeller, November 1, 1887, offering to solve the problem
of sulphur in the Lima oil. Like many men in the public eye Rocke
feller received many unsolicited letters. Box 52, Rockefeller
Family Archives.
^ U . S. Patent Number 565,342 "Mining Gold or Like Metal." Date of
Application: August 17, 1895. Date issued: August 4, 1896.
There is no indication.on the patent itself that it was assigned
to any company or individual.
52

"Conversation [by Nevins?] with John D. Rockefeller, Jr.," October
25, 1938. Box 131, Nevins Collection.
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York to discuss It.

53

The talks did not come to anything.

As had

been the case with sulphur, Frasch had come up with an Idea to ex
tract gold, but he had no place to try his idea.

The proposed pro

cess was in fact similar to the sulphur process, and in 1894 he had
not yet proved the commercial feasibility of that idea.
not to have pursued the idea vigorously.

Frasch seems

He patented the gold mining

process, but in that particularly busy time for him he was unable to
make arrangements to test it out.
The patent covered gold or similar metals mining and described
a variant of one of the ideas for sulphur mining he had patented in
1891, solution mining.

Most mining, for whatever minerals, is usu

ally "entry mining," that is the actual excavating of the earth down
to the deposit and digging out the desired rock.

In his childhood,

Frasch had seen and become interested in the alternative, "non-entry
mining."

Brine wells were the oldest example of non-entry

and oil wells were based on the same techniques.

54

mining,

Frasch's idea for

melting sulphur underground and pumping it to the surface was an al
together new process of non-entry mining.

The idea of dissolving

underground deposits was older and had been used for years to mine
salt and more recently to revive oil wells.

He proposed a new solu

tion technique for gold or other metals mining.

After identifying

cq
G. D. Rogers to Frasch, June 17, 1896. Rockefeller's .secretary
mentions in the letter that he would like Frasch to discuss the
gold mining project the next time he would be in New York City.
Letterbooks, Rockefeller Family Archives,
"^Cedric E. Gregory, A'Concise History o f 'Mining (New York, Oxford,
Toronto, SydneyV; Paris, and Frankfurt, 1950) , pp. 38-39.
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the location of the veins of ore, the mining engineer could drill in
to the veins from two directions, according to Frasch's patent.

One

drill hole would enter the deposit from above; the other hole would
either go down from above and be equipped with a pump or would be
drilled into the vein from the side, if the topography would permit
such access.

From the first well the: miner could inject into the

veins a liquid that tended only to dissolve the desired mineral ore.
The resulting solution then would either flow by gravity out the
lateral drill hole or could be pumped to the surface.
take place in smelters above ground.

Refining would

Frasch recognized that the pro

cess would be difficult and would be dependent for its success neces
sarily on the particular kind of rock and area in which it might be
a ttempted.^

His 1896 vacation trip west, through Colorado and into,

the gold and lead mining areas of southwestern Montana, may have been
in part a survey of likely locations for such a mine."^

He never

tried the process, but other miners have had some success with simi
lar "leaching" methods.

Some copper has been produced in this

country by solution mining, but the basic difficulties have never
been overcome.

The development of machinery that made excavation and

tunnelling more efficient and somewhat less labor,' intensive made
alternative methods like solution mining unattractive to m i ners.^

"^U. S. Patent Number 565,342.
■^Hoffman wrote to Frasch at Pueblo, Colorado and Dillon and Bannock,
Montana.
J, C. Hoffman to Frasch, September 2, 1896; September 3,
1896; and September 8, 1896.
“^Gregory, A Concise History- o f Mining, p. 39. Uranium has also been
mined in the United States.by percolating solutions through ore de
posits to "leach" out the valuable mineral.
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Frasch, who as a boy had watched the hereditary guilds march through
the streets in their medieval costumes

58

and later argued with the

leading members of the American profession about the sulphur process,

59

knew as well as anyone the essential conservatism of the

mining fraternity.

His ideas might not have worked, had he had the

opportunity to try them, but he may also have been simply ahead of
his time.
The provisions of Frasch's contract with Standard Oil allowed
him two months free each year to pursue his own projects.

He had al

so long been in the habit of working after regular hours at home,
reading, experimenting, and working out his ideas in his own labora
tory.^

All of his oil refining patents after 1886 he assigned to

Standard Oil, as they were the products of work he did for the com
pany.

Other work, done on his own time, he felt free to patent in

his own name.

In June, 1895 he and John W. VanDyke jointly submitted

patents on a way to increase the flow of apparently depleted oil
wells.

They assigned rights in these two patents to a company Van

Dyke formed.

The two men had worked closely together on the instal

lation of equipment at the Solar refinery at Lima, and they were both
interested in well drilling technology.

CO

r— —

•

Drillers had recognized for

..............................

Baedeker's Northern Germany (Leipzig, 1893), p. 326.
59

Frasch,•"Address -o f •Acceptance,11 The Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, February,; 1912>. p. 138.
^The
61

[New York] Sun, July 28, 1912-, p . 5.

See below.
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several years that the failure of a well to continue pumping a steady
stream of petroleum did not necessarily mean that the underground
pool was exhausted.

Drilling a well right beside an exhausted well

often resulted in another heavy flow.

Drilling new wells was fairly

expensive, and the oil men looked for ways to renew the flow from old
wells.

One way of breaking open pockets of oil underground was to

set off explosives deep in the wells.

This frequently worked to break

down the rock and permit the pools of oil to flow into the drill
hole.

Frasch and Van Dyke suggested injecting acid into the dry wells.

Most of the oil in America had been found in limestone formations and
acid, particularly nitric acid, dissolved the stone, making passage
ways in the oil-bearing formation that permitted the oil to flow more
easily underground to accumulate in the drill hole.

62

Here, again,

Frasch and Van Dyke seem to have been ahead of their time.

63

In

large part this was probably because of the discoveries of vast new
oil fields in the South and West.

It was not until much later that

oil companies, including Standard, devoted much effort to what have

U. S. Patent Number 556,651 "Increasing the Flow of Oil Wells."
Date of application: June 27, 1895. Date approved: March 17,
1896. John W. Van Dyke. Assigned rights to one half of the patent
to Herman Frasch; U. S. Patent Number 556,669 "Increasing the Flow
of Oil Wells." Date of application: June 27, 1895. Date approved:
March 17, 1896. Herman. Frasch. Assigned rights to one half of
the patent to J. W. Van Dyke; Volume F-10, Digest of Assignments.
Both patents assigned to the Oil Well Acid Treating Company of Lima,
Ohio on April 1, 1896; Charles F. Wilner, "J. W. Van Dyke: The
Story of a Man and an Industry," National Petroleum News, Volume 28,
No. 6 (February 5, 1936), p. 245.

.

..........

Don Whitehead, The Dow Story: The History of the Dow Chemical Com
pany (New York, Toronto, London, Sydney, and Johannesburg, 1968),
p. 12.
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come to be called secondary recovery methods.

As long as oil gushed

to the surface In the new fields, there was small reason to go to
the expense of major, concerted efforts to Increase the flow from
old wells.
As the Lima field production had been the replacement for the
declining Pennsylvania fields, other even larger fields were dis
covered, gradually replacing the Ohio and Indiana fields as the major
source of American oil.
Frasch applied for a patent on another non-oil related manufac
turing process in 1897.

He let the application lapse, and it was re

newed after his death by the executors of his estate and issued in
1914.

With the press of his other activities, this project, a pro

cess and apparatus for making rolling-iron rods, was apparently abandoned.

64

The long period that the application lay in the patent

office without action was partly due to his lack of interest in pur
suing the matter, but that office was also experiencing a considerable
increased in its workload.

Since his first contact with the patent

office in 1873, it had taken longer and longer to get final action on
applications.

The Patent Office was receiving thousands of applica

tions where it had earlier been receiving scores and hundreds.
Typically a patent examiner reviewed applications within his area of

^U., S. Patent Number 1,118,275 "Process of and Apparatus for Rolling
Iron Rods." Date of application: June 11, 1897. Date approved:
November 24, 1914. . U. S. Patent Number 1,118,899 "Manufacture of
Gases and Gaseous Atmospheres of Non-Oxidizing Character." Date of
application: June 11, 1897. Date approved: November 24, 1914.
Both of these patents were originally part of one application, but
the application was divided into two parts and the applications re
newed on September 28, 1914.
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expertise and checked it against his files of previous applications
and patents.

The objections he raised were often over matters of

form, and policy changed on such issues, but the objections were
often over the substance of the claims and descriptions of the wouldbe inventors.

Frasch frequently had to re-write his application to

satisfy patent office personnel, although without modifying his es
sential ideas.

Particularly with the long series of oil-related

patents, he had to justify clearly how the new equipment and proces
ses were really new.

This might require two or three lengthy

changes in applications before approval.

The office never rejected

an application from Frasch, but the delays and the administrative
difficulties he encountered may have caused the virtual abandonment
of the two applications on the iron rod process.

65

The most ingeni

ous aspect of the invention was the creation of an oxygen-free atmos
phere in which the rods could cool after being formed in the furnace.
The hot iron was particularly susceptible to rust, which would have
to be cleaned off after cooling resulting in a waste of part of the
metal and an extra step in manufacturing.

There is no indication in

the application of why he took up a possible solution to the problem
in the metals industry.

His widow and daughter found the papers in

his files and renewed the application on his behalf, but the invention
j
was never used.

~
See Patent Files passim. The .published volumes of patents granted
over the years 1873 to 1914 evidence the greater number of applica
tions received by the office.
^U.

S. Patent Numbers 1,118,275, and 1,118,899.
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Salt, soda, sulphur, gold, linseed oil, and drilling engaged
Frasch's attention and he was more and more committed to the success
of the enterprise at Sulphur, but his job at Standard was the major
focus of his work, and the major source of his income.

He had created

a workable process for the maximum exploitation of Lima oil and con
tinued to improve on and refine that process.

The opening of the big

new refinery at Whiting did not mean the end of the desulphurization
project.
That refinery produced its first batch of desulphurized kerosene
in November, 1890, by the brush-still vapor process.

Plans had called

for a full plant of eighty crude stills with a daily capacity of
36,000 barrels of oil.
full capacity.

It was not until 1891 that the plant reached

The refinery produced a high quality product, but

breakdowns., in the complex machinery of the vapor-process cylinders
forced the plant to switch much of the production over to Frasch1s
earlier cheesebox method, where the oil was treated in the liquid
form.

These agitating stills had fewer mechanical problems and pro

duction steadily increased in the first y e a r E x e c u t i v e s with Stan
dard estimated that the problems with the vapor process equipment had
caused an expense of perhaps $200,000 to the company.

68

By June,

^Giddens, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), pp. 25-28; John D. Archbold
to John D. Rockefeller, June 15, 1891, Box 51, Rockefeller Family
Archives.

68

James A. Moffett, the president of Standard Oil (Indiana) from July
1, 1890, estimated that he could have'saved the corporation $165,000
if all 80 stills at Whiting and the 30 stills at Lima had been set
up' originally to treat the. oil in the liquid phase. George Southard,
the vice-president of Solar estimated such an Installation might
have saved as much as $330,000. F; Q. Barstow to John.D. Rockefel
ler, March 25., 1891. Box 52, Rockefeller Family Archives.
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1891, a little over six months into production at Whiting, reports
reaching Rockefeller indicated that the success of the Frasch process
more than made up for those costs.

69

By the end of the year Stan

dard's total investment in the two refineries, at Lima and Whiting,
was over $7,000,000, of which about five million was the cost of
Whiting.

Profit from the two was over $1,000,000 for the first year.

Altogether Standard had invested in pipelines, equipment, purchases
of oil, and research on Lima crude the then huge total of $32,000,000.
Their net profit for the year, including profits on pipelines and the
refined oil and losses on crude oil and the sale of fuel oil, was
over $4,000,000, a one year return on investment of over 13 percent.^
In 1892 the Cleveland refinery was equipped with stills to handle the
Lima crude.^^

Other Standard refineries at Olean and Bayonne also

were readied to operate the Frasch process.

Some of the new stills

at Cleveland were equipped for the vapor process.

The other refiner

ies, after the experience of Whiting, got the cheesebox-type stills,
as adapted with the agitators to mix the patented compound and the
liquid distillate.

Perhaps because it was near Frasch and also be

cause it handled much less Lima oil than either Whiting or Lima in

^A r c h b o l d to Rockefeller, June 15, 1891.
Archives.

Box 52, Rockefeller Family

^ H i d y and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, pp. 166-167.
^ B u r t o n Testimony, United States v. Standard Oil Company (New Jersey),
p. 2641;. Preliminary plans for a 1250 barrel still at Cleveland #1
were approved by the. SO.manufacturing committee as early as June,
1890,. but there were: several delays in building the necessary stills
due to. design changes. Frank-Rockeifeller to John D. Rockefeller,
November 25, 1890. Box 127, Nevins Collection.
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the early years, Frasch supervised the installation of the vapor pro
cess equipment at the #1 works in Cleveland, and it generally worked

As the profits flowed in to Standard the price of kerosene
stayed relatively stable.

By one estimate the Frasch Process added

less than a penny to the cost of a barrel of refined oil.

73

The

owners of Standard stock, Frasch included, enjoyed a tremendous ap
preciation in the value of their certificates as well as the sizeable
dividends the company paid.

His acceptance of stock as part of the

package of benefits that brought him from Canada had proved to be a
wise move.

It was making him a wealthy man, able to provide well for

his family and help him finance his other activities.

The price per

share of the stock Frasch received for his patents and Canadian
properties was $168.

After the opening of Whiting, he was able to

sell part of his holdings for $820 per share.

74

Standard's success with Lima oil put its competitors at an even
worse disadvantage than they had been before, and heightened demands

72

Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, p. 166; F. Q. Barstow
to John D. Rockefeller, December 8 , 1891. Barstow reported to
Rockefeller that he was having Southard and Moffett study the Cleve
land method of running the vapor process. As Burton says Cleveland
#1 did not run Lima oil until 1892,. Barstow may have been referring
to the small experimental Kinsman Street refinery, Frasch's labora
tory. Burton in testimony almost twenty years later also may have
been in error and the big Cleveland plant may have begun using the
Frasch process in the winter of 1891. Box 52, Rockefeller Family
Archives,

73

.....................................................

"Herman Frasch,” The Petroleum Review (Volume 30,. Number 617), May
16, 1914, p. 554.
^Chandler, "Presentation Address," "The Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, February, 1912, p. 133.
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to break up the.company.

Federal, and state actions were Initiated

to control the company, actions which eventually ended in the disso
lution of the trust and the break-up of the company into smaller,
independent units.
companies.

The stockholders received shares in the successor

Even after selling a part of his holdings, Frasch re

tained until his death 700,000 shares of the Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey, the continuing dividends on which provided a steady and
dependable part of his annual i n c o m e . ^

The oil producers of Ohio

and Indiana also reaped rich rewards from Frasch's ability to make
their crude more u s e f u l . ^

In 1890 the crude sold for thirty cents a

barrel, itself a significant rise over earlier prices in anticipation
of Standard's probable success in the desulphurization project.
1903 the oil sold for an average of almost $1.15 a bar r e l . ^

In

In 1890

there had been 1900 producing wells in the Lima field; by 1900 there
were over 21,000.

78

The big refinery at Bayonne was larger,

oilmen of the decade Whiting represented a huge achievement.

79

but to
Its oil

was sold over most of the region between the Rockies and the Ohio
River.

80

Fuel oil from the Lima field powered the electric generators

^~*New York Times, December 19, 1914, p. 20.
^Chandler, "Presentation Address," The Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, 1914, p. 133.
^Giddens, Standard Oil Company (Indiana),' p . 29.
7g' ....................................
The Derrick's Hand-book of Petroleum (Oil City, Pennsylvania, 1898),
pp. 798-799.
^ P a u l Giddens to Nevins, June 14, 1952.
Q 0

,

“

Box 127, Nevins Collection.

‘ *

Giddens, Standard Oil Company:(Indihiva)y p. 8.
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at Chicago's 1893 Columbian Exposition.

At the fair, celebrating the

four hundred years of progress since Columbiis1 discovery of America,
Standard Oil, along with many other business enterprises, states,
foreign countries, and the federal government, exhibited contributions
to that progress.

The Standard exhibit displayed cans of all the

different products the company marketed in the United States.

81

Frasch was invited to the Exposition to discuss his process before an
international congress of scientists and engineers.
toured the Whiting refinery.

82

Some of the group

Others could view a model of the re

finery that the company put up as part of their exhibit.

The model

illustrated the flow of Lima oil from the well through the refinery
to the finished consumer products.

83

The occasion of the congress

was a satisfying experience for the scientist.

Frasch had an oppor

tunity to meet and talk with men of similar interests from Asia,
Europe, and America.
He was still working on improvements into the next year.

He sub

mitted three final patent applications for desulphurization in 1894,
two signed early in December and the third signed on his return from
Louisiana, on December 31, 1894.

All three were descriptions of an

Q1

Hubert H. Bancroft, The Book of t h e ■Fair; Ah Historical and De
scriptive Presentation of t h e ■W o rld•s Science, Art and Industry, As
Viewed through the Columbian Exhibition at Chicago in 1893. Volume
_I (New York, 1894), pp. 54-55, 309,' 467.
QO

Otto. N. Witt, "Hermann Frasch,” Chemiker-Zeitung (Volume XXXVIII,
Number 68), June 6 , 1914, p. 722!.
oq

*

...........

B a n c r o f t , The Book of the. Fair, p. .469. The Louisiana exhibit dis
played. several.mineral products of .the: state, including a salt
sculpture of; Lot!s.wife, but'no sulphur, p. 478. The Italian ex
hibit displayed various grades of sulphur from Sicily, p. 495.
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alternative vapor process.

The. system described may have been the

one that seemed'to be working at the Cleveland refinery.

Otherwise

Standard remained committed to the less complicated cheesebox method
that was so successful at Whiting, Lima, Olean, and Bayonne.

In this

variation Frasch had the vapors pass into a column attached to the
basic still.

Inside the column was a series of baffles coated with

the treatment compound.

The chief featurie of the new design was that

it allowed for the revival of spent compound in the column without re
moval.

The columns were constructed and placed in such a way that

when the compound was no longer effective, the flow of vapors into
any particular column could be cut; off.

An operator could then ap

ply heat to the column's contents to. re-oxidize the metals.

The same

heat could also be used to heat vapors in the working parts of the
apparatus at the same time.
tents,

84

The company took assignment on the pa-

but continued to rely for most of its commercial production

on the proven technology of Frasch's earlier work.
From the end of 1894 to 1899 most of Frasch's work for Standard
Oil was of a routine nature.

They permitted him to concentrate much

of his energies for the company on the related soda and salt projects,
and he took as much time as he could to continue the Louisiana work.
Routine testing of crudes before refining and inspection of refined
products for quality and color took place at each of Standard's

U. S. Patent Number 564,922 "Process of and Apparatus for Refining
Lima or. Similar Petroleum.” Date of application: December 5, 1894.
Date issued: July 28., 1896; U.. S. Patent Number 564,923 "Process
of Refining Lima or Similar Petroleum'.1' Date of application: Decem
ber 17, 1894. Date issued: July: 28, 1896; U. S. Patent Number
564,924 "Process of and Apparatus' for Refining Lima or Similar Pe
troleum." Date of application;: December 31, 1894. Date issued:
July 28, 1896.
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refineries.

Following the example of Frasch in Cleveland, Standard

executives encouraged the development of the small staffs of chem
ists at their refineries.

Particularly at Whiting and Bayonne chem

ists were doing practical research and experimentation as part of
their jobs.

Standard built on Frasch's example to make these indus

trial laboratories an ongoing part of their operations.

The industri

al laboratory as a usual and necessary part of the manufacturing pro
cess in oil became a model for similar activities in other industries.
Standard was a leader in recognizing the continuing role of an insti
tutionalized process of research and development.

The men who trained

and worked under Frasch became the first generation of a growing part
of the chemical profession, the industrial chemist.
In 1899 Frasch negotiated a new contract with Standard.

Under

the terms of the agreement Frasch made himeself available to the com
pany for special projects.

He was able to spend more of his time on

Union Sulphur business, but he continued to do important work for the
oil company, working for Standard mostly at their big refinery at
Bayonne.

His old associate Clarence Robinson had become head of the

newly-formed laboratory at Bayonne.

The large refinery, the biggest

on the East Coast, was located just across the bay from New York City,
and Standard headquarters there.
residence in Ohio,
gj

86

85

Frasch continued to maintain his

but he spent a good part of his time in New York

“............. ...
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in B i g :Business, pp. 161-166 and 438-443.

Q £ ......
...................... .................
.........
The Cleveland Directory for the-Year Ending .July 1892; Ibid., 1893;
Ibid.., 1894; Ibid., 1895; Ibid.:;'1896;Mbid., 1897; Ibid., 1898;
Ibid.,'1899; Ibid,, 1900;. Ibid., 1901; Ibid.; 1902; Ibid., 1903;
Ibid.,•1904; Ibid., 1905; Ibid.,M906.
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and New Jersey, where he could combine his attention to Union Sulphur
as well as Standard business.

His brother Hans had opened his own

offices as a private consulting chemist In the city, developing his
specialty in oil but also exhibiting a range of interests.

Frasch

may have stayed with him on some of his visits to the area, but he
also maintained rooms at a hotel in New York.

87

The first result of Frasch's experimentation at Bayonne was an
improvement in the method of separating the gasoline fractions and
other low boiling point fractions from kerosene in distillation.

In

the process of distillation these volatile portions sometimes got
mixed in with the slightly heavier illuminating oil fractions,
causing a problem by lowering the fire test of the oil.

Frasch de

signed a system for introducing steam into the vapors in such a way
as to achieve better separation in the condensers of the kerosene and
the more volatile fractions.

His purpose was to produce a purer il

luminating oil, but the process incidentally also tended to increase
the yield of gasoline, which would soon replace kerosene as the most
important product of the refiner.

87

He applied for a patent on this

Trow1s General Directory of the Boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx City
of New York Volume CXII For the Year Ending July 1, 1899 (New York,
1899); Ibid., 1900; Ibid., 1901; Ibid., 1093; Ibid., 1904; Ibid.,
1906; Ibid., 1907; Ibid., 1908; Ibid., 1909; Ibid., 1910; Ibid.,
1911; Ibid., 1913; Ibid., 1914; Ibid., 1915. Herman Frasch's busi
ness address in New York after 1900 was the Union Sulphur office.
His residence address was listed as the Waldorf-Astoria in 1909 and
France in 1911. Hans Frasch lived in the Endicott Hotel and had
offices at various places in the city from 1898.
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process and apparatus in August, 1900.

88

Kerosene was still the primary product of the oil industry, but
the development of the automobile industry and the consequent increase
in the demand for gasoline to fuel the new internal combustion engines
was just ahead.

89

less carriages."

Frasch was an early enthusiast of the new "horse
When cars were still a novelty, Frasch took to what

was then, even more than now, the adventure of driving.

It became

one of his chief forms of recreation in the little time he allowed
himself away from his work.

90

ment of the sulphur company.

That work was increasingly the manage
The work of bringing the oil industry

into the age of the automobile by greatly increasing the yield of gaso
line from crude oil, he left to that generation of oil chemists who
had largely trained under him, especially his former assistant, Burton.

91
The Pacific Coast Oil Company became a part'of the Standard; com

bination in 1900 and Frasch began his work bn the Fresno, or Coalinga,

88

U. S. Patent Number 845,456 "Separating Low-Boiling Products from
the Burning Oil Distillate of Petroleum to Raise the Fire-Test
Thereof." Date of application: August 1,, 1900. Date issued:
February 26, 1907. All the previous refining patents had been as
signed to Solar Refining Company, the corporate name for the re
finery at Lima, Ohio.
This one was assigned to the Standard Oil
Company (New Jersey).

go
Giddens, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), p. 78. The total number of
automobiles registered rose from four in 1895 to 8,000 in 1900. By
1910 there were 450,000.
In 1913 there were 1,260,000. Most ran
on gasoline.
q n .............................
Lake Charles American-Press,.May 28., 1914, p. 38.
91 '
.....
New Y o r k 'Times, December 30, 1954,- p. 17.
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crude soon thereafter.

His work at Bayonne on samples of the oil

complemented the work already begun on the oil by E. A. Starke and
his staff of chemists and technicians at the Point Richmond refinery
in California.

The Coalinga field was the largest in California.

The Coast Range Oil Company had discovered it in 1890.

The Standard,

through its West Coast subsidiaries, quickly became the major processor of oil from the field.

92

Since he had first started examining oil

almost thirty years before, considerable research had been done on
hydrocarbon compounds, the essential elements of petroleum.

Frasch's

interests were always directed toward the practical uses of oil pro
ducts , but he kept himself informed on the results and analytical
methods of the basic researchers.

Using the samples of the California

crude and refined products made from it that were brought to Bayonne,
he analyzed the oils for himself in the laboratory and studied the
processes used in refining the crude.

The California, as opposed to

the Pennsylvania and Ohio, oil was particularly rich in the so-called
aromatic hydrocarbons, some of the lightest of the fractions of oil.
In a 1902 patent for Standard he proposed a process for use by the
California refineries to separate out the benzene and naphthalene
fractions.

The process enabled the company to produce commercial quan

tities of those solvent oils as well as a purer kerosene and other oil
93
products.

■go.................. ...................................................

James A. Clark,-The Chronological History of the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Industries (Houston, 1963), pp. 65 and 77..
^ U . S. Patent Number 968,760 "Obtaining Petroleum Products." Date
of application: June 30, 1902'. Date: issued: August 30, 1910.
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Frasch's final patent for Standard Oil was for a method of obtaining high quality kerosene from Beaumont, Texas oil in 1902.

94

Southwestern Oil was just beginning to be a factor in the oil industry.
Captain Lucas, the sometime officer in the Austrian navy and explorer
of Louisiana and Texas salt domes, struck oil at Spindletop, near
Beaumont, in January, 1901.

The surrounding area of Texas and Louisi-

ana quickly became another "boom" area of oil production.

95

Through

affiliates, Standard was soon interested in the new field, and Frasch
had samples from the field to test.

The new oil, like that in Canada

and Ohio, had a high sulphur content, with all the problems that had
entailed in those areas.

The Texas oil, however, had a different

hydrocarbon structure from that found in the eastern fields.

Those

oils had a so-called paraffin base; Beaumont oil was asphalt-based.
The different kinds of oil held the sulphur compounds in different
ways.

Frasch's process for desulphurizing Lima oil would require mod

ifications to work on the new petroleum.

After experiments at Bayonne

he patented a process for producing a relatively non-smoking, odorfree kerosene from the oil.

In this process he suggested the use of

alcohol as the primary cleansing agent, followed by the usual baths
in sulphuric acid and caustic s o d a . ^

Apparently little kerosene was

ever produced by the last Frasch desulphurization process.

Little of

the early production from the. field went., in any event, into kerosene.
QA

U. S. Patent Number 951,272..''Obtaining "Petroleum Products;" Date of
application: * October ,4i 1902',. ;Date;:.i^Sued: March 8 , 1910.

95

‘‘ ’
R e i d .S . •McBeth, Pioneering’the'Gulf ~Coast:
Captain ‘Anthony F . Lucas (New York, 1918).

^U.

!
A Story of the Life of

S. Patent Number 951,272.
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Standard was not able to achieve Its usual commanding position in the
area.

Most of the oil, in those early days, was sold for boiler fuel.

The competition among the rmany small royalty owners and production
companies, kept production high and prices low.

Those factors preven

ted the kind of appreciation in the value of the crude that the earlier Frasch process had brought to Lima oil.

97

As a major consumer of

the Beaumont oil at his sulphur mine, Frasch cannot have been very
disappointed that the local oil stayed inexpensive.

98

Frasch continued the part-time work at Standard until 1905, when
he severed his relationship, except as a stockholder, with the company.
His last work at Bayonne was typical of the kind of projects he had
always pursued.

Working with Robinson and his laboratory staff, he

experimented with ways to increase the yield of useable grease and
lubricants from the waste oil and sludge generated by the normal re
fining process.

The work was productive, but did not result in any

further patents for the company from Frasch.
Standard seems to have been amicable.

99

His parting with

The sulphur company was just

beginning to show commercial success and was taking more and more of
his time.

He was becoming an independently wealthy man and could

therefore feel himself in a position to work on his own.

He had dis

charged the debts to John D. Rockefeller, and they continued to main
tain a friendly, if distant, relationship.

In spite of the well-

~q T ~

Testimony of William M. Burton, United States v. Standard Oil Com
pany (New Jersey), pp. 2651-2652.

go

.... .......
See .Chapter VII below.

......

gg '
........................
Hidy and Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business, p. 440.
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publicized break between the brothers Rockefeller, Frasch had kept up
cordial relations with both, naturally maintaining closer contact with
Frank in Cleveland than with the others in New York.
His second marriage had proved a happy one.

Elizabeth Frasch

became particularly close to his daughter, Frieda.*’®®

Frasch's suc

cess allowed his already socially prominent wife to move, with his
daughter, in the circles of Cleveland society.

His daughter's marri

age in 1902 to Henry D. Whiton, performed at the Frasch home on
Euclid, was a major social event in the city, with over 200 invited
guests.

One of Frieda's bridesmaids was the daughter of Senator Mark

Hanna, the man who had exercised so much influence in the administra
tion of the late President William McKinley.*-®*

Young Whiton, at that

time employed at Charles F. Brush’s electric company, came from a
highly respected Cleveland family.

Most of his forebears had come to

Cleveland from careers as small entrepreneurs in upper New York state.
One had made a fortune in the railroad industry.

After the young

couple were settled, Frasch invited Whiton into the sulphur business,
and they moved to New York.

102

*®®Undated note from Frieda Frasch Whiton to Elizabeth B. Frasch. Ap
parently written sometime after Frasch's death. "Arrived early
this morning and am more impressed with the wonder of pur dear one's
great genius — I'm so delighted with the appearance of the place
— So busy and marked efficiency is the keynote. John [probably
John Henning], Herman [Frasch's.grandson] and I have been out for
two hours and my heart aches -— the place spells Daddy •— our love
to you. Frieda." Union Sulphur File, The Brimstone Museum, Sul
phur, Louisiana.
*® *The Cleveland Leader, October 16,-1902, p. 4; Ibid., October 17*
1902.,. p. 6 .
102.............. ' ................ r

I ................

The National Cyclopedia of American’Biography.
York, 1935), p. 403.

'

. .Volume 24 (New
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The general happiness of Frasch's domestic life lacked only a
closeness between father and son to be complete.

His surviving son

George had followed Herman and Hans Frasch into a career as a chemist.
The young man worked in Cleveland at his profession while still living
in the family home.

103

He even took an interest in the sulphur pro

ject, visiting the mine on his own or with friends in the period from
1897 to 1903.

104

For whatever the reasons that sometimes separate

sons from their strong and successful fathers, an estrangement grew
between the two.

George decided to leave home.

As had his father,

the son chose to emigrate to a new frontier of opportunity, in his
case Australia.

The split between the two never healed.

Herman Frasch

had made a sentimental journey home to visit his aged parents in Ger
many after being away for twenty years.

After they died he continued

to make periodic visits back to the old hometown to visit their grave.
George Frasch did not return to see his father before he died.

He

settled in Sydney, Australia, and he was there when Frasch di e d . * ^
The fifteen years from his remarriage in 1890 to his resignation
from Standard in 1905 were busy years for Frasch.

They were years

when his reputation as a chemist grew and flourished.

Cleveland Directory.
1899.
104

There were also

. .1896; Ibid., 1897; Ibid., 1898; Ibid.,

[Lake Charles] Weekly American, October 30, 1903, p. 6 .

* ^ New York Times, December 19, 1914, p. 20. The official valuation
of Frasch's estate at his death was over $5 million. Frasch left
his son only a trust fund of $50,000, The bulk was divided between
his wife and daughter. According to an old family tradition Frasch
and his son simply could not get along. Herman F. Whiton, Jr. to
the author, February 24, 1983.
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major disappointments £or him in those years.

Although his brilliance

and his persistence had not been enough to save him from business and
personal reverses, those qualities had made him a success in his city
and in his profession.

They were also beginning to pay off in Cal

casieu Parish.
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CHAPTER VII
FRASCH SULPHUR

While Toniette was tending the idle mine at Sulphur,* Frasch and
Ho£fman were spending the summer of 1898 in Italy.

Frasch was waiting

at Naples when Hoffman and the drilling equipment arrived.
start difficulties plagued the Italian project.
street rioting trapped the men in their hotel.

From the

Several days of
When the frenzy of

the mob of Naples' almost perpetual underclass of the unemployed and
hungry subsided after a few days, Frasch and Hoffman surveyed some
nearby sites.

None seemed promising.

Frasch had also been investi

gating some potential sites in Sicily itself and chose one likely
site for the experiment.

He managed to lease some land located be

tween two mines producing sulphur by the traditional pick and shovel
methods.

After ordering the equipment sent to Port Empedocle, Frasch

had to return to the United States.

He left Hoffman to assemble a

local crew to drill into the site for sulphur.

Hoffman had only the

experience gained at Sulphur in drilling, and his Italian crew knew
much less.

The small crew managed to overcome their inexperience and

forced down two drill pipes 1000 feet into the soil and rock, but they
encountered no sulphur.

The company's finances were low as usual, and

when Hoffman reported the two dry holes, Frasch ordered the work
stopped, perhaps hoping to start again when he could raise a little
more capital.

Hoffman felt abandoned in the little seaport with its

primitive sanitary conditions and unreliable drinking water.

Frasch

* ['Lake Charles] Weekly American, July 13, 1901, p. 2.

211
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did not object when Hoffman wired Cleveland that he was coming home.
He arrived back there in April, 1899 and tendered his resignation.
Frasch accepted it reluctantly, but there was little else he could do.
The Italian experiment was a failure and the Louisiana project was
still shut down.

The young mine superintendent took a somewhat less

demanding position as a cashier in a local bank.
mined to keep the sulphur venture alive.
looked bleak.

Frasch was deter

The future of Union Sulphur

2

Hewitt, Cooper, and Twombly were anxious about their investment,
but they were willing to be patient a little longer.

Twombly had al

most no knowledge of the sulphur business, but he did have faith in
Frasch, in spite of personal disagreements.

His willingness to in

crease his contribution to the company's capital was crucial in oper
ations and incidentally made him, after Frasch, the largest shareholder
3
in Union Sulphur.

His earliest partners, Frank Rockefeller and F. B.

Squire, had grown increasingly impatient with the lack of progress
and profits, in spite of their long association with Frasch.

Another

Standard associate, L. H. Severance, took over Frank Rockefeller's
4
interests and Frasch himself bought out his friend Squire.
The year 1900 brought the company only further disappointment.
Frasch raised working capital, and again drillers and laborers dis
turbed the calm of the mines.

They drilled into the sulphur deposit,

__
Testimony of Jacob C. Hoffman, pp. 511-513, Union Sulphur Company
v. Freeport Texas Company.
3
New York Times, December 18, 1910, Section 5, p. 4.
^[New Orleans] Times-Picayune, May 28, 1916, p. 8 .
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pumped water, fired the boilers with coal and steamed the well."*
g

It produced only thirty-six tons of sulphur.

On January 1, 1901 the

financial records of the company revealed how far it was from being
a profitable enterprise.

The bills and accounts payable, including

the mortgage on the land assumed by Union Sulphur, had amounted since
the formation of the company to $138,652.54.

The company had expended

$120,912.24 in development work and $41,188.48 in total interest pay
ments.

Against this expenditure of almost $310,000 the company had

received only $67,327.35 from sulphur sales.7

Union Sulphur had had

little trouble in selling the sulphur it produced and the net return
of about $15 per ton was not bad.

Because of the unsteady production,

they had been unable to enter into any long term or very large con
tracts.

Their production was still only a tiny fraction of total

usage and not even the most significant domestic production.

The

price of fuel, because of transportation costs for the coal, was way
too high.

The cost of transporting the sulphur to market, and most

of the markets were located on the East Coast, also cut into returns,
as the total price of the sulphur had to compete with the price of
other sulphur.

The prices of Sicilian sulphur quoted at New York,

and the price of pyrites, were the practical limits of the prices
Union Sulphur could charge.

Labor costs at the mine were a fixed

part of the costs, but the work force of skilled and therefore better

5Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 6 , "Record Books of the Union Sulphur Com
pany ," p . 460. Union Sulphur v . Freeport Texas.
^Testimony of Clarence A. Snider, p. 336.
Texas.

Union Sulphur v. Freeport

7Ibid., pp. 338-339.
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paid employees was small.

The larger part of the work force was the

laboring crew, the men who broke up the dried sulphur and loaded it
for shipment.

Fuel was the big problem.

a steady stream of hot steam.
of fuel.

The Frasch process required

The boilers consumed huge quantities

The profitability of the mine hinged directly on that cost.

There had been technical problems since the start, but Frasch was able
to deal with them as they arose.
such problems.
melted sulphur.

He and the drillers could work with

The air pump had solved the problem of lifting the
Frasch worked on technical changes in his original

designs to combat the problem of the ambient water in the deposit.
Frasch had a technical success; there was little he could do about
g

the price of coal.

Spindletop solved the problem of fuel.

As they read the discouraging reports in January, 1901, the prin
cipals in Union Sulphur might also have been reading about Captain
9
Lucas' "gusher" near Beaumont.

The local oil was plentiful and cheap.

Frasch moved quickly to take advantage of the good fortune.

He soon

had fuel enough to exhibit to his detractors exactly how his process
worked.^

The trickle of sulphur that hardly paid for its cost of

production could become a river that would change the world sulphur
industry.

g
"Brief for Union Sulphur Company and Reply to Defendant's Brief on
Validity and Infringement," pp. 54-55, 59, 62-63. Union Sulphur v.
Freeport Texas; Albert G. Wolf, "The Gulf Coast Sulphur Industry,"
Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol. 112, No. 16 (October 15, 1921),
p. 606.
9
Clark, The Chronological History of the Petroleum and Natural Gas
Industries, p. 78.
^['Lake Charles] Weekly American, September 14, 1901, p. 5.
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Production began to pick up considerably in 1901.

11

new wells were steamed and produced together 3,078 tons.
had been concentrated in the latter part o£ the year,
900 tons were sold that year.

14

13

That year two

12

Production

and only about

Even before the news of the great oil

discovery Frasch had decided to increase the number of boilers.

He

was hoping that the increased capacity of the boilers would enable
the mine to operate at greater capacity, achieving economies of scale
in spite of high fuel costs.

There were fifteen boilers on the mine

site when the first well of 1901 was steamed.
had equipped them to burn oil.

Toniette and his men

Instead of the high-priced coal Frasch

started getting oil from Texas, at thirty cents a barr e l . ^
The increased activity at the mine in 1901 attracted some local
attention, but the discovery of oil set off a speculative boom in oil
exploration.

A report in early May of a "gusher" at the mine brought

a rush of visitors to Sulphur.^

Frasch1s long time relationship with

Standard Oil was the subject of rumors and gave rise to speculation
that the giant oil company was holding back on local oil development
to protect its northern interests and just sitting on a vast field of

^Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 6 , p. 460.
12
13

Snider Testimony, p. 336.

Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.

Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.

[Lake Charles] Weekly American, November 16, 1901, p. 6 .

^ S n i d e r Testimony, p. 340.

Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.

*^(Lake Charles) Weekly American, September 14, 1901, p. 5.
16Ibid., May 4, 1901, p. 8 .
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oil beneath the mine property. *7

In fact there was oil overlying

parts of the underground sulphur deposit.

The old exploratory well

where the men had been killed by the poisonous gas ten years before,
although capped, still seeped oil, and a thin film of oil covered the
water-filled open shafts begun years before.

What caused the local

excitement was a geyser-like flow of oil that suddenly erupted from
a sulphur well being sunk late in April.

Until the workmen could cap

the oil, it overflowed the barrels gathered to catch it.

The laborers

had to dig a trench to capture the unwanted liquid in pools formed by
18
makeshift levees.

In the m i n e , oil was a nuisance;

to foul the sulphur deposit.

it threatened

It was potentially useful as fuel, but

trying to manage two operations, oil and sulphur production, at once
presented considerable difficulties.

Tests showed that the oil on

the property was a particularly heavy, sulphur-laden oil, excellent
for use as a lubricant.

Toniette, who had been superintendent of

operations since the reopening of the mine, had the oil gathered up
and shipped to New Orleans.

As a source of high-grade lubricating oil,

it sold for $3 or $3.50 per barrel, ten times the price of Beaumont
oil.

The mess was cleaned up and sulphur operations quickly resumed.

19

In September, 1901 drillers struck oil on the Jules Clements farm
six miles northeast of Jennings, Louisiana.

It was the beginning of

17Ibid., May 31, 1902, p. 5.
18Ibid., May 4, 1901, p. 8 .
^ I b i d ., September 14, 1901, p. 5; Ibid., July 13, 1901, p. 2.
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the Jennings £ield, Louisiana's first.

20

Located just east of Lake

Charles* the field later became an important source of oil to the
mine, supplementing the Texas supply.

21

Sulphur is located almost

equally near both fields, and on the same major rail line.
In the fever of oil exploration many people could not seem to
understand why Union Sulphur did not simply drill for oil.

22

Toniette

and Frasch patiently explained to visitors that there was no ulterior
motive.

Toniette showed reporters from the local Lake Charles news

paper around the plant and explained, generally, the sulphur oper
ations.

He showed them the progress that was being made in producing

an equally valuable product.

23

Some in the area remained skeptical,

and some began looking for sulphur as well as oil.

24

A small amount of sulphur came up in the early summer.

The big

production of the year came from a well steamed on September 1, 1901.
Pumping of thesulphur began four days later
month.

It was

worked well.

25

the largest single producing well so far.

21

Everything

Production only stopped when the Houston River Canal

Company shut off the water
on

and continued for a

supply.

The well was draining too much of

~

Clark, The Chronological History of the Petroleum and Natural Gas
Industries, p. 79.
The Lake Charles American, January 27, 1905, p. 3.

22

[Lake Charles] Weekly American, December 7, 1901, p. 2.

22Ibid., September 14, 1901, p. 5.
24Ibid., July 26, 1902, p. 1.
25Ibid., October 26, 1901, p. 2.
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their water.

The company had to rework its arrangement with the canal

people to assure enough water from them as well as from pools on the
mine property.

Work went ahead on a third new well in November and

fifteen new boilers of 150 horsepower each were put on order.

26

For

the first year of the new century, Louisiana was the fourth producer
among the states.

Nevada, Idaho, and Utah all produced more sulphur

than the mine at Stulphur, but total United States production hit
an all-time high, for the first time exceeding one percent of total
domestic consumption.

27

The company books at the end of 1901 did not

reveal the progress that had been made.

Only $12,000 worth of sulphur

had been sold that year, but there were over 2000 tons on hand at the
mine.

28

Frasch and Toniette were assembling a team of men and equip

ment to continue the increase in production.
Frasch put Toniette in general charge of pumping operations, and
the former telegraph boy, John L. Henning, worked in the mine office.
Frasch decided to contract for the drilling work.
two new men for 1902.

He contracted with

The more experienced and successful was William

R. Keever, who had been involved in drilling since 1889.

In 1901 he

had drilled one of the first wells in the Jennings field.

The other

contract driller was William Andrews.

Keever did not complete his

work at Jennings until after the new year began and started work at

^ I b i d . , November 16, 1901, p. 6 .
^ The Mineral Industry 1901 (New York, 1902), p. 593.
28

29

Snider Testimony, p. 340, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
[Lake Charles! Weekly American, July 13, 1901, p. 2.
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Sulphur In April, 1902.
picious beginning.

His first well was #22.

It was not an aus

His crew worked on the well for six months, but

had to abandon the attempt when the shifting ground bent the drill
pipe.

The next attempt was more successful, and Keever drilled four

more by June, 1903.

At that time, Frasch had decided to reorganize

the operation again to put the drillers on as employees.

He offered

to buy Keever's equipment and put him on salary, but the offer was
not attractive enough for the driller, who knew of the excellent pros
pects available in the area for an experienced oil driller.
the mine to accept work in Texas.

He left

Frasch had to hire someone else to

supervise drilling.
The new battery of fifteen boilers was in place by the middle of
1902,

30

and total production for the year was almost 5000 tons, an

increase of about sixty percent over the previous year.

31

It was

the first year Louisiana produced more sulphur than any other state.
Frasch sulphur was almost seventy percent of the total domestic sul
phur.

It was still a very small part of total domestic consumption,

but it was beginning to attract considerable attention.

32

The coastal plain around Sulphur began to attract the interest of
men looking for sulphur as well as oil.

In July, 1902 a new company

announced its plans to compete with Frasch.

They apparently labored

under the same misconception about the nature of the sulphur deposit
_

Testimony of William R. Keever, pp. 1203-1205, Union Sulphur v.
Freeport Texas.
31

Snider Testimony, p. 335, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.

^ T h e Mineral Industry 1902 (New York, 1905), p. 573.
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as Frasch had when he tried to find sulphur ten years before southwest
of the mine property.

The property they leased was adjacent to the

land he had purchased in 1892, along Bayou Choupique.
prise had strong financial backing.

The new enter

The administrator of the estate

of George R. Hearst, father of the publisher William Randolph Hearst,
was involved.

C. Talamo Rossi, one of the leading New York importers

of Sicilian sulphur, was also among the backers.

33

Sicilian interests

had noted with some concern that increase in activity at the reopened
mine.

34

Dobson.

The mining engineer in charge of the new company was Charles
He was an experienced miner and in his own way ingenious.

He proposed reviving an old, untried method for extracting what turned
out to be the non-existent sulphur.

One of the failed companies at

Sulphur had considered the process but had never tried it.

Dodson

proposed sinking pipes containing ammonia into the earth down to the
sulphur.

The ammonia would freeze the ground water and allow men to

excavate a shaft down to the deposit.

The shaft would be lined with

iron rings to keep out the water when the ground began to thaw.

35

Even had everything gone well in the construction the process would
09

[Lake Charles] Weekly American, July 26, 1902, p. 1.
34
Mineral Resources for 1895, Seventeenth Annual Report of the U. S.
Geological Survey (Washington, D.C., 1896), p. 960. As early as
November, 1895 the U. S. Consul at Catania had reported Sicilian
interest in the Frasch project at Sulphur.
OC
[Lake Charles! Weekly American, August 2, 1902, p. 1. One of the
companies that had controlled the Frasch mine property in the period
1886-1889, the National Sulphur Company, had considered the same
method,the so-called Poetsch process, but financial difficulties had
never permitted them to try it. Frank M. Kerr, "The Sulphur Depos
its of Calcasieu Parish," Journal of the Association of Engineering
Societies, Vol. XXVII
No. 2 (February, 1902), p. 94.
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not have worked at the Frasch property, because the sulphur deposit
Itself contained water.

Dobson did not know this, and In any event

he found no sulphur on the Mayo property.
year,-

He kept looking for over a

putting down several test holes, none of which showed sulphur.

3

When local reporters asked Frasch about the Dobson company, he sug
gested the company save their efforts and try to develop the oil
that they had happened upon on the property.

By then Frasch had a

pretty good idea of the local geology and the structure of the salt
dome where he was working.

He was not afraid of competition.

37

Eventually Dobson's National Sulphur Company lost their lease.

The

landowner was satisfied to pump the small oil deposit they had managed to find.
The

38

This failure did not discourage other investors.

evident success of the Frasch mine spurred others to explore

land around his mine property.

All of them failed.

39

Operations at Union Sulphur increased by almost 500 percent in
1903 over the activity of the previous year.

After the drillers fin

ished drilling a hole, Toniette and his crews installed the interior

36------------------[Lake Charles] Weekly American, August 23, 1902, p. 2; Ibid., Aug
ust 29, 1902, p. 6 ; Ibid., December 6 , 1902, p. 1; Ibid., February
27, 1902, p. 2; Ibid., June 24, 1904, p. 3.
37Ibid., April 17,

1903, p. 7.

33Ibid., June 24, 1904,

p. 3.

3^Ibid., July 26, 1902,
p. 1 (the Gladys Oil and Sulphur Company);
Ibid., April 17,
1903, p. 1 (theLouisiana SulphurMining
and Oil
Company); Ibid., April 24, 1903, p. 8 (the Vinton Oil
and Sulphur
Company); Ibid., July 3, 1903, p. 4 (Union Oil and Sulphur Company,
a South Dakota company); Ibid.,June 24, 1904, p. 3 (the Dirigo Oil
and Sulphur Company).
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pipes and began the steaming process.
new wells in 1903
over the year.

40

41

They steamed a total of eleven

and the mine produced 23,715 long tons of sulphur

The increased boiler capacity Frasch had ordered and

the hiring of a steady work force meant that several wells could be
steamed simultaneously.

The mine consumed a steady flow of fuel oil

and water, up to 600 barrels of oil per day and larger quantities of
superheated water.

The old uncapped wells on the property constantly

flowed water from underground.

For the most part this artesian water

was not usable in the boilers because of its high mineral content of
sulphur and g y p s u m . ^
The growth of the permanent work force at the mine required the
company to make plans for housing them.

43

Some employees lived in

the little town of Sulphur just to the east of the mine property.
Most of the men, and their families, lived in company-built housing
on the mine property.

Actual mining operations took up only a small

part of the total acreage owned by Union Sulphur.

Frasch and Henning

supervised the construction of small villages of cottages on cleared
and drained sections of the company's land.

As the work force ex

panded they had to make arrangements for the basic support services
of a small city on the mine property including a domestic water supply

^Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 6 , p. 460, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
41
42

Snider Testimony, p. 336, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
Keever Testimony, pp. 432-433, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.

A3
(Lake Charles] Weekly American, April 3, 1903, p. 2.
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and such varied ancillary services as a barber shop and stores.

44

From Cleveland or his New York office Frasch was involved in the ar
ranging of markets and transportation for the sulphur the mine was
producing.

And as always he was frequently at the mine, studying

the location of new wells, looking over the output of the boilers,
experimenting with the configuration of the pipe casings, going over
production figures with John Henning, and talking about equipment
problems and improvements with Jacques Toniette and the drillers.

45

In October and November, 1903 Frasch submitted four patent appli
cations describing the process then in use, the original conception
of 1890 as modified to meet the circumstances actually encountered,
and improved to achieve greater efficiency.

The seventeen years of

protection for his ideas afforded by the 1890 patents would run out
in 1908.

He expected to gain more time to maintain his effective

monopoly over domestic sulphur production by patenting the only work
ing application of his ideas.

The principles outlined in the 1903

applications were essentially the same as those of the original hot
water process.

The new applications sought protection for the improve

ments made to those earlier patents that had been made in order for
the Frasch process to work in Sulphur.

Frasch incorporated more spe

cific descriptions of the pipe and valve configurations, including a

44

Findings of Facts by the Special Master, pp. 29-33. The Union Sul
phur Company v. Charles M. Richard, Assessor, et. al. United States
Circuit Court, Fifth Circuit, Western District.of Louisiana, No.
375 (1908). Fort Worth Branch, National Archives and Records Ser
vice.

45

Snider Testimony, pp. 342-343, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
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new design improvised at the mine to combat the problems of sulphur
solidifying in the valve controlling the discharge of sulphur from
the well and the depth of the hot water pipe relative to the other
casings.

He noted that he had to raise the temperature of the hot

water introduced into the mine by about twenty degrees Fahrenheit over
what he had earlier planned, to overcome the cooling effect of the
naturally present ground water.

46

He also patented the process used

in some wells of introducing sawdust or other material with the water
to try to seal up passages in the porous sulphur rock and keep the
melting fluid from dispersing uselessly away from the well.

Similar

ly he had had to put the water in at a higher pressure to try to
force the cooler underground water away from the melting sulphur.

47

He also wanted to protect by patent the process used only occasionally
of putting down a second well in close proximity to a non-producing
well and introducing the hot water into both.

He had found that in

some cases the delivery of water into the second well would provide
the extra heat necessary to heat the deposit and bring a non-productive
well into production.
frequently.

48

This secondary recovery method was used in

It was usually easier, and more productive, simply to

lay down a complete new well.
46

U. S. Patent Number 988,994 "Valve for Pipes Which Convey Melted
Sulphur." Date of application: October 30, 1903. Date issued:
April 11, 1911.

47U. S. Patent Number 870,620 "Mining Sulphur." Date of application:
October 30, 1903. Date issued: November 12, 1907; U. S. Patent
Number 977,444 "Apparatus for Mining Sulphur." Date of application:
October 30, 1903. Date issued: December 6 , 1910.
48

U. S. Patent Number 988,995 "Mining Sulphur." Date of application:
October 30, 1903. Date issued: April 11, 1911.
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As they gained greater experience Frasch and his drillers learned
to grow less dependent on specific core samples from wells as predic
tors of their success.

Rather than concentrate their energies on

getting production from a well with rich core deposit samples but
little initial production, they laid down more wells, based on their
growing picture of the size and extent of the underground dome.

The

shifting flows of the underground water was a constant problem, which
they learned to work around.

The increasing number of wells meant

that Frasch and his drillers were getting a better and better idea of
the depth and thickness of the sulphur deposit.
to control absolutely the ground water.

It was impossible

Sinking another well close

to an unproductive well might in many cases bring in a strong pro
ducer.

The drillers were gradually learning to predict, roughly, the

right places to look within the mining area.
shaped like a cone.

The sulphur deposit was

Frasch's earliest wells, and those of his prede

cessors, had tapped the deposit near the apex of the cone.

Further

drilling tended to extend outward from that center and had to go
deeper into the earth to strike sulphur.

49

In the next year there was a further doubling of the new wells
steamed.

Total production for 1904 from the old wells still in pro

duction and the twenty-two new ones steamed^amounted to 79,187 long
tons, more than three times the sulphur brought out in 1903."^

49Keever Testimony, pp. 423-433, 438-440, 450-451, 1206, 1213-1219,
Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
"^Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 66 , p. 460, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
Snider Testimony, p. 336, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
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Success was breeding even greater success.

The company had finally

begun to show a profit, and the profits allowed for greater expansion.

52

Towards the end of 1904 Frasch proudly told a visitor

amazed at the activity at the mine that he ought to reserve judgment
until the next y e a r .

That year, he said, would be a "real corker."

There were actually fewer new wells steamed in 1905, only 19,

53

54

but production from all the wells in operation amounted to 218,950
long tons for the year.

Frasch sulphur was pouring forth from the

earth, drying in great bins, being broken up by pick and shovel and
blasting powder, and then being shipped to markets in the United
States and Europe .

^

In January, 1905 W. R. Keever had returned from eighteen months
of successful oil drilling in Texas to accept Frasch's offer of the
position of head driller at the mine.

This time he stayed on as an

employee, settling in Sulphur with his family, to supervise the
drilling operations and helping to direct the phenomenal growth of
activity at Union Sulphur.
The market for sulphur had changed greatly since Frasch1s first

52Ibid., p. 341.
53

Findings of Fact by the Special Master, p. 28, Union Sulphur v.
Richard, Assessor.

54

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 6 , p. 460, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
Snider Testimony, p. 336,' Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
C f L ..........................................

The Lake Charles American, July 8 , 1904, p. 3;'Ibid., December 23,
1904, p. 3.
"^Keever Testimony, p. 436, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
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conception of his hot water process in 1890.

The demand for sulphur

had greatly increased, and new sources of supply had arisen to meet
that increased demand.

The Louisiana sulphur entered a market domi

nated by two main sources, the traditional rock sulphur mines in
Sicily and the growing exploitation of pyrites, sulphur and metal ore
compounds found in the United States, but most plentiful in Spain.
Frasch sulphur had many advantages in this growing market.

58

It was

virtually pure when it emerged from the ground, requiring no further
refining for most purposes.

For Americans it was a domestic supply.

For the first time in history it allowed for the possibility that the
expanding domestic demand not be subject to the vagaries of foreign
trade difficulties.

Its price, based on its relatively low cost of

production, was easily competitive.

With all of its advantages,

Frasch sulphur still faced formidable competition.

59

Sicilian sulphur commanded much of the world market.

Domesti

cally, many users of sulphur had turned to the pyrites for a source
of supply.

This was particularly the case with the largest consumers

of sulphur, the sulphuric acid manufacturers.^

Frasch had no desire

to disrupt the market or to destroy the livelihood of the traditional
producers.

To a large extent he achieved a market for his product by

CQ
Mineral Resources of the United States 1903 (Eashington, D.C., 1904),
pp. 1072-1074.
^^The Mineral Industry 1904 (New York, 1905), pp. 383-384. Frasch
told the editors of The Mineral Industry that he was producing sul
phur cheaply enough to be able to ship it to Sicily and still sell
it there at their cost.
^ M i n e r a l Resources of the•United States 1903, p. 1073; Haynes, The
American Chemical Industry, II, p. 195.
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helping to increase the total market, in a case of greater supply
stimulating greater demand.

Louisiana's production, as huge as it

was becoming, was bound to make an impact on the world.

The chemist-

inventor skillfully handled the introduction of the Louisiana sulphur
to the market.

In 1897 he was trying to sell all he could produce

and found difficulties becausie he could not guarantee steady, economi
cal production.

After 1905 he and Union Sulphur managed a growing

stockpile of sulphur.

For Frasch it was a happy turn of events.

Typically for the man, he worked to assure that Union Sulphur's suc
cess not be at the expense of others, consumers of producers, but that
it should accrue to a mutual advantage.

Frasch saw no real gain for

himself or others in a competition for markets through drastic price
cutting.

Based on his reduced costs of production Frasch could prob

ably have reduced significantly the prices he charged for his sulphur,
resulting in at least short-term savings to consumers.

It is diffi

cult to see how such a policy could have resulted in lasting benefi
cial results.

Sharp cuts in the price of sulphur would have driven

his competitors from the field, with particularly ruinous effects on
Sicily.

Low prices tended to encourage stockpiling of sulphur by the

industrial consumers.

Low producer prices are certainly no sure

guarantee of low prices for individual consumers of products manufac
tured trom those basic products.

Frasch chose to establish Union Sul

phur in the market with minimal disruption of traditional producers.
He chose to carve out a portion of the growing total market and help
provide stability in price and distribution.

Expecting to continue

to be a major factor in sulphur for years to come, based on his patents
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and the enormous richness of the Louisiana field, he was more interes
ted in long-term, steady growth of the whole sulphur industry.

In

fact the sudden appearance of this huge new supply did cause some
changes and some disruption in the sulphur markets, but Frasch worked
very hard to keep a balance between his natural desires to see his
discovery exploited and his equally natural inclination towards the
efficient use of natural resources.

61

The most important.single product of sulphur was sulphuric acid.
That acid in turn has a multitude of uses in industrial and agricul
tural processes.

Oil refining and fertilizer production, both grow-

ing industries, consumed large quantities.

62

By the time Frasch sul

phur came on the market in large amounts, however, the acid producers
in the United States had begun to follow the example of many of their
counterparts in Europe and had switched from the use of free sulphur
to pyrites as their primary raw material.

63

European acid manufac

turers had begun the conversion as early as the 1830's to break their

^Fras c h , "Address of Acceptance," The Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, 1912, pp. 139-140.
In his The Brimstone
Game: Monopoly in Action (Austin, Texas, 1949), Robert A. Mont
gomery argues that Union Sulphur gained excessive profits at the ex
pense of southern and southwestern farmers who paid approximately
10 percent of their income for fertilizer. He criticizes Union Sul
phur, the other American producers, and the Italians for keeping the
price of sulphur artificially high.

62

Haynes, Brimstone:

63

The Stone That Burns, pp. 21-27.

Donald B. M ason,.'.'The Sulfur .Industry: History and Development,"
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 30, No. 7 (July, 1938),
pp. 745-746.
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dependence on the Sicilian monopoly of sulphur.^

In the United

States that had not begun to happen until almost sixty years later.
In 1885 free sulphur was the raw material for 85 percent of the do
mestic acid produced.
only two percent.^

By 1909 that percentage had been reducedi.fco
In Great Britain, and to a much lesser extent ;in

this country, acid manufacturers had also turned to the industrial
wastes from alkali production as a source of sulphur.

In the United

States domestic mining for pyrites increased, but not enough to meet
the demand, and the acid mnaufacturers were increasingly becoming de
pendent on foreign sources, especially Spain, for their supplies.
Spanish-American War briefly interrupted that commerce,

66

The

but imports

of foreign pyrites for acid more than doubled from 1895 to 1 9 0 3 . ^
Union Sulphur was able to sell some sulphur to acid manufacturers,
but could not depend on them immediately for a market.

Some companies,

like the Grasselli works in Cleveland, preferred free sulphur for
making at least their strongest acids.

68

The fertilizer industry,

which in large part manufactured its own acid, took a larger part of
Frasch1s production.

Union Sulphur's marketing agents in New York,

(J5------------------Philip De Wolf and E.
L. Larison, American Sulphuric Acid Practice
(New York and London,, 1921), p. 33.
^ W e r n e r W. Duecker and
James R. West, eds., TheManufacture of Sul
furic Acid (New York and London, 1959), p. 6 .

........................
Nineteenth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey. Mineral
Resources of the United States 1897 (Washington, B.C., 1898), pp.
557-558.
' ....................... ...................
Mineral Resources of the United States 1903 (Washington, D.C., 1904),
pp. 1073-1074.
gg
Haynes, American Chemical Industry, II, p. 195.

C rf
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Pettit and Parsons, searched out other customers for the Louisiana
project

They found customers for the sulphur among such industries

as rubber, insecticides, and fumigants.

The largest user of bulk

sulphur was the paper industry.^
The development of the sulphide process for converting wood pulp
into paper, beginning on a large scale only in the 1880's, was working
a revolution in the paper industry.

For centuries paper manufacturers

had been reliant on cloth; the new process meant they could exploit
the vast lumber resources of the world and make a whole range of
paper p r o d u c t s . F r a s c h himself had had an early interest in the
paper industry through the application of his knowledge of heavy hydro
carbons to the making of wax paper.

The big paper mills located near

the great northern forests of the United States and Canada were the
users of large bulks of Louisiana sulphur.

Union Sulphur found mar

kets for carloads of sulphur in Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, and the
New England states.

72

Frasch sulphur was having little impact on the

market in the United States for pyrites.

Users of free sulphur, how-

69

Findings of Fact by the Special Master, p. 46, Union Sulphur v.
Richard, Assessor; The Lake Charles American, October 20, 1905, p. 2.

^H a ynes, American Chemical Industry, I I , p. 195.
^ J o h n G. Glover.and Rudolph.L. Lagai, The Development of American In
dustries : Their Economic Significance (New York, 1959), pp. 378381.

7 2 ...................

The Lake Charles American, October 20,. 1905, p. 2; Bill to York
Haven Paper Company, June 23, 1904 for 15 tons of sulphur at the
port of Baltimore.
Frasch Collection; Undated memorandum for Union
Sulphur Company,.H. F. Frasch, President, Henry Whiton, Manager.
Reports on visits to paper mills of St. Regis Paper Company and In
ternational Paper Company, with descriptions of their machinery for
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ever, were turning to the domestic source of supply as the market
itself grew.

Imports into the United States of free sulphur were

down 60,000 tons in 1904 from the previous year.

73

Union Sulphur was

carving out a larger and larger share of the domestic market.

Frasch

decided to solidify his share of the market by challenging the
Sicilians in Europe.

Even before Louisiana sulphur had achieved a

major portion of the American market, Frasch tried for a part of the
foreign market.

In November, 1904 a ship loaded with 3000 tons of

Louisiana sulphur landed in Marseilles.

Ten years after the success-

ful experiment at Sulphur, the United States was exporting sulphur.

74

At least since the invention of gunpowder, the control of the
ancient Sicilian deposits had been a part of the tangled politics of
Europe.

That otherwise impoverished land played an important role in

the history and politics of the Italian peninsula in part because of
its strategic position in the Mediterranean Sea, but that strategic
position was only partly geographic.
important to all of Europe.

Access to Sicilian sulphur was

The growth in the use of sulphur spurred

by the industrial revolution and the invention of a commercially suc
cessful manufacture of sulphuric acid produced a boom in Sicily fol
lowing the end of the Napoleonic Wars.

Competition among the

island's many small producers for a share in the international market
quickly led to relative overproduction and a fall in prices.

converting the free sulphur into sulphide.
73

In an

Frasch Collection.

................................................

Mineral Resources of the United States 1905 (Washington, D.C., 1906),
pp. 1142-1143.

74............

...........

The Lake Charles American, December 23, 1904, p. 3.
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attempt to control production and restore the former high prices the
king of Naples In 1838 granted a monopoly on the export of sulphur to
a French company.

At that time, before the political unification of

the Italian peninsula, Sicily was a part of the kingdom of Naples,
or the Two Sicilies, including both the island and the southern half
of present-day Italy.

The king's efforts brought reaction from the

consumers of the island's product.

The French company achieved a

short-term rise in the price paid to producers, but the success was
not allowed to last long.

Great Britain was one of the major con

suming nations, and the British government made diplomatic represen
tations to the Naples government about the harm the artificially high
prices were doing to that great power.

The British fleet in the Medi

terranean Sea sailed in the area to bring the point home.
cancelled the contract.
sulphur continued.

The king

The instability in the price and supply of

British acid manufacturers were no doubt pleased

at the actions of their government, but they also chose to start con
sidering seriously alternative supplies of sulphur.

What they saw as

fluctuating periods of price-gouging and unstable supplies led the
acid manufacturers of Britain and Germany to convert their plants to
the use of pyrites and sulphur from industrial wastes.

Sicilian sul

phur still had a large market, particularly for agricultural purposes,
but producers were anxious to hold on to the market they had.

It was

the livelihood of thousands.^
American acid producers began their widespread conversion from

^ H a y n e s , ■Brimstone, pp. 16,-22-27; Mason, "The Sulfur Industry," In
dustrial and Engineering Chemistry, 1938, pp. 742-743.
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v free sulphur to pyrites following another dispute over an attempt to
establish a centralized control over the island's production.

This

time it was British investors who persuaded the political authorities
to grant them control over the international marketing of sulphur from
the island.

The government of the kingdom of Italy agreed to the es

tablishment of the Anglo-Sicilian Sulphur Company in 1896.

The posi

tion of the company in Europe was made stronger by the control the com
pany's investors exercised over much of the waste sulphur industry in
Britain.

The company succeeded in bringing a degree of order to

Sicilian production and stabilizing prices at somewhat higher levels.
The result of the syndicate's success in raising prices was to hasten
the conversion of American acid manufacturers to the use of pyrites.^
The continued expansion of the total sulphur market allowed the Sicil
ians to maintain production, although they were supplying a smaller
portion of that total.

With this relative decline, the prospect of

another major competitor, especially in the restricted market for free
sulphur, threatened the future of the Sicilian economy.

Not just the

Anglo-Sicilian company, but the Italian government, had to consider
the consequences of American sulphur.^
The November, 1904 arrival in Marseilles of the Louisiana sulphur
brought a swift reaction from the Italians.

French officials con

ferred about what to do with the shipload with Italian government
officials.

The American consul in the port protested on Union

^ E i g h t e e n t h •Annual Report:o f ■the P. S. Geological Survey.
Resources of fhe United States 1896, p. 1246.

Mineral

^ T h e 'Mineral Industry 1906, pp. 699-701.
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Sulphur's behalf the refusal of the French authorities to allow the
unloading of the ship.

The French government, at the suggestion of

the Italians, offered Union Sulphur a compromise.

If the Americans

would pay duties on the sulphur as a refined product, it could enter.
Of course the Louisiana sulphur was not refined, but it tested at such
high levels of purity that it appeared to be a refined product, purer
in fact than much of the refined Sicilian sulphur.
the French conditions.
European market.

Frasch accepted

He was eager to introduce the mineral to the

Officials of Union Sulphur and American consular

officials cooperated in entering negotiations with the French government on how to handle future shipments of Louisiana sulphur.
Frasch joined the discussions personally

79

78

and he also set up a Euro

pean branch of the company, with headquarters in Hamburg, Germany.
The head of the European branch, Herman Hoechel, proved to be a loyal
and dedicated agent of the company.

Hoechel was a tough bargainer.

On more than one occasion Frasch had to rescue negotiations from
failure because of Hoechel's unyielding position.

In such circumstan

ces Frasch could bring negotiations to a conclusion by appearing as
the man of reason and compromise.

It is unlikely that either man

ever lost sight of the twin goals of the company, its economic success
and the stability of the industry.
7Q

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

80

The first European negotiations,

. . . .

The Lake Charles American, December 23, 1904, p. 3; Ibid., October
13, 1904, p. 3; Mineral Resources o f the United States 1904, pp.
1079-1081.
yq

-- ■
Frasch,•"Address-of Acceptance," ‘The: Journal of Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry, 1912, p. 139.

gQ

Haynes, Brimstone, pp. 70-72.
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over the cargo at Marseilles, ended in a qualified success for Frasch.
The French government agreed to allow Frasch to import sulphur into
France if he would build a sulphur refinery at Marseilles.

The main

purpose of the refinery would be to supply the finely powdered form
of sulphur used in the vineyards of France to protect the wine grapes
from insects and disease.

When it was built, the new refinery would

have the capacity of handling over 100,000 tons of sulphur a year.
Louisiana sulphur was in a position to compete with the Sicilians in
r
.
81
Europe.
The Anglo-Sicilian company was unable to cope with the American
competition.

They had accumulated large stocks of the mineral in

Sicily and decided to try a price war to undercut the Americans.
I;
Frasch, who was also building up large stocks at Sulphur, responded
in kind.

He lowered his price.

The Anglo-Sicilian company lost

heavily.

By the end of 1905 the price of sulphur was back to where

it had been before the brief price war, but the imports of Sicilian
sulphur into the United States were only half what they had been in
1903.82
Conditions in Sicily worsened.

The British-controlled syndicate

had never been able to gain the complete cooperation of all the pro
ducers.

The workers were desperate to hold on to their jobs at the

mines, even the young boys who labored long hours handcarrying the

The Mineral Industry 1908, pp. 782-784; The Lake Charles American,
October 13, 1905, p. 3.
Q O .................
The~Mineral Industry 1906', pp. 699-700; Frasch, "Address of Accept
ance," b2_1_clt^, p. 139.:
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mineral from the mines to the transportation facilities.

The growing

accumulation of unsold sulphur tended further to depress wages and
working conditions.

The excess could be "dumped" on the market but

only at a loss to investors and producers alike.

Producers and re

finers in different parts of Sicily blamed each other.

Inflamed pas

sions and a feeling of helplessness over the worsening situation
caused riots.

The government had to send troops to restore order in

the most unsettled areas.

The government felt it had to do more.

In

July the Italian parliament passed a law enforced by royal decrees
putting a government controlled corporation in charge of the Sicilian
mines.

This Consorzio Obligatorio per L'Industria Solfefera Siciliana

was charged with the responsibility of making arrangements for the
orderly production and marketing of the sulphur.

The Consorzio

forced the British company out of business, taking over their stocks
of sulphur in exchange for bonds issued by the new consortium.

In

ternally, the Consorzio, a government-backed cartel of the producers,
had to try to work out the differences among the island's producers
to control the total production.

83

In 1907 a royal commission took

direct control of the corporation, pending its reorganization.

It

continued the general policies of attempting to bring production into
line with demand.

The cartel closed some of the least efficient

mines, but avoided massive closings because of the disastrous conse
quences the unemployment would cause to the island's inhabitants.

QO

' •

**

* '

~

r~!

The

'

The Mineral Industry 1906, pp. ■699^701.; U. S. Federal Trade Commis
sion., Report -of -Federal Trade Commission on Sulphur Industry and
International Cartels (Washington, D.C., 1947), pp. 7 and 44.
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Italian government, however, was reluctant long to continue the sub
sidies they were having to provide the Consorzio to make up for the
prices they were having to pay the producers and the prices they received in the open market.

84

Frasch was continuing to send Louisiana

sulphur in larger and larger amounts to Europe, but he was willing to
negotiate.

For their part, the Consorzio were well aware of the

Louisiana production potential.

Their representatives had visited

Sulphur; they knew that the American sulphur would not just go away.
Frasch expressed his concern about the human suffering the continuing
battle was causing or could cause to the Sicilian miners and their
families.

Frasch must have also been aware that his company had a sig

nificant disadvantage in the situation.

He was, after all, a private

citizen negotiating with an agency of the Italian government.
tive negotiations went forward through 1907.

Tenta

Prices for both Louisi

ana and Sicilian sulphur stayed at about $22 per ton at New York for
much of the year
At a July, 1907 conference the Italians threatened to dump their
sulphur on the American market.
selling at $19.50 per ton.

86

In August the Sicilians started

The Consorzio was under increasing pres

sure from their creditors to reduce stockpiles.
met the price.
crease.

"ap

~

Union Sulphur quickly

Sicilian imports into this country continued to de

The price fluctuations unsettled the market; buyers were

~

~

~

“ ..........

The Mineral Industry 1908, pp*.’783-784.
^^The Mineral Industry 1907, p p . 836-837.
Qg •
.......................
Federal Trade Commission, Report . . .on Sulphur and International
Cartels, pp. 7 and 45.
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reluctant to enter into long-term contracts.

87

The negotiators reached a preliminary agreement on November 23,
1907 and signed a final agreement on February 29, 1908.

Essentially

they decided to divide the world market and set a mutually agreeable
minimum price.

Prices were fixed at levels that would allow the

Sicilians to compete with American sulphur in Europe and gradually de
crease their surplus.

They agreed that the price in New York would be

in the range of $22 to $22.50 per ton.

The Sicilians kept some of

their long-term contracts in the United States, but they were in ef
fect forced out of the American market.

Imports into the United States

fell to below 15,000 tons; Union Sulphur shipped twice that amount to
Europe.

In return the Sicilians were guaranteed approximately two-

thirds of the European market.

The agreement on prices allowed either

party, but practically this meant Frasch, to set lower prices for the
American West Coast ports.

Frasch was anxious to capture the western

market for Union Sulphur from the Japanese, the only other significant
international sulphur producer.
This international cartel agreement held until Frasch abruptly
cancelled it on January 20, 1913.

Even after the formal abrogation

of the agreement its general provisions continued to govern the inter-

*07

“

‘

~

.

.

.

The Lake CharIds American, October 25, 1907, p. 1; The Mineral Indus
try 1907, p p . 837-838; Union Sulphur attempted to enlist the federal
government on its side to prevent the "dumping" of the Sicilian sul
phur on the American market by the foreign cartel, claiming unfair
competition from the Italian monopoly. Attorney General Charles
Bonaparte ruled that the, Italian action did not violate .the provi
sions of the 1894 tariff act. Union Sulphur could either await con
gressional action to clarify the law or deal directly with the
Italians. • By-this time negotiations were well under way. The Lake
Charles American, November 22., 1907, p. 2,
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national sulphur market until the outbreak of war in 1914 disrupted
the world's economy.

Frasch was forced to renounce the 1907 agree

ment because it apparently violated the strict anti-trust laws of
the state of New Jersey, the home state of Union Sulphur.

88

As

governor, Woodrow Wilson had supported the passage of a state law
banning cartel-type agreements among companies fixing prices and
setting production quotas.

Although the agreement had worked to the

advantage of both Union Sulphur and the Consorzio, Frasch did not at
tempt to test the New Jersey law.
The abrogration of the international agreement was virtually
Frasch's last important act as president of his sulphur corporation.
He wired the Italians of the decision from New York in January,
but he was soon back in Europe.

1913,

89

He had had to make frequent visits

to Europe to handle negotiations and to supervise European operations
since 1905.

The success of the sulphur venture allowed him to pur

chase a home in Paris, just off the Place d'Etoile.

He had also

bought a vacation home on the French coast at Cap Ferrat.

90

On the

extended visits to Europe Frasch was able to mix some pleasure with
business.

He kept in touch with old friends in his home town and

made an especially gratifying sentimental journey to Gaildorf in 1908,
when the citiznes of the town honored him as a "Freeman of Gail-

88

Federal Trade Commission, Report on; . .Sulphur Industry and Inter
national Cartels, pp. 7-8 and 45-46.

gg

Haynes, Brimstone, p p . 72-73.
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In the intervals between the increasingly long journeys

to Europe, Frasch was also often in Louisiana.

He kept in close

touch with activities there as well as in the high-level negotiations
with leaders in.the European and American markets.

92

Frasch had

proved himself as adept in international negotiations as he was in
solving problems at the mine with valves and water flows.

He had

brought Loiiiisiana sulphur from beneath the earth to a commanding pres
ence in the world economy.
sion.

He had proceeded with prudence and compas

Frasch's skill in bringing the sulphur into the market assured

the profitability of his invention and the continued survival of an
old industry on which thousands of families had relied for centuries.

91

Neue Deutsche Biographie, pp. 379-380; Frasch to Carl Rapp, March 29,
1905 and Mayor RLetzer of Gaildorf to Frasch, February 25, 1912.
Frasch Collection; Strenger, "Hermann Frasch," Lebensbilder aus
Schwahen und Franken, p. 394.

92

Snider Testimony, p. 342, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE SULPHUR KING

At Sulphur the underground dome continued to yield sulphur virtu
ally around the clock.

Prom 1905 drillers sank new wells to be

steamed on the average of one every two weeks.^
tion was 287,590 long tons.

In 1906 total produc

Production fell off the following year as

the stockpile at the mine grew, but in 1908 production set new highs.

2

Drillers were having to go farther down into the rock to reach the
sulphur as Keever placed his wells farther from the center of the
underground cone.

They continued to encounter even thicker beds of

3

sulphur.

Production for 1908 was 367,896 tons.

Over the next three
4

years production declined down to the total of 204,220 tons in 1911.
Apparently the primary factor in the relative decline was Frasch's
decision in 1908 to seal off the water escaping from the underground
mine.

Even without steaming activity the older wells had a steady

flow of water from the underground deposits.

In order to try to pre

vent the dispersion of heat, Frasch had decided to have all the non
producing old wells capped.

An unfortunate and unintended result of

that decision was the buildup of heat and pressure underground that
slowed some drilling and caused occasional "blowouts."

They occurred

plaintiff's Exhibit No, 66, p. 460, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas
Company,
2

Snider Testimony, p. 336, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
Keever Testimony, pp. 454-455, Union Sulphur v . 'Freeport Texas.

^Snider Testimony, p. 336, Union Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
242
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when drillers encountered underground pockets of the trapped steam and
it escaped violently to the surface causing damage to the drilling
equipment.
The decline in production was only relative to the best years of
production, but Frasch did not want to see a decline in production and
operations at the mine interrupted by the problems the water was
causing.

Accordingly, after extensive discussions with the men on

the scene, he ordered, in November, 1911, that wells be sunk to "bleed"
the underground of the excess water.

Bleeder wells were sunk near

the producing wells to remove anywhere from 80 percent to 130 percent
of the amount of water introduced during the steaming.

The decrease

in the water pressure underground combined with the fact that the
drillers were encountering exceptionally rich sulphur beds^helped
the total yield for 1912 to exceed the total for the three preceding
years.

The almost amazing amount of 786,605 tons of sulphur flowed

into huge piles on the mine property,^ an amount more than enough to
supply, from that single site in Calcasieu Parish, the world's annual
consumption, from all sources, of sulphur.^
Union Sulphur Company's headquarters had always been in New York
City, near the financial backers and the chief trading agents of

^Keever Testimony, pp. 450-451 and 1214-1218, Union Sulphur v. Free
port Texas.
^Snider Testimony, p. 336, Union' Sulphur v. Freeport Texas.
^Stanley W. Preston-and.William C. Gee, "Sulphur in Louisiana,"
Louisiaiia Business Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1 (March,' 1937), pp. 11-

12

.
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Q
sulphur.

Frasch did not assume the presidency of the corporation un

til he severed his connections with Standard Oil.

His principal offi

ces were in Cleveland and until he became president he held the posi
tion of superintendent of the mine.
assistant superintendents under him.

Hoffman and then Toniette were
After 1899 and until his death

Frasch officially assumed the title of president, and he divided his
time among the mine, Cleveland, New York and Europe.
staff was comparatively small.

9

The New York

Essentially the office staff there

served as a point for the collection of information and as the primary
sales a g e n c y . ^

In fact the headquarters of Union Sulphur was wher

ever Frasch happened to be.
company business in d e t a i l . ^
marily as a chemist,

12

He insisted on being kept informed of all
Frasch always considered himself pri-

but in the building of the sulphur company he

O
A. H. Tiers to J. C. Hoffman, June 16, 1896 and A. H. Tiers to Hoff
man, June 17, 1896. Frasch Collection.
g
The Cleveland Directory 1899; A. H. Tiers to Hoffman, June 16, 1896,
Frasch Collection; Jacques Toniette to Frasch, at his office in the
Standard Block, Cleveland, July•26, 1901, Frasch Collection; Trow1s
General Directory of the Boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx City. . .
1900; Ibid., 1901; Ibid., 1906.
^ S n i d e r Testimony, pp. 343-344 and 353-354. Union Sulphur v. Free
port Texas; Report of the Special Master, pp. 1-2, Union Sulphur v.
Richard, Assessor.
^ F r a s c h to J. C. Updegrove, February 13, 1904. Even though he was in
Sulphur at the time, Frasch asked that the New York office send him
copies of all invoices for'sulphur to be sold from there. If the
extant correspondence between Hoffman and.Frasch for the summer and
fall of 1896 is any guide, Frasch paid very close attention to de
tails of the mining operations as well. Frasch Collection.
12
Herman F. Whiton memorandum, Frasch Collection.
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also exhibited considerable talents as a manager of men, a shrewd
businessman, and a successful negotiator.
ted great skill as a mining engineer.
ness and personalities.

At the mine he also exhibi

He had no patience with petti

When he brought his son-in-law, Henry D.

Whiton, into the company as his vice-president in New York, he did
not tolerate the jealousy of some of the older employees there.

13

Be

sides being the husband of Frasch1s beloved Frieda, Whiton had mana
gerial experience and had shown an aptitude for technical understand
ing while working for Charles Brush in the Cleveland electrical industry.

14

The New York headquarters gave general direction to the

mine and facilitated its operation by careful management of sales
and finances.

In the actual operation of the mine at Sulphur Frasch

gave the plant operators considerable autonomy.

He had close personal

relationships with the men at Sulphur,^ and he brought Whiton, and
even his young grandson, down to the mine to cultivate those same
relationships among t h e m . ^

Whiton and his wife settled in New York

and built a home on Long Island. ^

He commuted daily to the company

13
Frasch to Mrs. Fannie L. Tiers, May 1, 1911, Frasch Collection.
14

The National Cyclopedia of American Biography.

. .Volume 2 4 , p. 403.

^ L a k e Charles American-Press, May 6 , 1914, pp. 1 and 3; Ibid., May
28, 1914, p. 38.
^ L a k e Charles American, September 6 , 1907, p. 4; Interview with Her
man F. Whiton, Jr., January' 14> 1983. Younjg Whiton worked as a
laborer at the mine during part-of his school vacations. He later
became president of the company,.succeeding his father, Frasch’s
son-in-law.,
^ T h e National Cyclopedia, 24 p. 403.
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offices on Beaver Street, around the corner from 26 Broadway, Stan
dard Oil’s skyscraper office building, in the lower tip of Manhattan
Island.

The restless Frasch kept a suite of hotel rooms in the city

for his frequent visits,

18

but also maintained the family home in

Cleveland and, increasingly, spent long periods of time in Europe.

19

At the mine, after 1906, Frasch stayed at the "villa," a large, twostory frame structure that also served as a hotel for visitors to the
mine site.

20

The mine was almost a small city in itself.
ees and their families lived at the mines.

Most of the employ

When the site went into

full production in 1903-1904 the company expanded the boarding house
for the unmarried men and built two groups of cottages for the employees and their families.

21

The drilling and boiler activity at

tracted men from all over the United States and some recent foreign
immigrants to southwest Louisiana.

18

There were Germans and Irishmen,

The address of the company listed in the New York city directories
through 1904 was 12 Broadway. After then the company was located
at the Beaver Street address. Frasch kept a suite at the Waldorf-
Astoria. Trow's General Directory of the Boroughs of Manhattan and
Bronx City. . .1900; Ibid.,: 1901; ■:Ibid., 1904; Ibid., ±906; Ibid.,
1907; Ibid., 1908; Ibid., 1909; Ibid., 1910; Ibid., 1911; Ibid.,
1912; Ibid., 1913; Ibid., 1914.

19 .....

.........

The Cleveland Leader, May 3, 1914, p. 1.

20

Findings of Fact by the Master, p. 33, Union Sulphur v. Richard, As
sessor.; Interview with Dwight C. Spates, Sulphur, Louisiana, August
11, 1982; Views of the Plant of the Union Sulphur Company at Sulphur
Mine, Louisiana (New York, undated, probably, circa 1908) , no page
numbers.. ..Shows pictures of the. operation, the housing, equipment,
and the "villa."

21

' ’

:'

Lake Charles'American, January 6 ,. 1905, p. 5; Findings of Fact by
the Ma s t e r , p . 33, Union Sulphur v. Richard, assessor.
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one of the latter a former member of the British Parliament who had
decided to seek a better life in the New World.

Most of the skilled

workers, however, were Louisiana natives, many from the local areas
k

attracted to the mine by the relatively high wages and good working

22

conditions.;

After the operation went into full production and there was a
need for a large body of unskilled workers to handle the sulphur for
market, Union Sulphur recruited a number of Mexican laborers from
south Texas.

In keeping with the prevailing social mores of the time,

they were provided with their own cluster of cottages, separate from
those of the skilled workers, for the married men with families.
They had their own elementary school for their children on the mine
property staffed with teachers from the Calcasieu parish system.

These

were the men who worked with pick and shovel, and later steam shovels,
to break up the hardened sulphur and load it onto the waiting railroad
cars.

Some few settled in the area, but for most the mine was a tem

porary job.

Even those who came with their families and settled into

the little "Mexican village" did not expect to live out their lives
working at the mine.

They maintained a separate social life.

Some of

the other workers visited the village for the fiestas and other spe
cial events, but essentially it remained an ethnic enclave.

Because

of the early experience of starts and stops, Frasch had difficulty
hiring a local labor force for the hard, unskilled work.

He decided

~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ''
Lake Charles'American, February 28, 1908, p. 3. The guide for a
group, of -reporters taken on a tour of the mine property was J.
Hogan, w h o ’had served in the British Parliament from Waterford,
Ireland.

22"
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to use the Mexican laborers and found them to be a hard-working,
stable work force.
influence.

23

The family men particularly formed a stabilizing

Bachelor workers among both groups seemed more prone to

problems, including occasional acts of violence.
The infrequent acts of violence at the mine were personal and
not directed against the company.

24

Some work there was inherently

dangerous, but there were few instances of serious injury on the job.
Frasch and his men emphasized safety.

They paid attention to pro

viding a safe and hygienic environment in the mine housing as well
as at the work sites.

It is remarkable that there were-so few acci

dents, with the large numbers of boilers, the drilling activity, and
the flow of hot, corrosive sulphur.
dents; some, fatal.

25

There were some tragic acci

A sixteen year old son of former Calcasieu parish

sheriff D. S. Perkins died at the mine when a blow out at a neighboring
well toppled the derrick onto the platform he was working on.

Several

men were injured in such accidents, the sudden burst of steam and mud
from the ground under them.

23

“

!

~

~

'

26

Workers had to be particularly careful

■ '

Lake Charles American, April 14, 1905, p. 3; The New Orleans Item,
June 24, 1917, p. 10; Interview with Dwight Spates, Sulphur, Louisi
ana, August 11, 1982.

24

A fireman at the mine from' San Antonio attempted suicide i n •the
bachelor workers' dormitory.; (Lake Charles) Weekly. American, Janu
ary 8, 1904, p. 1; One Mexican.laborer killed another in a fight at
the Mexicans' rooming house. Lake Charles American, June 23, 1905,
p. 2 ; Another report of a Mexican laborer killing a fellow laborer
in a fight.
Ibid., August 14,.1908, p. 1.

2 5 .................................................................................

The New Orleans Item, June 24, 1917, p. 10.

2 g

*

■ *

*

Lake Charles'American, November 2,' 1906, p. 8 .
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around the sulphur.

Henry Whiton, on one of his inspection trips to

Sulphur, suffered a serious injury to one leg when he stepped on what
he thought was dried sulphur.

The thin crust gave way beneath his

foot, and the still hot, soft sulphur underneath badly burned him.

27

Escaping gas from the wells and the sulphur dust itself burned the
eyes.

Men had to be rotated in shifts when such exposure was severe,

in order to prevent lasting damage.

28

The mine had its own small

hospital for the treatment of minor injuries.
nature of the work the mine record was good.

29

Considering the

Visitors to the mine

almost invariably remarked on the cleanliness and efficiency of oper
ations there.
Union Sulphur had a reputation as a model employer in the state
of Louisiana.
high.

The work was hard, but wages were considered relatively

The housing was clean.

Supplies were available at the store on

the property or from nearby in the town of Sulphur.

The company was

the first major industrial employer in the state to give its employees
a regular Christmas bonus.

The close personal relationship Frasch

maintained with his men was carried throughout the operation.

A

27

Frasch to J. G. Neubauer, April 4, 1912. Frasch Collection.
In a
similar incident four laborers were injured when they started to
break up a pile of sulphur that appeared to.be dry on the surface
but was still molten in the middle. Lake Charles American, April
14, 1905, p. 3.

28

2g

J. C. Hoffman to Frasch, October 27, 1896.

Frasch Collection.

■
Findings of Fact by Special.Master, p. 33, Union Sulphur v. Richard,
Assessor. More serious^ cases were referred to physicians in-the -■
town of Sulphur, usually Dr. D»". S. Perkins in the early years. The
Southwest"Builder News, October 26, 1980,. Sec. 5, p. 6 ,
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community spirit existed among the employees and their families.

30

From 1908 the company sponsored a Sulphur Mines semi-professional base
ball team.

W. R. Keever served as the first manager of the team.

played their home games in a stadium on the mine property.

They

The team

also travelled to nearby points, in east Texas and south Louisiana to
play.

Both laborers and skilled personnel as well as management in

volved themselves in the team, and the men generally won more than
they lost.

Their uniforms were decorated by a figure of the devil

and a pitchfork, reminders of some of the oldest associations of
brimstone.

31

Mine employees, of course, were also active in all the

local churches, and on Sundays services were occasionally held at the
mine itself.

32

During the yellow fever epidemics that visited the

area almost annually before 1906 and that on several occasions forced
a quarantine of passengers and mail from New Orleans and Lake Charles,
the company donated powdered sulphur to the local health officials to
fumigate railroad cars and mail rooms.

33

Frasch was fortunate that he had been able to attract a stable
and reliable group of managers to the mine.

He had brought Hoffman

down from Cleveland, and he occasionally hired other men he had known

30"^
' “ ~
The N e w 'Orleans Item, June 24, 1917, p. 10.
31

Louis A. Lynn, "The Sulphur Industry of Calcasieu Parish" (Unpub
lished M.A. thesis, Louisiana State. University, 1950), pp. 79-80;
L a k e ■Charles American, July. 16, 1909., p. 4; Lake Charles American
Press, April 7, 1911, p, 4.

3 2 .........
‘
Lake Charles American, September 4, 1908, p. 4.
^ I b i d ., August 25, 1905, p. 2.
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there, particularly for headquarters work.

34

Generally, he picked his

managers from among the locally recruited personnel.
was at the mine before Frasch came.
tions for the rest of his life.

Jacqueis Toniette

He stayed on in various posi

Except for a lengthy period of

absence in 1905, when ill health forced him to take off from his
duties there, his career at the mine spanned almost the whole period
of sulphur production at the mine.

W. R. Keever continued in charge

of drilling operations from his return in 1905 until sulphur opera
tions shut down due to the apparent exhaustion of the deposits in
1924.

John Henning, member of a prominent local family, rose from

telegrapher to become the administrative head of the mine.

His ser

vice also spanned virtually the entire life of the mine's operation.
They were all dedicated, hardworking, practical men, and active in
their community.

From Frasch down to the lowest paid laborer there

was a remarkable unity of purpose.
general sense of loyalty.

For Frasch himself there was a

Over the years his visits were necessarily

brief, but until his final illness he was never long away from the
activities at Sulphur.
From 1904-1905 Frasch, Henning, Toniette, and Keever had in addi
tion to hiring the large number of new workers also greatly enlarged
the physical plant at the mine.

There were the cottages and stores

for the workers, equipment sheds, an enlarged metal working shop, a
virtual forest of derricks,:miles of pipe, new tracks to connect with

34

:

1

~

.

Snider Testimony, p. 342. Clarence Snider, from 1917 the secretary
and treasurer of the corporation worked for Frasch's soda company
from 1891- to 1898' in Cleveland. He was in business for himself from
1898 to 1907* From 1907 he again worked for Frasch,. this time at
Union Sulphur' in New York. Frasch Collection,
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the commercial railroad carriers to transport the sulphur, and new
boilers and heaters, housed in great batteries, consuming millions of
gallons of fuel oil and water.

35'

At the end of 1905 the fuel oil from Beaumont and Jennings fired
a battery of thirty-six 150 horsepower boilers and a second battery
of fifteen 150 horsepower boilers, both connected to a battery of
eight heaters.

36

In November of that year work began on new batteries

of fifty-four boilers.

37

During 1906 the total number of boilers had

increased to 140, each of 150 horsepower.

38

By 1914 the company's

boilers burned up to a million barrels of oil a year and consumed in
steaming operations up to seven million gallons of water each day.
Altogether, all the steam boilers generated over 25,000 horsepower.
Their smokestacks towered over the surrounding buildings and forest,
and their columns contrasted with the tall wooden derricks that marked
the actual wells.

39

Since 1896, when he first produced sulphur in commercial quanti
ties, Frasch had been working on ways; to improve and cheapen the cost

35"

The Southwest Builder N ews, October 26, 1980, Sec. 5, p. 3; Jim
Bradshaw, "Sulphur Mines:
'Richest 40 acres in the U. S.,"'
Acadiana Profile, July/August, 1979, pp. 42-43.

36
-■
Lake Charles American, October 27, 1905, p. 8 .
^ I b i d . , November 10, 1905, p. 2.
38 *•
Ibid., August 17,•1906, p. -4; Day Allen Willey, "The Sulphur Mines of
Louisiana," The Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol. 84, No. 24 (De
cember 14,: 1907.), pp. 1228^1231^-

39 .

“

'*

.......... .....................

"The Production of Sulphur," The India Rubber World, August 1, 1914,
pp-. 597-599.
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of moving the product to market.
Charles area.

Three railroads served the Lake

The Morgan Line: (now part of the Southern Pacific sys

tem) passed through the southern edge of the property east to New Or
leans and west to Beaumont and beyond.

The Morgan company also owned

a fleet of ships that carried traffic along the Gulf and Atlantic
coasts.

As the major markets for the sulphur were in the large At

lantic ports of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Portland,
Maine, the bulk of the sulphur had moved on the Morgan line.

Railroad

cars came into the mine on a switch track off the main line at Brim
stone station.

They carried the sulphur to New Orleans’ port of AL-

giers, on the west b ank of the Mississippi River, for transshipment
onto the coastal vessels for the trip to the eastern ports.

Smaller

amounts moved on the rail lines leading north from the Lake Charles
area to Shreveport, Kansas City, and other points in the Middle West
on the Kansas City & Shreveport and Kansas City, Watkins, & Gulf
lines.

41

Frasch encouraged competition among the railraod carriers

for his business, and they sought after the large cargoes the mine
was generating.

The Kansas City & Shreveport line built a new track

to the mine from its.Lockport junction to carry sulphur north, on its

40
W. W. Hurlhut to Frasch, June 19, 1896; J. C. Hoffman to Frasch, June
23,. 1896. and June 30, 1896; A. H. Tiers to Hoffman, June 17, 1896;
W. W. Hurlbut to Frasch, August 20, 1896. As early as the fall of
1895 Frasch was investigating transportation facilities in anticipa
tion of the coming commercial production, F. .S. Hammond to. Frasch,
October 12,. 1895- and C. W. Hole to Frasch, November 25, 1895.
Frasch Collection,
...

*

■' •

Kerr, .’’The:. Sulphur .Deposits -of •Calcasieu Parish, ” ‘Journal -of -the • Association.'of Engineering: Societies., 1902, pp. 95-96;. Lake'Charles
American, July -8 , ■1904, p . •3;; Ibidy, -September 7, 1906, p, 1; The
(New Orleans)'Times-Picayune;-May 28, 1916, p. 8 .
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line.

42

The bulk of the sulphur, however, was destined to:the eastern

ports and, after 1904, Europe.

The coastal schooners were less expen

sive than the overland routes.

The docks at Algiers handled thousands

of tons of the Louisiana sulphur, loading the ships directly from the
railcars.

43

In addition to encouraging competition among the various

commercial carriers, Frasch also looked for ways to handle transporta
tion on company-controlled transportation facilities.
The Brimstone Railway and Canal Company received a state charter
in 1903, before the company was in a position to move large quanti
ties of sulphur.

It was wholly owned by the Union Sulphur Company.

When it was created, Frasch indicated that he might construct his
own railroad or dig a canal to the nearby Texas port of Sabine Pass
to carry the sulphur to ocean-going ships, avoiding the Morgan line
passage to the congested port of New Orleans.

44

In 1905. he received

the report of a survey.on the feasibility of a thirty-five foot deep,
sixteen foot wide canal extending from the mine site to the Sabine
River.

45

The federal government, as part of its continuing rivers

and harbors improvements, was already engaged in deepening channels in
Sabine Lake to the Gulf of Mexico,'. The company-owned canal could

~ ~ ~ “ ~ •'
Lake Charles American, January 12, 1906, p. 6 ; Ibid., March 23,
1906, p. .6 .

~ L 2 t~

43

In one week in 1906 three schooners left Algiers for.eastern ports
with over 12,000 tons of: sulphur altogether. Lake Charles American,
September 7, 1906, p. 1.

44Ibid., June 2, 1905, p. 5.
4~*Ibid., December 1, 1905, p, 3; Ibidv, December 15,. 1905, p. 4.
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connect the mine with ocean-going ships on an all-water route.

46

In

the next year the. company purchased equipment and began obtaining
rights-of-way for the canal project.
ject was around $250*000.
next two years.

47

The estimated cost of the pro-

The work continued off and on over the

The canal was never finished.

past the company-owned land.

Digging never extended

The dredging operation did not create

a transportation channel* but it had the effect of creating a pool of
water that could be used in mine operations to supplement the water
the company had to buy from the Houston River Canal Company and other
local sources.

The beginning of the canal provided better drainage

into the pool from the mining sites.

The suggestion of the canal pro

ject gave Frasch a certain amount of leverage with the railroads.
Just the possibility of a company-owned alternative may have been im
portant in the Kansas City & Shreveport’s decision to lay its tracks
to the mine in 1905 and 1906.

48

Although Frasch did not go ahead with the canal project or extend
the Brimstone Railroad past the company-owned property, he did go
ahead with plans to construct docks for the sulphur at Sabine Pass.
He obtained agreements with the Southern Pacific and the Sabine and
East Texas lines to improve their tracks westward from the mine
through Beaumont to accommodate the heavy loads of sulphur destined
for the new port facilities.

The company purchased land at the Pass

^ I b i d . y January 31, 1908, p. 4.'
^ I b i d . * December 1, 1905., p.< 3.
^ I b i d . * November 24, 1905, p. 7.
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to build storage areas and docks.

From the railcars the sulphur

would move via conveyors to lighters and from the lighters to the
ocean-going ships.

49

Through 1906 and the following years most sul

phur still moved through Algiers as the company continued work bn the
Sabine Pass facilities.^

In 1909 Union Sulphur launched their own

sulphur-bearing schooner, the first of the company-owned fleet.

A

large party from the company went to Quincy, Massachusetts to witness
the christening and launch of the Herman Frasch, a ship 361 feet long
and 48 feet wide, with a carrying capacity of 5500 tons of sulphur.
Frasch's five year old grandson, Herman Frasch Whiton, broke the tra
ditional champagne bottle on the keel of the ship.

It by no means

would be capable of carrying all or even a major part of the company's
product, but it represented another statement by the inventor that if
he did not receive fair rates from the carriers, his company would
carry the sulphur on its own.

The Herman Frasch went into service in

1910.51
The increase in activity at Sulphur did not escape the attention
of the Calcasieu parish tax assessor.

From 1896 through 1900 the

parish assessed the value for tax purposes of the 4242 acres of mine
property and its improvements at from $26,000 to $55,000.

In 1902 and

1903 the assessments amounted to $82,095 and $84,075 respectively.
In 1904 it rose to $102., 920..

The next year the assessor raised the

^ I b i d .,: August 10;,: 1906., p. 8 ; Ibid., August 24, 1906., p. 8 .
~^Ibid., September 7, 1906, p. 1»
51Ibid., December 31, 1909, p.' I.
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total valuation fourfold, to $432,400...

The company had protested the

steep Increases in valuation, but the increased activity at the mine
gave ample justification for the assessor's valuation.

Union Sulphur

paid the mandated amounts of taxes based on the valuations.

For 1906

the company rendered its property to the tax office in Lake Charles
in the amount of $476,475.87.
inspect its operations.

The local assessor visited the mine to

Based on his observations of the activity

there, the sulphur on hand, and the records of production made avail
able to him, he raised the valuation of the mine to the round sum of
$5,000,000.

In October, 1906 Union Sulphur sued in federal court,

challenging the assessment and the consequent increase in the taxes
it would have to pay.

Frasch could sue in federal court because

legally Union Sulphur was a New Jersey corporation, and federal courts
have jurisdiction over cases between "persons" from different states,
in this case the corporation and the tax assessor.

The case was still

in litigation when the assessor made his 1907 valuation.

The com

pany's rendition for that year suggested a valuation of approximately
$500,000.

The parish police jury, the local governing council, ap

proved the assessor's figure of $6,675,500., an amount equal to onethird of the total valuation of jail property in Calcasieu Parish.
Union Sulphur sued again.

Both cases were joined by the court into

one suit.
The company in its suit raised several objections to the steep
rise in'its assessed valuation.

It objected to the assessor 's method

of valuing ^he property based .on the value of the sulphur withdrawn
from the land as well as his figures on the value of the over 3500
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acres of land on which no mining took place.

The company further

asserted its exemption from local taxes' on its mining activities
based on the provision of the state constitution of 1898, which
granted a ten year exemption, beginning in 1900, from local taxation
of "the capital, machinery, and other property employed in mining
operations."

Union Sulphur's self-assessment would provide for an

annual tax bill, for 1907., of about $3,000.

The police jury wanted

an annual total of state and local taxes for the same year amounting
to $81,872, a not inconsiderable difference of opinion.

Frasch sent

down the company's lawyers and his personal patent lawyer, Charles J.
Hedrick, to argue the case.

He sent Hedrick because of what he saw

as the parish’s attempt to tax the value of the patent as well as the
value of the property.

As chief counsel for the company Frasch chose

Arsene J. Pujo, the company's local counsel.

Pujo was the Lake

Charles area's representative in the United States House of Represen
tatives.
The federal judge in Shreveport appointed a special master to
take evidence in the matter and provide a recommendation to the court.
The master took evidence from Frasch and several other employees of
the company as well as from the assessor.
N e w Orleans and Lake Charles.

Hearings were held in both

Frasch provided some records from the

N e w York office also.
The company's own rendition of the value of the property, exclu
sive of the portion used fo* mining, and the sulphur on hand was actu
ally higher than the figures of the assessor.

The gross.difference

between the' rendition of the company and the assessed valuation of the
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assessor came from the fact that the assessor attempted to. value the
mine based on the: sulphur it contained underground.

The company's

position was that other parish assessors had not attempted to value
property such as oil sites or salt mining property based on what was
underground.

These type operations were the only significant mining

activities then going on in the state and thus the only comparable
situations.

The reply of the assessor, which in essence was accepted

by the master, was that the value of the sulphur extracted in any
given year could properly be used to set the value of the mine for
that year.

Frasch had been reluctant, for competitive reasons, to

furnish the assessor with precise production figures, although he had
generally cooperated when information had been requested.

The company

did furnish the master with detailed reports on the production of each
well steamed during the years in question.

The master dismissed the

contention raised by the company that the parish could not tax Frasch's
patents.

He held that the production from the mine was evidence that

the sulphur had been underground and thus part of the value of the
land.

Frasch's ingenious method of extraction was protected by fed

eral patent law, but was essentially irrelevant in valuing the property
for tax purposes.

He rejected the argument of company counsel that

the land was of little value without.the patents as of no importance
to local assessing procedures.

However the sulphur was being extrac

ted, it was part of the value of the land.
The: master based his recommendations to the court on the. general
principle that production could be used as an indicator of the value
of the property, but that if so used the cost of production must be
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subtracted from that figure.

He further recommended that the asses

sor, who normally, assessed property in the parish at 40 percent of its
true value, should do the same for the sulphur mine property.

His

recommendation for the total amount of valuation for 1906 was $844,
931.12..

As to the contention of the company that the state constitu

tion exempted' the mine property from parochial taxation, he suggested
that the clause in question did not cover the mine itself, but only
the capital and equipment used at the mine.

Thus he recommended that

parochial taxation could be collected on the bulk of the amount of the
total assessment, that for the mine itself and the underground sulphur.
Neither party was altogether pleased with the master's recommen
dations for the tax year 1906 and the implications for the following
years.

While Judge A. J. Boarman took the master's report under ad

visement, lawyers for the company and the tax assessor worked out
their own compromise.

It was in the interest both of Union Sulphur

and the parish that the tax issue be settled without continuing liti
gation.

Both parties agreed to a settlement that not only defined

Union Sulphur's tax liability for the years 1906-1908, but also for
the two years following.

The judge accepted the compromise in his

decree signed November 16, 1908.

That decision settled what by then

were three suits against the parish assessor for the years 1906, 1907,
and 1908.

Under the terms of the agreement the parish assessor set

the total valuation for 1906'at $2,670,416, for 1907 at $3,859,726,
and for- 1908 at $3,348,597.

In the following years both parties

agreed to a formula for fixing..the valuation based on a combination of
the level of .production, the cost.of that production, and the sulphur
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on hand at the end of the year.

The formula would assure a stability

to the assessment with no sudden rises or decreases in the taxation
paid to the parish and state.

Further, according to the decree, the

parish accepted the exemption of most of the property at Sulphur from
the local parochial taxation.

52

The company, at Frasch's insistence,

agreed to pay school taxes on all its property.

Frasch had tried to

make it clear through his attorneys that he would willingly pay state
and school taxes;

53

he may very well have resented the sudden increa

ses demanded by the assessor.

For their part the local off icials could

hardly overlook the wealth that was being extracted from the parish
by the foreign corporation.

The sulphur mine promised to provide them

with a huge new local tax base.
It was several years before Louisiana adopted the severance tax,
which taxed actual production.

54

The Louisiana Supreme Court never

gave a definitive judgment on the extent'and exact meaning of the
exemption Union Sulphur claimed under the 1898 constitution.

52

Under

Union Sulphur Company v. Charles M. Richard, Assessor, Nos. 375 and
448. The court record contains the Bills of Complaint against the
assessment filed by Union Sulphur in October, 1906 and October,
1907, the Report of M. C. Elstner, Special Master appointed by the
court, including his Findings of Fact, filed with the court on Oc
tober 15, 1908, an Ordinance of the Calcasieu Parish Police Jury,
November 6, 1908, and the final decree of Judge Aleck J. Boarman,
November 16,•1908.• Reports of the litigation can also be found in
the Lake Charles American for the period of the court proceedings.

53" '

..............................

Lake Charles American-Pfess, May 6 , 1914, pp. 1 and 3.
54

.............

Preston- and Gee, "Sulphur, in Louisiana,11 Louisiana BusinesBulletin,
1937, pp. 18-19.
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any circumstances the exemption ran out in 1910.
Union Sulphur may have been a somewhat reluctant taxpayer, but
it was by far the largest single taxpayer in Calcasieu Parish, and
would be for many years.

The company's school taxes, and the local

taxes it paid on its non-exempt property, contributed significantly
to the development of the parish, particularly its fourth ward, in
cluding the town of Sulphur.

Sulphur mine and its successors in the

production of sulphur in the state have provided a major contribution
to the tax base of Louisiana .^
Virtually every year since the turn of the century some new .

Based on a review of the Southern Reporter for the years 1900. .
through 1925. The only case involving Union Sulphur to be reported
from the Louisiana Supreme Court involved a claim for damages
against the company from a worker injured in a fall from a drilling
platform. The Court held for the company because they had provided
guard rails on the platform and the worker's injry was not the
fault of the company.
63 Southern Reporter 491, Larkin v. Union
Sulphur, November 17, 1913. The closest case relating to the 1898
Constitution's exemption of mining property decided by the Louisiana
Supreme Court was J. M. Guffey v. Murrel, Tax Collector, et.al. The
Supreme Court held that an oil well was not a mine in the meaning of
the term as used in the 1898 Constitution.
There had been no oil
wells in Louisiana when the Constitution had been framed in that
year, and the.Court held that the provision was meant to apply to
operations involving pits, shafts, and other "ordinary" mines. De
signed to encourage the growth of employment and economic develop
ment the provision did not apply to operations employing few people
which merely drilled a hole into the earth.
The court's reasoning
suggests that Union Sulphur's argument for inclusion under the pro
vision might also have been suspect in the eyes of the court, but al
though similar, oil production and sulphur mining by the Frasch pro
cess were rather different operations.. The ten-year exemption ran
to 1910.. 55 Southern Reporter 705., November 14, 1910-and December
12, 1910,
^ T h e 'N e w ■Orleans Item, June 24, -1917, p. 10; The (Lake Charles)
Daily.' Artiericah-Press, April 29,' 1914-, p . 6 ; Ibid«, April 30, 1914,
p. 2 1.
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company had announced its intention to mine for sulphur in the area
surrounding Frasch's property.
mineral.

57

None had ever produced any of the

The increased drilling activity along the western Gulf

coast, particularly in Texas, had resulted in the identification of
several salt dome formations similar to that at Sulphur.

Core

samples had suggested that at least some of them might yield quanti
ties of sulphur equal to that Frasch was extracting from the Louisiana
property.;

Frasch treated such reports complacently.

Potential in

vestors approached Frasch to start new ventures to exploit those
other potential sites.

He showed no interest.

Although his original

patents had expired in 1908, he had obtained new ones on the process
and equipment in use at Sulphur that he expected would protect his
monopoly of the hot water-melting process into the 1920's.

After

1905 Union Sulphur was producing more sulphur than the company could
conveniently market.

Frasch felt secure in his monopoly of the only

workable method for extracting the mineral from the salt dome struc
tures, located as they were mostly in the marshy coastal plain.

He

was certainly in no hurry to produce even more sulphur from other
sites until the market could be enlarged to absorb the stocks he was
accumulating at the mine and on the docks at Sabine Pass.

Other in

vestors showed greater eagerness to exploit the potential of the newly
discovered properties.

^

58

[Lake -.Charles ] -Weekly. American, April 17, 1903, p . 1; The Lake
Charles: American, June 24,. 1904,- p. 3;" Ibid., April 21., 1905, p. 3;
Ibid*, September■21, -1906, p .3;' Ibid., August 21, 1908,• p.' 4; Lake
'Charles.American-Press, June: 9, 1911, p. 1*

CO '
#.
"' .
\
Haynesj'Brimstone, pp.'73-74, 92-93.
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Frasch1s two: 1905 patent applications, one approved finally in
1909 and the. other in 1911, described the process as it had been im
proved beginning in 1903.

The most important innovation was the use

of a perforated casing for the hot water delivery pipe.

This improved

the delivery of the melting fluid to the sulphur deposit, by intro
ducing the hot water at both the top and the bottom of the sulphur
stratum and driving the cold water present in the formation away from
the well.

Before inserting the air pipe and the casing for the sul

phur to come out, the driller could also allow a certain amount of
drainage up the pipe of the cold water in the deposit.

59

The other patent covered the process used in some wells of in
troducing cement into the drill hole, above the sulphur to provide a
more secure support for the casing assembly that actually penetrated
into the mineral deposit.^®

Frasch filed his final patent application

for mining sulphur on May 3, 1912.

The patent office issued it to his

assignee, Union Sulphur, on September 7, 1915, after his death.

This

last patent was the product of his experimentation with the attempts
to drain the excess water from the underground deposits that had
built up during the years 1908-1911, when all the non-producing wells
had been capped.

The presence of the underground water had always

presented a problem to the operation.

The principal modification to

Frasch1s .original 1890 conception had been the addition of compressed

■*^U, S. Patent Number 1,008,319 "Mining Sulfur." Date of application:
February.
1905, Date issued: . November 14, 1911.
^ U . S. Patent Number 928,036 '-'installing Wells."
February 6 , 1905. Date issued: July 13, 1909.

Date of application:

)
/
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air to help raise the melted sulphur and the changes in the casings
to deal with, the underground water.

This final patent incorporated

the concept^ of the "bleeder wells" with the other casing assemblies
and the boiler positions to provide patent protection to the vari
ations of methods used at the mine.

To the last Frasch was seeking

to patent the Sulphur method to prevent possible competitors from
using his hot water p r o c e s s.^
He did not succeed in keeping competitors from the field.

The

first successful competing company pumped their initial stream of
sulphur on November 12, 1912 at Bryanmound, Texas, located near the
mouth of the Brazos River, south of Houston.

Captain Lucas had

drilled at the site in 1901 in the first flurry of oil exploration
of the Gulf coast set in motion by the success at Spindletop.
found no oil and abandoned the site.

He

Other drillers put down explora

tory wells at the site, and in 1904 one of them revealed the presence
of sulphur in the caprock above the salt, just as at Sulphur.

The

Freeport Sulphur Company was organized in July, 1912 as a combination
of the interests of several investors including local and east coast
capitalists and some owners of interests in the fertilizer industry,
one of the chief consumers of jsulphur.

As general manager of opera

tions the new company chose Benjamin Andrews.

Andrews had been one

of the drillers who had worked under contract for Frasch at Sulphur
and was knowledgeable about the. Frasch process.

The Freeport company

assumed that those principles outlined in Frasch*s 1890 patent were by

61U. S, Patent Number 1,152,499 "Mining Sulfur."
May 3,. 1912-.- Date issued: September 7, 1915.

Date of application:
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1912 in the public domain.

The company took its name from a townsite

an associated company planned to develop near the site, the present
Freeport, Texas.

Freeport Sulphur quickly became a leader in the sul-

phur industry, eventually overshadowing Union Sulphur.

62

It continues

in business: today as Freeport-McMoRan, and is still engaged in sulphur
mining as well as other interests.

The company still drills for sul-

phur using the Frasch process along the Gulf coast and overseas.

63

To Frasch in 1912 the new company was an upstart operation; he resen
ted its appropriation of his process, which he believed was still
under patent protection.

Union Sulphur sued the Freeport company in

1915 for patent infringement and won the case in the federal district
court.

Freeport appealed and won in the appeals court in 1918.

Es

sentially the appellate court decided that Frasch's later patents did
not disclose new inventions.

The invention was in the idea of mining

sulphur by the hot water process, and the patent on that invention had
_ 64
run out.
By 1918 the needs of the war effort had greatly increased sul
phur consumption, and a third domestic producer, Texas Gulf Sulphur,
started production that year, with the encouragement of the directors
of the federal war mobilization effort.

The appeals court in the

patent infringement suit could not have ignored these developments
and the potential implications:of upholding Union Sulphur's claims to

g2

*n

' *

* ■

■

Haynes,.Brimstone, pp. 75-85..
„

Interview with Jay Handelman, Freeport-McMoRan, June 10, 1983.
64

.

. . . . . .

Union Sulphur, v. Freeport Texas.
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a monopoly of the new mining process.
court case.

Frasch did not live to see the

Union Suljphur did not initiate the suit until after his

final perfecting patent had received patent office approval in 1915,
a year after the inventor’s death.

By the time Freeport went into

production Frasch was spending less and less of his time on Union Sul
phur business due to ill health.

The November, 1912 beginning of

activities at Freeport and the official abrogation of the agreement
with the Cohsotzio in the following January suggested the possibility
of a heightened competition.

Union Sulphur increased production.

For 1912 the mine produced more sulphur than the entire world's
consumption in 1911.

Frasch was building a stockpile.

The Sicilians

had virtually withdrawn from the American market; even after the end
of the international agreement they made no effort to compete in the
United States.

The competitive war between the competing American

producers did not occur, for two reasons.

Newer processes for using

free sulphur as the raw material for sulphuric acid, some developed
in Italy to spur the use of Sicilian sulphur, but also elsewhere,
were adopted by acid manufacturers.

The outbreak of World War I in

August, 1914 greatly increased the demand for sulphur among the war\

ring powers, and at the same time interrupted the normal flow of py
rites to American acid manufacturers.

When the United States declared

war on Germany in April, 1917, the product of the Louisiana and Texas
operations was a crucial part of the economic arsenal of the allied
nations. .Besides the vast.wartime consumption, the almost wholesale
conversion of<American acid plants from pyrites to the use of free
sulphur assured a continuing'postr-war demand for the products of the
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Frasch process operations.

Frasch's last visit to Sulphur was in December, 1 9 1 1 He was
already suffering from a serious kidney illness, diagnosed as Bright's
disease by his doctors, which was sapping his strength.

Although he

was only sixty-one years old, his once ruddy beard was grey and his
piercing blue eyes showed the strain of his almost constant discom
fort.^

He. came back to New York in January, 1912 to accept the

Perkin Medal from the prize committee composed of representatives of
the Society of Chemical Engineers, the American Chemical Society, and
the American Electrochemical Society.

The gold medal, the highest

award bestowed by the chemical profession on one of their colleagues,
was named after Sir William H. Perkin, who had stimulated the modern
chemical industry by his work in creating the first synthetic dye from
coal tar.

A committee of the leading professional chemical organiza

tions annually awarded the medal to a leading chemist from industry or
the academic world.

At the meeting, in the newly built Chemists' Club

in New York City, before a gathering of the leaders of the profession,
Frasch heard a long speech in praise of his various accomplishments
in oil and sulphur from Doctor Charles F. Chandler, one of the foun
ders of the American Chemical Society and an elder statesman of the
profession.

Chandler, along with Frasch's old mentor Maisch, had

attended the organizational meeting of the professional society almost

‘

" ^ ......

Haynes,. Brimstone, pp.: 86-108.-

66

Frasch to Parker C. Mcllhenny, .December 19> 1911.

Frasch Collection.

t
^ The'New.York-Herald, May 2, 1914, p. 11.
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forty years before.

Chandler's introductory remarks outlined Frasch*s

contributions from his earliest work with paraffin down to the suc
cess at Sulphur.

Frederick H. Pough, of Frasch's company, showed the

guests a series of slides of operations at Sulphur, including pictures
of the derricks and the great boiler plants and the mounds of sulphur
at the mine.

Captain Lucas, Frasch's old acquaintance and the dis

coverer of the Gulf oil industry, delivered a speech describing the
general features of the coastal salt domes, which had proven so rich
in both oil and sulphur.

Frasch himself delivered a retrospective

memoir of his work in oil and sulphur, remembering with, pride his
work at Standard and the long years of experimentation culminating
in the great success at Sulphur.

He made a point of congratulating

the Italians for their farsighted acceptance of a governmental respon
sibility to their own sulphur industry, evidencing his real concern
that technological advances such as his own work not cause distress
among a population dependent on traditional methods.

In the current

attitude of anti-trust opinion, he raised the Consorzio as an example
of the beneficial effects of a "trust" organized for the benefit of
producers and working to the benefit of consumers as well.

68

Frasch left the wintry city right after the festivities to take

To---------------------------------------------

M. C.. Whitaker, Chairman, "Introduction," p. 1 3 1 C. F, Chandler,
"Presentation Address," pp. 132-134; Herman Frasch, "Address of
Acceptance," pp. 134-140;'. Captain A. F. Lucas, "Geology of the Sul
phur'and Sulphur Oil Deposits of the Coastal Plain," pp. .140-143; F.
H,: Pough, "Sulphur Mines of the Union Sulphur-Company in.Louisiana,"
pp.' 143-147. The Journal‘6f Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,
. Volume .IV, N o . ,2 (February, 1912) ; .Reports.of .the.above.speeches
also-reported'verbatim in the‘Journal'ofthe Society'of Chemical
Industry-,•Volume’ 31, No, 4 (February 29, 1912), pp. 168-176,
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an extended vacation in the warmer climates of -the American west
coast.

Congratulatory telegrams came in to his office in New York

from old friends at the Lima refinery, colleagues in the profession,
and from the townspeople of Gaildorf.;

After the lengthy stay in

Pasadena, California he was back in New York by April, to put affairs
there in order before embarking for Europe.

In June he sailed for

France to take up residence in his Paris home and begin a long rest
in hopes of recovering from his illness .

^

When he arrived his doc

tors could do no more than prescribe rest for the illness.^
Frasch had always been a restless man.

But

He returned briefly in 1913

to New York City,^but was soon back in Paris.

In the summer of that

year he made one last visit to his old hometown, sending postcards to
his young grandson and namesake in New York from the Swabian village.

72

As he grew older he became more and more attached to thoughts of his
birthplace.

He was proud of his accomplishments in the United States

and proud of his American citizenship, but he also felt himself tied
sentimentally to the little village on the Kocher where he had grown.

VI

^ J o h n L. Henning to Frasch, February 10,. 1912; C. A. Grasselli to
Frasch, February 24, 1912;. J. G. Neubauer to Frasch, February 15,
1912; Frasch to Stadtschultheiss Nietzer of Gaildorf, April 4, 1912
Frasch to Grasselli, April-4,-1912; Frasch to C. W. Kemmler, April
1912; clippings from Per Papier-Fabrikant, Berlin, February 23, 1912,
Per Kocherbote, Gaildorf, February 25., 1912, and Chemiker-Zeitung,
No. 17, 1912.. Frasch Collection.
^The. N e w :York Herald, May 2,' 1914, p.-11.
^^Haynes,.Brimstone, p.' 73.
72

Picture postcard, Frasch to Herman F. Whiton, August 15, 1913.
Frasch Collection.
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During that last year he continued to keep up with developments
in the sulphur industry.

He took an interest in possible sulphur de

posits in Libya, an interest shared by Italy, which wrested the north
African country from the weak and debilitated Turkish empire.

He kept

up with the economic and political developments in the United States.
Unlike many of his old colleagues at Standard Oil, he had never taken
an active interest in politics; he had no time for it.

In the presi

dential campaign of 1912, however, he apparently was attracted by the
attitude of Theodore Roosevelt, who ran a third party campaign against
the Republican incumbent, William Howard Taft and his Democratic op
ponent, Woodrow Wilson, the governor of New Jersey.

Roosevelt in that

campaign articulated an attitude towards the relationship of govern
ment and the economy that proved genial to the role Frasch himself
had played.

Roosevelt attacked the "trusts," but tempered that anti

trust attitude with a belief that bigness itself was not evil.

Eco

nomic concentration could even be beneficial if the proper interests
of the public in fairness and equity to consumers and workers were
upheld.^
Frasch had always been too busy with the work at hand to take
much active interest in politics.. Similarly he had never been very
active in the many organizations to.which he belonged.

In Cleveland

and New York he had joined the local German-American clubs as he was

"73
......
' Otto: N. Witt, "Hermann Frasch,"'Chemiker-Zeitung, Number.68, June 6,
1914> p, 723.
^ N e w York Times, May 3, 1914, Sec. 4, p. 4.
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proud of his heritage as an American of German birth. ^

His wealth

and influence- gained him admission to the Union Club of Cleveland and,
later, the Sleepy Hollow Country Club of Tarry town, New York, in that
little town, north, of New York C i t y . ^

He. maintained membership in

77
several professional associations :and was an organizing member of the
Society of Chemical Engineers in 1908..

78

During one of his many

visits to Louisiana he had joined the New Orleans Gentlemen's Driving
Club and was an early enthusiast of the automobile.

79

For the cere

monies in Gaildorf in 1908 when he received the honors of his home
town, he arrived in a bright yellow convertible, the color, it was
said, of sulphur.
the man.

80

Such flamboyance was scarcely characteristic of

Even during his extended absences from his home in

^ O t t o Spengler, Das Deutsche Element d e r ’Stadt New York: Biographisches Jahrbuch der Deutsch-Amerikaner New Yorks und Umgebung (New
York, 1913), p. 107.
^ O b i t u a r y in Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, Vol. 85, No. 19 (May 11,
1914), p. 11.
Among Frasch's professional associations were the American Chemical
Society, the Society of Chemical Industry, the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the
American Electrochemical Society, the Verein Deutscher Chemiker
(Union of German Chemists), and the Chemists' Club of New York City.
C . F . Chandler,•"Herman Frasch" in "Obituaries," The Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 6 , No. 6 (June, 1914), p.
506.
78

Terry S. Reynolds, Associate Professor, College of Engineering, Uni
versity of Wisconsin-Madison to author, June 2, 1983.

79
Frasch was also a member of the Traveler's.Club of Paris.
Other so
cial associations to which he belonged-included■the New-York Athletic
Club and. the .Lambs- Club of New York..-.-.011^ Paint and Drug'Reporter,
May ;11>-19-14, p.. 11.

0Q '........................... ...................................
Strenger, "Hermann Frasch,"''Lebensbilder aus Schwaben'und Franken,
p. 394.
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Cleveland, the housiehold staff were under standing orders that his car
be kept full of gasoline, in case he arrived and wanted to relax by
going for a drive.

81

His primary hobby,; however, was always his work.

The Union Sulphur Company after 1905 was almost fabulously prof
itable.

When sulphur went into, full production that year, the

monthly dividends on each share of stock soon equalled the total
initial investment in each certificate.

82

It had taken several years

of hard work to make that success happen and Frasch lived to enjoy the
fruits of his invention and labor.

He enjoyed the travel he could

afford and the advantages he could give his wife and daughter.

Al

most to the end of his life, however, his real love, outiside his
family, remained his work.
Frasch died in his Paris home on May 1, 1914.
body was taken to Gaildorf for burial.

83

At his wish his

He left the bulk of his es

tate to be divided between his widow and daughter.

His son-in-law,

Henry D. Whiton, succeeded him as president of Union Sulphur.

To his

estranged son in Sydney, Australia Frasch left only a small trust
fund.8^

u

After the end of the World War Frasch’s family decided to re

move his body from Germany and bring it back to the United States.
Frasch had been spared the personal anguish of seeing his native and

8 ^The Cleveland leader, May 3, 1914* p. I.
a n

...........
Mew York.Times, December 18, 1910, Sec. 5, p. 4.

88Witt,. "Hermann Frasch,11 Chemikdr-r-Zeitung, June 6 , 1914, p. 723.
8*The New'York Herald, May 6,.1914, p. 8 . Frasch stipulated that if
the: son chose to contest the will'he would be completely cut off
from even the interest on the'trust.fund.
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adopted countries at war.

His wife and daughter decided to bring his

remains' closer to their homes and his body was reinterred at the
Sleepy Hollow cemetery in Tarrytown.

85

85

Interview with Herman F. Whit on, Jr., January 14, 1983.
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EPILOGUE

The woods have reclaimed much of the site of Frasch’s sulphur
mine.

The employee cottages have been moved off the property, many

to locations in the city of Sulphur.

Frasch1s old "villa" now moved

to a site south of the town is almost unrecognizable behind a new
facade.'*'

Sulphur production, except for a brief revival in the 1960's,

ceased in 1924.

2

The salt dome structure is still productive, under

the ownership of Union Sulphur's successor company, a division of
Allied Chemical, providing oil and gas and brine for the industries
that line the Calcasieu River between Sulphur and Lake Charles.

The

once busy site, with its tall wooden derricks and soaring smokestacks
and the life of the employee villages, is now relatively quiet.

Other

places now bring Frasch sulphur to the surface of the earth to enter
the commerce of the nation and the world and other men now heat the
water to melt the mineral to pump it out of the underground.

It was

at Sulphur, though, in the Christmas season of 1894, that the new in
dustry was born and at that city where the mine marked the beginning
of the industrialization

of southwest Louisiana.

There in the town

of Sulphur, coincidentally incorporated on the day of his death, a
memorial service was held for Herman Frasch a week after news was
received of his death in Paris.

Congressman Pujo delivered the eulogy

*"Visit to Sulphur and site of sulphur mine, August 11, 1983.

2

Donald B. Mason, "The Sulfur Industry: History and Development,"
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 30, No. 7 (July, 1938),
p. 740.
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and a choir composed of local schoolchildren sang hymns.
Williams Haynes, in his Brimstone:

3

The Stone That B u m s , the

history of the Frasch process sulphur industry, quoted an English
chemical manufacturer talking about the most important raw materials
of the Chemical industry.

"Salt, lime, and sulphur —

And the

4
greatest of these is sulphur."
Herman Frasch made important contributions to the development of
a native American industry in all three of these products.

He worked

for several years to create an improved, efficient plant for convert
ing raw brine to pure salt.

His earliest experience in designing a

complete plant and manufacturing process was for the production of
commercial alkali from salt and limestone.

The greatest and most en

during of his contributions was the Frasch process for recovering
sulphur from underground.

He came to Sulphur after other men had

spent twenty frustrating years trying to get sulphur from the earth
there.

There he transferred his conception from the realm of ideas

to practical demonstration.

From 1894 to 1924 the mine at Sulphur

produced over nine million long tons of the mineral.^
His work at Standard had made Frasch a prosperous man; the ex
ploitation of the sulphur deposit made him a millionaire.

A far

sighted and generous man, he made many benefactions in his lifetime
and his estate provided money for more after his death.

Over the

3
Lake Charles American-Press, May 6, 1914, pp. 1 and 3.
4
Haynes, Brimstone, p. ix.
5Ibid., p. 273.
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years he made significant contributions to Cleveland's charity hospi
tal.^

Union Sulphur donated land for what is now Frasch Park in Sul

phur.

The town's first high school was named in his honor.

At her

death his widow established a trust fund for agricultural research in
his name, which still provides grants to researchers and which calls
to mind the important role of sulphur as a major constituent of
fertilizer for the farms of the United States and the world.^

Before

he died he built a large community center for his hometown of Gail
dorf, which, ironically, was destroyed by American troops in 1945,
because the retreating German army had reportedly stored ammunition
Q

in the building.
Frasch's most enduring monument is the more than half a century
of American self-sufficiency in the production of sulphur.

During

two world wars the Frasch process produced enough sulphur to supply
the requirements of mobilization as well as peacetime needs.

In those

decades Frasch sulphur was available to make sulphuric acid, to vul
canize rubber, to convert wood pulp into paper, and for the thousand

^Focke, "Cleveland's Chemical Pioneers," Chemical and Engineering
N e w s , February 25, 1944, p. 245.
^"Frasch Millions Left for Chemical Research," Industrial and Engi
neering Chemistry News Edition, Vol. 2, No. 21 (November 10, 1924),
p. 1; Eileen Reilly, American Chemical Society to author, January
20, 1983.
Q

Strenger, "Hermann Frasch," Lebensbilder aus Schwaben und Franken,
p. 395.
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other uses of the bright yellow mineral.

9

His death was widely eulogized in the professional journals in
the United States and E u r o p e . A n old friend in Germany in that
last summer of peace remembered Frasch in the pages of the ChemikerZeitung.

They had known each other for more than twenty years, since

Frasch had first achieved prominence in industrial and scientific
circles for his success with Lima crude.

It was sadly fortunate,

wrote the friend, that Frasch had had to leave his homeland to make
his mark in the world.

The old world, wrote the German, would have

stifled his practical genius.

In the new world, in Canada, in Ohio,

and preeminently in Louisiana, he was free to apply his inventive
mind to the solution of practical problems and thereby make his con
tribution to the developing industry and commerce of the w o r l d . ^

9

Haynes, Brimstone, pp. 125-170, 262-293; The specific impact of the
availability of Frasch sulphur for the Allied war effort in the
First World War is mentioned prominently in a small memorial pam
phlet, undated, Herman Frasch, An Appreciation, issued on the oc
casion of the unveiling of a portrait of the inventor in the
Chemists' Club, New York City.
Copy in the Frasch Collection.
Another copy is in the Imperial Calcasieu Museum, Lake Charles,
Louisiana. The portrait was presented on March 3, 1918.
^ T h e Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol. 97, No. 19 (May 9, 1914),
p. 966; The Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol.
6 , No. 6 (June, 1914), pp. 505-506; Journal of the Society of Chem
ical Industry, Vol. 33, No. 10 (May 30, 1914), p. 539; Metallurgical
and Chemical Engineering, Vol. XII, No. 6 (June, 1914), p. 426;
Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, Vol. 85, No. 19 (May 11, 1914), p. 11;
The Petroleum Review, Vol. 30, No. 617 (May 16, 1914), p. 554;
Chemiker-Zeitung, No. 68 (June 6, 1914), pp. 721-728; Zeitschrift
fuer Angewandte Chemie, Volume 27 (May 15, 1914), p. 376.
^Witt, "Hermann Frasch," Chemiker-Zeitung, June 6, 1914, pp. 721722, 727-278.
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Frasch's life exemplified the type, of the immigrant to the United
States, the promise of opportunity available in this land to the
gifted and dedicated.
Chemist, engineer, entrepreneur, and civic-minded citizen, de
voted family man, and ever inquisitive scientist, even without the
credential of academic training, Frasch was also the prototype of
the modern industrial chemist, working in the proprietary laboratories
of industry rather than in the academic world of pure research.
Laboring long hours, often in self-imposed near obscurity, he was
the practical man of creative action.

The great mounds of sulphur

which came from the Gulf coastal plain and the other places in the
world where the Frasch process has been used are reminders of the one
man who decided that to extract the sulphur deposit of Louisiana re
quired a new way of thinking.

Frasch was able not only to bring a

new concept to mining, but he had the determination and stubbornness
to bring the idea to demonstrable success.

The enormous natural re

sources of the United States, and in particular the sulphur deposits
of Louisiana, represent only potential riches.

Frasch was one of

those men who through brilliance and tenacity made the potential into
reality.

The founder of an industry, he was one of the truly signifi

cant builders of modern America.
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